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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

GENERAL STATEMENTS
• The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and
signing an absentee bid sheet.
• The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the
hammer. The auctioneer has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in
this catalog. Although we believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee
any part of any description. We recommend that the bidders view the items in person and form
their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will
consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to
discuss a remedy with them.
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our consignors interests.
• Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all
terms and conditions of sale.

PAYMENT POLICY
• Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American
Express as payment for items purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag
Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash or hold merchandise until funds are
collected in full. THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.
• There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases. A discounted Buyer’s
Premium of 15% will apply to all purchases paid by cash or check.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES
• All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any
firearm on day of sale when they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New
Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take possession of any firearm on day of sale providing the
proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through the NH State Police
or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up
to 3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the
proper forms and successfully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to
an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is responsible for any and all shipping charges and all
items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their local and state laws.

Firearms are marked as follows:
ANTIQUE - no paperwork required
C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person
with a “C&R License” no paperwork is required. NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but
have been altered from their original configuration may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.
Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and
all proper paperwork is required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

WARNING

Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it
sells. Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here
or anywhere else, you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine
whether or not it is safe to use.
250 commercial street - suite 3011 - manchester, new hampshire 03101
603/627-7383
fax 603/627-7384
www.amoskeagauction.com
jason & melissa devine - nh license no. 2555
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 1:00PM, NOVEMBER 22, 2015. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT
OF ITEMS WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 2015.
RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE NOVEMBER 25, 2015.
2000. COLT MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial
#102757, .36 cal, 7 1/2" barrel with a good to near very good bore with
evident rifling and scattered pitting. The metal surfaces are an overall silvery-gray patina with light brown staining here and there and remnants of pinprick pitting. The barrel features the New York
address and rounded blade front sight has been installed.
The cylinder scene is no longer visible and all of the numbered parts are matching except for the wedge. The trig2000
gerguard and backstrap have toned to a dull ochre patina. The one-piece walnut grip is un-numbered and rates
excellent with minor handling marks from the years. The
arm times and locks smartly and a few of the screws show
minor slot damage. A very good 1851 Navy overall.
(157422-18) {ANTIQUE}
(1000/1500)
2001. COLT MODEL 1851 NAVY PERCUSSION
REVOLVER serial #150802, .36 cal, 7 1/2" barrel with a
very good bore with light pinprick pitting and rifling still
visible. The metal surfaces have been lightly cleaned to a
2001
dull pewter patina and show remnants of tiny pinprick pits
here and there. The barrel features the New York address
and the original bead front sight is intact. The cylinder
scene is no longer visible and the parts have been
cleaned of their numbers, including the wedge. The triggerguard and backstrap are a bright goldenrod patina with a couple of tiny dings.
The one-piece walnut grip is un-numbered and rates near excellent showing added varnish and a vertical hairline crack running down the
right side of the grip from top to bottom and was overlooked at first glance. The arm times and locks smartly. This 1851 Navy would be a
great addition for the budding collector. (157244-22) {ANTIQUE}
(800/1200)
2002. REMINGTON 1100 SKEET B GRADE SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L784501X, 20 ga, 25 1/2" ventilated rib barrel choked skeet
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original gloss blue finish with a few spots of loss and tiny specks of oxidation
here and there. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate very good to near excellent with scattered dings and dents, a
crack on the left side of the forend stemming from the center of a knot in the grain and a couple of small repaired chips on the rear edge of
the right side. (157334-41D30508)
(300/500)
2003. CUSTOM U.S. MODEL 1917 BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE BY EDDYSTONE serial #1100259, 30-06, 26" barrel dated "9-18"
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% arsenal blue with most of the loss on the bottom metal showing pinprick
pitting on the triggerguard and moderate wear to pewter on the bolt handle/knob with more pinprick pitting present. There appears to be a
few spots of white enamel that have splattered on the floorplate and surrounding wood. The custom plain pistolgrip walnut sporterized stock
rates very good overall with several dings and handling marks as well as the aforementioned white enamel scattered along nearly the entire
left side of the stock. There are three chips missing at the butt of the stock, one being at the toe, and the stock seems to have been made
by an amateur gunsmith. Included with this rifle in the buttstock compartment is a metal cleaning kit. (157323-37S18686)
(100/200)
2004. CZECH VZ24 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #8884N4, 8mm Mauser, 23" barrel with a very good, mostly bright bore with
minor frosting in the grooves. The metal surfaces retain about 40-50% original blue with the balance toned to pewter with scattered brown
oxidation stains here and there; a lion is stamped on the receiver ring. The plain pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and handguard rate very
good with scattered handling marks throughout and two repairs where the grip screw once was. All parts are matching, including the stock,
and there is no cleaning rod present. A brown hard case is included. (157323-48S18697) {C&R}
(300/500)
2005. J. STEVENS A & T CO. "FAVORITE" NO. 17 RIFLE serial #Y24, 25 Stevens, 22" half round, half octagon barrel with a mostly bright,
very good bore with a few pits here and there. The barrel retains 95% original blue with light surface oxidation here and there and a bit of
thinning at the muzzle-end of the barrel. The frame retains about 80-85% original case-hardened color which has slightly muted in some
areas with the balance toned to a smoky case-hardened patina; there are scattered pinprick pits here and there. The straight grip walnut
buttstock and forend rate very good to near excellent, as refinished, with scattered light handling marks. (157021-3) {C&R}
(200/300)
2006. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN MODEL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #1576875, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish throughout with a few light scratches and minor blemishes. The
checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent with a a couple of light handling marks from the years. A like-new example overall. (157330-150) {C&R}
(300/500)
2007. REMINGTON MODEL 11 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #1101778, 20 ga, 26" plain barrel choked modified with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 92% original blue with thinning on the bottom metal, light brown oxidation staining here and there and tiny
specks of surface oxidation. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend rate vvvery good with a pair of 1" cracks on either side
of the forend, abutting the frame and several light handling marks. (157115-10) {C&R}
(200/300)
2008. BELGIAN ZULU PIVOT BREECH SHOTGUN serial #2153, 12 ga, 33" barrel with a near very good bore with scattered pitting. The
barrel has toned to a dark plum-brown patina with light, evenly scattered pinprick pitting throughout; the barrel has a worn Belgian proof.
The brass Snider breechblock and frame have toned to a pleasing goldenrod patina with dark tarnishing and light dings here and there. The
walnut stock rates good, as refinished, showing a couple of repairs on the toeline and added varnish. The metal is slightly proud of the
wood. (157249-91) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2009. C.S. PETTENGILL POCKET MODEL REVOLVER 31 cal, 4 1/2" octagon barrel with a good oxidized bore with scattered pitting. The
metal surfaces have toned to a mottled pewter-brown patina with moderate pitting throughout and worn edges; the cylinder is a slightly
darker patina. The two-piece walnut grips rate very good to near excellent with a couple of minor handling marks and appear to have been
lightly sanded, for the metal is slightly proud of the wood at the tops of the grips. The revolver does not function properly and is in need of
mechanical attention. The cylinder rod screw is a modern replacement. A good entry level pocket model Pettengill revolver. (156889-209)
{ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
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2010. BELGIAN BRITISH CONSTABULARY DOUBLE
ACTION REVOLVER serial #3969, 32 CF, 4" barrel with a
very good bore with scattered soft pits. The arm retains
nearly all of its original nickel finish and shows light striations
here and there as well as tiny specks of oxidation, primarily
on the gripframe. The cylinder is Belgian proofed as well as
the right side of the frame; the left side of the frame shows
remnants of what appears to be an Auguste Francotte proof,
however the "crown over F" is only visible and not the "A".
The checkered two-piece grips rate very good with light
wear and handling marks from the years and appear to be
original. The action times and locks appropriately in most
instances however not consistently and is in need of
mechanical attention. Included with this revolver is a wooden case which was made out of a checkerboard, 24 loose
rounds of 32 C.F. ammunition and the end label from a vintage Fiocchi ammunition box which the loose rounds likely
came from. (157096-2) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)

2010

2011. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1294596, 30 W.C.F., 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97% original blue with light high edge wear and tiny specks of oxidation scattered about. The straight grip walnut buttstock
and forend rate very good to near excellent with light handling marks and a small hole in the toe of the stock and a start of one on the bottom of the forend, likely caused when attempting to install sling swivels. There is a pea-sized chip on the right side of the butt near the
buttplate. Right is sighted with standard open front and rear sights. There are two added drilled and tapped holes on the left side of the
frame. (157389-2) {C&R}
(350/550)
2012. MARLIN MODEL 30 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #137501, 16 ga, 28" matted barrel choked full with a bright very good
bore with scattered pitting here and there. The metal surfaces retain 98% reapplied blue with light specks of oxidation here and there
and slight operational loss; the serial number has been filled in with white enamel. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
forend rate excellent, as refinished, with flattened checkering and nearly all of the added varnish remaining. The action functions properly. (157449-47) {C&R}
(200/400)
2013. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1328148, 30 W.C.F., 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85% original blue with silvering on the high edges and most of the loss at the carry point along with scattered loss and light
scratches; the left side of the frame is drilled and tapped for a receiver mount. The straight grip shotgun buttstock and forend have been
lightly sanded and rate very good with a fine crack on the upper left side of the grip and at the rear edge of the lower tang as well as a small
1/2" chip missing at the toe. Standard open sights are affixed. (157440-10D30589)
(250/450)
2014. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1124497, 30 W.C.F., 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% added high gloss blue finish and the barrel address and caliber have been filled in with gold enamel. The straight grip
walnut buttstock and forend rate excellent showing added varnish and maybe a light handling mark or two. (157398-8) {C&R} (300/500)
2015. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON YOUNG AMERICA DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #398031, 22 RF, 2" barrel with an overall pitted bore still showing some good rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with patches of fading gray-brown patina and light scratches. The checkered hard rubber grips rate poor being oversized, the tops have been ground off which have left gaps at the tops of the panels which
still do not seat properly. The hammer does not lock in the cocked position and the action does not advance properly. (56797-5)
(100/200)
2016. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA ARSENAL serial #41874, 6.5 mm Arisaka, 31 3/8" barrel with
a very good bore having some scattered oxidation and pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue toning to graybrown. The two-piece Asian hardwood stock rates very good with a half dozen modest dents in the left side of the stock and handguard
along with numerous light handling marks. The rifle is equipped with a protected front sight and plain rear sight. The mum is intact and the
bolt is numbered to the gun, the dust cover however is numbered to a different rifle. (57095-3) {C&R}
(200/400)

2017. RARE A.H. FOX GUN COMPANY
TOY SIDE BY SIDE SHOTGUN. This toy
gun was made by the Fox Gun Company in
Philadelphia around the mid to late 1920's.
The 16" barrels retain about 90% of a flaking
added black paint showing scattered oxidation spotting and
the frame and forearm exhibit 60-70% of a more subdued black paint which is also flaking. On the bottom of the
stamped metal frame is "A. H. Fox Gun Company, Phila, PA., U. S. A., Pats Pend on Gun and Shell". The wood stock is
carved with a round knob grip and has a plain wood butt which provides a length of pull of 11 3/4" with drops of 1 1/8" and 1
3/4". The stock rates very good showing scattered dings, scratches and dry cracks with chipping evident around the action that is starting to
become loose from the frame. The gun has two operable triggers and top lever and comes with two metal cartridges about 28 ga. in diameter
and 3 1/4" long in size which are tarnished. (1X176429-1) {NON-GUN}
(300/500)
2018. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #K9507, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a near
very good bore which exhibits areas of heavier oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 80% of their factory original
blued finish, exhibiting extensive coverage by light oxidation staining, with the grip surfaces developing a brown patina. The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate near excellent and exhibit only minor light signs of previous handling. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop fails to lock the cylinder in place. (136940-179) {C&R}
(25/75)
2019. CUSTOM FOLK ART 1898 KRAG SPORTING RIFLE serial #290339, 30-40 Krag, 22 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 80-85% original blue with areas showing loss due to handling marks. The frame has toned to a gunmetal gray having areas of
oxidation spotting and traces of original blue. The folk art style walnut stock rates and very good displaying sculptural like wood designs
added to the stock with multiple colored plastic, brass and colored stone geometric inlays scattered throughout the stock; some of the inlays
have gone missing. The stock has been cut at the comb line and another piece has been added. The gun wears a front sight and a dovetail rear sight which has a brass inlays. Overall an interesting looking custom Krag. (2X177022-122)
(150/250)

2017
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2020. SIAMESE MODEL 1903 TYPE 45 MAUSER RIFLE serial #36127, 8x50R, 29" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 85% of an arsenal blue finish that is flaking to brown with areas of light surface oxidation and some light pitting blending in. The hardwood stocks rate good and have several light dings, divots and other service type handling marks. There is a small gap between the two
pieces of the buttstock. The markings all appear crisp and there are no visible importer markings present. The cleaning rod is not present
but rifle appears otherwise complete. A very good condition example overall. (46965-53) {C&R}
(100/200)
2021. SMITH & WESSON MILITARY & POLICE
MODEL 1905 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #81701, 32-20 W.C.F., 5” pinned barrel with a frosted bore. This well used fourth change revolver is
among the first 32-20’s to receive heat treated cylinders (started at serial #81287). The revolver retains
about 85% plus original nickel plated finish with scattered oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting, flaking near
the hump of the grip frame, some limited bubbling and
random scratches. The hammer and trigger have
worn to gunmetal gray with scattered oxidation blemishes. The grips have been changed to un-numbered
2021
diamond checkered walnut factory grips with moderated wear to the diamond points and moderated handling marks. No S&W logo is found on the frame but
the remaining markings on the barrel are crisp.
Someone has hand scratched the numbers H-21219
on the side of the frame and all appropriate parts have
correct matching numbers. (86801-35)
(275/375)
2022. LEFEVER NITRO SPECIAL BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #327898, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked full and modified
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 98% original blue finish displaying a few light scratches and light loss at the breeches and
muzzles. The frame is engraved with a flying goose on both sides and has faded to a smoke gray with traces of original case colors in the
protected areas. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent as refinished having a few light handling marks and faint traces
checkering present; the metal is proud to the wood. The buttstock wears a hard rubber buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14 1/4"
with drops of 1 3/4" and 2 3/4". The gun features double triggers and the the top lever is about 1/2" right of center and stays to the right
when opened prohibiting the gun from locking up properly. (176758-38) {C&R}
(200/400)
2023. ITHACA FIELD GRADE BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #120596, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked full and full with a
very good lightly pitted bore. The barrels retain 80% of an evenly thinning blue finish displaying some sparse areas of surfaces oxidation,
light scratches and nicks. The frame has toned to a pewter patina having areas of oxidation staining. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light handling marks. There is a 5/8" crack present at the upper tang. The buttstock wears
a hard factory Ithaca buttplate which provides a length of pull of 14 1/8". The gun features double triggers, an automatic safety and extractors. (177053-5) {C&R}
(300/500)
2024. BERETTA MODEL 84BB SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #D44258Y, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The checkered hardwood grips rate excellent. This pistol appears to have had little if any use and comes
with two magazines, bore brush, manual and its original blue plastic factory box with worn outer cardboard correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, two of the seams have separated. (127340-69)
(200/300)
2025. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #592001, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 98% of a reapplied blue finish displaying a few light handling marks. The refinished frame rates excellent which has
toned to a pleasing plum patina. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good as refinished displaying a few
light dings and scratches. The gun wears its original buttplate which provides a length of pull of 13 3/4". (1X177067-8) {C&R} (300/500)
2026. IVER JOHNSON EJECTOR SEMI-HAMMERLESS SHOTGUN serial #35450, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright,
very good bore with even pits throughout. The barrel has been cleaned to bright gunmetal gray with light tool marks and striations here
and there as well as remnants of oxidation and brown finish. The frame is a matching gunmetal-brown patina with no remnants of original
case-colors and a bit of pinprick pitting here and there. The plain walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate good with four lengthy cracks,
two from the rear of the upper tang and two from the lower tang, with the balance of the wood refinished with lots of varnish loss and scattered dings and dents. The left side of the forend has a moderate bruise with tiny cracks. Shotgun features a gold bead front sight.
(1X156940-73) {C&R}
(50/100)
2027. CVA HUNTERBOLT MAGNUM BOLT ACTION MUZZLELOADING RIFLE serial #61-13-206244-02, 50 cal, 26" barrel with a very
good bore with a bit of oxidation here and there. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light scratches in the finish; the bolt
has toned to plum. The black checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend with scant schnabel tip rate very good featuring a flared left side
cheekpiece with several light scuffs here and there. Muzzleloader features its original ramrod and a Simmons Deerfield 3-9x32mm scope is
mounted to the receiver with very good optics; the ring on the end of the ocular lens is loose and the body has a few light scratches. A rear
sight ramp is affixed to the barrel however no sight is present. (1X156780-S17763F) {ANTIQUE}
(20/40)
2028. SIAMESE MODEL 1923 MAUSER RIFLE 8 mm Siamese, 29" barrel with a dark bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original
blue toning to brown, the majority of loss fading wear on the bolt cover and high edges. The hardwood stock and handguard rate good
with overall dents and handling marks. The action has been welded solid and the cleaning rod removed, quite possibly for drill use.
(1X7142-29) {C&R}
(25/75)
2029. VICTORIA BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #156, 12 ga, 27 1/2" damascus matted rib barrels choked full and modified with
very good bores having a few light pits and oxidation. The barrels have toned to a dark brown patina displaying a good pattern with moderate coverage of surface oxidation. The boxlock frame is embellished in a light scroll engraving and has tarnished to dark pewter brown
and has oxidation present. The checkered pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying scattered impact marks, a moderately chipped
toe, a crossbolt repair through the wrist and 1" crack on the left side of the cheek. The checkered forend rates very good displaying a few
light dings and is missing its ebony forend tip. The buttplate is chipped at the toe; it provides a length of pull of 14". The gun features double triggers and extractors. (1X176855-5) {C&R}
(100/200)
2030. AMERICAN ARMS CO. BOSTON SWING-ACTION DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #2270, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked cylinder and cylinder with a very good bores having a few pits their full length. The barrels have toned to a pewter brown patina having moderate traces of surface oxidation their full length. The locks and frame have tarnished to pewter gray having brown patina undertones. The
checkered walnut round knob buttstock rates good to very good having two repaired cracks emanating from both sides of the upper tang
toward the sidelocks. The forend rates very good displaying just a few dings and scratches. The hammers are in excellent working condition and the lock up is tight. (1X176780-S17921A) {C&R}
(100/200)
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2031. ITALIAN AIR FORCE MODEL 1935 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY BERETTA serial #419593, 32 ACP, 3 5/16” barrel with a slightly frosted bore. This pistol has been professionally refinished. The metal surfaces retain about 97% reapplied finish with high edge wear and old
pitting visible under the new finish. The metal preparation thinned some of the markings but most remain strong to crisp. The black synthetic grips with Beretta monogram are in like new condition. The left side of the frame has the correct crown / soaring eagle Air Force
markings and the pistol is dated 1936. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87330-90) {C&R}
(150/250)
2032. RUGER OLD MODEL SUPER SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #512595, 22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This 1965 made
revolver remains in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with some light handling
wear and a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions are in excellent condition
with a few minor handling marks. This is a well cared for and lightly used Super Single Six. This revolver has not had the transfer bar safety update. (87330-178)
(300/500)
2033. WALTHER MODEL PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #206061P, 32 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This non importer marked
commercial PP is in very good condition. The pistol retains about 80% original blue finish with the greatest loss to the grip frame plus high
edge wear and light handling marks on the remaining surfaces. The checkered black synthetic factory grips rate very good with scattered
light scratches and few lightly flattened diamond points. The pistol is eagle / N proofed and only part of the scratch numbers remains visible. The right side of the slide is inscribed: John P. Noon / GMUNDEN AUSTRIA 1945. This pistol includes a single correctly marked magazine with a flat base plate. (87330-76)
(250/350)
2034. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SIDE SNAP SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #14709, 12 ga., 32” twist steel barrel choked full with
an excellent bore. The barrel is toning to brown with some scattered light oxidation blemishes. The receiver is nickel plated with scattered
light scratches, oxidation blemishes and a few pits for a rating of about 97%. The pistolgrip buttstock rates fair with scattered light to moderate handling marks and a check running from the right side mid pistolgrip into the first third of the buttstock. Two other cracks are present on the right side of the pistolgrip, both running from the tangs several inches into the grip areas. The buttplate remains very good with
light wear marks. The forend rates good to very good with moderate dents, scuffs and flaking finish. The forend hardware shows light wear
to the nickel plating. The firing pin is missing from the shotgun but barrel to frame lock up remains tight. This would be a nice gun for the
mantle over the fireplace. (86940-97) {C&R}
(75/150)
2035. GERMAN MODEL 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CESKA ZBROJOVKA serial #227153, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol retains about 95% original dull blue finish with some limited high edge wear on the slide, lightly thinning finish on the forestrap
and a few areas thinning to purple on the slide. The straw colored parts retain strong color with a few light operation marks. The checkered brown synthetic grips with CZ monogram rate excellent with minor handling wear. The frame and barrel have eagle / WaA76
Waffenamt marks and there is a military proof on the barrel. The barrel Waffenamt mark is partially obscured and there is no serial number.
A single correctly marked magazine is included. (87330-102) {C&R}
(200/400)
2036. CZ MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #131631, 380 ACP, 3 9/16” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol is dated 1937 and has
fairly strong condition. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue finish with the frontstrap thinned to pewter, high edge wear and
thinning finish on the slide. The straw colors on the hammer and trigger remain strong. The checkered brown plastic grips rate excellent.
All numbers correctly match and the pistol is stamped with Czech army acceptance marks. A single correctly marked magazine is included. The electric penciled number on the magazine does not match. (87330-106) {C&R}
(250/550)
2037. GERMAN MODEL HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY MAUSER serial #709474, 32 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This non
importer marked pistol retains about 85% plus original blue finish that is thinning to pewter on the grip frame along with high edge wear and
light handling marks. The checkered walnut grips are in good to very good condition with worn diamond points, dents, dings and scratches. The pistol has commercial proof marks and is Waffenamt marked eagle / 655. The barrel and slide are numbered to the gun, and a single magazine is provided. (87330-96) {C&R}
(300/500)
2038. SMITH & WESSON 2ND MODEL DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #16966, 32 S&W (Short), 2 7/16” cut barrel
with a lightly pitted and oxidized bore. When the barrel was shortened some of the barrel address was removed and obscured by the reinstallation of the front sight. This revolver retains about 97% re-applied nickel finish with most of the loss to flaking on the cylinder in addition to a few scattered oxidation blemishes, pinprick pits and handling marks. The un-numbered diamond checkered hard rubber grips are
in excellent condition. (87330-210) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2039. STEVENS OFFHAND TARGET NO. 35 PISTOL serial #45959, 22 LR, 8” part round part octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore.
This single shot pistol retains about 75% blue finish with the grip frame wearing to a purple/brown/pewter mix with the remaining surfaces
thinning to purple. Additionally, there are light scratches, dents and dings also present. The smooth walnut factory grips are in near excellent condition with light handling marks and later applied varnish. The grips are numbered but not legible, the barrel is correctly numbered
to the frame and the barrel to frame fit is slightly loose. (87330-73) {C&R}
(250/350)
2040. CZECHOSLOVAKIAN MODEL 52 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CESKA ZBROJOVKA serial #C06664, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4”
barrel with an excellent bore. This importer marked pistol retains about 99% original Parkerized finish with slight high edge wear. The synthetic grips are in near excellent condition with slight handling marks. The numbers correctly match on the frame, slide and barrel and there
are no military refurbish marks found. The pistol has correct military marks and is dated 1953. The pistol includes a single magazine.
(87330-207) {C&R}
(150/250)
2041. F. DUSEK “DUO” VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #90340, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This non
importer marked pistol remains in near excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish with some limited and
light high edge wear. The synthetic grips with basket weave pattern and “Duo” monogram are in excellent condition. The slide has a
Czech proof mark and is dated 1944. A single magazine is included. These pistols are reported to have been sold commercially to “authorized” personnel in Germany during the war. This is a very nice condition pistol and another great addition to the WWII collector’s kit.
(87330-88) {C&R}
(250/350)
2042. CESKA ZBROJOVKA VZ 45 POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #16731, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with slight frosting in the bore. This
1937 dated, non importer marked, pistol features a double action only firing mechanism. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue
finish that is thinning to gray with pewter highlights. The checkered brown plastic grips with CZ logo rate fair with light handling wear and
a repair on the left panel. The panel has cracked in two and was repaired with adhesive. The pistol includes a single magazine that is numbered to the gun. (87330-107) {C&R}
(100/200)
2043. J.P. SAUER & SOHN MODEL 1930 “AUTHORITY” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #189735, 32 ACP, 3” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol retains about 90% plus original blue finish with high edge wear and silvering at the muzzle. The checkered black synthetic grips
rate excellent overall and have the caliber in a banner and Sauer monogram on the left panel. The pistol includes a single magazine marked
“S&S Cal. 7.65” on the base. (87330-100) {C&R}
(150/250)
2044. SEDGLEY MODEL 1910 BABY HAMMERLESS TRANSITION REVOLVER serial #371, 22 Short, 1 3/8” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting tool marks. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original nickel plated finish with a light turn ring on the cylinder and a
few handling marks. The checkered hard rubber grips are in excellent condition. The top strap has the April 5, 1910 patent date and is
marked Model 1910. The tiny gun still times and locks up correctly. (87330-211) {C&R}
(100/200)
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2045. RUGER NEW MODEL BLACKHAWK REVOLVER serial #51-11237, 30 Carbine, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal
surfaces of the frame, barrel and cylinder retain about 95% of their original factory blue finish that exhibits light silvering of the high edges,
minor surface oxidation on the left side of the barrel and a cylinder turn ring. The steel grip frame has been polished and left in-the-white
to give the gun a two tone appearance. The smooth walnut grips rate very good plus, but exhibit some light wear, as well as a minor scuff
along the left grip panel. Included with the revolver are an original factory box and shipping sleeve that are correctly end labeled and hand
numbered to the gun, manual and paperwork. (87334-21D29973)
(250/350)
2046. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #63836, 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a heavily frosted bore.
This well used, 1907 made, pocket hammerless has little finish. The metal surfaces are gunmetal gray with scattered pitting, handling marks
and old oxidation stains. There are traces of original blue present in the protected areas of the frame and slide. The sides of the trigger
have a few traces of Nitre blue but the other small parts are pewter. The correct era checkered hard rubber grips rate very good to excellent with slight wear to the diamond points but crisp markings. A single unmarked magazine is included. This is an early model with the
longer barrel and equipped with a bushing. (87334-16D30036) {C&R}
(100/200)
2047. INTRATEC PROTECT 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #017955, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces of this double action only pistol are in very good condition with light scattered handling marks. There are also a few light oxidation
blemishes on the barrels exterior. The checkered plastic grips with company and model monograms are in excellent condition. The little
pocket pistol includes a single magazine and an Uncle Mike’s inside the waist holster. (87323- 3S18463)
(50/100)
2048. FEG MODEL PA-63 / AP9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BG7990, 380 ACP, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide retains about
97% original blue finish with light high edge wear. The silver anodized surfaces of the frame are in near excellent condition with a few
light handling marks. The checkered black plastic thumb rest grips are in very good to excellent condition with light handling marks. The
pistol includes a pair of magazines with finger extension floorplates. One magazine has a black anodized floorplate and the other is silver. (87323-27S19052)
(100/200)
2049. LLAMA MODEL IIIA SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A31565, 380ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This Stoeger Industries
marked pistol retains about 85% original blue finish with thinning to pewter grip frame, high edge wear, scattered oxidation blemishes, handling marks and few pits. The checkered black plastic factory grips rate good to very good with light handling blemishes but both panels
have scratched trident symbol (left panel) and a Star of David (right). The pistol features a windage adjustable rear sight and ventilated rib.
The pistol is proof date stamped 1984 and a single magazine is included. (87334-12D30603)
(100/200)
2050. DEUTSCHE WERKE MODEL 1920 ORTGIES PATENT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #97665, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol has strong finish but the firing mechanism is in need of repair. The pistol retains about 97% original blue finish that is starting to
thin, along with high edge wear. The smooth walnut factory grips with Deutsche Werke medallions rate very good with light handling marks.
The pistol includes a single magazine marked for 7.65 (32 ACP) and 9mm (380 ACP) as the pistol was designed to allow quick barrel change
from one caliber to the next. No extra barrel is provided and the sear / firing pin are in need of professional attention. (87334-13D26331)
{C&R}
(100/200)
2051. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF LOADING 25 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #16057, 25 ACP, 2 1/8” barrel with a frosted
bore. This second variation pistol retains about 85% plus original blue finish with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and light high edge
wear. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with H&R monogram are in near excellent condition with slight handling marks. The pistol
includes a single magazine and remains functional. (87334-15D30601) {C&R}
(250/350)
2052. REMINGTON MODEL NO. 3 DOUBLE DERINGER serial #844, 41 RF, 3” double barrel cluster with oxidized and pitted bores. This
type II Deringer remains in very good condition. The barrels are a mottled mix of purple, brown and pewter with strong streaks of original blue present in the protected areas. The frame retains the same coloration with only a few scant traces of original finish. The un-numbered checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent with a few light wear marks. The hammer retains most of its Nitre blue with some light
oxidation stains while the extractor has a trace remaining. Barrel-to-frame fit is exceptionally tight and the little gun is still fully functional.
(87286-2) {C&R}
(300/500)
2053. MARLIN MODEL 1889 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #51704, 44-40 W.C.F., 24” plain barrel with a lightly pitted but bright bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% reapplied black finish but the lever and buttplate were not refinished. They are a brown hue with scattered
light oxidation blemishes and pitting. The remaining surfaces exhibit past pitting and scratches with oxidation blemishes and light scuffing present on the new finish. The buttstock rates very good to excellent with light re-applied varnish and handling wear. The forend has later applied
varnish with light dents and dings. The rifle sports a Rocky Mountain brass knife blade front sight and sporting elevator leaf rear sight. The half
cock feature is not functional and the firing pin has been removed from the bolt, but it is provided. (87249-241) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
2054. COLT POCKET POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #133595, 32 Colt Police Positive (32 S&W Long), 2 1/2” barrel with
a slightly oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this first issue, 1928 made gun retain about 85% original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to brown and the backstrap exhibiting evidence of light cleaning. The cylinder has a turn ring, and there are scattered light oxidation
blemishes, scratches, cleaning marks and pinprick pitting also found on the metal surfaces. Rich Nitre blue is still present on the hammer
and trigger with light oxidation staining on the hammer sides. The correct checkered hard rubber factory grips rate near excellent with light
handling marks and are correctly numbered to the gun. The revolver still times and locks up correctly but is missing the crane lock and crane
lock screw. The last patent date on the barrel is July 4, 1905. (87142-8) {C&R}
(300/500)
2055. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #162193, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This is a well used
gun. The metal surfaces are predominantly gray with the only remaining original factory blue in the flutes of the cylinder and the recesses of the protected areas. The Nitre blue finish on the hammer and trigger has faded but remains strong on the rear portion of the trigger. Scattered light oxidation blemishes, pinprick pitting and handling marks are present. The checkered fleur-de-lis design hard rubber grips are the correct version for this 1919 made gun and are correctly numbered to the gun. The heel of the right panel is missing
a 1/2” tall chip with a crack extending to the center of the panel along with scattered light handling marks on the grips. If you want a
shooter, this is it. (87087-101) {C&R}
(100/200)
2056. ETHAN ALLEN CENTER HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #4992, 22 Short, 3 1/8” half round half octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore. This square butt, E. Allen & Co. marked pistol retains 90% nickel plating on the barrel with scattered light oxidation blemishes, slight bubbling, handling marks and pinprick pitting. The receiver is predominantly gunmetal gray with brown overtones and
exhibits light scattered oxidation blemishes, a few pinprick pits and light handling wear. The smooth walnut grips rate very good with light
handling marks. The grips, barrel and extractor are numbered to the gun. Barrel-to-frame fit is loose and the trigger return spring is in need
of attention. The hammer will come to full cock if you push the trigger forward. No half cock is present. (87014-8) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
2057. N. PIEPER MODEL 1920 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #48209, 25 ACP, 2 1/16” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This pistol retains
about 75% plus original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to pewter from handling along with silvering at the rear of the receiver from
cleaning, high edge wear, scattered pitting and thin freckling. The checkered hard rubber grips with light handling marks rate near excellent. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87014-7) {C&R}
(100/200)
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2058. UNMARKED REPLICA SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #031475, .44 cal., 5 1/2” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore.
The barrel is brown with pewter overtones along with a few light pits. The lock is lightly engraved and retains strong case-hardened colors.
The brass furniture is tarnished. The front sight is a brass blade with “V” notch dovetailed steel rear sight. The wood stock rates very good
with light handling marks and scuffs. The metal furniture is poorly fitted to the wood. The trigger has been removed but is provided and
the triggerguard is missing as is the trigger pin. Also provided is a steel ramrod. (87014-39) {ANTIQUE}
(25/50)
2059. BROWNING HI-POWER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY FABRIQUE NATIONALE serial #245PY12403, 9mm, 4 3/4” barrel with a pitted
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue finish with all the loss due to scattered areas of heavy oxidation that have pitted the
metal. Most of the loss is on the slide with lesser amounts on the frame and barrel. The checkered hardwood grips rate good to very good
with flaking finish, light water staining and a few handling marks. The pistol features a ramp front sight and fully adjustable rear sight that
is still working despite the corrosion on the screws. No magazine is provided. The pistol still functions but will need some TLC before using
it. (87323-53S18702)
(250/350)
2060. COLT GOVERNMENT MODEL BARREL LOT This lot consist of a single barrel for the Colt Government Model pistol. The barrel is
5” long with an excellent bore, is chambered for the 45 ACP and is not equipped with a link or link pin. The top of the chamber is marked
“Colt 45 Auto”. This Colt manufactured barrel appears to be as new with the chamber areas left in-the-white and the remainder blue
finished. (87372-1A).
2061. DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL D-38 DERINGER serial #D087482, 38 Special, 2 3/4” over / under barrels with excellent bores. This
pistol appears to have seen little if any use. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original chrome finish. The black textured synthetic grips
rate excellent. This pistol features a crossbolt safety and manual extraction. The pistol includes an original factory box that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, manual and paperwork. (87349-31)
(75/125)
2062. ROHM MODEL RG15 DERINGER serial #44228, 22 LR, 3” over / under barrels with excellent bores. The pistol retains about 99%
original chrome plating and blue finishes with scattered light handling marks. The hammer, trigger and several other small parts are finished in blue with the remaining metal surfaces plated. The checkered faux ivory grips rate near excellent with some light soiling from handling. (87349-32)
(75/125)
2063. TRADITIONS MODEL 1851 COLT NAVY CONVERSION REVOLVER serial #194, 38 Special, 7 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly
oxidized bore with some fine pits. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish with a light turn ring and limited high edge wear. The
case-hardened frame retains strong colors with some light surface pits on the right side of the frame. The polished grip frame remains excellent. The smooth one piece walnut grip is numbered to the gun and rates excellent overall. The frame, cylinder and barrel are numbered
to the gun. (87349-34)
(300/500)
2064. COLT CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL MODEL SINGLE SHOT PISTOL 22 Short, 6” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This pistol is configured to resemble a downsized Colt model 1860 Army with the non-rotating cylinder bored with a single chamber. The metal surfaces
retain about 90% plus black paint and gold plate with flaking paint on both sides of the faux cylinder and muzzle areas. Also present are
scattered light scratches and oxidation stains. The smooth walnut grips rate very good with light dings and dents. The top front of the triggerguard is cracked completely through but is still functional. (87394-7) {C&R}
(25/75)
2065. ASTRA MODEL 1921 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #18395, 9mm Parabellum, 6” barrel with a frosted bore. This model 400 pistol retains
strong finish and exhibits light use. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus original blue finish with light high edge wear, thinning to purple
grip frame and light handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Astra monograms rate good to very good with light to moderately worn diamond points and light handling marks. An E / U Astra logo and Carabineros crest appear on the forward slide and remain crisp.
The slide, barrel and frame are numbered alike the caliber is simply marked 9mm. Oddly no proof marks are present but the gun is stamped
“Spain”. A factory two piece maroon box with “Astra Pistol Caliber 9mm” marked on the cover, single Astra marked magazine, and a second
magazine with an encircled RE on the lip, that is still in the original dried packing grease, are included. (87388-5) {C&R}
(300/500)
2066. HIGH STANDARD DELUXE DOUBLE NINE CONVERTIBLE REVOLVER serial #M043805, 22 LR / 22 W.M.R.F., 5 1/2” barrel with
an excellent bore. This is a nice condition double action revolver with only light use evident. The metal surfaces of the revolver and spare
cylinder retain about 99% original blue and anodize finishes with a light turn ring on both cylinders and a few light handling marks overall.
The smooth hardwood grips with High Standard medallions rate excellent. The revolver includes an original factory box that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun and the aforementioned 22 W.M.R.F. cylinder. (87413-2)
(250/350)
2067. HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #8416, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This early pistol retains
about 90% original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to purple with pewter highlights, high edge wear, silvering at the muzzle, scattered light handling marks and a few light oxidation blemishes. The checkered hard rubber factory grips are in very good to excellent condition with light handling wear. The pistol includes a single two tone magazine. (87409-7) {C&R}
(300/400)
2068. BRITISH WEBLEY MARK VI REVOLVER serial #311509, .455 Webley, 6” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting some light scattered oxidation blemishes near the end of the barrel. This is a well used revolver that is devoid of finish. The metal surfaces are a brown
patina with traces of original blue finish lurking in the protected areas. There are scattered light oxidation stains and pinprick pitting plus
some light assembly scratches on the frame around barrel catch. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips rate good with a few light
dents, dings and scratches on both panels but the left panel has a 3/4” chip missing from the base. The barrel, frame and cylinder have
matching numbers, the lanyard loop is present with markings remain strong to crisp. This 1917 dated revolver still times and locks up correctly with just a hint of play between the barrel and frame. The Webley’s are considered one of the finest service revolver and is a must
have for the WWII collector or any “wheel gun” enthusiast. (87409-5) {C&R}
(300/400)
2069. TRADITIONS COLT 1847 WALKER TEXAS RANGER COMMEMORATIVE PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #E64776, .44 cal.,
9” half round half octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This is an excellent condition replica revolver. The barrel, grip frame and cylinder
retain 99% original blue finish. The case-hardened colors on the frame, loading lever, cylinder pin and hammer remain robust with minor
operation marks on the hammer. The brass triggerguard frame remains excellent. The faux ivory two piece grips rate excellent. The left
side of the barrel is mark “TEXAS RANGER” with Ranger badge next to it. There is a wedding ring at the muzzle and the circumference of
the cylinder. The gold fill is partially flaking out on all the markings except the ring at the muzzle. Also included is a factory box with general advertising markings but none specific to the gun. Also included are a manual and paperwork. (87349-26) {ANTIQUE} (250/350)
2070. KAHR K9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #AE0219, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few faint oxidation blemishes.
This is a near excellent condition Kahr. The all steel pistol retains about 99% original black matte finish with a few light handling marks. The
neoprene factory grips with embossed Kahr logo and pebble grain surface rate excellent. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, manual, Allen wrench and paperwork. No magazine is provided. (87404-86)
(300/400)
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2071. SMITH & WESSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #214596, 32 S&W (short), 3” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few pinprick pits. This is an excellent condition top break. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue finish with light wear at the muzzle and a cleaned oxidation area on the cylinder that has left the metal slightly pitted. The casehardened colors on the trigger remain strong but somewhat muted. The diamond checkered black hard rubber factory grips with S&W logo
rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks. The grips, cylinder, barrel, extractor and latch are all correctly numbered to the gun.
Barrel-to-frame fit remains tight and the little “lemon squeezer” still times and locks up correctly. (87438-9) (C&R}
(300/500)
2072. BERETTA MODEL 84F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #E66085Y, 380 ACP, 3 13/16” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol is in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original satin nickel finish. The checkered walnut grips with silver Beretta medallions
are in excellent condition. The pistol includes an unmarked or labeled factory hard case and a pair of factory nickel plated ten round magazines. (87415-6)
(300/500)
2073. COLT MODEL 1901 NEW ARMY REVOLVER serial #172294, 38 Long Colt, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. This arsenal or factory
refurbished revolver remains in good condition with original grips, replacement barrel and cylinder. The metal surfaces retain about 75%
factory re-applied blue finish with the grip frame thinning to gunmetal gray, high edge wear, oxidation blemishes, minor pitting and handling
marks. The grips are assembly numbered to the gun and rate good with the toe worn round and checks forming on both heels. The wood
surfaces are fairly smooth with light handling marks. Leroy E. Briggs initial appear on the left side of the frame along with Rinaldo A. Carr’s
which are also present on the cylinder and barrel. The Rampant Colt is missing from the frame and the R.A. C. and other markings are
thinned. There is an additional 1903 date stamp on the side of the frame that is partially washed out. The barrel has a different assembly
number as does the cylinder under the star and the firing pin is a later replacement. The L.E.B. initials were applied after the refurbish and
remain crisp. (87440-36D30759) {C&R}
(200/300)
2074. U.S. MODEL 1917 REVOLVER BY COLT serial #182988, 45 ACP / AR, 5 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting light oxidation staining at the muzzle. This 1919 revolver has been factory refurbished with no finish remaining. About 50% of the metal surfaces are
brown with oxidation blemishes and pitting. The remaining areas are bright silver gray with some light cleaning evident. The un-numbered
smooth walnut factory grips have been modified with the addition of two pieces of die that have not been expertly fitted. The rest of the
wood surfaces rate very good with light handling marks. The frame under the crane, crane, cylinder, barrel and trigger has factory rework
#3600 but a factory rework mark was not located. The Rampant Colt, sub inspector marks and Gilbert A Stewart’s inspector mark are still
visible. The military inventory number on the butt is
#29404. (87449-50) {C&R}
(250/450)
2075. E.M.F. HARTFORD MODEL SINGLE ACTION
ARMY REVOLVER BY UBERTI serial #155007, 357
2075
Magnum, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver has seen very little if any use. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue finish with a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The frame has bold
case-hardened colors and the smooth one piece walnut factory grip rates excellent.
The pistol includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
manual and paperwork. This is the perfect gun for the fledgling Cowboy action shooter.
(87404-90)
(300/500)
2076. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #741892, 16 ga., 26 1/2”
shortened barrel choked cylinder but marked full with an excellent bore. This 1924 made shotgun rates
very good with moderate wear. The metal surfaces are brown with parts of the receiver closer to pewter. There are
slices of original blue finish in the protected areas along with light freckling, oxidation blemishes and handling marks.
The walnut factory buttstock rates good to very good with scattered scratches, dents and dings. There is a 1” check on
the left wrist and a 1 1/2” check on the right. A 1 1/2” chip on the toe was repaired and the hard rubber buttplate rates about good with
moderate wear. The walnut forend rates very good to excellent with light handling wear. A corner of the right side of the hammer spur
has broken off but is still usable. (87249-4) {C&R}
(250/450)
2077. MAUSER HSC SUPER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #00834, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This Gamba made, importer
marked pistol is in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The checkered walnut factory grips rate
near excellent with a small light scuff on the left panel. The pistol includes a factory box with torn edge that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, single high capacity magazine, manual and paperwork. (87440-15D30492)
(300/500)
2078. RUGER SECURITY SIX REVOLVER serial #150-59945, 357 Magnum, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver is in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with a light turn ring on the cylinder that is also drifting to plum. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a black ramp front sight and fully
adjustable rear sight. The revolver includes an original factory box correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, non factory cleaning rod,
manual and paperwork. (87375-3)
(300/500)
2079. UNMARKED BELGIAN CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION SINGLE SHOT PISTOL, .68 cal., 3 1/8” smooth bore barrel that is oxidized and pitted. This folding trigger pistol rates about very good. The metal surfaces are pewter with some brown overtones, and has scattered light oxidation stains and pitting. The lock area has light loose scroll engraving on the sides with wedges on the top and bottom. The
smooth walnut grips have later applied varnish with old light handling marks and a check on the left side. The lock still correctly operates
and a Belgian black powder proof is on the left side of the lock. (86889-196) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2080. MOORE’S PAT. FIREARMS FRONT LOADING REVOLVER serial #ED54, 30 cal. teat fire, 3 1/4” barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. This revolver remains in good condition. The metal surfaces are pewter with brown mixed in and exhibit moderate handling wear and
some light pitting. The markings on the barrel and cylinder are light but still legible. The brass frame is ochre with no silver plating finish
remaining. The frame has panels of tight scroll engraving on each side with a wedge on the backstrap and highlights in the other areas. The
smooth rosewood grips are good with moderate handling wear and a repaired chip on the right panel at the top. The grips, frame, cylinder,
wedge and barrel are numbered alike. The mechanism is not functioning and in need of attention. (86889-205) {ANTIQUE} (250/350)
2081. COLT MODEL 1877 LIGHTNING REVOLVER serial #153931, 38 Long Colt, 6” barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. This 1904
revolver is in poor condition with parts missing and the wrong caliber cylinder. The metal surfaces have been cleaned to pewter with scattered light oxidation blemishes and pitting. An attempt was made to remove the barrel and it left a series of scratches around the circumference. The un-numbered checkered hard rubber factory grips rate fair with heavily worn features on the left panel and light wear to the
right plus a chip missing on the top front. The operating mechanism is not functioning with a number of parts removed. Seven parts are
included with the gun: (4) assorted size screws, trigger spring and cylinder stop. (87309-3) {C&R}
(100/200)
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2082. SMITH & WESSON THIRD MODEL LADYSMITH REVOLVER serial #19318, 22 Long, 3 1/2” barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. This revolver has been refinished and the rear of the barrel dressed. The metal surfaces retains about 97% reapplied blue finish with
the flutes of the cylinder drifting to brown, a turn ring on the cylinder and light handling marks. The un-numbered smooth walnut grips with
gold S&W medallions have later applied varnish and rate very good. The rear of the barrel has been dressed off, probably to repair damage, leaving a barrel-cylinder gap of about .130” +/-. The revolver still correctly times and locks up and all appropriate parts are numbered
to the gun. The markings are still visible but washed out slightly from the metal preparation. (87421-29) {C&R}
(250/350)
2083. SMITH & WESSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #169547, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with
a near excellent bore exhibiting a few tiny pits. This revolver rates fine. The metal surfaces retain about 50% original blue finish with a fairly even amount of loss on the various parts which have worn to brown; along with scattered light oxidation blemishes and light pinprick pitting. The case-hardened colors on the trigger remain bold. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W monogram are in excellent condition with a few light handling marks. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun. Timing and lock up
are excellent. (87438-8) {C&R}
(200/400)
2084. GERMAN MODEL 27 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CZ 32 ACP, 3 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. This “Bohmische” marked pistol is
in very good to excellent condition with no factory applied serial number. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original blue finish with some
slight handling wear. Most of the loss is to cleaned areas of oxidation and pitting on the frame and slide. The left side of the slide and frame
has “..U” 2820” electric penciled onto them. The straw colors on the hammer and trigger remain strong. The checkered synthetic grips
with CZ logo are in excellent condition. The left side of the frame in front of the takedown pin has a Waffenamt stick eagle with the stamping under it overstruck and a German proof eagle on the chamber. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87425-12) {C&R} (250/350)
2085. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW9M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BZK0011, 9mm, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol
has seen very little use. The metal surfaces retain 99% original black finish and the polymer frame surfaces are excellent. The pistol includes
an original factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of magazines, takedown tool, chamber flag, manual and paperwork. (87438-7)
(200/400)
2086. RUGER OLD MODEL SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #21-02955, 22 LR / 22 W.M.R.F., 9 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver has a later fitted 22 W.M.R.F. cylinder and strong condition. The metal surfaces retain about 90% plus original blue finish with
high edge wear, scattered light pitting, light oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger
medallions rate good to very good with light scratches, dents and dings. The spare 22 W.M.R.F. cylinder is not numbered to the gun and
has seen lighter use. The gun includes a factory yellow box used to return it from the factory after repair and also includes a felt red bag
for the spare cylinder, manual and paperwork. The transfer bar safety update has been completed and the parts are included with the
gun. (87421-9)
(300/500)
2087. RUGER RED EAGLE STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #6091, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. This mid
1950 production pistol retains strong condition. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue finish with the grip frame thinning to a
mix of brown and pewter. The remaining surfaces have scattered light to moderate oxidation blemishes, light pitting, high edge wear, handling marks and exhibit scattered light cleaning. The checkered Delrin factory grips with red Ruger Phoenix rate very good with light handling marks. The front sight has been carefully filed into a bead configuration and the rear sight notch opened and given a slight “V” on the
bottom to accommodate the new front sight configuration. The housing latch protrudes slightly from the backstrap and will need to be
addressed for shooting comfort. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87441-18S18783) {C&R}
(200/400)
2088. RUGER NEW MODEL SINGLE SIX REVOLVER serial #68-45089, 22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The revolver remains
in fine condition. The metal surfaces retain about 85% plus original blue and anodized finishes with silvering at the muzzle, high edge wear,
oxidation blemishes, minor pitting and handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate very good with light
handling wear, scuffs and dents. The gun is equipped with a ramp front sight and fully adjustable black blade rear sight. The gun has spent
some time in the field but still times and locks up correctly. (87441-14S19087)
(200/400)
2089. AVION DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER BY BARIRA Y AZPIRI serial #541, 32-20 W.C.F., 4 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting a few light pits. This revolver strongly resembles the Smith & Wesson Military & Police hand ejector series. The gun retains about
90% factory blue finish with high edge wear, a few oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The hammer has robust case-hardened colors with the trigger starting to fade from use. The diamond checkered walnut grips with gold Avion medallions rate near excellent with a
few handling marks. The gun still times and locks up correctly. (87421-36)
(100/200)
2090. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL REVOLVER serial #54807, 32-20 W.C.F., 6” barrel with a pitted and oxidized bore. This 1912 made
revolver has been refinished and has some mechanical issues. The metal surfaces retain about 97% re-applied blue finish with some limited high edge wear and light oxidation stains. The checkered aftermarket replacement grips are fashioned after the original Colt grips and
rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks. The timing and lock up are functioning as does the double action but the single action
notch is in need of attention. (87421-42)
(150/250)
2091. BERETTA MODEL 21A BOBCAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BCS04067U, 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol has
seen minimal use. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes. The smooth walnut grips with Beretta medallions
are in near excellent condition with a few light scratches and dents. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87441-1S19062)
(150/250)
2092. TAURUS MODEL 85SS REVOLVER serial #VH35027, 38 Special, 2” full lug barrel with an excellent bore. The polished stainless steel
surfaces rate very good to excellent with scattered light scratches. The pebble textured rubber grips with Taurus medallions are in excellent condition. The revolver is missing the yoke retention pin and yoke retention spring but the yoke screw is present. These parts should
not be difficult to obtain and this will make a fine concealed carry gun. (87441-2S19077)
(150/250)
2093. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1859490, 32 Win Spl, 20” barrel with a lightly frosted very good bore. The
barrel and magazine tube retain 98% original blue showing a few minor handling marks. The receiver retains 99% reapplied blue with light pitting and polish marks under the new finish. The walnut stock and forearm are a modern replacement and rate excellent though the buttstock
is a bit ill-fit around the frame and upper tang. There is a side mounted scope base on the left side of the receiver. (127298-1) (300/500)
2094. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #3415965, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with several light scratches. The walnut stock and forearm rate excellent with a couple of faint handling
marks. This rifle appears to have seen little use. (127298-7)
(250/450)
2095. REMINGTON MODEL 521T JUNIOR SPECIAL BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 60% original blue toning towards brown with multiple minor scratches and dings. The walnut pistolgrip target stock rates
very good to near excellent with multiple minor handling blemishes and is fitted with sling swivels and a short accessory rail and comes with
a military style leather sling. It has a front blade and Lyman aperture rear sights. (127333-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2096. CUSTOM SPRINGFIELD ARMORY MODEL 1903 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #224930, 30-06, 24” barrel with an about excellent
bore. The metal surfaces are 98% refinished gloss blue with some oxidation towards the muzzle and on the front sight band, the receiver toning to brown and a couple of tiny splatters of white paint on the barrel and forend of the stock. The floorplate has freckling oxidation and the
cleaned bolt handle has some oxidation as well. The heavy pistolgrip target stock rates very good to near excellent with several minor dings
and scratches and is fitted with sling swivels. The red rubber ventilated recoil pad is in near excellent condition but is fitted slightly off center on the stock. It has the proper Lyman 48S rear aperture sight and ramp mounted front bead sight. (127333-6)
(300/500)
2097. CUSTOM REMINGTON MODEL 03-A3 BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE serial #3953727, 30-06, 26 1/2” custom heavy target barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The custom Douglas Premium barrel retains 98% original blue with a single moderate scratch and a few other
faint handling marks. The receiver retains 99% refinished matte blue and the floorplate and triggerguard show original blue with some scattered light freckling and a few tool marks by the retention screws. The heavy hardwood pistolgrip target stock rates very good to near excellent with multiple minor scratches and dings and a few small spots of flaking finish. The stock is set up for a right handed shooter and features a checkered palm swell pistolgrip with thumb rest, a cheekpiece, a beavertail forend with a short accessory rail fitted with a handstop
and sling swivels, a rear sling swivel, and a Pachmayr rubber buttpad. The Redfield International Match front sight has a small deep scratch
and is mounted to a block; there are also blocks fitted to the barrel and receiver for mounting a scope, and a Lyman 48S 03-A3 rear aperture
(300/500)
sight fitted to the receiver. Overall a very nice gun that appears ready for some long range target shooting. (127243-6)
2098. WALTHER MODEL TPH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY INTERARMS serial #G000371, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent. This gun appears like new and comes with
its original black plastic case correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun, two finger extension magazines, test target and manual.
(126520-4443) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
2099. WALTHER MODEL TPH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY INTERARMS serial #F000858, 25 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel surface rates about excellent showing a couple of specks of oxidation on the slide and a few minor light scratches. The
checkered black plastic grips rate near excellent with a couple of light scratches. This pistol appears to have seen little use and comes with
an unlabeled factory plastic case and a manual. (126520-4343) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(250/450)
2100. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2873351, 32 Win Spl, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, magazine tube and action retain 99% refinished blue with a few light scratches, a couple of small spots of oxidation and some freckling
on the lever. The receiver retains 85% reapplied blue showing some flaking towards brown with some light pinprick pitting and multiple light
scratches. The walnut stock and forearm rate very good plus and appear to have been lightly cleaned with an added finish showing several
minor dings and scratches and leaving the buttplate slightly proud of the wood. The front sight hood is not present. (127298-9) (200/400)
2101. MOSSBERG MODEL 151M-C SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original blue with a couple of small spots of oxidation and several light scratches. The two-piece Mannlicher pistolgrip stock rates near
excellent showing a ding on the left side on the wrist and several minor handling marks. The gun is fitted with a hard rubber buttpad, a
front aperture sight with four folding posts that is missing its hood and a rear leaf sight. The rear sling swivel base is present (the front base
is integrated with the stock band), but the swivels are absent. A very nice original gun. (127272-13) {C&R}
(150/250)
2102. HIGH STANDARD MODEL B SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #87031, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright about excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with an area of flaking and light oxidation towards the muzzle, a little thinning towards gray on the gripstraps, several light scratches, some freckling and a couple of small spots of light oxidation. The floral patterned brown plastic target grips
rate about excellent with a couple of minor handling marks. (127402-23) {C&R}
(250/450)
2103. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 659 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A882338, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The brushed
and matte stainless steel surface rates about excellent with multiple minor scratches and dings. The checkered black plastic grips rate near
excellent showing a few minor handling marks. The gun features fixed front and adjustable rear sights and a serrated aluminum backstrap
and comes with two magazines and a Tripple K model 420-5 leather holster. (127399-1)
(300/500)
2104. SAVAGE ANSCHUTZ MATCH 64 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION TARGET RIFLE serial #1054539A, 22 LR, 26” barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue showing signs of beginning to thin towards brown with a few light scratches
and a few specks of oxidation. The hardwood pistolgrip target stock rates very good to near excellent with multiple minor dings and scratches and a few spots of flaking worn finish. The stock has a right handed cheekpiece, stippled pistolgrip and is fitted with an adjustable
buttplate and a full length accessory rail under the forearm. The barrel is free floating and includes scope blocks, an unmarked globe front
sight and an Anschutz adjustable rear aperture sight mounted to the grooved receiver. A very nice target rifle that is ready for the next silhouette or target competition. (127397-7)
(300/500)
2105. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #22547, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 85% original blue on the barrel and receiver with the last 3” of the barrel showing some moderate oxidation and an area toned to
brown, and a few minor handling marks on the receiver. The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good to near excellent showing multiple
minor dings and scratches and a couple of moderate dings on the wrist. This rifle comes without a magazine. (127290-10) (200/300)
2106. HIGH STANDARD SPORT KING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #413428, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with a very good bore showing some
pitting in half of the bore towards the muzzle. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few minor handling blemishes. The checkered brown plastic grips with thumb-rest rate excellent with a few light handling marks. This pistol appears to have seen very little use.
(127421-22) {C&R}
(250/450)
2107. RUGER SINGLE-SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #20-38937, 22 LR, 6 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a little silvering by the muzzle, a few scattered light handling blemishes and a very light turn ring on the
cylinder. The revolver has an aluminum XR3-RED grip frame with walnut grips that rate excellent showing a couple of minor handling marks.
This revolver appears to have seen little use and comes with a heavy leather No. 67 Viking holster with an embossed basket weave pattern.
(127421-13)
(300/500)
2108. SMITH & WESSON 38 MILITARY & POLICE MODEL OF 1905 REVOLVER serial #812605, 38 Spl, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this 4th change double action hand ejector retain about 90% original blue with spotty flaking, oxidation
staining and some light pinprick pitting along the left side of the barrel and a little oxidation on the edges of the triggerguard. There is also
a little silvering at the muzzle and on some high edges, some thinning towards brown on the rear gripstrap, a little scattered freckling and
a few light scratches. The knurling on the ejector rod has a couple of impact marks and the ejector rod is slightly bent inhibiting smooth
operation. The cylinder has a turn ring and some oxidation staining. The trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case colors retaining 95%
vibrant colors with a hint of fading to gray on the trigger. The diamond checkered walnut grips with S&W medallions are numbered to the
gun and rate about very good. The checkering has been chased and there are several light handling marks and a likely added finish. The
revolvers appropriate parts are numbered alike. (127440-21D30762) {C&R}
(300/500)
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2109. WALTHER MODEL PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #41860LR, 22 LR, 3 7/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 90-95% original blue showing some fading that is toning towards gray and brown, a little bit of pinprick pitting, some silvering on high
edges and multiple light handling marks. The black plastic grips with Walther banner rate excellent with a few very light handling marks.
This German made pistol was imported by Interarms and comes with a single finger extension magazine and a black plastic factory box that
is numbered to the gun. (126520-4412) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
(300/500)
2110. WINCHESTER MODEL 41 BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 410 bore, 24” choked full barrel with a bright excellent smooth bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered freckling and several spots of oxidation. The bolt handle is a nice brown patina. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates about very good with a crack on the top of the wrist coming out from under the bolt, another crack running up the
(300/500)
right side under the action and multiple minor dings and scratches primarily along the toeline. (127430-10) {C&R}
2111. TAURUS MODEL 66 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #JC282211, 357 Magnum, 4” ribbed barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with a spot of oxidation on the rib, a few scattered specks of oxidation, a couple of tiny spots
of silvering and a few minor handling marks. The trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case colors. The checkered walnut target grips with
inset Taurus medallions rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. The gun features an adjustable square notch rear sight.
(127449-2)
(250/450)
2112. TAURUS MODEL PT-99 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B65367, 9mm, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
99% original blue with a few minor handling marks. The walnut grips rate excellent with a few light handling marks and a tiny crack running up from the left side upper retention screw. The gun appears to have seen little if any use. (127425-4)
(300/500)
2113. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #181092, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% reapplied blue with some light spotty oxidation and a few minor handling marks. The checkered black plastic grips are fading
towards brown and rate near excellent. (126724-55) {C&R}
(300/500)
2114. WINCHESTER MODEL 1890 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #365949, 22 Long, 24” octagon barrel with moderately pitted bore. The
metal surfaces on this third model takedown model ‘90 are a brown patina with some blue remnants in protected areas, some spotty oxidation staining, and silver highlights on some high edges. The walnut stock and grooved forearm rate very good showing multiple minor
dings and scratches and a tiny crack by the upper tang. (127249-274) {C&R}
(300/500)
2115. RUGER SINGLE-SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #172839, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with some fading on the aluminum gripstrap, a couple of minor scratches and “4R4” scratched into the right
side of the frame. The walnut grips rate very good to near excellent showing several minor handling marks. This 1961 production revolver
has had the transfer bar safety update; the original parts are included. Comes with a factory box and shipping sleeve that are not correctly labeled to the gun. (127421-12) {C&R}
(300/500)
2116. RUGER MARK II GOVERNMENT TARGET MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #210-26263, 22 LR, 6 7/8” bull barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue with a light handling blemish or two. The checkered black plastic grips rate
excellent. This pistol appears like-new and is likely unused. It comes with a factory box correctly end-labeled to the gun and a manual.
(127389-13)
(250/450)
2117. RUGER VAQUERO SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #57-62598, 357 Magnum, 5 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The gloss
stainless steel finish rates near excellent with a couple of spots of oxidation with a little light pitting on the barrel and ejector rod housing.
The checkered faux ivory grips rate near excellent with a couple of minor handling marks. This revolver comes with its original plastic case
correctly end-labeled and numbered to the gun and a manual. (127389-12)
(300/500)
2118. RUGER MARK I TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #17-69872, 22 LR, 6 7/8” heavy tapered target barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with a couple of faint handling marks and a few specks of oxidation on the barrel. The black
checkered plastic grips with silver Phoenix medallion rate excellent. This pistol appears to have seen little if any use. (127404-79) (250/450)
2119. RUGER MARK II TARGET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #221-14483, 22 LR, 10” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with slight silvering at the muzzle and on the triggerguard and a couple of faint handling marks. The checkered black plastic grips with silver Phoenix medallion rate excellent. This pistol comes with three magazines, manual, an unmarked yellow
Ruger box and a correctly end-labeled and numbered shipping sleeve. (127404-91)
(300/500)
2120. STAR MODEL F SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655192, 22 LR, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90%
original blue with areas fading towards brown, some light spotty oxidation primarily on the barrel and several minor handling marks. The
brown checkered plastic grips with thumb rest rate very good to near excellent with a couple of small chips and several light handling marks.
The pistol comes with two magazines, cleaning rod, instruction pamphlet and a zippered leather case. (127024-7)
(150/250)
2121. UBERTI CATTLEMAN SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #B1586, 357 Magnum, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel, cylinder, trigger and hammer retain 98% original blue with some light oxidation, several light handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The case-hardened colors on the frame rate near excellent retaining 98% original bold colors showing a little light oxidation. The brass
frame is ochre with some light tarnish. The walnut grip rates near excellent with several minor dings and scratches. (127389-24)(250/450)
2122. LLAMA GOVERNMENT MODEL IX-C SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #473713, 38 Super, 5 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with areas thinning towards brown primarily on the gripstraps, but also on the barrel and slide.
The checkered walnut grips rate very good showing some flattening of the checkering and a few minor handling marks. The gun is fitted
with a lanyard ring and a ventilated rib and comes with a single magazine. (127425-3)
(150/250)
2123. COLT 1908 VEST POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #22227, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 80% original blue with faded grip straps and some overall fading towards gray and brown showing some light oxidation and
a few spots of light pitting and scattered light scratches. The hard rubber grips rate near excellent with some light wear and handling marks.
(127389-16) {C&R}
(300/500)
2124. MOSSBERG MODEL 144-LS BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 9798% original blue with some scattered spots and specks of oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent with a few light
scratches and dings and an added finish. The gun is fitted with a handstop and sling swivel on a short rail, a rear swivel, a Lyman 17 front
globe sight with a tin of seven additional inserts and a Weaver B6 scope with light cloudy optics mounted to the grooved receiver. There is
also a Lyman 57MS rear sight base (without the bridge) attached to the rear of the receiver. (127397-13) {C&R}
(200/300)
2125. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #19020113, 35 Rem, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some light oxidation and some residual hardened oil. The walnut pistolgrip stock and forearm rate about
excellent with a couple of minor handling marks. The front sight hood is not present. (127398-13)
(250/450)
2126. RUGER MODEL NINETY-SIX LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #620-04216, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of specks of oxidation. The walnut semi-pistolgrip stock rates about excellent with a few
minor handling blemishes. This rifle appears to have seen little use. (127421-6)
(300/500)
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2127. MARLIN MODEL 336RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #F49954, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with the high handled areas on the frame and lever toning to gray, some fading towards brown on the barrel
and magazine tube, a little light oxidation scattered about and several minor handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock and semi-beavertail forearm rate very good to near excellent with multiple light dings and scratches. This stock and forearm were likely lightly cleaned with
an added finish. The hard rubber buttplate hangs slightly proud of the wood and is in near excellent condition showing some light wear and
minor handling marks. A nice 1949 production rifle with lots of life left. (127360-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
2128. MARLIN MODEL 30AW LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #06043834, 30-30, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks. The checkered hardwood stock and forearm rate very good to near
excellent with multiple light blemishes. The gun is fitted with sling swivels and comes with a Simmons 3-10X rifle scope that has a duplex
reticle and clear optics. (127332-13)
(300/500)
2129. J.G. ANSCHUTZ ORIGINAL KARABINER BOLT ACTION SMOOTHBORE CARBINE serial #140084, 6mm Glatt, 18” barrel with a
bright excellent smooth bore. The metal surfaces are gray and brown with some light oxidation and a little pinprick pitting. The semi-pistolgrip
hardwood stock rates very good showing multiple light dings and scratches and some areas of flaking finish. (127142-30) {C&R} (75/150)
2130. GEWEHRFABRIK DANZIG MODEL 2 SINGLE SHOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1586, 22 RF, 22” barrel with a near excellent
bore. The barrel on this old German training rifle retains 85% original blue with some light scattered oxidation and areas of flaking fading finish. The receiver is primarily a brown patina with remnants of original blue in protected areas. The receiver is fitted with a two piece scope
base. The walnut pistolgrip stock with checkered grip is marked “Germany” on the right side butt and rates very good plus showing multiple minor dings and scratches and a small crack behind the receiver. (127142-39) {C&R}
(200/400)
2131. REMINGTON MODEL 34 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #43002, 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces are gray with some spotty oxidation, several light dings, a couple of spots of flaking black paint and some original blue hidden in
protected areas. The pistolgrip walnut stock has an added finish and rates fair to good with a crack running the length of the forend up
through the wrist. There is a repair in the forend tip and the tip, the end of the grip and a section by the buttplate are painted black.
(127192-61) {C&R}
(50/100)
2132. WARDS WESTERNFIELD MODEL 390A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with some fading towards brown and a little scattered light oxidation. The pistolgrip walnut stock with
fluted comb rates very good to near excellent with multiple light scratches and dings. The triggerguard has a slight deformation and also a
small crack by one of the retention screws. (127201-8) {C&R}
(100/200)
2133. WINCHESTER MODEL 94 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #2771381, 30-30, 20” barrel with an about excellent bore. The barrel
and magazine tube retain 95% original blue with some scattered spotty oxidation and several minor handling marks. The receiver is gray and
brown with oxidation and some light pitting retaining a few spots of original blue. The action shows strong blue with a little light oxidation.
The walnut stock is cracked in the wrist in a couple of places. The forearm also has a couple of cracks with both the buttstock and forearm
showing multiple dings and scratches and other minor handling marks. (127192-32) {C&R}
(150/250)
2134. REMINGTON MODEL 510 TARGETMASTER 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue fading to brown with multiple light scratches and a little light oxidation. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good with multiple
minor handling blemishes, a couple of specks of paint and the hard rubber buttplate showing a few small chips long its edges. The gun features an adjustable rear aperture and front globe sights and comes with a military style leather sling. (127192-25) {C&R}
(100/200)
2135. REMINGTON MODEL 660 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #103956, 6.5mm Rem Mag, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% of their original blue finish having a few light scratches and a few light specks of surface oxidation. The custom laminate two toned checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying just a few light dings and having a nice ebony forend tip. The
gun is equipped with sporting sights and a 3-9x40 scope with a duplex reticle having bright excellent optics. The gun functions good
mechanically. (177448-3)
(700/900)
2136. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #C825797M, 12 ga, 20" plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original matte black finish displaying a few light scratches and some light surface oxidation present
on the magazine tube. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The
gun is equipped with its original factory sights. (177323-16S18821)
(250/350)
2137. MARLIN MODEL 1893 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #404711, 32-40, 26" octagon barrel with a good bore having pitting its full
length and having a bulge about 3" from the muzzle. The metal surfaces have toned to dull pewter gray having brown oxidation stains
and surface oxidation present. The smooth walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light chips around
the edges of the lower tang, scattered dings, scratches and a few very light cracks on the left and right side of the buttstock. The upper
tang appears to have been cut and re-welded long ago; it is missing three of its tang screws and the hammer main spring is present.
(177323-42S18691)
{C&R}(200/300)
2138. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #24555032, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue finish displaying just a few light blemishes in the finish. The walnut stock rates excellent with the exception of a few light
handling marks. Included is a 4X All-Pro scope with a duplex reticle with very good optics. (177323-43S18692)
(75/150)
2139. WINCHESTER MODEL 120 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1541265, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel Win choked of full with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few faint handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent overall with a few very faint spots of wear. Included is a soft case. (177323-34S18824) (150/200)
2140. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #11309804, 22 LR, 22" micro groove barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo buttstock and forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light
handling marks. This gun appears to be in excellent working condition. (177323-28S18833)
(75/150)
2141. WINCHESTER MODEL 55 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish having light handling marks and a light coating of surface oxidation present. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very
good as refinished displaying light dings and scratches. (177323-33S18823) {C&R}
(75/150)
2142. CVA STAG HORN MUZZLELOADER serial #61-13-218261-02, .50 cal, 24" barrel with a good bore having oxidation its full length. The metal
surfaces retain 90% original blue finish displaying light scratches and scattered surface oxidation. The black synthetic stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks. The gun is equipped with fiber optic sights and a ramrod. (177323-26S18772A) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2143. COOEY MODEL 82 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 LR, 26" barrel with a very good bright bore. The barrel retains 90% evenly thinning original blue finish displaying a few light scratches. The frame and bolt handle have toned to a pewter brown patina. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying scattered dings and scratches. The buttplate has been added which is slightly proud to the wood.
This gun would make a good shooter. (177323-23S18770)
(50/150)
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2144. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #15401546, 22 LR, 22" micro groove barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue finish having scratches and loss due to surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates
very good displaying scratches and handling marks. The gun is equipped with a Tasco 3-7x 20 scope with a duplex reticle having bright
excellent optics. (177323-24S18771)
(75/150)
2145. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #V974023V, 12 ga, 30" ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue finish displaying light scratches and surface oxidation present. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks and small areas of the varnish is flaking
away. (177323-25S18772)
(200/300)
2146. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #234-37333, 22 LR, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue finish displaying just a few light nicks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying
just a few very light handling marks. The gun wears a Bushnell 1.5-4X scope with a post and crosshair reticle having good but foggy optics.
Included are two 10 round magazines and a soft case. (177323-20S17996)
(100/200)
2147. ITHACA MODEL 37 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371156769, 20 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 90% evenly thinning original blue finish displaying some light scratches and surface oxidation present at the muzzle. The frame
is in similar condition and is displaying the typical model 37 engraving on both sides. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend
rate very good displaying light scratches over a thinning flaking varnish. Included is a soft gun case. (177323-15S18830)
(150/250)
2148. MARLIN MODEL 60 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #02120872, 22 LR, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces retain 98% of its finish having a few light scratches and light spots of oxidation. The walnut Monte Carlo stock rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The triggerguard is broken leaving the trigger exposed. This rifle is in good working condition.
(177323-14S18462)
(100/200)
2149. H&R MODEL 158 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #AL276412, .410 bore, 28" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 85% original blue finish having scattered surface oxidation present along the barrel. The frame retains 70% of its casehardened colors with the balance a dark brown patina with oxidation present. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
very good displaying a few light handling marks, edge wear and remains from an adhesive sticker on the left side of the buttstock.
(177323-13S18818)
(50/100)
2150. FIREARMS IMPORT AND EXPORT CORP. MODEL SB SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #306691, .410 bore, 26" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 60% original blue finish having moderate amount of surface oxidation
present. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying numerous dings and scratches along with an adhesive white
sticker on the left side. The forend rates good displaying three moderate cracks on the right side, the forend is attached with adhesive tape.
(177323-12S18817)
(25/75)
2151. REMINGTON MODEL 552 SPEED MASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #1823819, 22 LR, 23 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish displaying just a few light spots of surface oxidation and light handling marks. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good having scratches, dings and a adhesive sticker on the left side of the buttstock.
The rifle is equipped with its original sights and remains in very good condition. (177323-10S18815)
(100/200)
2152. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 103.18 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 40%
original blue finish with the balance toning to an oxidized brown patina. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying some
thick added finish having multiple scattered scratches and dings. The buttstock has multiple cracks and chips missing. Included is a green
sling.(177323-7S19041)
(75/150)
2153. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #X128253M, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of its original matte black finish having light areas of surface oxidation present. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate near excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. Included is a soft gun case and an extra full
choke tube. (177323-5S18822)
(200/300)
2154. SEARS AND ROEBUCK MODEL 5 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #13023, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% original blue having scattered oxidation spots along the barrel. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very
good displaying just a few light handling marks. The forend rates very good displaying a large ding in the center of the forend along with a
few light handling marks. Included is a Tasco 3-9x40 rifle scope with a duplex reticle having bright optics. (177323-8S19042) (50/150)
2155. CHINESE TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #7064150, 7.62x39mm, 20" barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue finish having light areas of surface oxidation present. The walnut stocks rate very good displaying scattered
dings with some added finish; the handguard has been replaced. The original sights are intact and a bayonet and a green canvas sling is
included. (177323-35S18825)
(250/350)
2156. BERETTA SILVER LARK SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #005089, 12 ga 28" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% original finish which is slightly toning to a pleasing plum color. The frame retains 90% original blue finish having
a light border engraving. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The
gun will require mechanical attention as the bolt spring is missing. (177323-51S18700)
(75/150)
2157. REMINGTON MODEL 66 NYLON SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2326472, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having a few light scratches near the muzzle. The brown nylon stock rates very good with several light
scratches and minor handling blemishes. (177334-44D30698)
(250/450)
2158. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #AD29911, 35 Rem, 20" barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having just a few light handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. (177323-61S18819)
(300/500)
2159. SAVAGE MODEL 311 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked full and full with bright excellent bores.
The barrels retain 98% original blue finish having just a few light handling marks. The boxlock frame retains 99% of its vivid case-hardened
colors. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun features
double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177334-27D29187)
(150/200)
2160. ITHACA MODEL 37 DEERSLAYER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371857397, 12 ga, 20" plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% evenly fading original blue finish. The frame is engraved with the typical Ithaca shotgun engraving
with ducks on the right and Pheasants on the left, it displays 99% original blue having lower edge loss with area of light surface oxidation.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light handling marks with some of the varnish flaking
away. An excellent deer gun overall. (177334-37D30710)
(150/250)
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2161. WINCHESTER MODEL 770 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #G925221, .234 Win, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish displaying just a few light scratches and slight loss behind the rear sight. The checkered walnut Monte
Carlo pistolgrip stock with a raised left side cheekpiece rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun wears its original front and rear sight. (177334-26D30592)
(300/500)
2162. SMITH AND WESSON MODEL 916T serial #6B4476, 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a small repaired crack on
the right side and on the left above the triggerguard. This gun is in excellent working condition. (177334-43D30488)
(100/200)
2163. WINCHESTER MODEL 120 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L2130307, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel Win choked of modified
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% plus original blue finish displaying just a few light scratches. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks. This shotgun is in very good
condition. (177323-63S18552)
(100/250)
2164. BROWNING AUTO 5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #07455PZ211, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish displaying some minor scratches and light specks of surface oxidation. The receiver is embellished is a light foliate scroll engraving which displays some moderate oxidation and pitting primarily on the left side. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying scattered dings and scratches, there are a few cracks of the edge of
the buttstock and a large chip on the left side. The buttplate is present but has a big chip missing on the toeline. The receiver screws have
been replaced with some added screws that are extending outward from the metal. (177323-50S186699)
(300/500)
2165. WINCHESTER MODEL 60A SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, 22 short, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85%
original blue finish displaying light wear marks and light specks of surface oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good
displaying a few light handling marks over a flaking varnish. (177323-46S18695) {C&R}
(100/200)
2166. REMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #225126, 30-06, 22" barrel with a very good lightly frosted
bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue finish having light scratches and what appears to be water spotting on the receiver. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good as refinished. Included is a factory magazine. (177323-45S18694) (150/250)
2167. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN TWO BARREL SET serial #H754237, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel Poly
choked with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 60% original blue having areas toning to a brown patina and a few spots that have
been cleaned. The receiver retains 90% original blue finish displaying a few light scratches; the receiver pin has become loose and is held
in place with adhesive tape. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light dings and scratches over a fading finish; there are remains of a peeled adhesive sticker. Included is a second barrel which is an 18" plain barrel choked cylinder with a
bright excellent bore. (177323-22S18769)
(150/200)
2168. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W517850M, 12 ga, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% original blue finish displaying a few scattered spots of surface oxidation along the barrel. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks. The gun is affixed with a B-square side mount which wears
a Bushnell Banner 2.5x20 scope with a duplex reticle with slightly cloudy optics. (177323-21S17997)
(300/500)
2169. SAVAGE MODEL 720 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #47059, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 95% evenly thinning original blue finish displaying a few light handling marks. The buttstock is not present. The checkered forend rates very good displaying just a few light handling marks. The action will require mechanical attention as it’s missing some
parts. Excellent parts gun overall. (177323-41S18690)
(75/150)
2170. SAVAGE MODEL 219B SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #5439, 22 Hornet, 26" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 80%
of its reapplied blue finish having areas of cleaned pits and light surfaces oxidation. The frame retains about 40% of its original case-hardened colors having spots of surface oxidation present. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good to near excellent
displaying just a few light blemishes and handling marks. Included is a Bushnell banner 3x9x40 scope with a duplex reticle having bright
excellent optics. (177303-1)
(100/200)
2171. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J709843, 12 ga, 28" barrel choked modified with a very good bright
bore. The barrel retains about 85% original blue finish displaying a few light scratches and specks of surface oxidation. The frame retains
95% original blue finish having a few light handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying just
a few light handling marks. (177323-18S18782)
(100/250)
2172. TRADITIONS CROCKETT MUZZLELOADER serial #14-13-001627-14, .32 cal, 32" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains 99% original blue finish. The brass hardware remains excellent and bright. The walnut straight grip buttstock rates excellent with the
exception of a few light handling marks. Included is the original box and aluminum ramrod; the set trigger does not function. (177213-4)
{ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
2173. ENDERS ROYAL SERVICE DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #286632, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked full and improved modified with very good bores. The barrels are an overall mottled blue brown patina having scattered impact marks on the right barrel. The
locks and frame have toned to a gray brown patina having traces of original case-hardened colors in the protected areas. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock with a flared left side cheekpiece and forend rate very good as refinished displaying just a few light dings and
scratches. The buttstock wears a hard rubber recoil pad which provides a length of pull of 14 1/2". (177323-52S18701) {C&R} (200/300)
2174. SAVAGE MODEL 1903 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #85387, 22 LR, 24" octagon barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces retain 60% original blue which is fading to a dark brown patina. The round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good having 1 1/2" crack on the right side of the stock. Included is the original magazine. (177334-42D30678)
(250/350)
2175. U.S. MODEL 1863 MUSKET TYPE II, 50-70 Govt. 40" barrel with a good bore having light pitting and oxidation its full length. The metal
surfaces have scattered oxidation stains and light pits having silver patina undertones. The lock is in similar condition and is marked 1865.
The full length walnut stock rates very good as refinished long ago displaying light dings, scratches and a few small cracks around the
buttplate. Included is what appears to be the original ramrod. (177323-57S18704B) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
2176. GAMO MODEL HUNTER AIR RIFLE .177, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright bore. The metal surfaces retain 50% original blue finish displaying scattered spots of surface oxidation and blemishes. The walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good displaying numerous light scratches and dings. The rifle wears a BSA air rifle scope with a duplex reticle and having very good optics. (177323-56S18704A)
2177. SPANISH MAUSER MODEL 1916 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #OT-48163, 308, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 85-90% original blue finish having light scratches and loss at the muzzle. The walnut straight grip buttstock rates excellent
as refinished having a few light handling marks; the handguard is not present. (177334-39D30368)
(100/200)
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2178. SAVAGE MODEL 720 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN 12 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains
90% of its original matte black finish. The frame retains 95% of its high gloss finish and is embellished with game scenes on both sides of
the frame. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good having light dings and scratches; there is a 2" crack present on the right side of the forend that is thin. The gun is equipped with a after market hi-viz sight. (177124-4)
(100/200)
2179. WINCHESTER MODEL 1897 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #494246, 12 ga, 26" plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a
very good bore. The metal surfaces have toned to a brown patina having silver patina undertones along with oxidation stains. The walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good as refinished displaying light scratches, dings and a small 1/2" crack on the right side of the
buttstock behind the triggerguard. (177124-3) {C&R}
(200/300)
2180. FRENCH DOUBLE HAMMER PERCUSSION RIFLE 16 ga, 31" damascus matted rib barrels choked full and modified with very good
bright bores. The barrels have toned to a pleasing brown patina having a faint but visible damascus pattern present. The locks, hammers
and lower and upper tang have toned to a bright pewter patina and displaying a light foliate scroll engraving. The checkered walnut stock
rates very good displaying an engraved deer on the toeline surrounded by oak leaves and a geometric circular engraving on the flared left
side cheek piece. There has been a repair to the forend displaying an added piece of 3" x 3 1/4" sheet metal. The gun is missing its right
(350/550)
nipple and a modern ramrod is included. (177236-2) {ANTIQUE}
2181. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N388664M, 12 ga, 24" plain rifled Hastings barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish displaying a few light handling marks and blemishes along the barrel. The frame
is lightly engraved with a light scroll engraving including the shell carrier. The walnut checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handing marks. Included is a Bushnell 1.5-4.5 scope with a duplex reticle bright excellent optics. Overall a excellent shotgun for the fall woods. (177192-37)
(350/550)
2182. SCHMIDT RUBIN MODEL 1889 STRAIGHT PULL RIFLE serial #48848, 7.5 Swiss, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85% original blue finish with loss on the bolt carrier and in front of the breech. The smooth walnut straight grip stock
rates very good displaying a few light handling marks and dings. There is a single Swiss shield stamping on the buttstock which remains
crisp. The rifle is equipped with the correct sights. There is no magazine present. (177323-44S18693)
(250/350)
2183. LEE ENFIELD BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #92073F, .410 bore, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85%
original blue finish. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good as lightly refinished displaying just a few light handling marks over a dark
oiled finish. Included is a green canvas sling. (177334-23D30572)
(200/300)
2184. SMITH AND WESSON 3RD MODEL TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #126324, 38 S&W, 2 1/2" shortened barrel with a very good bore
having spot or two of light pitting. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish displaying light loss at the muzzle and a faint turn ring. The
front sight and been silver soldered into place. The black synthetic grips rates very good having some wear and rub marks in the checkering.
The gun will require mechanical attention as the hammer and retention spring are not in the gun but are included. (177337-23)
(100/150)
2185. WESTERN FIELD SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN BY MONTGOMERY WARD serial #20808, 12 ga, 30" raised solid rib barrel choked full
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% evenly thinning original blue finish having just a few light scratches. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and fluted forend rate very good displaying light scratches and dings over a flaking varnish. (177337-8) (150/250)
2186. STEVENS MODEL 54 BOLT ACTION RIFLE .410 bore, 26" plain barrel choked improved modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% evenly thinning original blue finish having just a few light scratches. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying
scattered dings and scratches and the initials A.S. on the right side of the buttstock. This will make a good shooter. (177337-5)
(75/150)
2187. REMINGTON MODEL SPORTSMAN SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN TWO BARREL SET serial #416663, 12 ga 28" plain barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish having just a few light handling marks. The second barrel
is a 28" plain barrel choked improved modified with a bright excellent bore, it retains 85% evenly thinning original blue finish having light
scratches and handling marks. The receiver retains 99% of its original blue finish having an engraved Pheasant scene on the right and a
duck on the left. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying numerous scratches and having a 3" crack
present on the right side of the forend. This shotgun is in very good condition overall. (177337-7)
(350/550)
2188. MOSSBERG MODEL 46M BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85-90%
original blue finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying scattered scratches, dings and handling
marks. Included is a Mossberg 4X scope with a broken reticle having cloudy optics. (177323-39S18688)
(75/150)
2189. H&R SINGLE SHOT TAKEDOWN SMOOTH BORE SHOTGUN serial #1809, 44-40, 26" barrels with a very good bore having pitting its full length. The barrel retains 85% of its original blue finish having light oxidation stains present. The frame has toned to a dark gray
smoky case-hardened color. The walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying just a few light handling
marks, there is a 1/2" crack present behind the upper tang. The gun comes with its original buttplate which has a chip missing on the toeline. (177327-3)
(75/150)
2190. SAVAGE MODEL 220D SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, 20 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains
98% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The frame retains 99% of its original case-hardened colors. The walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun features an automatic safety and a single
trigger. (177142-36)
(100/200)
2191. RUGER MODEL 77/22 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #700-14924, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% plus original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks over a lightly thinning finish. Included is a 10 round magazine and a Bushnell
Banner .22 4x scope with a duplex reticle having bright excellent optics. (177341-8)
(400/600)
2192. SMITH AND WESSON MODEL 1000 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #FS28321, 20 ga, (2 3/4) 26" ventilated rib barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish having a few light specks of surface oxidation and light
blemishes. The frame is embellished in a light floral scroll engraving; it retains 95% of its original finish having just a few light handling marks.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light dings and scratches. (177341-4)
(250/350)
2193. SMITH AND WESSON MODEL 1000 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN TWO BARREL SET serial #FC44443, 12 ga, 22" barrel choked
modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% original blue finish having a few light blemishes and handling marks. The second barrel is a 28" ventilated rib screw-in choke of improved cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The receiver is slightly engraved and it
retains 97% original blue finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks. (177341-3)
(300/500)
2194. REMINGTON MODEL 66 NYLON SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95%
original blue finish having some light blemishes and a few light specks of surface oxidation. The brown nylon stock rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. (177341-33)
(250/450)
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2195. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K398062, 12 ga, 24" plain rifled barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are entirely covered in a camouflage adhesive tape. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend are also entirely covered in the adhesive tape. The buttstock features an interchangeable hard rubber comb. The cantilever barrel is scope ready and this
gun would make an excellent for your next deer hunt. (177341-34)
(150/250)
2196. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1182996, 12 ga, 30" barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 80% evenly thinning original blue finish; there has been an added ventilated rib to the top of the receiver. The receiver
retains 75% original blue finish having light rub marks and oxidation present. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo buttstock has been
replaced, it rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. It wears a Morgan adjustable recoil pad which provides a length of
pull of 14 5/8". The checkered forend rates very good displaying a few light handling marks over a dull finish. (177341-22)
(250/350)
2197. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #M903000V, 12 ga, 26" ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue finish that is slightly toning to a plum with a few light handling marks.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good to near excellent having a very thin 2" crack on the left side of the forearm, also displaying a few light handling marks. A very good example overall. (177341-1)
(350/550)
2198. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SAM WALTON EDITION SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #SMW202173, 20 ga, 23" barrel choked
improved modified with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original blue finish. The receiver is embellished on the right side
with the name in gold inlay of Sam M. Walton and the right side has a gold inlay of Mr. Walton surrounded by open scroll. The checkered
walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate excellent having robust checkering. Included is the original factory box, manual and two
chokes of improved cylinder and full. (177360-2)
(300/500)
2199. STEVENS MODEL 94C SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, 36" plain barrel choked full with a very good bright bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 85% original blue finish displaying a light coating of surface oxidation and staining. The frame retains about 70% of its original
case-hardened colors having some slight oxidation present. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just
a few light handling marks. The buttstock wears an added Redhead hard rubber recoil pad. (177254-25)
(50/100)
2200. WINCHESTER MODEL 1400 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #N704600, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib Win Choke barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish displaying just a few light nicks and blemishes here or there. The walnut checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handing marks. The included choke is full.
(177328-31)
(300/500)
2201. REMINGTON MODEL 870 WINGMASTER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #W713109M, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel Rem
choked with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish having just a few light handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. (177323-28)
(250/350)
2202. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #371113525, 12 ga, 30" ventilated rib barrel choked full
with a very good bright bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue finish having light oxidation stains and scratches. The receiver is
embellished with the typical Ithaca engraving with a dog scene on the right and a duck scene on the left; it retains 90% original blue finish
with some light scattered specks of surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rates very good having numerous handling marks over a moderately flaking finish. There is a pair of sling swivels installed on the forend and the toeline of the buttstock.
A good rainy day shotgun. (177328-30)
(150/250)
2203. CHIPMUNK STANDARD BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #38175, 22 LR, 16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces have
toned to a pleasing brown patina having a few light handling marks. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates very good to near excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. This neat little gun measures 29 3/4" and would make an excellent shooter for a youth.
(177334-46D30687)
(50/125)
2204. SAVAGE MODEL 24 OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN 22 LR X .410 bore, 24" barrels with bright excellent bores. The metal
surfaces retain 85% of its original blue finish. The frame retains 85% of its dark case-hardened colors having some light specks of surface
oxidation present. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light handling marks with the finish
starting to flake on the left side of the buttstock. The gun is in very good condition overall. (177173-1)
(300/500)
2205. LEFEVER NITRO BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #328857, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked full and improved modified with
bright excellent bores. The barrels retain about 80-85% of is reapplied blue finish having some scattered oxidation stains along with a few spots
of what appears to be water spotting. The boxlock frame has been refinished as well having some light oxidation stains and water spotting present. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light handling marks and scratches along with a 4"
crack emanating from the forend iron. The gun features an automatic safety, double triggers and extractors. (177015-12)
(200/300)
2206. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #T516857V, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib ported barrels choked modified
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% of their reapplied blue finish exhibiting some surface oxidation and pitting on
the left side of the receiver. The walnut checkered pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks.
(177087-1)
(200/300)
2207. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #533688V, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish having edge wear and a few light handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying a few light scratches. The checkered walnut forend rates near excellent displaying a few light
handling marks. The gun features a full length magazine tube extension. (177087-10)
(200/300)
2208. STOEGER CONDOR BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #251498, 12 ga, 26" ventilated rib barrels choked modified and improved
cylinder with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain 90% plus original blue finish having scattered areas of surface oxidation and
light handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with the exception of having a few light handling
marks. The buttstock has a 1" chip missing and it has a few light cracks. The gun features double triggers, extractors and an automatic
safety. Overall a lovely affordable shotgun ready for the fall woods. (177078-56)
(200/300)
2209. MARLIN MODEL 120 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #A19498, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue finish having a few light scratches and some light blemishes. The walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun is equipped with a magazine extension.
(177087-54)
(100/200)
2210. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #J352141, 20 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having loss at the muzzle and on the magazine tube from light operational use.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks. (177245-2)
(200/300)
2211. WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L705338, 20 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue finish having scattered spots of surface oxidation and scratches. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light dings and scratches. (177140-8)
(150/200)
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2212. BROWNING AUTO-5 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #9V6764, 12 ga, 31 1/2" ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 80% of its reapplied blue finish having some faint oxidation stains and scratches present. The receiver is embellished
in a light scroll engraving, it retains 90% of it reapplied blue finish having some areas of cleaned pits and oxidation present. The checkered
round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good as refinished displaying scattered dings and scratches. (177142-22) (200/350)
2213. BEAUMOUNT MODEL 1871/88 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #796, 11.3x51R, 33" barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to a brown patina with surface oxidation present along with light pitting. The receiver has a "P. STEVENS/MAASTRICHT" maker's stamp on the chamber. The walnut stock has a crisp "(crown)/W" Maastricht cartouche on the right side of the buttstock. The wood has an added military oil finish over numerous minor handling marks and small blemishes throughout and exhibits some
small chips missing from around the edge of the buttplate; there are two cracks on both sides of the stock starting at the magazine and continuing to the upper tang. Included is a cleaning rod. (177334-34) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2214. REMINGTON MODEL 11-87 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #PC151736; 12 ga, 24" cantilever Hastings rifled barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% plus original blue finish having a few light scratches and loss at the muzzle. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent with the exception of an installed leather cover to raise the comb, unfortunately it has
been nailed into place and the nail heads have been rounded over. Included is a set of 1" Weaver style rings. With the right scope this
puppy is ready for deer season! (177341-20)
(400/600)
2215. EAA BOUNTY HUNTER BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #9900649B, 12 ga, 20" matted rib barrels choked cylinder and improved cylinder
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 85% original blue finish having light blemishes and scattered oxidation stains along the barrel.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip and forend rate very good displaying a repair in the toeline likely from a swivel stud, there are also a few light
handling marks and scratches and dings present. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177165-9) (75/150)
2216. ITHACA NID BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #458729, 12 ga, 28" matted rib barrels choked modified and full with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 80% evenly thinning original blue finish having light scratches present along the barrel. The boxlock frame
has toned to a silvery patina having oxidation stains present. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying scattered dings and scratches from years of use. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety, cocking indicators, and extractors.
(177087-14) {C&R}
(200/300)
2217. PEDERSOLI DOUBLE HAMMERGUN serial #9148, 12 ga, 20" matted rib barrels choked full and modified with bright excellent bores.
The barrels have mottled to a pleasing plum patina having just a few light handling marks. The hammers and locks are embellished in a floral scroll engraving retaining about 80% of their original case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut straight grip buttstock rates excellent
with the exception of a few light handling marks and having a 1 1/2" chip missing near the left lock. The gun comes with a wooden ramrod. (177067-18) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
2218. LEFEVER SIDELOCK H GRADE DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #42125, 12 ga, 28" matted rib damascus barrels choked improved modified and full with good bores having light to moderate pitting its full length. The barrels display a good damascus pattern having a slivery
brown patina having a few small dings along the barrels. The sidelock and frame have toned to a brown patina having oxidation stains present. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates good to very good displaying two cracks around the wrist that does flex, there are
scattered scratches and dings present and the stock does appear to have been refinished long ago. The forend has a few chips around the
edges. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177113-6) {C&R}
(400/600)
2219. SAVAGE MARK II BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #0385457, 22 LR, 21" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99%
original blue finish. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent having a few light handing marks. The gun is
equipped with its original sights. Included is a single 10 round magazine. (177285-30)
(250/350)
2220. WINCHESTER MODEL 37 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains 85% evenly thinning original blue finish having some scattered light scratches along the barrel. The frame retains about 60% original blue finish. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a 1" crack on the left side of the upper tang
and a 1/2" crack present emanating from the tang. (177176-46) {C&R}
(50/100)
2221. REMINGTON MODEL 29 SPECIAL TRAP SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #51478, 12 ga, 30" solid rib barrels choked full with
a very good bright bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% evenly thinning original blue finish having scratches and light oxidation present.
The checkered walnut straight grip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying light dings and scratches over a dark fading finish.
The gun wears a hard rubber recoil pad which displays multiple drying cracks. This gun is in excellent working condition overall.
(177192-73) {C&R}
(300/500)
2222. STEVENS MODEL 311 BOXLOCK SHOTGUN serial #D679060, .410 bore, 26" matted rib barrels choked full and full with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 80-85% original blue finish having loss due to surface oxidation. The boxlock frame retains about 80% of its
case-hardened colors having surface oxidation present. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a
few scratches and dings. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. (177165-49)
(75/150)
2223. REMINGTON MODEL 1900 BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #356343, 12 ga, 30" solid rib barrels choked modified and
improved modified with very good bores having pitting their full length. The barrels have toned to a pewter brown patina having a few light
pits and traces of original blue in the protected areas. The boxlock frame retains 90% original blue finish having some traces of water spotting present. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light handling marks and a
1" circular crack ahead of the forend iron. The gun locks up tight but has some play. It features double triggers, extractors and an automatic safety. (177192-45)
(250/450)
2224. STEVENS MODEL 530 U.S. ORDNANCE BOMB MARKED BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN, 12 ga 30" matted rib barrels choked improved modified and full with a bright excellent bore.
2224
The barrels retains 85-90% original blue finish having surface oxidation present along the barrels,
being more moderate on the left tube near the breeches. The boxlock frame is embellished with a
dog scene on the right side along with a U.S. flaming bomb ordnance stamp; it retains 80% of its
case-hardened colors fading on the belly and having some light oxidation stains. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks as it was lightly cleaned long ago. The gun features double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. An excellent
example of these shotguns manufactured during WWII used for clay shooting to teach basic aerial
gunnery. (177329-2)
(350/550)
2225. WINCHESTER MODEL 1200 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L1080386, 12 ga, 30" ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% plus original
blue finish having some water spotting present along with some scattered oxidation stains. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying a few light handling marks and a 3" crack starting behind the triggerguard and emanating towards the wrist. (177340-2)
(100/200)
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2226. SAVAGE MODEL 220A SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN 410 bore, 26" plain barrel choked modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue finish. The frame retains 90% of its case-hardened colors. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend
rate excellent overall displaying just a few light handling marks. This shotgun is in near excellent condition overall. (177267-12)
(75/150)
2227. REMINGTON MODEL 31 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #113132, 12 ga, 26" solid rib barrel choked skeet with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% evenly thinning original blue finish having some light scratches along the barrel and loss on the
magazine tube from operational use. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling
marks. The buttstock wears a rubber Kick-Eez recoil pad. Overall a very nice model 31 by Remington that should make a great shooter.
(177267-21)
(250/350)
2228. RUGER 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #111-26890, 22 LR, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% original
blue finish having some scattered surface oxidation and scratches present. The receiver retains about 80% of what appears to be an added
blue finish that is flaking displaying some corroded metal. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying a few light
scratches and a small chip missing on the left side of the stock. There is no magazine included. (177285-13)
(100/200)
2229. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1236586X, 20 ga, 20" plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% of its reapplied blue finish displaying just a few light scratches. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. (177194-22)
(200/300)
2230. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #S198446V, 12 ga, 30" ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue finish having just a few light scratches. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock
and forend rate excellent with the exception of a few light handling marks. This gun will make a great shooter. (177234-4)
(250/350)
2231. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 HOME SECURITY SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K731035, .410 bore, 19" barrel choked cylinder
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. (177320-7)
(100/200)
2232. JOHN HARPER BOXLOCK DOUBLE EJECTORGUN serial #1440, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked improved modified and full
with bright excellent bores. The barrels retain 90% of their professionally reapplied blue finish having some light scratches, specks of surface oxidation and some light loss at the muzzle. The breech ends are engraved in a light geometric engraving and the barrels are marked
"JOHN HARPER/ BIRMINGHAM". The boxlock frame has toned to a pleasing gunmetal gray and displays a lovely foliate scroll engraving
having a few specks of surface oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock has been altered to a cross over stock which is
designed for a right handed shooter who is left eye dominant, it displays a few light handling marks and moderate scratches. The checkered walnut splinter forend rates excellent displaying fancy forend metal and having a few light handling marks. The length of pull to the
hard rubber recoil pad is 15 1/4" with drops of 1 1/2" and 2". The gun features double triggers and ejectors. (177290-11)
(500/700)
2233. REMINGTON MODEL 31 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #557605, 20 ga, 26" plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue finish having just a few light scattered scratches primarily on the receiver. The
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate very good plus having a few light scratches and dings. This shotgun functions very
good. (177229-1) {C&R}
(200/300)
2234. GAZELLE MODEL SPD310 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #S0636, 12 ga, 26" ventilated rib barrels with bright excellent bores.
The barrels retain 98% original blue finish having just a few light handling marks. The stainless steel boxlock frame rates excellent having
just a few light handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying just a few light handling
marks. The gun features a single selective trigger and extractors. A nice upland gun. (177421-1)
(200/300)
2235. ITHACA MODEL 66 SUPER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #660356236, .410 bore, 26" plain barrel choke full with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% of its original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The stainless steel frame and lever has
been finished is a light gray finish. The checkered straight grip buttstock and forend rate near excellent displaying just a few light handling
marks. (177229-3)
(75/150)
2236. BERETTA MODEL ARX 160 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #PB008517, 22 LR, 20" barrel with muzzle brake having a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% of its original matte black finish. The checkered black polymer pistolgrip folding buttstock rates excellent.
The buttstock features top and bottom accessory rails. The gun is equipped with front and rear folding sights. Included is the original box
and 20 round magazine. A new-in-the-box condition box. (177427-25)
(300/500)
2237. HI-POINT MODEL 4095 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE serial #H36790, 40 S&W, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock with a compressing recoil pad rates excellent displaying just a
few light handling marks. Included is a single 10 round magazine. Overall an excellent purchase for a gun that offers a life time, no questions asked warranty. (177441-21S18786)
(100/150)
2238. U.S. MODEL 1903 RIFLE BY REMINGTON serial #3187813, 30-06, 24" "RA/(ordnance bomb)/1-42" dated barrel with a bright lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% of its re-blackened finish having some light scratches and edge wear present. The walnut
pistolgrip buttstock rates very good displaying numerous dings and scratches over a dark oiled finish having a firing proof present rear of
the triggerguard along with the numbers "AAA33333" on the toeline. The walnut handguard has been replaced displaying just a few light
handling marks. With a little TLC this gun would look fabulous and would make a great shooter. (177105-9)
(400/600)
2239. WINCHESTER MODEL 97 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #905877, 16 ga, 28" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 85% plus of its reapplied blue finish which is slightly toning brown having a few light specks of oxidation present. The
frame is an overall pleasing brown patina having some light handling wear present. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
near excellent as refinished having a strong added varnish. The hard rubber buttplate is affixed to the stock with an added rubber spacer.
This gun functions very good mechanically. (177258-8)
(300/500)
2240. U.S. M1 CARBINE BY NATIONAL ORDNANCE serial #202819, 30 carbine, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel displays an overall blue finish having some light specks of oxidation present. The receiver retains 90% of an added blue finish having some
drying oil staining present. The walnut pistolgrip stock and four rivet handguard rates very good displaying some scattered scratches and
dings over a flaking added finish. Included is a green canvas sling with an oiler. No magazine is included. (177290-9)
(250/450)
2241. LEFEVER NITRO SPECIAL BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #239326, 12 ga, 30" solid rib barrels choked full and improved
modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels have toned slightly to a pleasing brown patina displaying some light oxidation primarily at
the muzzles and having some traces of their reapplied blue finish throughout. The boxlock frame has toned to an oxidized brown patina
having traces of original case colors in the protected areas; both sides of the frame are embellished in a light engraving of a goose in flight.
The checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus as refinished long ago having a few scattered dings. The
buttstock wears a hard rubber buttplate which has a small chip at the toe and a crack; it provides a length of pull of 14". The gun features
double triggers, automatic safety and extractors. It should perform well afield. (177234-9) {C&R}
(200/400)
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2242. RUGER MODEL SR-22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #280-30658, 22LR, 18" barrel with muzzle brake having a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces rate excellent and retain about 98% of their factory original blued finish. The black synthetic adjustable stock and forearm both rate near excellent, but exhibit a few minor handling marks. The black rubber pistolgrip rates excellent. The rifle does not include
any iron sights, but does feature a picatinny rail for optics. The rifle includes a single detachable box magazine. (177247-24)
(300/500)
2243. COLT MODEL 1877 “THUNDERER” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #33334, .38 colt, 3 1/2" barrel with a good bore having
scattered pitting. The barrel retains about 75% original nickel finish with the barrel having light flaking at the muzzle. The cylinder has lost
about 75% finish to flaking, wear and oxidation. The frame displays a moderate amount of light dings and pits while retaining 60% of its
nickel finish. The triggerguard and backstrap show good traces of original nickel, with it flaking display some light oxidation. The grips show
light to moderate wear with the panels checkering worn smooth on the lower third. The Rampant Colt is not stamped on the frame and the
cylinder is not numbered. The gun functions good mechanically. (177448-18) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
2244. SMITH AND WESSON M&P SHIELD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #HSK3775, 9mm, 3" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% of their original blue finish having some slight loss from operational use. The black synthetic frame with hard
rubber backstrap rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. Included are two magazines and a Plano pistol case.
(177441-10S19073)
(350/500)
2245. SMITH AND WESSON BODYGUARD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #EAS3742, .380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The synthetic frame rates excellent. It features an integrated laser and comes with a single finger extension magazine and a black leather holster. (177441-9S19105)
(250/350)
2246. SMITH AND WESSON BODYGUARD SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #ECD9325, .380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The synthetic frame rates excellent. It features an integrated laser and comes with two single
finger extension magazines. (177441-19S18785)
(250/350)
2247. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #127-31298, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% of their original blue finish. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. Included is a
single 10 round magazine. (177425-27)
(200/300)
2248. MARLIN MODEL 783 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #13650779, 22 WMR, 22" micro groove barrel having a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% of their original blue finish. The checkered Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying a few light handling marks. This rifle is in excellent condition. (177425-40)
(250/350)
2249. INTERARMS MODEL JW-15 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #9003805, 22 LR, 24" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel and
frame retain 99% of their original blue finish having just a few light blemishes. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
near excellent as refinished displaying just a few minor handling marks over a high gloss finish. The gun is fitted with a Tasco 4x15 rim fire
scope with a duplex reticle having bright excellent optics. This rifle appears to be in very good working condition. (177425-39) (100/200)
2250. ITHACA MODEL 37 DEER SLAYER SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #381008699, 12ga, 20" plain barrel choked improved cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original blue finish having just a few very faint handling marks. The receiver retains
99% original blue finish and is engraved in the typical Ithaca engraving on both sides. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend
rate near excellent displaying just a few light handling marks. The gun is fitted with a fiber optic front sight and sporting rear sight. This
shotgun is in excellent condition. (177425-42)
(200/300)
2251. REMINGTON MODEL 740 WOODSMASTER SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #39798, 30-06, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 97% of its original blue finish displaying a few light scratches and a few light specks of surface oxidation present. The receiver retains 98% original blue finish displaying a few light blemishes and speck or two of surface oxidation, the left side of the receiver has
"4R4" lightly scratched into the metal. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus displaying just a few light
handling marks over a slightly flaking varnish. The gun is fitted with sporting sights and a single detachable magazine is included. A nice
rifle that should perform well afield. (177421-47)
(300/500)
2252. RUGER MODEL 10/22 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #111-49683, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent displaying just a few light handling marks and a moderate chip on the toe. Included is a single factory ten round magazine. (177421-5) (200/300)
2253. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U720242, 12 ga, 18 1/2" barrel choked cylinder with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original matte black finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and grooved forend rate excellent overall. This shotgun would make a great home defense gun. (177427-29)
(300/500)
2254. NORTH AMERICAN ARMS INC. MINI-MASTER PUG REVOLVER serial #PG26315, .22 mag, 1” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This as new, dealer stock mini-revolver comes in its original plastic foam-padded factory case. Included are a lock, papers and a
manual. (187427-41)
(250/350)
2255. KEL-TEC P-3AT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L7T39, .380ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This as new, dealer stock
pistol comes in its original plastic foam-padded case. Included are a trigger lock and manual. (187427-54)
(225/325)
2256. KEL-TEC P-3AT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #L7T25, .380ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This as new, dealer stock
pistol comes in its original plastic foam-padded case. Included are a trigger lock and manual. (187427-49)
(225/325)
2257. HENRY REPEATING ARMS COMPANY U.S. SURVIVAL AR-7 RIFLE serial #US009879C .22LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This as new, dealer stock rifle comes with its original box and paperwork and has a camouflage finish. (187427-79)
(150/250)
2258. WALTHER PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #177273S, 380 ACP, 3 5/16” barrel with an excellent bore. This importer marked pistol
remains in fine condition. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with thinning backstrap, high edge wear and handling
marks. The checkered synthetic grips rate very good to excellent with light handling marks. This 1973 proofed pistol includes a single factory magazine with finger extension floorplate and a single magazine with flat metal floorplate. (87441-13S19078)
(300/500)
2259. SMITH & WESSON MODEL SW40G SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PBK4070, 40 S&W, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol
remains in very good condition. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original black finish with most of the loss to oxidation blemishes, some
faint high edge wear and handling marks. The polymer frame rates near excellent with light handling marks. The pistol features three dot
sights with Tritium insert in the front that does not work. The pistol includes a single stainless steel factory magazine and a blue finished
factory magazine. Both magazines have ten round capacity and factory markings. (87441-3S19076)
(200/400)
2260. BERSA THUNDER 380 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #E15955, 380ACP, 3 9/16” barrel with an excellent bore. This pistol has seen little if any use. The carry case and grips are pink to appeal to the ladies for concealed carry and self defense. The metal surfaces retain about
99% dull black finish with a few light handling blemishes. The pink rubber factory grips rate excellent overall with some slight soiling from
handling. Thin black hard synthetic factory grips are also included that appear unused. The pistol has windage adjustable three dot sights
with pink colored dots. Also included are a hard case in a zippered pink nylon case, a pair of magazines with finger extension floorplates,
magazine loader, fired case, “Bersa Fights Cancer” wrist band, safety key with Breast Cancer Awareness medallion key chain, manual and
paperwork. A nice easy shooting pistol for defense and target practice. (87385-18)
(250/350)
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2261. STAR MODEL ULTRA STAR SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #2137144, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original black finish with a few light handling and operating blemishes. The polymer surfaces are in excellent condition. The pistol features three dot sights and ambidextrous slide mounted safeties. The pistol includes a single magazine. (87385-11)
(250/350)
2262. CONNECTICUT VALLEY ARMS MODEL 1860 PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #54403, .44 cal., 8” barrel with an excellent bore.
The barrel, wedge and loading lever appear to have been lightly cleaned and are in-the-white. The cylinder was shipped in-the-white with
a crisp scene. The brass frame and grip frame rates excellent. The smooth walnut one piece grip is excellent with later applied varnish. The
revolver includes a nice homemade hardwood presentation with a few light handling marks and blue velvet lining. Also included are a replica “US” brass belt buckle, 2 1/2” brass medallion with a Federal Eagle and a lapel pin with “UVL” and the dates 1861 – 1865. (87392-1)
{ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2263. SAVAGE RASCAL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2101728, 22 LR, 16” barrel with an excellent bore. This youth gun is likely unfired and
new in the box with the original factory stickers still on the stock. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The green synthetic stock of this single shot rifle rates excellent. The rifle includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled to the gun but not correctly
serial numbered. Also included are an Accutrigger tool, foam earplugs, chamber flag, cable lock with a pair of keys and a manual. The perfect training rifle for young, aspiring shooters or an ultra light trail gun for hikers and trappers. (87427-18)
(125/225)
2264. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL SS1-Y22 SPORTSTER BREAK OPEN RIFLE serial #CAC384096, 22 LR, 20” barrel
with an excellent bore. This youth gun is likely unfired and new in the box. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The
black synthetic stock and forend of this single shot rifle rates excellent. The rifle includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, locking bracket with padlock and key, manual and paperwork. (87427-16)
(75/125)
2265. CITADEL M1-22 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE BY CHIAPPA serial 12D70033, 22 LR, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. This gun is likely
unfired and new in the box. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original black finish. The wood stock rates excellent. The rifle is configured after the late WWII and later Korean war version with faux bayonet lug, adjustable rear sight and rotating safety. The rifle includes a
factory box that is correctly end labeled to the gun but incorrectly numbered. The number is off by three digits and whether this is a factory error or the gun ended up in the wrong box is unknown. Also included is a pair of ten round magazines and manual. If you love shooting the carbine but find it a little pricey, this is the answer to your dilemma. (87427-15)
(250/350)
2266. JAPANESE TYPE 99 "LAST DITCH" BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOYO ARSENAL serial #28003 (series 35), 7.7 mm Arisaka, 26"
barrel with an excellent bore. The late-war milled metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue toning to brown. The two-piece Asian hardwood stock has been duffle-cut and missing the front handguard, the wood shows light handling marks in an added gloss varnish. The mum
has been removed, the bolt is numbered to the gun. Rifle is equipped with a plain front sight, fixed rear sight and wood buttplate. A very
good "last ditch" Arisaka rifle. (1X57142-33) {C&R}
(100/200)
2267. ISAAC HOLLIS AND SONS DOUBLE HAMMERGUN 16 ga, 28 1/4" barrels choked cylinder and cylinder with a dark bore having
pitting its full length. The barrels have been cleaned to a bright gunmetal gray having a few light spots of oxidation and pits. The locks and
frame are embellished in a light floral scroll engraving and have toned to a gunmetal gray. The round knob buttstock and forend rate good
to very good displaying dings, scratches, chipping at the edges and a few cracks emanating from the buttstock. There has been a plastic diamond insert added to the comb line. The hammers are in fair condition occasionally getting hung up; the right hammer spur has been reattached by a weld. (1X176916-51) {C&R}
(40/60)
2268. FN MODEL 1912 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 24" barrel with a very good bright bore. The barrel retains 85% evenly thinning original
blue finish, having light oxidation stains present. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip stock rates very good plus having a few light
dings and scratches from years of use. The bolt has been completely disassembled but is included. (1X172598-36) {C&R}
(50/100)
2269. SAVAGE MODEL 4 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 LR, 24" barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% evenly thinning
original blue finish having light oxidation stains and light scratches. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying a few light handling
marks and some added finish present. The rifle wears a front post sight and an adjustable rear aperture sight. (1X177192-10)
(50/100)
2270. ELGIN ARMS CO SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #S13761, 12 ga, 30" matted rib barrels choked full and improved modified
with very good bright bores. The barrels retain 80% evenly thinning added blue finish displaying some very light impact marks and surface
oxidation. The boxlock frame retains 85% original case-hardened colors. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very
good as refinished, displaying just a few light dings and scratches. The butt wears a walnut buttplate which has a few light cracks. The gun
features double triggers, extractors and an automatic safety. (1X177285-3)
(100/200)

2271
2271. JAPANESE ARISAKA TYPE 38 BOLT
ACTION RIFLE VIET CONG CONVERSION serial #25194, 6.5 Arisaka, 19" barrel with an about very good lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80% arsenal blue with light overall fading, pitting and handling wear. The military stock has been shortened and
modified and was painted a simple woodland camo pattern. The buttplate has been removed and original sling swivel cutout filled, extra holes were added for newer style swivels, but they are not present. According to the consignor this
rifle was a Vietnam-era war trophy and had been modified and used by the Viet Cong. No evidence can be found that Arisakas
were used in this fashion on a large scale, and it is likely that smaller factions may have had some of these type arms at their disposal left
over from the Second World War. (3X45262-2)
(250/450)
2272. L.C. SMITH O GRADE SIDELOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #62309, 16 ga, 24 3/8" damascus matted rib barrels choked modified
and improved modified with bright excellent bores. The barrels display a good damascus pattern having toned to a pewter brown patina.
The locks and frame have tarnished to a pewter patina having traces of oxidation stains present. The checkered walnut round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good having scattered dings and scratches over a strong original finish. The gun features double triggers, extractors and automatic safety. (1X177082-19) {C&R}
(275/375)
2273. SPORTERIZED ENFIELD SMLE NO.1 MK.III BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #Z5498, 25 1/4" barrel with a good bore which exhibits
pitting and oxidation its full length. The metal surfaces retain 85% reapplied blue finish displaying light handling marks and scattered light
oxidation. The smooth walnut stock rates near very good, but has some minor chips and cracks as well as a few small arsenal repairs; the
stock also exhibits some light flaking of its varnish, as well as some general light scratches and scuffs. The rifle features its military rear sight,
but a ramp front sight has been installed in place of the original military configuration. Included with the rifle are a leather sling and a detachable box magazine. (1X137075-S18037)
(25/75)
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2274. FOWLER CONVERTED U.S. CIVIL WAR MUSKET 20 Gauge, 30" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good
plus and exhibit a general light brown patina, with some light pitting present around the muzzle as well as the breech; the triggerguard and
buttplate exhibit a considerable degree of light pitting. The top of the barrel still displays its original "S.E.B. Steel" and "VP Eagle" markings,
but has also been stamped with Belgian proofmarks, probably acquired during the conversion. The lockplate still displays its "U.S." marking, but the maker mark has become illegible due to fading; while the lockplate is original, the hammer is more modern and was likely
replaced as part of the musket's conversion. The smooth walnut half-stock rates good, but exhibits several light chips and cracks, as well
as other general handling marks; the buttplate appears original and is stamped "U.S.". The fowler features a bead front sight and includes
(275/375)
a non-original ramrod. (1X137106-70) {ANTIQUE}
2275. GSG KALASHNIKOV "REBEL" SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #A503376, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal
surfaces rate excellent and retain about 99% of their factory distressed appearance. The smooth walnut furniture rates excellent and, aside
from the factory distressing, exhibit no marks. Included with the rifle are two 24 round magazines, tools, manual and papers, and the factory original box end-labeled to the gun. (1X137307-33)
(175/275)
2276. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 DA TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A26477, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a dark, oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces rate good but have lost much of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting widespread flaking and
heavy oxidation. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate good but exhibit significant heavy wear from previous handling.
(2X136940-178) {C&R}
(5/10)
2277. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER COMPANY" TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #64506, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good bore
which exhibits light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near good but have lost most of their factory original nickel plated finish,
exhibiting extensive flaking and heavy dark oxidation throughout. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near good but exhibit noticeable
chips, with a significant section missing from the lower right portion of the left panel, as well as a crack in the butt of the right panel and general light residue from previous handling. (2X136940-206) {C&R}
(5/10)
2278. IVER JOHNSON MODEL 1900 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A14063, 22 LR, 2" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces rate good but have lost most of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting areas of light pitting throughout. The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good, but exhibit chips in the Iver Johnson owl logos as well as gouges along the butts and bases of the
panels. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the takedown-pin is frozen in the revolver. (2X136940-108) {C&R}
(10/20)
2279. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G7787, 38 S&W, 3” barrel with a good
bore which exhibits heavy dark oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good but retain very little of their factory original
blued finish, having converted to a gunmetal gray color. The checkered black synthetic “Owl Head” grips rate very good but exhibit considerable worn checkering as well as some minor light handling marks. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the cylinder stop
fails to lock the cylinder in place; the trigger occasional binds, the hammer will not cock single action, and the cylinder is not secured to the
revolver. (2X136940-213) {C&R}
(5/10)
2280. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 DA TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A74369, 32 S&W, 5" barrel with a very good plus bore
which exhibits some minor light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 70% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting some flaking predominantly along the barrel, and displaying gray to brownish-gray color. The checkered black synthetic "Owl
Head" grips rate very good plus, but do exhibit a few minor light handling marks along the bases as well as some general light signs of previous handling. The hammer will not cock in single action. (2X136940-192) {C&R}
(10/20)
2281. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 32 DA TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #T34808, 38 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good plus
bore which exhibits minor light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 40% of the factory original nickel plated
finish, but exhibit significant flaking and associated light oxidation along the cylinder, with more extensive flaking and oxidation present along
the barrel. The checkered black synthetic over-sized "Owl Head" grips rate very good but exhibit noticeable signs of previous handling as
well as a few light handling marks along the bases, and numerous scratches along the butt. (2X136940-41) {C&R}
(10/20)
2282. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL 38 DA TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G33455, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good bore
which exhibits oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 30% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting considerable flaking and subsequent general oxidation. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate near very good,
but exhibit what appear to be paint stains, some light handling marks, and residue from previous handling. (2X136940-216) {C&R} (10/20)
2283. CHICAGO ARMS COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #28059, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a heavily oxidized
bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 85% of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting some flaking of
the barrel around the cylinder which has since oxidized. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent and exhibit only faint signs
of previous handling. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the trigger will not return itself. In addition, the grip screw is missing from the revolver. (2X136940-320) {C&R}
(5/10)
2284. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #D78547, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel
with a near very good bore which exhibits oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good but have lost most of their factory original nickel plated finish, exhibiting a mottled-gray color with a brownish-gray patina having developed along the grip straps and butt.
The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, exhibiting only some minor light signs of previous handling.
(2X136940-217) {C&R}
(10/20)
2285. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #R42737, 38 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel
with a heavily oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good but retain an extremely little amount of factory original nickel plated finish, having since acquired a mottled-gray complexion with some oxidation along the barrel. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate
very good plus but exhibit obvious worn checkering. (2X136940-60) {C&R}
(10/20)
2286. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL 38 D.A. TOP-BREAK REVOLVER WITH RAILWAY EXPRESS MARKING serial #H42160,
38 CF, 3 1/4” barrel with a very good bore showing several spots of pitting. The metal surface is a gray and brown patina with a few remnants of original blue in protected areas, a little light pitting, and a few impact marks on the butt. The hard rubber grips with “IJ” monogram and owl’s head logo rate about excellent showing a few minor scratches and dings. The cylinder is un-numbered; the barrel and
frame are numbered alike. This gun once belonged to the American Railway Express Co. as the backstrap is marked “AM. RY. EX. CO.
8121”. (1X127052-8) {C&R}
(50/100)
2287. SPANISH EIBAR RUBY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #38114, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore showing a few pits. The metal
surface is a gray patina with some oxidation and light pitting, and some remnants of original blue in protected areas. The hard rubber checkered
grips rate very good to near excellent with some light handling wear. The gun is fitted with a lanyard ring. (1X127191-4) {C&R}
(50/100)
2288. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS REVOLVER serial #D31520, 38 CF, 3 1/4” barrel with a moderately
pitted bore. The metal surface is a dark gray patina with brown highlights and spotty oxidation and oxidation staining. The pearl grips rate
near excellent with a couple of tiny chips on the edges and a few faint handling marks. The cylinder is not numbered; the barrel is numbered differently than the frame but is off by one digit and is possibly a factory error. (1X127127-2) {C&R}
(50/100)
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2289. JIEFFECO NEW MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY ROBAR OF BELGIUM serial #49361, 25 ACP, 2 1/2” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces on this Davis-Warner imported pistol retain 90-95% original blue with a couple of spots worn to
gray, some fading to brown on the grip safety backstrap, and a little light freckling. The birds-head maple grips rate excellent.
(1X127327-11) {C&R}
(100/200)
2290. U.S. REVOLVER CO. SOLID FRAME TOP-BREAK REVOLVER serial #E8626, 32 CF, 6” barrel with a very good bore showing some
oxidation primarily toward the muzzle. The nickel finish rates good to very good with the loss mostly due to areas flaking on the frame that
are now oxidized. The hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good showing some light wear and a few minor handling
blemishes. The cylinder pin is frozen in the gun, but the cylinder operates freely. (1X127052-12) {C&R}
(50/100)
2291. SMITH & WESSON 32 HAND EJECTOR MODEL 1903 REVOLVER serial #7775, 32 S&W Long, 6” pinned barrel with frosted lightly pitted bore. The metal surfaces retain 65-70% original nickel with the bulk of the loss due to a worn flaking finish on the cylinder and flats
of the frame. There are also a few small spots of oxidation and pitting and some flaking on the gripstrap. The trigger and hammer are gray
with a few hints of original case colors. The custom mother-of-pearl grips are larger with an added aluminum frame running around the
backstrap and butt of the gun. The grips are in excellent condition with a couple of minor chips on the edges. The gun’s frame, barrel and
cylinder are numbered alike. (2X127035-42)
(100/200)
2292. UNMARKED WHITNEY POCKET MODEL PERCUSSION REVOLVER 31 cal, 5" octagon barrel with a very good oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces have been cleaned to bright gunmetal gray, so much so that there are no visible markings anywhere on the arm. The revolver
shows light pinprick pitting throughout and a few moderate pits. The brass triggerguard has toned to a bright ochre patina with light tarnishing. The two-piece walnut grips rate good with a repaired chip running along the back edge of the right grip and light handling marks
here and there. The gun times and locks smartly. (1X157292-45) {ANTIQUE} [Tom Varrell Collection]
(100/200)
2293. HIGH STANDARD FRAME AND BARREL serial #6492, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. Though it is not marked,
based on the serial # this is likely a Model B frame. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with areas faded to gray, with some pitting
and some scattered freckling. (1X127325-2)
2294. UNMARKED SPUR TRIGGER DERINGER serial #148, 32 RF, 2 3/4" part round part octagon barrel with a pitted oxidized bore. The
barrel retains about 80% original nickel flaking to gunmetal with spots of light pitting and surface oxidation. The frame is dull gunmetal with
scattered pitting and handling marks with generous amounts of original nickel on the gripstraps. The brown resin birdshead grips rate good
overall showing lightly worn edges and handling marks with numerous pin size holes in the right panel. The grips do not seat properly and
could be later replacements. The action a bit loose but functional. (2X56416-20) {ANTIQUE}
(40/80)
2295. STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SECOND ISSUE PISTOL serial #42534, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The barrel is a
mottled mix of mostly gray with original blue and brown. The iron frame retains about 90% original nickel finish with high edge wear, oxidation staining, and flaking and bubbling finish. The un-numbered smooth walnut grips are in very good to excellent condition with light
handling marks. Barrel to frame fit is loose, the extractor is missing, the action is functional and the barrel is numbered to the gun.
(1X87327-8) {C&R}
(50/100)
2296. STEVENS-GOULD NO. 37 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #7536, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
pistol have flaked to mix of brown and gray with scattered oxidation blemishes, pitting and light handling marks. The only original blue found
is in the protected corners and on the triggerguard. The smooth walnut grips are numbered to the gun and rate very good with flaking finish and light handling marks. The frame to barrel fit is tight and the barrel is numbered to the gun. There are several anomalies found on
this gun including No. 35 style sights, no bushing on the firing pin and the plain un-checkered grips. (1X87136-18) {C&R}
(175/275)
2297. BACON ARMS COMPANY POCKET REVOLVER serial #399, 32 RF Long, 4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. This is a very good
condition Bacon revolver. The revolver retains about 95% original nickel plating with most of the loss on the frame around the window
and on the partially fluted cylinder. There are also light oxidation blemishes and pinprick pitting scattered on the metal surfaces. The
smooth un-numbered walnut birds head factory grips are in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks and loose
escutcheons. The bolt is in need of attention and the removable ejector rod is missing but all numbers correctly match. This variation
has “Cast Steel” on the barrel and utilizes “Ct.” abbreviation for Connecticut. This is a fine example of a Pocket Revolver. (2X86229-138)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]
(300/500)
2298. UNMARKED “ECLIPSE” SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #616, 22 Short, 2 1/2” smoothbore barrel with heavy oxidation and pitting. This tiny pistol is in very good condition. The pistol retains about 70% original nickel plated finish with scattered light freckling and the
two barrel flats have later applied engine turning. The smooth walnut grips rate about good with later applied finish covering scattered light
dents, dings and scratches. The number “418” has been stamped on the outside of the left panel. The pistol still functions with a tight barrel-to-frame fit but slight looseness in the barrel detent. (2X86229-522) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection]
(50/100)
2299. TOY PISTOL LOT This lot consist of a single “Hero” toy cap pistol in very good condition. The metal surfaces are gray with a few oxidation blemishes. The hammer has a large flat face to strike a period paper cap that is fitted into a “U” shaped receptacle on the frame. The
pistol is cast in two pieces to resembles a top break revolver and measures about 5” long x 2 1/2” high. (2X86229-562)
2300. REPLICA TIPPING & LAWDEN PEPPERBOX PISTOL (non-firing) 2 3/4” partially bored four barrel cluster. The barrels are a black colored nonferrous metal that is starting to thin on the high edges. The brass frame is engraved with natural finish and black shading. The foliate
synthetic grips are in excellent condition. There are no markings on the pistol. (2X86229-344) {NON-GUN} [Elliot Riggs Collection] (20/40)
2301. TIPPING & LAWDEN MODEL 2B PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #4069, 30 RF, 3” four barrel cluster with moderately oxidized and pitted bores. This is a good condition pepperbox that has parts and mechanical issues. The barrels are a brown patina with surface pitting
and oxidation blemishes. The frame is ochre with scattered light handling marks. The hammer assembly and trigger are brown with a few
traces of color on the hammer body. The checkered gutta-percha replacement grips are in poor condition with handling marks on the exterior, poor fit to the frame and signs of repairs on the inside around the bottom grip retainer. They were originally equipped with a screw and
escutcheons which have pulled through the left panel causing considerable damage on the inside. It appears an attempt was made to modify the base of these replacement grips to utilize the Tipping & Lawden retention system with poor results. The number “297” is stamped
on the base of the butt and appears to be later applied inventory number. The hammer is in need of mechanical attention, the frame screws
all have slot damage and barrel-to-frame fit is loose. (2X86229-383) {ANTIQUE} [Elliot Riggs Collection]
(25/75)
2302. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #Q60115, 38 S&W,
3 1/4" barrel with a near good bore which exhibits light oxidation and some minor pitting. The metal surfaces rate near very good, but retain
very little of their factory original blued finish, having since faded to a brown-gray patina. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips
rate excellent and exhibit only some faint evidence of handling. (1X136940-175) {C&R}
(25/75)
2303. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#D24252, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good bore which exhibits some spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near very good
and retain about 30% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit numerous small instances of flaking giving way to oxidation, predominantly along the left side of the frame. The left side of the barrel is stamped "Property of Adams Express Co.". The checkered black
synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a light ding in the butt of the right panel, as well as a some minor wear and a
few minor handling marks. (1X136940-129) {C&R}
(25/75)
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2304. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H14626, 38 S&W, 3
1/4" barrel which exhibits areas of heavy oxidation. The metal surfaces rate good but retain little of their factory original blued finish, exhibiting fading to gunmetal along the barrel and cylinder, with a general mottled brown-gray patina; the cylinder exhibits several turn rings. The
backstrap is stamped "AMREX", bordered by a five-pointed star on either side. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent and exhibit only a few negligible handling marks. (1X136940-127) {C&R}
(25/75)
2305. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #39658, 32 S&W, 5" barrel with a good bore which exhibits light pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near good, but retain none of their factory original finish, exhibiting mottled brownish-gray patina with some spots of minor oxidation and some faint pitting. The checkered black synthetic grips
(75/150)
rate very good, but exhibit some light handling marks, as well as "VA" carved into the left grip panel. (1X136940-240) {C&R}
2306. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A35036, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a moderately oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces rate good, but display a strong brown patina in place of the factory
original finish. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near very good, but exhibit several light handling marks, as well as a chip missing
from the butt of the right panel and a negligible chip missing from the "U.S." logo on the right grip panel. (1X136940-230) {C&R} (25/75)
2307. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A94854, 32 S&W, 4"
barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 30% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit considerable fading to a mottled brown patina with some areas displaying gunmetal. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very
good and exhibit only a few minor handling marks. (1X136940-42) {C&R}
(25/75)
2308. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #H20240, 38 S&W, 4"
barrel with a good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 80% of their
blued finish, but exhibit some light pinprick pitting along the barrel and frame, as well as multiple light scratches along the cylinder. The
smooth walnut oversized grips rate very good, but exhibit some minor handling marks, as well as a 1" crack running down the spine of the
walnut grip. (1X136940-143) {C&R}
(25/75)
2309. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A20797, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits a few spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good, but are covered by a layer
of minor brown patina. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus, but are slightly ill-fitting to the revolver and exhibit a few
minor handling marks; the left grip panel is a replacement, featuring the Iver Johnson "Owl Head" logo. The revolver is missing its front
sight. (1X136940-228)
(25/75)
2310. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A86325, 32 S&W, 4"
barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 40% of their factory original blued finish
but exhibit considerable fading and loss, with the barrel exhibiting light to bright pewter color along with some instances of minor surface
oxidation; the frame exhibits more extensive minor light surface oxidation. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good
plus but exhibit some signs of previous handling. (1X136940-183) {C&R}
(25/75)
2311. IVER JOHNSON "U.S. REVOLVER CO." DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D35909, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with a near excellent,
mostly bright bore. The metal surfaces rate good, although much of its original bright nickel plated finish has dulled; the metal surfaces
exhibit several spots of light surface oxidation, as well as light handling marks. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near very good, but
exhibit some light handling marks and wear, as well as sizeable chips missing from the butt of each grip panel. The revolver requires some
mechanical attention as the hammer will not cock in either single or double action. (1X136940-238) {C&R}
(10/20)
2312. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #F99093, 32 S&W,
3" barrel with a very good bore which exhibits some minor pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces rate good and retain but retain little of
their factory original blued finish, exhibiting general fading to a light brown patina, with some silvering around the muzzle. The checkered
black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent and exhibit only a few negligible handling marks. (1X136940-271) {C&R}
(25/75)
2313. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #A45072, 32 S&W,
3" barrel with a near excellent, bright bore. The metal surfaces rate near very good, but retain extremely little of their factory blued finish,
thinning to gunmetal with some light brown patina along the barrel; the cylinder exhibits several bright scratches. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit only a couple of negligible marks. (1X136940-285) {C&R}
(25/75)
2314. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#D63374, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a very good plus bore which exhibits some spots of light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good
plus and retain about 90% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some areas of minor flaking. The genuine mother-of-pearl
grips rate near excellent, exhibiting only an extremely small chip missing from the right grip panel. (1X136940-254)
(50/100)
2315. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G20764, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a good bore which exhibits heavy oxidation. The metal surfaces rate good plus, but display a slight brownish-gray patina in place
of the factory original finish, exhibiting some minor scratches along the frame. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent,
exhibiting only a few minor handling marks. (1X136940-177) {C&R}
(25/75)
2316. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#D72300, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a good bore which exhibits some light pitting and oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good and
retain about 90% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibits some flaking along the barrel, giving way to light oxidation. The
checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate excellent. (1X136940-48) {C&R}
(25/75)
2317. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #1375, 38 S&W, 4"
barrel with a very good bore which exhibits light oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 90% of their factory original blued finish, but exhibit pinprick pitting, as well as silvering around the muzzle and along the bore. The smooth walnut oversized grips rate very good plus, but exhibit several light handling marks. The front sight has been ground down and shortened from its original factory configuration. (1X136940-321)
(25/75)
2318. IVER JOHNSON FIRST MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #26609, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate very good and retain about 85% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some areas of flaking
as well as several light handling marks. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a few minor handling
marks. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as it fails to cock in either single or double action. (1X136940-137) {C&R}
(10/20)
2319. IVER JOHNSON THIRD MODEL SAFETY HAMMER DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #G83380, 32 S&W, 3"
barrel with a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 96% of their reblued finish, but exhibit some minor
marks along the barrel; the frame displays a beautiful rich plum tint. The checkered black synthetic "Owl Head" grips rate very good, but
exhibit a couple of light cracks along the butt of the grip panels. (1X136940-249) {C&R}
(25/75)
2320. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#D57386, 38 S&W, 6" barrel with a good bore which exhibits oxidation. The metal surfaces rate very good plus and retain about 80% of
their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some light pitting along the barrel and topstrap. The checkered black synthetic "Owl
Head" grips rate excellent and exhibit only a few negligible handling marks. (1X136940-126) {C&R}
(25/75)
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2321. MERIDEN FIREARMS DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #160391, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits a
few spots of scattered light oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 60% of their factory original nickel plated
finish, but exhibit some flaking along the cylinder and barrel. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus, but exhibit a couple of dings in the right side panel. The hammer does not hold in single action; the trigger must occasionally be manually reset after firing. (1X137106-38) {C&R}
(15/30)
2322. FOREHAND & WADSWORTH DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #12422, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a good bore
which exhibits oxidation. The metal surfaces rate near very good and retain about 60% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit numerous light handling marks as well as some minor oxidation. The checkered black synthetic grips rate near excellent, exhibiting only
a few faint handling marks. The timing is in need of professional attention. (1X137106-48) {C&R}
(15/30)
2323. SMITH & WESSON FIRST MODEL 1896 HAND EJECTOR DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #5973, 32 S&W, 6" barrel with
a dark, oxidized bore. The metal surfaces rate good and retain about 40% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit considerable oxidation, heaviest around the front of the cylinder. The checkered black synthetic grips rate very good plus and exhibit only a few faint
handling marks; the grip screw has been stripped and is bound in place. The revolver requires some mechanical attention as the trigger
must occasionally be manually reset after firing. (1X137106-31) {C&R}
(100/200)
2324. IVER JOHNSON SECOND MODEL SAFETY HAMMERLESS DOUBLE ACTION ONLY TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial
#O89342, 32 S&W, 2" barrel with a good plus bore which exhibits oxidation scattered throughout. The metal surfaces rate near very good
and retain about 70% of their factory original nickel plated finish, but exhibit some extremely minor flaking as well as a few scattered instances
of minor oxidation along the barrel and top strap. The checkered black synthetic grips rate excellent and exhibit no damage. The trigger
must be reset to function. (1X137106-46) {C&R}
(50/100)
2325. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 THIRD ISSUE SINGLE ACTION TIP-UP POCKET REVOLVER serial #101945, 22 Short, 3 1/8"
barrel with a very good bore which exhibits light frosting. The metal surfaces rate good plus, but exhibit significant oxidation along the barrel with lighter areas along the cylinder. The smooth walnut grips rate very good, but exhibit a few dings as well as other light handling marks;
the grip panels are stamp-numbered to the gun. (1X137106-28) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
2326. WINCHESTER MODEL 370 SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #C175939, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel retains 97% original blue finish displaying some very light areas of surface oxidation and having a few light scratches. The
frame has been lightly cleaned displaying a dull gray patina having generous traces of original blue throughout. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good plus having some light having marks over a moderate flaking finish. (177234-3)
(75/150)
2327. REMINGTON MODEL 597 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE SIGNED BY DALE EARNHARDT JR. serial #2796456, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original matte black finish having just a few light handling marks. The receiver retains 99% of
its reapplied black finish. The red synthetic pistolgrip stock rates excellent displaying a white Dale Earnhardt Jr. #8 sticker on the right side,
both sides of the buttstock are signed in black ink "To Steve, Dale Jr. #8". Included is a single detachable magazine. An excellent rifle for
any NASCAR fan. (177388-12)
(100/200)
2328. MOSSBERG MODEL 185K-A BOLT ACTION SHOTGUN 20 ga, 26" plain barrel with a poly choke having a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 90% evenly thinning original blue finish. The walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good displaying numerous dings and
scratches over a reapplied dark varnish. Included is a single detachable box magazine and a plastic hard case. (177427-22)
(100/200)
2329. REMINGTON MODEL 870 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #1048009W, 16 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue finish, having loss due to a contaminate and having scattered oxidation staining. The
checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate very good displaying just a few light handling marks. (177192-77)
(250/450)
2330. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U442088, 20 ga, 18 1/2" barrel choked
cylinder having a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% of their original blue finish. The black
synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent overall.
2331
Included are the original box and manual. (177180-1) (300/500)

2331. WORKING REPLICA OF A M1919A6 This
is a rare 1919A6 US Army Trainer for the Browning
30 caliber machine gun. This 2:1 scale (twice the
size of the actual .30 caliber Browning) is a
working cut-a-way training rifle. The surfaces
are a mix metal and plastic displaying some
dings scratches and light oxidation throughout.
The mechanism is fully functional. The gun is
mounted to a painted board for stability. The mounting base contains the original U.S. Navy placard listing the part numbers. These neat
cut-a-way rifles were used as a visual aid to teach soldiers how the weapon functions. A great addition to any gun room. (176946-1)
[Extra Shipping Will Apply] {NON-GUN}
2332. CHARLES DALY MODEL 300HD LEFT HANDED SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #13209318, 12 ga, 18 1/2" plain barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black finish. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate
excellent displaying a few light handling marks. Included are the original factory box and manual. (177427-12)
(300/500)
2333. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 DUCKS UNLIMITED SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #P599226, 12 ga, 28" ventilated rib barrel
choked modified having a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 99% original blue finish having some light loss on the magazine tube from
operational use. The receiver retains 99% original blue finish; it displays the Ducks Unlimited insignia on the right side. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent. Included is the original box.(177427-13)
(300/500)
2334. SAVAGE MODEL 42 OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #J245783, .410 bore x 22 LR, 20" barrels having bright excellent
bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue finish. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent. The rifle
is fitted with open sporting sights. Included is the original box. This rifle is in like new condition. (177427-14)
(300/500)
2335. SAVAGE MODEL 42 OVER UNDER COMBINATION GUN serial #J267383, .410 bore x 22 LR, 20" barrels having bright excellent
bores. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue finish. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent. The rifle
is fitted with open sporting sights. Included is the original box. (177427-10)
(300/500)
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2336. CHARLES DALY MODEL 300HD LEFT HANDED SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #13209319, 12 ga, 18 1/2" plain barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black finish displaying just a few faint handing marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip buttstock and forend rate excellent displaying a few light handling marks. Included are the original factory box and manual. (177427-17)
(300/500)
2337. MP UZI SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #W1005637, 22 LR, 18" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original
blue finish. The collapsible buttstock retains 98% original blue finish displaying just a few light handling marks. The black synthetic pistolgrip with handguard safety rates excellent. Included are the original box and magazine. (177427-26)
(350/550)
2338. SAVAGE ARMS RASCAL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2135481 .22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This rifle is lightweight and designed for a youth. This lot is in as-new condition and a lovely shade of pink. The lot comes in its original factory box.
(187427-8)
(100/200)
2339. SAVAGE ARMS RASCAL BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #2135623 .22 LR, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This rifle is lightweight and designed for a youth. This lot is in as-new condition and is a lovely shade of pink. The lot comes in its original factory box.
(100/200)
(187427-21)
2340. MARLIN MODEL 925C BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #92635494 .22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. This rifle is in as-new
condition with an attractive camouflage print. It comes in its original factory box. Also included are a safe lock with keys and a manual.
(187427-19)
(150/250)
2341. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #77356, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a gray light to moderately frosted bore with a
little minor pitting. The metal surfaces retain 60% original blue with areas faded to a brown patina, some silvering by the muzzle and on
some high edges and some scattered freckles of light oxidation. The black checkered hard rubber grips rate very good to near excellent
showing some light handling wear, a couple of tiny chips and a few minor handling marks. (126724-13) {C&R}
(100/200)
2342. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #5883B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The metal
surfaces retain 90% original blue with some thinning to gray-brown, a little silvering on some high edges, a scuff by the muzzle and a few
spots of minor oxidation. The black checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks and a little light wear.
(126724-27) {C&R}
(300/500)
2343. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #30051, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a very good lightly frosted bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% original blue with some thinning to gray, a few small spots of light pitting, a couple of tiny spots of oxidation and
some silvering on high edges. The checkered hard rubber grips are fading towards brown with two cracks on the left side, some light wear
and a few minor handling blemishes. (126724-11) {C&R}
(200/400)
2344. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #75432, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a little
light frosting. The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with a couple of areas on the gripstrap worn to gray with a little minor thinning and a couple of minor dings and light handling marks. The checkered black hard rubber grips rate excellent with a few of faint handling marks. (126724-75) {C&R}
(250/450)
2345. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #114787, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright very good bore showing a little light
frosting. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with some scattered light oxidation, a little minor fading towards gray and brown
and multiple minor handling marks. The black hard rubber grips rate very good to near excellent with several minor handling marks.
(126724-39) {C&R}
(200/400)
2346. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #102119, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a good bore showing a light to moderate
frosting with a little minor pitting. The metal surfaces are a dark brown patina with spotty oxidation and a couple of remnants of original
blue. The checkered black hard rubber grips rate near excellent showing a little light handling wear. (126724-71) {C&R}
(75/150)
2347. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #237444, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a gray heavily frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied blue with some light pitting and oxidation, a little thinning towards brown on the gripstrap and some minor silvering on high edges. The black hard rubber trapezoidal grips rate near excellent showing several light handling blemishes. (126724-53)
{C&R}
(100/200)
2348. SAVAGE MODEL 1917 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #16662B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98% quality reapplied blue showing a few silver highlights, some light tool or handling marks on top of the slide and a little thinning
on the backstrap. The hard rubber grips rate about good showing some wear and multiple deformations. (126724-44) {C&R} (200/400)
2349. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #5559B, 380 ACP, 4 1/4” barrel with a gray frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 40% original fading blue toning to a brown patina with silvering on some high edges, a few spot of light pitting and a few tiny dings
and scratches. The black hard rubber grips rate very good showing some light wear, a crack in the left side grip and several minor handling marks primarily also on the left side. (126724-29) {C&R}
(100/200)
2350. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #202101, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a good gray lightly frosted bore with a ring
of pitting about mid bore. The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with areas faded to gray and brown, a few spots of light pitting and
several impact marks, dings and scratches. The black checkered hard rubber grips rate very good with a crack on the right side and some
light wear and a few minor handing marks. (126724-50) {C&R}
(150/250)
2351. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #156694, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a good lightly frosted bore. The metal surfaces retain 70% original blue with fading to gray and brown, a few spots of light pitting and a few dings and scratches. The black hard rubber grips rate good with the right side grip showing an impact mark and a few cracks, and both side have a little minor wear. This pistol
features a lanyard ring on the base of the gripframe. (126724-63) {C&R}
(100/200)
2352. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #188638, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore showing a few minor
pits and a bulge about mid bore. The metal surfaces retain 90% dull blue fading toward brown with a few spots of oxidation and minor pitting. The black hard rubber grips rate near excellent showing a few minor handling marks. (126724-40) {C&R}
(200/400)
2353. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #174521, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue thinning in places towards brown with silvering on some high edges and a few spots of light pitting. The hard rubber grips are fading to brown and rate very good showing a little light wear and a few minor handling marks. (126724-69) {C&R}(250/450)
2354. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #194029, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a good bore showing a little light frosting and
several minor pits. The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with areas toning to gray and brown, silvering on some high edges and a
few spots of light oxidation with some minor pitting. The black hard rubber grips rate very good with a little minor wear and a few light handling marks. (126724-37) {C&R}
(200/400)
2355. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #223453, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a dark moderately frosted lightly pitted bore.
The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue with areas faded to gray and brown showing spotty oxidation and pitting. The hard rubber grips
are fading toward brown and rate very good showing a little minor wear and a few light handling marks. (126724-51) {C&R} (100/200)
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2356. SAVAGE MARK I BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1802532, 22 S,L,LR, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98% original blue with a couple of spots of light oxidation. The Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple of faint handling
marks. This rifle appears unused showing a few minor storage blemishes. (127427-37)
(150/250)
2357. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #19103326, 35 Rem, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few spots fading towards brown, some scattered light oxidation and a couple of spots of light pitting.
The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate very good to near excellent with multiple minor handling blemishes, a couple of tiny cracks by
the rear swivel stud. The forearm is slightly wavy on one side and has likely been lightly cleaned with an added finish. The gun comes with
a BSA Catseye 3-10X rifle scope that has a post and crosshair reticle with bright optics that includes lens covers. (127427-36) (200/400)
2358. REMINGTON MODEL 597 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #C2684680, 22 LR, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 98-99% original matte black finish on the barrel and alloy receiver with a few faint handling marks and a couple of specks of oxidation. The OD green synthetic stock rates excellent with a couple of faint handling marks. This rifle appears to have seen little use and comes
with a 3-9X scope mounted to the grooved receiver. (127427-35)
(100/200)
2359. MOSSBERG MODEL 500 YOUTH SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #U994081, 410 bore, 24” ventilated rib barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with some light operational wear from the slide. The black synthetic stock has
a 13” LOP and rates excellent. The gun is fitted with a black rubber ventilated recoil pad, a rear swivel stud, a two bead sight and the original Mossberg labels are still affixed to the buttstock. This youth shotgun appears like-new. (127427-28)
(200/400)
2360. WINCHESTER MODEL 1300 SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN serial #L3417214, 12 ga, 22” rifled barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original matte black finish on the barrel and alloy receiver showing several minor scratches and light handling
marks and a small spot of light oxidation. The black synthetic stock rates near excellent with a few faint handling marks. This shotgun comes
with a black nylon sling, a ventilated black rubber recoil pad, rifle sights and a drilled and tapped receiver. (127427-20)
(150/350)
2361. HOMEMADE A.O.W. PEN GUN serial #IRS2794, 22 RF, 1 3/8" barrel with
an about very good smooth bore showing light pinprick pitting and oxidation
2361
staining. This rather simple yet thought-out creation measures 4 1/4" overall
and is constructed of a tube steel body equipped with a cylindrical sleeve-style
breech that accepts the threaded barrel, an "L" shaped mortise for the bolt and
a pinned opened butt. The mechanism consists a spring assisted bolt with a simple allen screw handle. The bare steel surfaces show a few light
impact marks and scattered fine oxidation staining. The spring remains strong, however the bolt no longer cocks back. An interesting little pen
gun that transfers as an A.O.W. and is subject to only a $5 Federal transfer tax. [Fully transferable on ATF form 3 or 4] (57354-3)
(25/75)
2362. AR-57 AR 15 STRIPPED LOWER serial #SN09827, multi caliber, machined T-6 aluminum to military specifications. Retains 99% original Mil-spec type III black anodized finish. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-93)
2363. AR-57 AR 15 STRIPPED LOWER serial #SN09837, multi caliber, machined T-6 aluminum to military specifications. Retains 99% original Mil-spec type III black anodized finish. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-86)
2364. AR-57 AR 15 STRIPPED LOWER serial #SN09834, multi caliber, machined T-6 aluminum to military specifications. Retains 99% original Mil-spec type III black anodized finish. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-94)
2365. AR-57 AR 15 STRIPPED LOWER serial #SN09835, multi caliber, machined T-6 aluminum to military specifications. Retains 99% original Mil-spec type III black anodized finish. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-89)
2366. AR-57 AR 15 STRIPPED LOWER serial #SN09838, multi caliber, machined T-6 aluminum to military specifications. Retains 99% original Mil-spec type III black anodized finish. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-85)
2367. AR-57 AR 15 STRIPPED LOWER serial #SN09829, multi caliber, machined T-6 aluminum to military specifications. Retains 99% original Mil-spec type III black anodized finish. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-87)
2368. AR-57 AR 15 STRIPPED LOWER serial #SN09836, multi caliber, machined T-6 aluminum to military specifications. Retains 99% original Mil-spec type III black anodized finish. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-92)
2369. AR-57 AR 15 STRIPPED LOWER serial #SN09839, multi caliber, machined T-6 aluminum to military specifications. Retains 99% original Mil-spec type III black anodized finish. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-88)
2370. AR-57 AR 15 STRIPPED LOWER serial #SN09833, multi caliber, machined T-6 aluminum to military specifications. Retains 99% original Mil-spec type III black anodized finish. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-91)
2371. LRB ARMS M15SA STRIPPED LOWER serial #035178, 5.56 mm, CNC machined T-6 aluminum by JV Precision Machine Co. to
military specifications. Retains about 98% original hard coat anodized finish with light storage wear along the edges. [Transfers as a
firearm] (57427-95)
2372. LRB ARMS M15SA STRIPPED LOWER serial #035170, 5.56 mm, CNC machined T-6 aluminum by JV Precision Machine Co. to military specifications. Retains 98-99% original hard coat anodized finish with light storage rubs. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-84)
2373. LRB ARMS M15SA STRIPPED LOWER serial #035169, 5.56 mm, CNC machined T-6 aluminum by JV Precision Machine Co. to military specifications. Retains 98-99% original hard coat anodized finish with light storage rubs. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-83)
2374. LRB ARMS M15SA STRIPPED LOWER serial #035163, 5.56 mm, CNC machined T-6 aluminum by JV Precision Machine Co. to military specifications. Retains 98-99% original hard coat anodized finish with light storage rubs. [Transfers as a firearm] (57427-90)
2375. LRB ARMS M15SA STRIPPED LOWER serial #035168, 5.56 mm, CNC machined T-6 aluminum by JV Precision Machine Co. to
military specifications. Retains about 98% original hard coat anodized finish with light storage wear along the edges. [Transfers as a
firearm] (57427-96)
2376. REMINGTON MODEL 742 WOODMASTER FRAME ONLY serial #6901186. Completely stripped frame retaining 95-98% original
blue with a few specks of light oxidation staining, the loss primarily along the four drilled and tapped holes on the top of the frame from prior
scope base installation and light contact wear along the interior. (57428-1)
2377. LRB ARMS M15SA COMPLETE LOWER serial #035148, 5.56 mm, CNC machined T-6 aluminum frame by JV Precision Machine Co.
with unknown trigger kit and pink Magpul Industries five position adjustable stock and checkered black synthetic pistolgrip. Excellent condition overall. (57427-99)
2378. LRB ARMS M15SA COMPLETE LOWER serial #035158, 5.56 mm, CNC machined T-6 aluminum frame by JV Precision Machine Co.
with unknown trigger kit and matte gray Magpul Industries five position adjustable stock and checkered black synthetic pistolgrip. Excellent
condition overall. (57427-98)
2379. LRB ARMS M15SA COMPLETE LOWER serial #035179, 5.56 mm, CNC machined T-6 aluminum frame by JV Precision Machine
Co. with unknown trigger kit and Fostech Outdoors bumpfire stock with a MFT EPG47 black synthetic pistolgrip. Excellent condition
overall. (57427-97)
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2380. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of two switchblades beginning with a 7” long example by Schrade Cutlery Company of Walden N.Y.
The spring activation will require mechanical attention and the sharpened 3 1/4” blade exhibits scattered dark spots primarily at the ricassso and the edge shows a small chip. The brown and tan celluloid handle mimics tortoise-shell and is very good with a chip at the top right
panel and some tiny, tight cracks at the rivets; there is a ding at the right base nickle-silver bolster. The other one is 8” long with a 3 3/4”
blade marked “Rostfrei” (stainless) that is lightly sharpened and remains bright with a few minor contact marks. The faux mother-of-pearl
scales have light marks near the sliding safety but otherwise rate excellent. This lot is available to N.H. residents only. (77156-1)
2381. JOHNSON MODEL 1941 RIFLE BAYONET This is an
2381
excellent Johnson Model 1941 rifle bayonet. The bayonet
measures 11 3/4" overall with a 7 1/2" triangular blade with
full-length front and back flutes. The bayonet retains
95-97% original phosphate finish with a small chip and
light silvering along the tip of the back edge. The muzzle ring is numbered "3121" and the back of the rivet is
numbered "1551". The bayonet includes a natural colored leather scabbard with squared end belt loop
marked "USMC" along the back of the loop. The
leather remains supple and the seams tight and intact. A nice excellent condition scarce Johnson bayonet with scabbard. (57241-140Z)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
(300/500)
2382. U.S. MODEL KRAG BAYONET This is a U.S. model 1892-1898 Krag bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4" overall with an 11 3/4" stopped fuller blade. The 1895 dated bright steel blade has a slightly rounded tip, light scabbard marks and scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. The pommel has a darker mottled brown and gray patina with patches of light oxidation. The wood
grips rate very good with a few minor light handling marks and an added light varnish. The steel scabbard is of the first type with a swivel open belt hook. The scabbard retains about 75% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation staining. (57241-140A)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
2383. U.S. MODEL KRAG BAYONET This is a U.S. model 1892-1898 Krag bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4" overall
with an 11 3/4" stopped fuller blade. The 1899 dated bright steel blade has mellowed slightly with scattered specks of fine oxidation a little more prominent on the ricasso. The pommel and guard have an overall dull brown patina with an area of bright steel on the front of the
guard from scabbard contact. The walnut grips rate very good plus with a few minor light blemishes. The scabbard is of the second type
with a closed spring belt hook. The scabbard retains about 90% thinning blue with a few spots of light oxidation and silvering on the round
ball finial. (57241-140B) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2384. U.S. MODEL KRAG BAYONET This is a U.S. model 1892-1898 Krag bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4" overall with
an 11 3/4" stopped fuller blade. The 1894 dated blade remains bright overall with scattered light scuffs and scabbard marks and a few
spots of mine fine oxidation staining. The pommel and guard have scattered fine oxidation staining retaining much original bright finish. The
walnut grips rate very good plus showing minor light wear. The steel scabbard is of the first type with a swivel open belt hook. The scabbard retains about 95% original blue lightly thinning to brown with a few light specks of oxidation and minor light scuffs and scratches.
(57241-140C) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2385. U.S. MODEL KRAG BAYONET This is a U.S. model 1892-1898 Krag bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/8" overall with
an 11 1/2" stopped fuller blade. The 1894 dated blade remains bright overall with a couple minute chips along the main edge, light scabbard marks primarily along the tip and a few light oxidation stains. The pommel and guard have a dull pewter patina with light oxidation
staining on the face of the guard. The walnut grips rate near excellent showing minimal wear. The steel scabbard is of the first type with a
swivel open belt hook. The scabbard retains about 95-98% original blue with a few minor light nicks and scratches. (57241-140D) [Larry
Kaufman Collection]
2386. U.S. MODEL KRAG BAYONET This is a U.S. model 1892-1898 Krag bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4" overall
with an 11 5/8" stopped fuller blade. The 1895 dated bright steel blade has modest light scabbard scuffing at the tip and scattered specks
of dried cosmoline along the fuller edge. The pommel and guard have a speckled gray patina with modest dried cosmoline on the front of
of guard along the blades edge. The walnut grips rate near excellent with a slight gap along the front rivet on the obverse panel. The steel
scabbard is of of the second type with a spring clip belt hook. The scabbard has toned to a smoky gray with traces of original blue and a
few light scuffs and spots of wear. (57241-140E) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2387. U.S. MODEL KRAG BAYONET This is a U.S. model 1892-1898 Krag bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4" overall
with an 11 5/8" stopped fuller blade. The 1900 dated bright steel blade has a few light scabbard marks and stains. The pommel and guard
have mellowed slightly still remaining overall bright with a few minor light impact marks. The walnut grips rate excellent and are fastened
two rounded end steel rivets. The steel scabbard is of the second type with a spring clip belt hook. The scabbard retains about 90% original blue toning to brown with light gray wear along the edges and light nicks and scratches. (57241-140F) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2388. U.S. MODEL KRAG BAYONET This is a U.S. model 1892-1898 Krag bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4" overall
with an 11 5/8" stopped fuller blade. The 1900 dated bright steel blade has a patch of oxidation on the obverse side along with dried cosmoline at the hilt. The pommel and guard remain bright overall with a few spots of light oxidation staining and dried protective grease on
the the front of the guard. The walnut grips rate excellent and are fastened by two rounded end steel rivets. The steel scabbard is of the
second type with a spring clip belt hook. The scabbard retains about 92-95% original blue lightly toning to brown with scatters light nicks
and specks of oxidation staining. (57241-140G) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2389. U.S. MODEL KRAG BAYONET This is a U.S. model 1892-1898 Krag Bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 16 1/4" overall
with an 11 5/8" stopped fuller blade. The 1903 dated bright steel blade has light scuffs and scabbard marks a little more pronounced along
the tip. The pommel and guard is toning to a dull brown patina with patches of fine oxidation staining more so on the front of the guard.
The walnut grips rate very good with light handling marks and are fastened by two rounded end rivets. The steel scabbard is of the second type with a spring clip belt hook. The scabbard retains about 98% original blue with sparse minor nicks and marks. (57241-140H)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
2390. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by Utica Cutlery with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 10" unstopped
fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original gray parkerized finish, the majority of loss due to scabbard wear at the tip and
also showing light oxidation staining; the upper tang is marked with an "H" at the lug slot. The black plastic grips rate very good plus with
light handling wear. The M7 green bodied scabbard with ordnance bomb marked throat rates excellent with minimal wear. (57241-140I)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
2391. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by Utica Cutlery with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 9 7/8"
unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original gray parkerized finish with light contact wear along the edges. The
black plastic grips rate excellent with a few very light handling marks. The M7 green bodied scabbard with ordnance bomb marked throat
rates near excellent with a few light handling marks and light oxidation on the steel throat. (57241-140J) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2392. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by American Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/8" overall with a 9
7/8" unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 80% thinning gray parkerized finish with gray wear along the tip and edges
and a few minor dents and chips along the main edge. The black plastic grips rate good to very good with light wear and staining. The M7
green bodied scabbard with ordnance bomb marked throat rates very good plus with scattered patches of oxidation on the steel throat.
(57241-140K) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2393. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by Union Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 10"
unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain 99% original parkerized finish. The black plastic grips rate excellent with one or two
light blemishes. The M7 green bodied scabbard with ordnance bomb marked throat rates excellent as well. (57241-140L) [Larry
Kaufman Collection]
2394. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by Utica Cutlery with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 9 7/8"
unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain 98% original parkerized finish with some very light contact wear between the front of the
fuller and the tip on the obverse side of the blade; the upper tang is marked "H" at the lug slot. The black plastic grips rate near excellent
with some light ingrained dirt. The M7 green bodied scabbard rates very good plus with a few light handling and the gray steel ordnance
bomb mark throat turning to gray with a couple spots of minor light oxidation staining. (57241-140M) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2395. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by PAL with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 9 7/8" unstopped fuller
blade. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original light gray parkerized finish thinning lightly at the tip with scattered very fine oxidation staining; an "H" is marked on the rear of the pommel. The black plastic grips rate very good plus with some very light handling marks. The M7
green bodied scabbard rates very good plus to near excellent with light handling marks and stains on the body and light oxidation staining
on the ordnance bomb marked steel throat. (57241-140N) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2396. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by United Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 10"
unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 80% thinning original parkerized finish with modest scratches from scabbard contact. The black plastic grips rate very good plus to near excellent with a couple light hardware marks and modest oxidation on the mounting screw. The M7 green bodied scabbard with ordnance bomb marked throat rates near excellent with a few handling marks. (57241140P) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2397. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by American Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 10"
unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original parkerized finish with light contact wear along the blade and edges of the
guard. The black plastic grips rate very good plus to near excellent with minimal wear. The M7 green bodied scabbard with ordnance bomb
marked throat rates excellent with a few light handling marks. (57241-140Q) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2398. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by PAL with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 9 7/8" unstopped fuller
blade. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original gray parkerized finish, the loss primarily brown toning on the pommel, a thin band of
silvering along the main edge where the blade was lightly sharpened and a few sparse spots of light oxidation. The black plastic grips rate
very good plus with a few minute chips along the edges and some light ingrained dirt. The M7 green bodied scabbard rates very good overall with handling marks and light oxidation on the ordnance bomb marked throat. (57241-140R) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2399. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by PAL with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/8" with a 9 7/8" unstopped fuller blade.
The metal surfaces retain 85% original parkerized finish toning to brown with a few light impact marks, contact wear and light oxidation along
the edges of the fullers; the pommel is marked with an "H". The black plastic grips rate about very good with modest light handling marks
and staining. The M7 green bodied scabbard rates very good with light handling marks and the ordnance bomb marked gray parkerized
throat nicely toning to brown. (57241-140S) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2400. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by PAL with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 9 7/8" unstopped fuller
blade. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original parkerized finish with very light contact wear along the edges and brown toning on the
pommel which is also marked with an "H". The black plastic grips rate excellent. The M7 green bodied scabbard rates very good with light
handling marks and flaking green paint on the ordnance bomb marked steel scabbard. (57241-140T) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2401. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by Union Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/8" overall with a 9 7/8"
unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 85% thinning original parkerized finish with with modest contact wear along the
edges, a couple spots of light oxidation and light pinprick pitting on the pommel. The black plastic grips rate very good with light ingrained
dirt and handling marks. The M7 green bodied scabbard rates very good overall with some light handling marks and the gray parkerized
ordnance bomb marked steel throat toning to a dull brown patina. (57241-140U) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2402. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by Union Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 1/2" overall with a 10"
unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with light contact wear along the edges also showing some minor
impact marks and a few specks of very light oxidation; the upper tang is marked "H" at the lug slot. The black plastic grips rate very good
plus with light wear. The M7 green bodied scabbard rates very good with a small band of paint missing below the front of the ordnance
bomb marked steel throat. The throat retains about 80% original blue toning to brown. (57241-140V) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2403. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a U.S. M1 bayonet by PAL with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/8" overall with a 9 7/8" unstopped fuller
blade. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original parkerized finish toning to brown on the pommel along with scattered light oxidation
staining; the upper tang is marked with a small "HS" behind the guard. The brown plastic grips rate very good showing light wear. The M7
green bodied scabbard rates very good with light handling marks and the ordnance bomb marked steel throat having an overall brown patina. (57241-140W) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2404. U.S. M1 BAYONET This is a solid one-piece rough cast aluminum M1 bayonet most likely designed as a movie prop. The bayonet measures 15 5/8" overall and weighs 1.15 lbs. The casting is pewter gray with a flaking green painted body and flaking black painted grips. The
wire hanger is slightly bent and will not attach to a web belt properly. Movie prop bayonets were commonly made from rubber or plastic
and more intricate in detail, possibly making this a scarcer early variation. (57241-140X) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2405. U.S. MODEL 1905 E1 BAYONET This is n U.S. Model 1905 E1 bayonet by American Fork & Hoe with scabbard constructed from a
shortened Model 1942 bayonet. The bayonet measures 14 3/8" overall with a 9 7/8" 1943 dated blade with unstopped fullers that run
through the point. The metal surfaces retain about 85% thinning original blue with silvering due to contact wear along the edges and the
pommel toning to brown; the center of the upper tang is marked "AFH". The brown plastic grips rate very good overall with handling marks
and light dirt staining. The M7 green bodied scabbard rates very good plus to near excellent with light fading along the edges and the ordnance bomb marked steel throat acquiring a soft brown patina. (57241-140Y) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2406. U.S. M4 BAYONET This is a U.S. M4 bayonet by Imperial with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 1/2" overall with a 6 3/4" spear point
blade. The metal surfaces retain about 95% thinning original parkerized finish with silvering along the edges and contact points. The stacked
leather washer handle rates excellent remaining tight and intact. The B.M. Co. U.S.M8A1 green bodied scabbard with O.D. canvas frog rates
excellent with a couple of very light handling marks and stains. (57241-140AA) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2407. U.S. M6 BAYONET This is a U.S. M6 bayonet by Milpar with scabbard. The bayonet measures 11 1/4" overall with a 6 5/8" spear point
blade. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original gray parkerized finish with scattered light scuffs, contact wear along the edges and light
oxidation along the edge of the blade, the hilt a slightly brighter gray. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent. The green plastic
body U.S.M8A1 scabbard with O.D. green canvas frog rates excellent. (57241-140AB) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2408. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by Oneida Ltd. with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8" overall with a 15 3/4" 1942 dated unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original dark green-gray parkerized finish. The
black plastic grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks and light ingrained dirt staining. The M3 green bodied scabbard
with steel throat rates excellent. (57241-140AC) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2409. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by PAL with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" overall with a
15 7/8" 1942 dated unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original gray parkerized finish with faint silvering along the
edges, the date is partial obscured by the guard. The black plastic grips rate near excellent with light dirt staining. The M3 green bodied
scabbard with steel throat rates near excellent with a few light handling marks. (57241-140AD) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2410. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by Oneida Ltd. with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2" overall with a 16" 1942 dated unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original dull gray parkerized finish with light silvering along some of the edges, minor scuffing and light pitting and oxidation in the fullers. The black plastic grips rate near excellent with a
few minor light handling marks. The M3 green bodied scabbard with steel throat rates very good plus lightly toning to brown. (57241140AE) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2411. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by United Fork & Hoe with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" 1942 dated unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original gray parkerized finish with light wear on
the ricasso and guard; the blade being a brighter pale gray. The black plastic grips rate excellent. The M3 green bodied scabbard with
gray steel throat rates excellent. (57241-140AF) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2412. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by Oneida Ltd. with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8" overall
with a 15 7/8" 1943 dated unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original gray parkerized finish and the black plastic
grips rate excellent. The M3 green bodied scabbard with gray steel throat rate excellent with a few light blemishes. (57241-140AG) [Larry
Kaufman Collection]
2413. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by Utica Cutlery with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8" overall with a 15 7/8" 1942 dated stopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original gray parkerized finish with scattered blue
striations and staining. The black plastic grips rate excellent. The M3 green bodied scabbard with gray steel throat rates near excellent with
a few light handling marks. (57241-140AH) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2414. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by PAL with scabbard. This bayonet measures 20 5/8" overall with a
15 7/8" 1942 dated unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original gray parkerized finish and the black plastic grips rate
near excellent with a few light blemishes. The M3 green bodied scabbard with gray steel throat rates excellent. (57241-140AI) [Larry
Kaufman Collection]
2415. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by Wilde Tool with scabbard. This bayonet measures 20 3/8" overall
with a 15 3/4" 1943 dated unstopped fuller blade. The metal surfaces retain 99% greenish-gray parkerized finish with a couple of very light
chips in the main edge and the mottled brown and black plastic grips rate near excellent with a few light blemishes. The M3 green bodied
scabbard with gray steel throat rates very good plus to near excellent with a few light handling marks and minor age staining. (57241140AJ) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2416. U.S. MODEL 1942 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1942 bayonet by Wilde Tool with scabbard. This bayonet measures 20 1/2" overall
with a 16 1/2" 1943 dated unstopped fuller blade. The mottled brown and black plastic grips rate very good with light handling marks. The
M3 green bodied scabbard rates excellent with a few minor light blemishes. (57241-140AK) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2417. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Winchester with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall with
a 17" unstopped fuller blade marked "1917 / W" in circle on the reverse side and fading eagle head next to ordnance bomb / "U.S." and "X"
bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade retains 95-98% latter added blue finish with light scabbard scratches and staining. The ricasso and hilt retain about 95% original blue, loss due to edge wear on the guard and light oxidation on the cleanout hole equipped pommel.
The double grooved walnut grips rate very good with light handling marks. The green painted leather scabbard with steel throat and tip rate
near excellent with light scuffing to the leather and the metal ends toning to a smoky gray patina with light oxidation staining. Included is a
lightly scuffed but supple and intact leather frog with belt hook marked "JEWELL / 1917". (57241-144A) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2418. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Remington with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall
with a 16 7/8" stoped fuller blade marked "1918 / Remington" in circle on the reverse side and eagle head / "20" next to ordnance bomb
/ "U.S." and "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade bears an overall gray and brown patina lightly thinning to pewter at the tip.
The ricasso and hilt retain about 90% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine oxidation; pommel is equipped with a cleanout hole.
The double grooved walnut grips rate good to about very good with light handling marks an a large older chip in the obverse panel. The
green painted leather scabbard with metal ends rate very good overall with light scuffing of the leather and flaking on the throat and tip.
(57241-144B) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2419. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Winchester with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 5/8" overall with a 16 7/8" unstopped fuller blade marked "1917 / W" in circle on the reverse side and a fading eagle head next to ordnance bomb
/ "U.S." and "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade has an overall dull pewter patina with light staining with minor very light
chips and scuffs from being sharpened. The ricasso retains about 75% original blue toning to gray and the hilt has toned to a brownish gray patina with generous traces of original blue in areas; the pommel is equipped with a cleanout hole. The double grooved walnut grips rate very good showing wear and handling marks. The green leather scabbard with steel throat and tip rate very good plus
with supple intact leather showing scuffing and fading and the metal ends toning to brown with light silvering along the edges and tip.
(57241-144C) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2420. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Remington with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 5/8" overall
with a 16 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "1917 / Remington" in circle on the reverse side and eagle head / "26" next to ordnance bomb
/ "U.S." and partially faded "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade has an overall dull pewter patina fading to gun metal at the
tip. The ricasso and hilt retain about 95% original blue lightly fading to gray along the edges and the pommel stud mainly in-the-white; pommel is equipped with a cleanout hole. The double groove walnut grips rate about very good having been cleaned removing the original finish and a few light chips present. The green leather scabbard with steel throat and tip rate very good overall, the leather showing light crazing and scuffing but remaining supple and intact with a small area of dried paint along the back edge and the metal ends having an overall
brown patina with light silvering along the edges. (57241-144D) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2421. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Remington with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall
with a 17" stopped fuller blade marked "1917 / Remington" in circle on the reverse side and eagle head / "26" next to ordnance bomb /
"U.S." with no bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade is soft pewter overall with scattered light staining and scratches. The ricasso and hilt retain about 85% original blue toning to gray, the majority of loss due to light wear along the edges and pommel stud and light
oxidation along the upper and lower tang. The pommel is solid without cleanout hole. The double grooved walnut grips rate excellent with
much original finish and only a few light blemishes. The green leather scabbard with steel throat and tip rates very good, the leather remaining supple and intact with scattered light scuffs and handling marks and the metal ends toning to a dull brown patina with patches of gray.
(57241-144E) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2422. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Winchester with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall with a 16 7/8" unstopped fuller blade marked "1917 / W" in circle on the reverse side and eagle head / "P-24" next to ordnance bomb
/ "U.S." and vertical double "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade is primarily a dull gun metal with light brush marks from
being nicely cleaned with remnants of faint staining and pinprick pitting. The ricasso and hilt retain about 70% original blue toning to mottled brown; pommel is equipped with a cleanout hole. The double grooved walnut grips rate very good plus with light handling marks.
The green leather scabbard with steel throat and tip rates about very good with light scuffing and crazing and a couple chips along the
rear seam. The leather remains supple and intact and the metal ends have an overall dull brown patina with light silvering along the edges.
(57241-144F) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2423. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Winchester with scabbard. The bayonet measures measures 21
5/8" overall with a 16 7/8" unstopped fuller blade marked "1917 / W" in circle on the reverse side and all but faded eagle head / "P-8" next
to ordnance bomb / "U.S." and "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade is overall pewter gray with a few light stains and brush
marks from being cleaned. The ricasso retains about 90% fading original blue and the hilt is an overall dull brown; the pommel is equipped
with a cleanout hole. The double grooved walnut grips rate very good plus with a couple light chips and handling marks. The green bodied scabbard with gray steel ordnance bomb / "M-1917" marked throat rates excellent with a few minor light handling marks. (57241-144G)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
2424. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Winchester with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall
with a 17" unstopped fuller blade marked "1917 / W" in circle on the reverse side and eagle head / "P-1" next to ordnance bomb / "U.S."
and "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade is an overall dull pewter with light scratches along the main edge and scattered
fine pitting and oxidation staining more so towards the tip. The ricasso and hilt retain about 80% original blue toning to brown with light silvering along the edges and a few light impact marks on the pommel which is equipped with a cleanout hole. The double grooved walnut
grips rate about very good with modest wear and handling marks; the reverse panel is stamped "603". The green leather scabbard with
steel throat and tip rates very good plus with a few light scuffs; the throat retains about 95% original blue lightly toning to brown with tip having an even balance of brown and original blue. (57241-144H) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2425. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Winchester with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall
with 16 7/8" unstopped fuller blade marked "1917 / W" in circle on the reverse side and lightly fading eagle head / "P-22" next to ordnance
bomb / "U.S." and "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade retains about 95% thinning original gray parkerized finish with scattered fine staining and scabbard drag marks. The ricasso and hilt retain about 95% original blue toning to gray with scattered fine oxidation
staining and light impact marks; the pommel is equipped with a cleanout hole. The double grooved walnut grips rate near excellent with
light handling wear. The "JEWELL-1918" marked green leather scabbard with steel throat and tip rates near excellent with a few light scuffs
and the metal ends having an overall brown patina with traces of original blue. (57241-144I) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2426. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Winchester with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall
with a 17" unstopped fuller blade marked "1917 / W" in circle on the reverse side and eagle head / "P-8" next to ordnance bomb / "U.S."
and "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade retains about 95-98% thinning original gray parkerized finish with scattered patches of fine oxidation staining and light scabbard scuffing. The ricasso and hilt retain about 80% original blue toning to brown with light silvering along the edges; the pommel is equipped with a cleanout hole. The double grooved walnut grips rate about very good with light wear
and handling marks, the front screw retaining nut is missing. The green leather scabbard with steel throat and tip rates about very good with
light scuffs and patches of flaking green finish; the metal ends are fading to brown with scattered oxidation, a little more moderate on the
throat. (57241-144J) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2427. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Remington with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall
with a 17" stopped fuller blade marked "1918 / Remington" in circle on the reverse side and eagle head / "28" next to ordnance bomb /
"U.S." and traces of a fading "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade has toned to a dull pewter with scattered patches of light
staining. The ricasso and hilt retain about 90% original blue toning to gray; the pommel is equipped with a cleanout hole. The double grooved
walnut grips rate excellent with a couple light handling marks. The "JEWELL-1918" marked green leather scabbard with steel throat and tip
rates very good plus to near excellent with the leather intact and supple with a few minor scuffs and crazing and metal ends toning to brown
with scattered light oxidation primarily on the tip. (57241-144K) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2428. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Remington with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall
with a 17" stopped fuller blade marked "1917 / Remington" in circle on the reverse side and eagle head / "18" next to ordnance bomb /
"U.S." and lightly fading "X" bend test mark on the obverse side. The blade retains about 95% original gray parkerized finish with patches
of light staining and scabbard scuffing. The ricasso and hilt retain about 98% original blue with a few light pits and specks of fine oxidation;
the pommel is equipped with a cleanout hole. The double grooved walnut grips rates excellent with a couple minor blemishes. The green
leather scabbard with steel throat and tip rates very good plus with the leather showing light scuffs, crazing and fading finish, the metals are
nicely toning to brown with very fine oxidation staining. (57241-144L) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2429. U.S. MODEL 1917 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1917 bayonet by Winchester with scabbard. The bayonet measures 21 3/4" overall with
a 17" unstopped fuller blade marked "1917 / W" in circle on the reverse side and fading eagle over what appears to be "P-T" next to ordnance
bomb / "U.S." and "X" on the obverse side; the reverse pommel is marked with a broad arrow in circle between the pommel stud and cleanout
hole. The ricasso and hilt retain about 60% original blue toning to brown with light silvering along the edges. The double grooved walnut grips
rates about very good with light chips and handling wear. The green painted leather scabbard with steel throat and tip rates very good with
scattered light scuffs to the leather and spots of flaking on the metal ends. (57241-144M) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2430. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20
3/8" overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A /[ordnance bomb] / 1909" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 424500" on the
obverse side. The blade remains mostly bright with with scattered fine pinprick pitting and oxidation staining, the tip has a slight bend
at the point. the hilt has toned to a dull gray patina with some light oxidation staining. The rough finished walnut scales have been worn
nearly smooth with traces of the original rough texture still present along with a few light handling marks. The M1910 scabbard rates
very good plus and is equipped with a faded woven covering with a light scuffed but intact brown leather tip and wire double belt hook.
(57241-144N) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2431. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Rock Island Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "R.I.A. / [ordnance bomb] / 1919" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 404763" on the obverse
side. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some scattered spots of fine oxidation and traces of silvering on the hilt which
is a slightly paler matte blue. The rough finished walnut grips rate very good plus showing light wear and a few light handling marks. The
M1910 scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a lightly stained faded sewn covering with a moderately scuffed but intact black
leather tip and wire double belt hook. (57241-144P) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2432. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Rock Island Amory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "R.I.A. / [ordnance bomb] / 1907" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 87217" on the obverse
side. The blade remains overall bright with some scattered fine oxidation staining and a few nicks along the top edge of the tip. The hilt is
toning to a dull pewter and brown with some fine oxidation staining. The rough finished walnut grips have been almost worn smooth with
a few light handling marks still retaining a nice reddish-brown finish. The M1905 Modified scabbard rates very good and is equipped with
a leather covered body and collar with wire double belt hook and a steel collar. The leather shows moderate scuffing but remains supple
and intact and is marked "R.I.A. / 1907 / T.C." on the rear of the scabbard. (57241-144Q) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2433. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Rock Island Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "R.I.A. / [ordnance bomb] /1907" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 91060" on the obverse
side. The bright finish of the mellowed slightly with scattered oxidation staining and scratches more pronounced along the tip and ricasso.
The hilt has toned to a smoky gray with some faint oxidation staining. The walnut grips are worn almost smooth with traces of vertical rough
finished striations and some light chips and dents. The M3 green bodied scabbard with ordnance bomb marked steel throat rate near excellent with a couple light scuffs along the body and the throat toning to a nice brown patina. (57241-144R) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2434. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1918" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 829353" on the obverse
side. The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with light wear along the edges and scabbard marks along the tip. The rough finish
walnut grips rate near excellent with a few minor chips along the edges. The M1910 scabbard rates very good plus and is equipped with
a faded woven cover having light dirt stains, over stamped name on the back of the cover, an intact brown leather tip showing modest scuffing and a wire double belt hook. (57241-144S) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2435. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1918" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 1039453" on the obverse
side. The blade retains about 98% original blue with some very light silvering along the edges and scabbard marks along the tip; the hilt
retains equal original dark gray parkerized finish with light silvering along the edges of the guard. The rough finished walnut grips rate excellent with a couple light blemishes. The M1910 scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a fading woven cover with a newer brown
leather tip and a wire double belt hook. (57241-144T) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2436. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20
3/8" overall with a 15 3/4" stopped fuller blade marked with a lightly fading "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1906" on the reverse side and
"U.S. / 126821" on the obverse side. The bright finished blade has faded to gun metal with scattered oxidation staining. The hilt and
part of the ricasso retain about 70% original blue toning to brown with some light oxidation staining. The rough finished walnut grips
rate about very good with moderate wear and handling marks. The M1910 scabbard rates good to very good and is equipped with a
lightly fading sewn cover with a moderately scuffed and crazed brown leather tip with separated seams and a wire double belt hook.
(57241-144U) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2437. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1911" on the reverse side and "U.S. /496299" on the obverse side.
The blade has a cloudy gun metal finish with brush marks from being cleaned and remnants of oxidation staining and a few pinprick pits.
The hilt and part of the ricasso have an overall gray and brown patina with light silvering along the edges. The rough finished walnut grips
rate about very good with the vertical milled marks almost smooth and a few light chips along the edges. The M1910 scabbard rates very
good and is equipped with a faded woven cover with a brown leather tip showing modest scuffing and a small hole at the point, stitching
remains intact and a wire double belt hook. (57241-144V) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2438. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1908" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 245515" on the obverse side.
The blade remains bright overall with scattered oxidation staining and light pinprick pitting. The hilt and part of the ricasso bear an overall
dark brown patina with traces of original blue and scattered fine oxidation staining. The rough finished walnut grips rate fair becoming somewhat loose showing wear with a thin crack through the left scale and "L5 1" stamped in the right scale. The M1910 scabbard rates very good
and is equipped with a faded woven cover with light stains and stenciled initials on the front over the cover along with a wire double belt loop,
brown leather tip having intact seams, a shallow incision in the rear of the tip and light scuffing. (57241-144W) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2439. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1919" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 1072089" on the obverse
side. The blade retains 95-97% original blue with minor light chips along the main edge and lights scabbard wear along the tip and high
edges. The ricasso and hilt bear a dull gray and brown patina with brighter gray wear along the edges of the guard. The rough finished
walnut grips rate good to very good with a few minor chips along the edges and moderate wear to the reverse scale. The M1910 scabbard rates very good plus with a lightly fading sewn cover with fading number written in ink on the rear of the belt loop, a lightly scuffed
black leather tip with intact seams and a wire double belt hook. (57241-144X) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2440. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20
3/8" overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1918" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 810860" on
the obverse side. The metal surfaces are an overall gun metal with generous traces of original blue at the rear of the ricasso, light oxidation staining on the hilt and blade which also shows modest scuffing from scabbard removal and being carefully sharpened. The
rough finished walnut grips rate very good plus showing light wear and a few minor handling marks. The M1910 scabbard rates very
good with a lightly fading O.D. woven cover with wire double belt hook, an older replaced faded belt loop and a newer brown leather
tip. (57241-144Y) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2441. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Rock Island Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "R.I.A. / [ordnance bomb] / 1907" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 106637" on the obverse
side. The bright finished blade is mellowing to gun metal with modest scratches from scabbard removal and being sharpened along with
scattered oxidation primarily along the tip and fullers, the tip is slightly rounded. The hilt and part of the ricasso bear a soft brown patina
with light edge wear and scattered specks of fine oxidation primarily along the tangs. The rough finished walnut grips rate good with the
milled marks almost worn smooth along with dents and handling marks. The M1905 modified scabbard rates very good plus with a leather
cover and collar, steel throat and wire double belt hook. The leather shows light scuffs, intact seams and is marked "R.I.A. / 1907. / E.E.B."
on the back of the body. (57241-144Z) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2442. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1916" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 639731" on the obverse
side. The blade is toning to bright pewter with a few very light chips and modest light scratches along the edges from being sharpened
and scattered oxidation staining and pinprick pitting. The hilt and part of the ricasso bear an overall gray-brown patina with generous traces
of original blue and scattered specks of light oxidation along the tangs. The rough finished walnut grips rate about very good with moderately flattened edges and light handling marks. The M1910 scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a faded woven cover with light
stains, double wire belt hook and an intact brown leather tip with light stains and light undecipherable witting on the rear of the tip. (57241144AA) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2443. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20
1/4" overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1907 on the reverse side and "U.S. / 224188" on the
obverse side. The blade is fading to a bright pewter with scattered pinprick pitting, oxidation staining and light scabbard scuffing. The
hilt has toned to brown with scattered light oxidation on the tangs and edge wear. The rough finished walnut grips rate fair to good having been worn nearly smooth with handling marks and moderate chips along the edges of the reverse scale. The M1910 scabbard rates
very good and is equipped with a wire double belt hook and faded sewn cover having light stains and previous owners name stenciled
along the rear of the body and a scuffed brown leather tip with a separating seam at the point and missing stitching along the rear edge.
(57241-144AB) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2444. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1912" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 546718" on the obverse
side. The blade remains overall bright with scattered fine pinprick pitting and oxidation staining and a very small nick along the main edge.
The ricasso and hilt retain about 98% original blue with scattered fine oxidation staining most prevalent on the tangs. The rough finished
walnut grips rate good to very good, are worn almost smooth with light handling marks and "28" stamped in the reverse scale. The M1910
scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a wire double belt hook, faded woven cover having light stains, fading undecipherable writing in green ink at the front throat and a scuffed but intact brown leather tip. (57241-144AC) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2445. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1912" on the reverse side and "U.S. /539535" on the obverse side.
The blade remains overall bright with some sparse pinprick pitting along the fullers and oxidation staining along the tip. The hilt has toned to
brown overall with light wear along the edges and contact points along with a few light impact marks. The rough finish walnut grips rate very
good showing light wear and a few light handling marks. The M1910 scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a wire double belt hook
and a faded woven cover with light stains and a lightly scuffed but intact brown leather tip. (57241-144AD) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2446. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1916" on the reverse blade and "U.S. / 636329" on the obverse
blade. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some very light wear along the tip and edges, the hilt is a slightly duller matte
blue. The rough finish walnut grips rate near excellent with a few light handling marks. The M1910 scabbard rates very good and is
equipped with a wire double belt hook and a faded replacement "Boyt/41" woven cover with a scuffed but intact brown leather tip. The
cover shows light staining and is stenciled "G.N. TAYLOR" in large letters on the back of the cover. (57241-144AE) [Larry Kaufman]
2447. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked " S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1920" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 1163285" on the obverse
side. the blade retains about 98% original blue with some very light scabbard marks along the top edge and sides of the blade. The hilt
and part of the ricasso retain about 95-97% original gray parkerized finish with light impact marks and edge wear along the guard. The
rough finish walnut grips rate excellent with a couple light blemishes. The M1910 scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a wire
double belt hook and a faded woven cover and a newer lightly crazed and scuffed light brown leather tip. The belt hook tab has a light covering of white paint. (57241-144AF) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2448. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1909" on the reverse side and " U.S. / 429567" on the obverse
side. The blade remains overall bright with an occasional scuff or pinprick pit here and there. The hilt and part of the ricasso bear an overall brown-gray patina with light edge wear along the guard. The rough finish walnut grips rate about very good showing modest wear and
handling marks, the left scale almost smooth. The M1910 scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a wire double belt hook and a
faded woven cover with a scuffed and flaking but intact "Brauer Bros. / 1917 / D." marked brown leather tip. (57241-144AG) [Larry
Kaufman Collection]
2449. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1908" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 327034" on the obverse
side. The blade remains bright overall with numerous light scuffs and scratches from being sharpened and scabbard removal along with scattered light oxidation staining. The hilt has toned to brown with very light impact marks and edge wear. The walnut grips show modest wear
with light handling marks. The M1910 scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a wire double belt and a woven cover with previous
owners name written in ink on the back of the cover and a scuffed but intact brown leather tip. (57241-144AH) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2450. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8
" overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1916" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 639445" on the obverse
side. The blade remains bright with scattered fine oxidation staining, a slightly bent tip, a few very light chips in the main edge and light
scuffs and scratches from being sharpened. The hilt bears an overall mottled brown patina with light silvering along the edges. The M1910
scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a wire double belt hook and a faded woven cover with an intact leather tip having a hardened discolored point with light oxidation forming. (57241-144AI) [Larry Kaufman Collection].
2451. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/8"
overall with a 15 5/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] /1906" on the obverse side and "U.S. / 29515" on the obverse
side. The blade has mellowed to a bright pewter with scattered pinprick pitting and oxidation staining, the tip is slightly shortened and
rounded. The hilt and part of the ricasso bears a mottled gray patina with scattered light impact marks. The rough finished walnut grips
rate about very good showing light wear and handling marks. The M1905 scabbard rates about very good with a small crack at the tip and
is equipped with a leather cover and steel throat and belt loop. The metal has toned to a dull brown with fine oxidation staining and the
leather shows modest scuffs and separating at the tip; the markings and the back of the cover have faded with only partial inspectors initials visible. (57241-144AJ) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2452. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1906 on the reverse side and "U.S. / 35074" on the obverse
side. The blade remains overall bright with light chips and scuffs from being sharpened along with scattered fine oxidation staining and
some light impact marks along the spine. The hilt and part of the ricasso retain about 70% original blue toning to brown with scattered fine
oxidation staining. The rough finish walnut grips rate good to very good having been worn nearly smooth with a couple dents in the obverse
scale and other light handling marks. The M1905 scabbard rates about very good and is equipped with a leather cover and steel throat
and belt loop. The cover rates fair with moderate flaking and scuffing and seam separating the first 7" from the tip. The metal retains about
70% original blue toning to brown with fine oxidation staining, the majority of blue on the belt loop. The back of the cover is marked "R.I.A.
/ 190_ / J.E.N.”. (57241-144AK) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2453. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] 1906" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 67759" on the obverse side.
The blade remains bright with a couple minute dents and scuffing from being sharpened along with other scattered scuffs, pinprick pits and
oxidation staining more pronounced on the reverse side. The hilt has toned to dark brown with light edge wear and some fine oxidation
staining primarily on the tangs. The rough finish walnut grips have been worn mostly smooth with traces of original milling on the obverse
scale and light handling marks. The M1905 scabbard rates good overall and is equipped with a leather cover and steel throat and belt loop.
The metal has toned to brown and gray with a thin covering of fine oxidation and the rivet attaching the belt loop to the frog is moderately
worn leaving the arm substantially loose. The leather shows numerous light scuffs and handling marks, is separated at the tip and is marked
with a lightly fading "R.I.A. / 1907 / J.E.N." on the back of the cover. (57241-144AL) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2454. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Rock Island Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "R.I.A. / [ordnance bomb] / 1907" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 116277" on the obverse
side. The blade remains bright with a few sparse minor light scuffs and specks of fine oxidation staining. The hilt and part of the ricasso retain
about 80% original blue toning to dull brown with light wear along the edges. The rough finished walnut grips rate excellent. The M1905
scabbard rates very good plus and is equipped with a leather cover and steel throat and belt loop. The belt loop retains about 90% original
blue with scattered patches of oxidation while the throat has a mottled brown patina with some very fine oxidation staining; the stop is worn
on the throat allowing the arm to completely rotate . The leather shows a 1" scuff along the top edge and ample other scuffs and handling
marks. The seam remains intact and the rear of the cover is marked "R.I.A. / 1908 / H.E.K.". (57241-144AM) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2455. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 3/8"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1908" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 293616" on the obverse
side. The blade remains overall bright with scattered oxidation along the edge and fullers and light, modest scuffing along the tip from the
point being lightly ground and rounded. The hilt and part of the ricasso retain about 85% original blue toning to brown and gray with light
silvering along the edges. The walnut grips rate about very good, the rough milled surfaces worn nearly smooth along with a few light handling marks. The M1905 scabbard rates good to very good and is equipped with a leather cover and steel throat and belt loop. The metal
retains about 85% original blue with scattered oxidation more moderate in areas. The leather shows scuffed edges and handling marks, a
separating tip and the rear of the cover is marked with a fading "R.I.A. / 1907 / T.C.". (57241-144AN) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2456. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1906" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 137129" on the obverse
side. The blade is toning to bright gun metal with scattered fine oxidation staining, pinprick pitting and moderate scuffing from being sharpened. The hilt has toned to a dull brown patina with fine oxidation staining, the guard is an even balance of brown dull gray. The walnut
grips rate very good showing moderate wear and handling marks. The M1905 scabbard rates very good and is equipped with a leather
cover and steel throat and belt loop. The throat bears an overall dull brown patina with fine oxidation staining while the belt loop retains
about 85% thinning original blue with more modest oxidation. The leather shows ample handling marks with a few light scuffs and cuts.
the seam remains intact and the rear of the cover is marked "R.I.A. / 1909 / T.G.C.". (57241-144AP) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2457. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The scabbard measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1906" on the reverse side and " U.S. / 36964" on the obverse
side". The bright finished blade is mellowing slightly with modest scuffs and scratches from being sharpened and scabbard removal along
with a few specks of light oxidation staining. The hilt and part of the ricasso retain about 90% original blue toning to brown and gray. The
rough finished walnut grips rate very good plus showing minimal wear and a few light handling marks. The M1905 scabbard rates very good
and is equipped with a leather cover and steel throat and belt loop. The metal retains about 85% original blue toning to brown with fine oxidation being more moderate in areas along with an 1/2" impact mark in the rear of the belt loop. The leather shows numerous scuffs and
rub marks, the tip starting to separate and the rear of the cover marked "R.I.A. / 1906 / E.H.S.". (57241-144AQ) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2458. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. The bayonet measures 20 1/2"
overall with a 16" stopped fuller blade marked "S A / [ordnance bomb] / 1906" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 300706" on the obverse
side". The bright finish of the blade is starting to mellow with modest scuffs from being sharpened and scattered fine oxidation staining.
The hilt and part of the ricasso retain about 80% original blue with fine oxidation staining, the guard is a duller pewter. The walnut grips
rate about very good showing modest wear and a few light handling marks. The M1905 scabbard rates about very good and is equipped
with a leather cover and steel throat and belt loop. The metal is toning to brown with generous amounts of original blue and fine oxidation.
The leather shows ample fading and handling marks with modest crazing and scuffing at the tip, the rear of the cover is marked with a fading "R.I.A. / 1902 T.C.D.". (57241-144AR) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2459. U.S. MODEL 1905 BAYONET This is a U.S. Model 1905 bayonet by Springfield Armory with scabbard. the bayonet measures 20 3/8"
overall with a 15 7/8" stopped fuller blade marked "S A [ordnance bomb] / 1906" on the reverse side and "U.S. / 130706" on the obverse
side. The blade has toned to bright gun metal with scattered fine pinprick pitting and oxidation staining with a few patches of more modest staining along the tip. The hilt and part of the ricasso retain about 75% original blue with scattered fine oxidation staining, the guard is
overall brown with light edge wear. The walnut grips rate about very good the milled finish worn nearly smooth with dents and handling
marks. The M1905 rates good to very good and is equipped with a leather cover and steel throat and belt loop. The metal is toning to
brown with scattered oxidation. The leather shows a few shallow dents about 4" from the throat with ample scuffs and crazing. The seam
is just starting to separate along the tip and the rear is marked "R.I.A. / 1906 / H.E.K.". (57241-144AS) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2460. U.S. SCABBARD LOT Two total; this lot contains one "USN /MK1" and one ordnance bomb marked M3 scabbard with green bodies
and gray steel throats. The scabbards measure 17" overall and are in very good plus condition overall with light scuffs and stains along the
bodies and the throats toning to brown. (57241-140AL) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2461. U.S. SCABBARD LOT Two total; this lot contains two M1917 scabbards with green bodies and gray steel throats marked with ordnance
bombs over "M-1917". The scabbards measure 17" overall and are in near excellent condition with a few light marks and blemishes on the
bodies and the metal just starting to tone to brown. (57241-140AM) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2462. U.S. SCABBARD LOT Three total: (1) Beckwith M3 scabbard measuring 17" overall and equipped with a green body and ordnance
bomb marked gray steel throat in near excellent condition having a few light stains and rub marks; (1) Detroit Gasket Manufacturing Co.
M3 scabbard measuring 17" overall equipped with a green body and an ordnance bomb over horizontal "S" (lazy s) in very good overall
condition with lightly flaking green paint and fading gray throat having some light oxidation staining, more moderate on the wire hook retention clip; (1) M1 scabbard measuring 11 1/4" overall with a green body and matching green pained ordnance bomb marked throat in very
good plus to near excellent condition having a few light stains on the body and sparse spots of light flaking on the throat. (57241-140AN)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
2463. KRAG SCABBARD LOT This lot contains steel scabbard for an U.S. Model 1892-1898 Krag rifle. This is the early style with simple
open spring steel belt hook. The scabbard measures 12 5/8" from the throat to the ball shaped finial point. The metal bears a dull
brown patina with fine oxidation staining. The belt hook has loosened slightly but bayonet is in otherwise very good plus condition.
(57241-140AP) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2464. JOHNSON RIFLE SCABBARD LOT This lot consists of an original scabbard for a 1941 Johnson bayonet. The scabbard is dark
russet brown in color and measures 13 1/2" overall with a 6 3/4" rectangular belt loop that ends with a wide square cut where the
tapered tube shank is attached. The retention strap is attached by two small rivets, the right rivet is pulling through and the leather coverings are crazed and flaking but remain mostly intact. The leather shows a few light handling marks but remains supple and the seams
remain intact to the closed conical shaped tip.
(57241-140AQ) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2465
2465. THEATER CUSTOMIZED U.S. M3 TRENCH
KNIFE BY CASE This knife measures 11" overall
with a 6 3/4" blade equipped with a 3 1/4" sharpened false edge. This is an early variation only
marked "U.S. M3 CASE 1943" on the reverse side
of the blade. The blade and guard retain about 75%
thinning original blue with fine oxidation primarily in
the blade markings and at the guard, the majority of
loss fading to in-the-white and scuffing along the
false edge from being sharpened. The handle is a
rather nice looking theater customized creation composed of shaped stacked clear acrylic sections separated by wide and narrow leather spacers. The handle remains clear overall with a few light scuffs highlighting neat blue patches of
dried adhesive. Knife includes a "MILSCO / 1943 / [ordnance bomb]" marked U.S. M6 leather sheath equipped with a handle strap
and oblong iron pin reinforced seams and no provision for wire belt hook. The leather shows light scuffs and stains with a wrinkled suspension billet; the iron hardware and tip plates have a nice russet patina and the stitching remains tight and intact. A nice war-time custom M3 Trench knife. (57241-149A) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2466. U.S. M3 TRENCH KNIFE BY CAMILLUS This knife measures 11 1/2" overall with a 6 3/4" blade equipped with a 3 1/4" sharpened
false edge. This is an early variation only marked "U.S. M3 Camillus" on the reverse side of the blade; the butt of the pommel is marked
with with an ordnance bomb. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue, the loss primarily due to patches of wear on the obverse side
of the blade and on the pommel with scattered spots of light oxidation. The stacked leather washer handle rates excellent. Knife includes
a "MILSCO / 1943 / [ordnance bomb]" marked U.S. M6 leather sheath equipped with a handle strap and oblong iron pin reinforced seams,
the top seam on suspension billet doesn’t appear to be wire belt hook compatible. The leather shows modest wear, crazing and staining;
the iron hardware and tip plates are toning to brown with patches of scattered oxidation staining. (57241-149B) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2467. SARCO ARMS EXPERIMENTAL KNIFE BAYONET This is a Sarco Arms Experimental P.I. (Product Improved) manufactured in the
1990's utilizing Conetta M2 knife blades and surplus M7 bayonet parts to closely resemble the original test bayonets manufactured in
1977 to replace the M7. The bayonet measures 11 3/4" overall with a 6 3/4" bowie style blade. The blade is marked "U.S. / Conetta and
retains about 98% added gray phosphate finish over the roughed metal surfaces. The unmarked guard and pommel retain about 98%
original parkerized finish with some sparse fine oxidation, the butt is not welded to the tang. The stacked leather washer handle rates
excellent. Bayonet includes a modern Camillus M6 style leather scabbard and what appears to be an original M6 brown leather scabbard marked "U.S. M6 / VINER BROS / 1943". The leather shows light scuffs and stains and the handle strap has been lowered and
rerivited. (57241-149C) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2468. U.S. MARK I TRENCH KNIFE BY L.F &C Manufactured by
Landers Frary & Clark, this knife measures 11 1/2" overall with
a 6 5/8" double edge blade. The blade has a slightly rounded tip and the metal bears a mottled gray and brown patina
with light traces of original blackened finish towards the ricasso and scattered patches of light oxidation staining. The
brass knuckle guard handle bears a dark ochre patina with gen2468
erous traces of original blackened finish and is marked "U.S.
1918 / L.F&C-1918". The obverse side of the handle is
marked "J.T. Davis” and intimal research shows a draft
card information for a John Thomas Davis born 9
February, 1884 married to Lula Tanner 13 November,
1904 and residing near Cullman County Alabama. The
iron pommel nut has an overall brown finish with light silvering along the edges and a few light impact marks.
Knife includes a non-original brown leather sheath
equipped with an L-shaped suspension billet with wire
double belt hook and brass rivet reinforced seams and handle strap. The leather has a few light scuffs and stains, the seams remain tight
and verdigris is lightly forming on the hardware. A neat looking Mark I Trench knife whose further research could prove interesting. (57241149D) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
(300/500)
2469. U.S. MODEL 1917 TRENCH KNIFE BY L.F. & C. This knife measures 14"
overall with a 9" triangular blade that retains about 95% original blue with the loss due to light scabbard marks on the
facets. The hilt has pyramidal studs on the "D" guard an
retains about 75% original blue toning to brown with light
silvering along the edges. The walnut grip has a couple
very light blemishes and retains nearly all its original oil finish. The "JEWELL-1918" marked scabbard is in fine con2469
dition with only a few nicks and marks in the original olive
green finish and some minor oxidation staining on the steel
chape and throat. A very good plus to near excellent condition Landers, Frary & Clark trench knife. (57241-149E)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
(500/700)
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2470. U.S. MODEL 1880 ENTRENCHING TOOL This tool measures
13 1/4" overall with an 8" trowel shaped steel blade. The blade and
iron guard have toned to pewter with light scratches and scattered
patches of freckling and oxidation staining. The grooved oak handle
rates very good plus with a couple hairline cracks; "U.S." marking
remains crisp. The leather scabbard with brass collar and iron ring
rate very good plus with the leather having intact tight seams, light
scuffs and stains, the "U.S." stamping remaining crisp and clean. The
brass has a pleasing goldenrod patina and the iron ring has toned to
pewter. A nice looking Indian Wars era entrenching tool. (57241149F) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
(200/400)

2471

2470

2471. UNMARKED U.S. MODEL 1880 HUNTING KNIFE This
iron guard hunting/entrenching knife measures 13 1/2" overall with
an 8 1/2" single edged blade. The bright finished metal surfaces are
toning to gun metal with scattered fine oxidation staining and no evidence of serial number or maker's marking on the guard. The grooved
maple handle rates excellent. Knife includes a Watervliet Arsenal
marked black leather scabbard with brass belt hook and throat plate.
The leather shows some light scuffs, ingrained dirt and modest crazing on the suspension strap; the seams and stitching remain tight and intact. The brass has mellowed to a soft ocher patina with spots of
light oxidation. (57241-149G) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2472. U.S. MODEL 1887 HOSPITAL CORPS KNIFE This
type 2 knife measures 16 3/4" overall with a 12" steel blade
with etched panel 3 1/4" from the guard. The blade is in
very good plus condition remaining mainly bright with
some scattered light scratches, scuffs from being lightly
sharpened and sparse spots of light oxidation. The etched
2472
panel remains fully visible and reads" HOSPITAL CORPS /
U.S. ARMY". The brass guard, ferrule and pommel cap
retain about 98% original bright nickel with some light
scuffs and specks of tarnish and the turned maple handle
rates near excellent with a few light spots of wear and
stains. The first type black leather scabbard with leather
belt loop and brass throat plate rates very good plus with
light scuffs and ingrained dirt, there are a couple of more
moderate spots on the rear of the sheath and the front and rear of the belt loop are Watervliet Arsenal marked. The brass throat has toned
to a mellow goldenrod with light verdigris forming on the rear hardware. A very nice somewhat rare Hospital Corps knife. (57241-149H)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
(500/700)
2473. U.S. MODEL 1887 HOSPITAL CORPS KNIFE SCABBARD
This type 2 scabbard measures 18 3/4" overall and is equipped
with a brass belt hook and throat plate. The scabbard is in very
2473
good plus to excellent condition having intact and tight stitched
seams with some scattered minor light scuffs. The back of the
scabbard is marked with crisp "ROCK ISLAND / ARSENAL /
W.T.G" and a lightly faded inverted "H.F.K" at the tip. The brass
belt hook, throat plate and hardware have acquired a lightly tarnished goldenrod patina and the back of the hook is marked ver2474
tically "R.I.A.". (57241-149I) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2474. U.S. MODEL 1877 HOSPITAL CORPS KNIFE SCABBARD
This type 2 scabbard measures 18 1/2" overall and is equipped with a
brass belt hook and throat plate. The scabbard is in good to very good condition with moderate crazing and flaking, the seams still tight and
intact. The front of the scabbard is numbered "52" while the back of the scabbard is marked with a fading but still visible "ROCK ISLAND /
ARSENAL / W.T.G." and "B.W." about 1 1/2" below. The brass belt hook, plate and hardware have acquired a tarnished ochre patina with
light verdigris forming along the edges. The belt hook shows some light bends and is marked "R.I.A." vertically along the the back of the hook
and is stamped with a broken slanted "14" on the bottom rear of the hook between the three pins. (57241-149J) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2475. SHEFFIELD STAG HANDLE BOWIE KNIFE BY GILBERT SAVILLE WORKS 7 7/8" full tang clip point blade, 12 3/8" overall length.
The blade is starting to dull with an abundance of light brush marks from being cleaned with remnants of fine pinprick pitting and oxidation
staining primarily at the tip and ricassos. The obverse side of the blade is marked "GILBERT SAVILLE WORKS Ld. / SHEFFIELD ENGLAND" along the top edge. The oval German silver guard has
been cleaned as well with light marks, remnants of pinprick pit2475
ting and is acquiring a tarnished bright patina with traces of light
verdigris. The jigged bone scales rate very good, fastened by
four small bright pins and and have pulled away slightly at the
butt. Included is a brown leather sheath with a one-piece double slot belt loop. The leather remains intact with light stains on
the front of the belt loop. The back of the sheath has "Sep. 291895 / St. Paul / Minn." written in cursive along the body and
"Sep 27-1895" along the top edge of the belt loop. An overall
very good Sheffield Gilbert Saville Works bowie. (57241-149M)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
(200/400)
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2476. SCARCE REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK BAYONET
This long variation bayonet measures 20 1/2" overall with
a 16" stopped fullered blade and a 15 mm muzzle ring.
The blade is an overall smoky gray patina with scattered
2476
fine oxidation staining. The markings in the center of the
reverse fuller remain crisp and read "REMINGTON
ARMS - UNION METALLIC CTG., REM. WORKS,
ILLION N.Y. U.S.A.". The hilt has an overall darker brown
patina with patches of gray, the single quillion hook
guard is unnumbered. The walnut grips rate very good
plus with light handling marks. Included is a steel scabbard equipped with a ball tip finial and a black leather frog. The scabbard rates
near excellent, the metal retaining nearly all its black lacquer with a couple spots of light wear and scattered fine oxidation staining. The
leather shows moderate flaking and scuffing but remains flexible and intact. A nice seldomly encountered long Remington Rolling Block
bayonet with scabbard. (57128-2)
2477. U.S. MODEL 1855-70 RIFLE-MUSKET BAYONET This socket bayonet measures 21" overall with an 18" blade, the socket measures
3" with a .781" diameter bore. The bright metal finish has toned to a pale gray-brown patina with patches of light oxidation staining and the
face is marked "U.S. / S" between the flute and shank. Included is a second variation black leather scabbard with with leather frog and
brass finial tip chape. The leather shows moderate flaking and scuffing and the seam starting to separate. The brass has a few light dents
and a light tarnished patina. The frog shows light fading and scuffing with light verdigris forming on the copper rivets. An overall very 185570 socket bayonet. (57451-3)
2478. SHEFFIELD CUTLERY KNIFE BY WILSON 7"
tapered full tang kitchen blade with false edge, 11 1/8" over2478
all length. The blade has toned to a gray patina with scattered fine oxidation staining and patches of minor pinprick
pitting. The obverse side of the blade is marked "I.WILSON
/ SYCAMORE St. / SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND" above the peppercorn and diamond makers marks. The dark horn scales
show light handling wear and light chips along the interior edges. The scales are fastened by the small brass pins and the obverse scale
has been decorated with a steer head and running dog brass inlay. (57241-149N) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
(175/275)
2479. ANTIQUE BONE HANDLE DOUBLE EDGE
DAGGER 6 7/8 double edge, 10 5/8" overall length.
The bright finished blade is starting to mellow with
scattered specks of fine oxidation, minor light scratches and chips along the edges associated with age.
The iron guard is toning to gun metal with areas of
gray along the edges and moderate oxidation staining
is present. The polished bone handle has a light
2479
cream color with a 2 1/2" thin crack in alternating
edges at the guard causing light flex in the handle.
One side of the handle reads "J.M. / Albany / 1852"
inside of a modern scrimshawed foliate wreath.
Included with the dagger is a black leather scabbard
with an iron tip chape. The leather shows light crazing and flaking, the seam remains intact. The tip chape bears a mottled brown patina with light oxidation, the iron throat collar is no longer
present. A nice looking newly decorated antique "Arkansas Toothpick" dagger. (57241-149P) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
(300/500)
2480. UNMARKED GERMAN STAG HANDLE HUNTING KNIFE 6 1/2" stainless steel spear tip blade equipped with a 2 1/4" unsharpened false edge and narrow unstopped fullers. The blade shows moderate scratches and scuffs from being sharpened along with scattered patches of freckling, oxidation and a few spots of pitting. The red felt washer shows wear but remains intact. The stainless steel
rectangular guard with "S" shaped quillion and the tapered grooved collar remain overall bright with a few spots of light freckling, the
guard has loosened slightly. The stag handle has darkened nicely with age and is fitted with a circular German silver buttcap having a
couple small dents along the edges. Knife includes a black leather scabbard with a German silver throat with belt clip and a tip chape
with ball shaped finial. The leather shows modest flaking and crazing and the seam starting to separate at the tip. The metal ends are a
dull pewter with light tarnish and oxidation around the iron pins. Still a good looking used hunting knife that has served its owners well.
(57241-149Q) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
(100/200)
2481. CUSTOM J. RIDDLES SKINNING KNIFE This
handcrafted fixed blade knife measures 7 3/8" overall
with a 3 1/4" tapered full and mirror polished, high carbon steel, tapered, full tang drop point blade marked
“J. Riddles OK. City, OK”. The bolster is nickel silver
and the scales are an attractive almost burl-like desert
ironwood fastened by two decorative pins; the first half
of the upper tang shows light dog bone filework.
Included is a shallow welt pouch open throat leather
sheath. A handy hunting knife with a great size and
feel. (55847-5)
(150/250)
2482. UNMARKED BASKET HILT RAPIER 34 1/4"
unmarked double edge blade, 40 5/8" overall length.
The blade is toning to pewter with overall freckling and
2481
fine oxidation, the rear third of the blade is equipped
with a narrow unstopped fuller. The hilt is composed
of a two flat ring guard with alternating flat quillons and
single round side rings. The hilt is one-piece constructed, the front and side rings are not attached to the ricasso on the reverse side of the
blade; the metal is engraved with geometric and floral shapes and bears a gray brown brown patina with patches of oxidation heaviest along
the interior of the rings. The handle is wrapped in tight braided wire having a dull brown patina and is centered between two gold gilt woven
bands. The fluted iron Turks head pommel with chiseled leaves has an overall brown oxidized patina with patches of gray along the edges.
A nice looking European basket hilt sword. (57350-1A)
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2483
2483. SPANISH COPY OF A SCOTTISH CLAYMORE SWORD This hand-and-a-half sword
measures 52 3/8" overall with a 38 1/8" double edge blade equipped with a 7" rectangular ricasso. The unmarked blade is primarily a silver pewter patina with overall oxidation staining and patches of more modest oxidation and pinprick pitting in areas. The guard is composed of slightly sloping quillons ending with semi-globate finials measuring 9 1/2" tip to tip. The
handle is covered with tightly wrapped red wicker flaking in areas with spots of natural tan finish. The flared paneled semi-bulbous pommel has an overall dull brown patina with areas of light gray along the edges. A neat copy of a Scottish
Claymore having a nice antique looking appearance. (57350-1)

2484

2484. U.S. MODEL 1818 CONTRACT CAVALRY SABER BY STARR 31 1/2" curved unstopped fuller clip point blade, 37" overall length. The
blade is an overall silver pewter patina with scattered oxidation staining and a few tiny nicks along the edge. Ordered for issue to state militias
and inspected by Luther Sage, the reverse ricasso is marked "U.S. / P / LS / N.S STARR". The iron hilt has a pleasing dull brown patina with
patches of gray. The guard has a disc shaped quillon and the guard and knuckle are pierced for knot attachment, the bow is dated 1821. The
black leather wrapped handle shows modest crazing and flaking with exposed wood at the pommel. The wire wrapping is no longer present
and the iron collar is loose. Included is an iron scabbard with two suspension rings and a braised thin band drag. The scabbard is an overall
brown patina with generous traces of original black lacquer at the throat and scattered oxidation staining, a modest dent at the tip along with
other light dents and a braised brass seam along the inside curve. A nice Federal period Nathan Starr Cavalry saber. (57120-9) (500/700)
2485. INDIAN TALWAR SWORD This is an iron talwar, made for the tourist trade. The blade is almost 32” long, gently curving. It has an overall dull
gray and oxidized patina and is of a somewhat rudimentarily hammered iron, only partially finished. The hilt with the disc pommel has an overall soft
oxidized patina with some active rust, the disc pommel slightly misshapen. A purple velvet covered
wooden scabbard is included. (1X33856-6A4)

2486

2486. FRENCH MODEL 1829 ARTILLERY SABER This saber measures 37 3/8" overall with a 31 7/8" curved single edge blade having wide
single fullers. The blade remains bright overall with scattered scuffs and brush marks at the tip and hilt from being cleaned while still showing remnants of light pinprick pitting. The spine is properly marked and dated "1838". The leather washer shows modest wear but remains
intact and the brass hilt has a lightly tarnished goldenrod patina, the pommel a slightly darker ocher patina; the obverse crossguard is numbered "266" and "371" (crossed out) and the reverse crossguard is marked "331". The leather covered grip shows some light scuffing but
remains mostly intact with slightly loose braided wire wrapping. The steel scabbard has a dark gray brown patina with scattered mild oxidation, overstruck date and crossed out rack numbers. An overall very good example French sword and was the inspiration for the U.S.
Model 1840 Artillery Saber. (1X56935-15C)
(400/600)
2487. U.S. NAVY OFFICERS SWORD BY BERMEJO 32" three-quarter length unstopped fuller blade, 37 1/8" overall length. The blade
remains bright with etched panoplies of foliate scroll, anchors, are "U.S.N." in riband and flag. The reverse side of the blade is engraved
"THOMAS A. VARRELL" in a serrated bordered name plate in front of the Star of David etched ricasso while the obverse ricasso is "Fabrica
/ Bermejo / Toledo / Spain". The brass hilt rates excellent with a pierced guard having a cast "U.S.N." in a spray of oak leaves and acorns,
serpent knucklebow and quillon and Phrygian pommel. The brass retains 98% original gold wash and the faux ray skin wrap remains complete with intact brass wire wrap. The leather covered scabbard rates excellent with bright polished brass hangers and drag. A nice, excellent Spanish made U.S. Naval Officer's sword. (1X57292-76) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(100/200)
2488. REPRODUCTION MODEL 1850 FOOT OFFICER’S SWORD 29 1/2" stainless steel blade equipped with a 10 5/8" false edge, 35"
overall length. The blade remains bright and is etched "China" on the obverse ricasso and "Stainless / Steel" on the reverse ricasso. The
pierced brass hilt and Phrygian pommel have a bright, polished finish and the leather wrapped grip remains intact as does the braided
wire wrap. The leather wrapped steel scabbard rates excellent and is accented with a polished brass drag and throat with frog stud.
(2X56417-11)
(25/75)
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2489

2489. PATRIARCHS MILITANT FRATERNAL SWORD Independent Order of Odd Fellows (IOOF) 28 1/8" blade, 34" overall. The blade
remains bright overall with some scattered light scuffs, scratches and specks of fine oxidation pitting. The blade is etched
"The/Henderson/Ames Co./Kalamazoo/Mich." on the reverse blade at the hilt along with decorative flowing tendrils, crossed shepherds
crook & sword and shields. The obverse side of the blade has matching etched tendrils, animals and "Thurston G. Kenyon" in center shaded riband. The brass crossguard and globe-shaped pommel with button cap has a nice mellowed goldenrod patina. The crossguard features reversed quillons and a center shield showing a crown with crossed shepherds, crook and sword. The leather wrapped handle
remains intact with some minor light flaking and the brass wire wrap remains intact and tight. The tubular steel scabbard remains bright
overall with scattered light pinprick pitting, oxidation staining and is decorated with stamped brass mounts. A nice overall very good condition fraternal sword. (3X5344-6)
(100/200)
2490. INDIA PATTERN REPRODUCTION CIVIL WAR CAVALRY SABER 33" unfullered blade, 39 1/4" overall length. The plain blade
remains bight with some minor light scuffs and scabbard marks and is simply marked with an inverted "INDIA" on the obverse ricasso. The
brass branched guard and Phrygian style pommel is a lightly tarnished goldenrod and the hardwood handle with brass wire wrapping remain
intact, the leather washer is no longer present. The included steel scabbard retains 98-99% original nickel with some minor light scuffs and
is equipped with a drag and dual hangers. (1X57292-82) [Tom Varrell Collection]
(50/100)
2491. INDONESIAN ARMY DRESS SWORD 27 3/8" single edge blade, 32 3/8" overall length. The blade retains nearly all its bright chrome
finish with light scuffs from scabbard storage; the reverse side of the blade is etched with simple foliate scroll beneath "EKA PAKSI CAKTI".
The eagle pommel and guard and P-shaped knucklebow retain all its bright chrome finish. The black plastic grip rates excellent and is decorated with a bright metal band wrap and a royal blue portepee is attached to a hanging ring at the rear of the pommel. The brass scabbard retains most of its bright chrome finish with a number of light dents, scuffs and minor fading at the tip. The scabbard is decorated with
a talon-shaped drag and a slightly loose eagle escutcheon between the single hanger and throat. (2X56242-14)
(50/100)
2492. JOSEPH ALLEN & SONS NON-XLL BOWIE
KNIFE This Bowie measures 8 3/4" overall with a 4
7/8" clip style Bowie blade. The blade remains mostly
bright with some spots of pinprick pitting and fine oxidation staining, some light scratches and very fine
markings from being professionally sharpened. The
reverse side of the blade is unmarked while the
2492
obverse side of the blade is marked with a lightly fading "NON-XLL" trademark along the top edge and
"JOSEPH / ALLEN & SONS / SHEFFIELD / ENGLAND" on the ricasso. The oval German silver guard
has a light tarnished patina and the full-length tang has
a thin covering of light oxidation staining. The genuine
stag handles have darkened nicely with age and are
fastened by three small iron pins. Knife includes an
open throat belt sheath having light scuffs and stains,
there is a small tear at the middle loop band and light
verdigris forming on the two large rivets. An overall very good plus condition Non-XLL Bowie overall. (56935-23)
(500/700)
2493. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of three fixed blade knives beginning with a Kabar, a very light and handy example with an overall
length of 8” including a 4” blade with moderate scratches and adhesive residue at its dull edge. The stacked leather washer handle is lightly worn. The second knife in this lot is another lightweight example with a stacked leather washer handle and with more wear. This Case
XX measures 7 ¾” overall with a 4” blade. The last one is an unmarked hunting knife with a sharpened 5” curved blade exhibiting scattered smoky gray spots. The overall length is 9” with a lightly worn wood handle and brass hardware. Included is a Globemaster No. 60620
leather sheath experiencing significant separation of the stitching. (75694-18A)
2494. LOT OF KNIVES This is a lot of three fixed blade knives with stacked leather washer handles. The first two are by Western and with
brass guards, aluminum pommels and mildly worn handles beginning with one marked “L46-5”, which measures 9” overall with a 4 ½” blade
with a large area of significant oxidation and pitting due likely to contact with some liquid. The second is lightweight, measuring just under
8” with a curved 4” blade with thumb serrations. The third knife also features a blade with thumb serrations, this one is by Case and the 4
½” blade has a mottled smoky gray patina and the onset of light pitting. With an overall length of 8”, it features aluminum hardware and only
light wear to the leather that exhibits a few light impact marks. Included is a Clauberg (German manufactured) metal reinforced leather
sheath with a previous owner’s name and ID information written in ink. (75694-18B, 19G)
2495. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of three fixed blade knives with stacked leather washer handles and aluminum pommels and leather
sheaths. The first one is unmarked with an overall length of 11 ¼” and a 6 ½” sharpened blade with a couple of minor chips at the edge.
The mildly worn leather shows a few light dings. The scabbard has a named carved in large letters. Next is a Western, measuring 10” with
a 5 ½” sharpened blade exhibiting wear marks and some small isolated areas of light pitting. The dark leather handle shows several light
impact marks and the sheath has scuffs and stitching that has separated. The last one is a Kabar marked “1232”, a lightweight and smaller example measuring 8” with a bright 4” blade exhibiting a few wear marks. The brown leather handle features three finger grooves and
has several scuffs and impact marks. The scabbard is fully intact and rates about very good. (75694-18C, 19F)
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2496. LOT OF KNIVES This is a lot of six pocket size folding knives including the first four with brown plastic handles, the first two of which are
by Barlow with smooth handles exhibiting light handling marks. The first of these is a daddy that measures 4 ¾” in its folded state and with
a 3” well worn blade. The other is a standard, 3 ¼” folded with both of its mildly oxidized blades showing chipped points. The other is an
Imperial Kamp King with a 2 ½” smoky gray blade with light surface oxidation, can opener and screwdriver and complete with key ring. Also
with its key ring is a Case with a very good plastic handle, and measuring 3 ½” and featuring four tools with mild surface oxidation over their
smoky gray surfaces. Next is a Case with a very good jigged bone handle and two bright 3 ½” blades with light wear. The last knife is a
Japanese manufactured example with wood panels marked “Wild Cat” with a bright 4” blade and rating near excellent. (75694-18D, 19H)
2497. LOT OF KNIVES This is a lot of six folding knives beginning with a 4 ½” German manufactured Kauffmann with a very good one piece
black lacquered steel handle that is marked “K55K” and “Mercator”. The blade has scattered mild brown surface oxidation. Next are two
standards by Barlow, each with brown plastic handles and two blades. One has surfaces with light overall oxidation, the other is bright with
a few scattered spots of oxidation. The next one is marked “Colonial” on its 4” blade showing moderate wear and oxidation and also features an additional serrated blade with opener and in similar condition. The jigged bone handle rates very good. The next one also features
jigged bone panels, an Imperial with two blades rating good to very good and an overall length of 3 ¼”. The last one is a Camillus with brown
plastic handle panels and a smoky gray curved blade marked “1”. (75694-18E)
2498. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of six folding knives including four with wood handles, two of which are Japanese manufactured,
marked “Panther” and “557” and feature brass frames and measure 4 ¾” in their folded state. The third one is of identical length and has
a very good blade marked “Panther” and “O.M.O.R”. The panels have end sections that retain most of an applied blue paint. The next one
in this lot is slightly longer with a larger frame and a bright blade marked “LB 440” and “Maxam Steel” and housed in a very good to excellent condition unmarked leather sheath. The next one is a Colonial with a jigged bone stag handle and three blades with scattered large
spots of surface oxidation. The last one is of entirely metal construction, measuring 4 ½” with left panel marked “G. Schrade’s” and “Hunting
& Fishing Knife”. The single blade has light wear. (75694-18F)
2499. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of four brass framed folding knives, each measuring about 5” in their folded state including two with
sharpened blades marked “Lawman” and of Japanese manufacture. One is missing the wood handle panels. The next one is also of
Japanese manufacture with wood panels and the heavily sharpened blade is marked “Deerslayer”. The last one features a plastic handle
with an oval “Old Timer” logo and a dark gray blade marked “Schrade/USA 7-DT”. The overall condition of the knives in this lot is about
very good. (75694-18G)
2500. KNIFE LOT This is a Puma White Hunter numbered 6377, measuring 10 ½” in overall length including a bright 6” stainless steel blade
with a dull edge and serrated thumb grip and exhibits several handling marks. The genuine stag handle also shows a few handling marks
and some verdigris buildup along the hardware. Included is the original brown leather sheath with light interior wear and a few external
scuffs. A classic model in very good condition overall. (75694-19B)
2501. KNIFE LOT This is a Puma Skinner measuring 9 ¼” in overall length with a 5” curved blade exhibiting a few light scattered scratches and
featuring thumb serrations. The reverse side of the nickel guard shows moderate oxidation from sheath storage and the stag handle rates
near excellent with handling marks to hardware, also on reverse side. (75694-19A)
2502. LOT OF KNIVES This is a lot of six fixed blade knives beginning with a 7 ½” example by Solingen Germany manufacturer Ideal with a 4”
blade showing areas of mild surface oxidation and adhesive residue. The stag handle shows only light wear. Included is what is likely the
original leather sheath with Ideal markings. The second knife is marked “Kabar 1207” on its bright 5 ¾” blade exhibiting a few small chips
at its edge and light handling marks. The stacked leather washer handle features three finger grooves and exhibits light handling marks and
the brass guard has mild verdigris transferred from contact with the included fully intact and likely original leather sheath exhibiting several
hand carved illustrations. Next is another Solingen Germany marked knife, this 10 ½” example has a 6” blade that is marked “Sheriff Knife”
and shows light surface oxidation over about 60% of its surface as well as a small area of pitting close to the guard. The excellent condition brown leather handle features metal spacers. Next is a Swedish manufactured 9 1/2” with a 5” blade with mild brown surface oxidation marked “Frosts Mora”. The smooth wood handle shows light dings over most its surface. Included is what appears to be the original
dark brown leather sheath. Next is a U.S. Navy Mark 1 marked “RH PAL” measuring 10” with a 5” blade exhibiting dark areas and light
scratches and leather handle showing moderate wear. A good to very good example overall and includes leather sheath. The last one is a
Marble’s with an overall length of 8” with a 4” blade showing areas along the edge of moderate brown oxidation pitting and the point is
missing a chip. The stacked leather washer handle is quite smooth and the metal hardware exhibits light verdigris. (75694-18H, 19D, 19E)
2503. LOT OF MILITARY EDGED WEAPONS This lot consists of two U.S. issued items beginning with an M-3 Utica Fighting Knife rating
about good plus overall with the blade showing mild oxidation and wear with some chips along the edge. The leather handle shows similar wear and several impact marks. It is housed in a correct M-8 scabbard in a similar state of condition. The other one is a theater modified M1 bayonet with a heavily oxidized blade and a mildly worn handle. (75694-18I, 19C)
2504. LOT OF KNIVES This is a lot of five knives beginning with four cutlery including two by Dexter starting with a 17” butcher knife with a
12” stainless steel blade marked “S132-12” and with only light wear marks. The white plastic one piece handle marked “Dexter Russsell”
has minor wear and ingrained dirt. The other one is a narrow boning knife that measures 9” overall with a 4 ½” blade showing a smoky
gray patina, an isolated spot of brown oxidation and some small chips along the edge. The wood handle marked “1375 Dexter” shows light
wear, light verdigris on the rivets and a carved-in letter. Next is a 15” butcher knife with a smooth wood handle marked “NE C CO” and “G
231 C” and a 10” blade with a mottled gray patina and a large isolated area of surface oxidation at the tip. Also evident are various contact
marks. The last cutlery piece is an unmarked butcher knife measuring 12 1/2” overall and with an 8” blade with scattered dark oxidation
staining. The two piece smooth wood handle shows only light wear and minor verdigris buildup at the brass rivets. The last item in the lot
is an Indian trade knife measuring 12 1/2” in total length including a well worn 7 1/2” blade that reveals a couple of small spots of oxidation
and a decorative carved leaf pattern wood handle showing only light wear and finish loss in some creases. The matching scabbard with
brass hardware rates near excellent. An about very good
example overall. (75694-18J)
2505. LOT OF KNIVES This lot consists of one KA-BAR knife
1211 and one KA-BAR knife 1212. Both knives are in their
original boxes and are in as-new condition. (187428-6CM)
2506. RANDALL MODEL 25-5 The Trapper fixed blade knife
This knife measures 9 3/4" overall with a 5" drop point stain2506
less steel blade equipped with thumb serrations. The blade
remains bright and unsharpened. The single nickel silver hilt
and lanyard hole equipped Duralumin buttcap remain bright
with some light staining on the hilt from sheath storage. The
stag handle rates excellent and is centered between two
stacked leather washer bands and black and white spacers.
Knife includes a Sullivan's cover sheath with hone in pocket
and plain bright snaps. (57430-6)
(400/600)
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2507. RANDALL MODEL 3-6 HUNTER FIXED BLADE KNIFE This knife measures 11" overall with a 6" clip point tool steel blade. The is
an overall pale pewter with scattered oxidation staining and light scratches from being sharpened. The brass single hilt has a tarnished goldenrod patina with spots of light verdigris and staining from sheath storage and the exposed nut Duralumin buttcap remains overall bright
with some tiny storage scuffs. The stacked lather washer handle handle rates very good plus showing minimal wear and is centered in
between darkened red, white and black leather spacers. Knife includes a Johnson rough back model A leather sheath with hone in pocket and having a few light stains. (56816-6C)
(275/375)
2508. RANDALL MODEL 23 GAMEMASTER FIXED BLADE
KNIFE This handy knife measures 9" overall with a 4 1/2" modified clip point blade equipped with a 2 1/8" sharpened false
edge and thumb serrations. The blade remains bright and
unsharpened and the nickel silver single hilt remains bright with
a couple light stains from sheath storage. The curved stag handle rates excellent and is separated with a red, white and black
spacer collar. Knife includes a Johnson rough back model A
2508
leather sheath with hone in pocket and plain bright snaps.
(56816-6D)
(350/550)
2509. SOG VIETNAM 5TH SPECIAL FORCES GROUP S1
BOWIE This Seki-Japan knife measures 11 1/8" overall with a 6
3/8" bowie-style blade equipped with a 2 3/4" false edge. The
blade retains about 98% original gun blue finish with light edge
wear. The obverse side of the blade has etched Special Forces
inscription at the peak of the false edged and MACVSOG logo
below the thumb groove. The double guard and lanyard equipped pommel retain about 80% original blue toning to brown-gray with some
faint oxidation staining on the pommel. The stacked leather washer finger grip handle rates excellent and is centered between stacked
leather and white micarta spacers. Knife includes a lightly worn factory black leather sheath with hone in pocket. A nice later manufactured unnumbered SOG Special Forces group knife. (57431-3)
2510. LONE WOLF R.W. LOVELESS SEMI-SKINNER FIXED BLADE This Italian copy of the classic Loveless design measures 9" overall with a 4 1/2" solid one piece tapered tang stainless steel drop point blade. The blade remains unsharpened and all the metal surfaces
remain bright. The reverse side of the blade is etched with classic football shaped R.W. Loveless Lone Wolf logo and sine of the bolster is
equipped with wide thumb serrations. The coke bottle shaped brown micarta grips rate excellent are fastened by two large bright aluminum
rivets and equipped with an aluminum lines lanyard hole. Knife includes a maker's marked open throat leather belt sheath. An excellent
modern Loveless design skinning knife. (57430-3)
2511. CHRIS REEVE GREEN BERET KNIFE This Chris Reeve rendition of the classic Bill Harsey designed Green Beret knife measures 12
3/8" overall with a 7" full tang partially serrated stainless steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened and retains 98% original gray GunKote finish with light edge wear on the reverse side. The finger groove green linen micarta grips rate excellent and are fastened by there
allen bolts; the heel of the butt is equipped with a lanyard hole. Knife includes a Blackhawk green nylon sheath with accessory pouch. An
excellent "Yarborough" Chris Reeve knife. (57431-1)
2512. SOG SEAL 2000 FIXED BLADE KNIFE This knife measures 12 1/4" overall with a 7" partially serrated clip point bowie style blade.
The blade retains 99% original powder coated blade. The checkered black Zytel handle rates excellent and is equipped with a lanyard hole.
Included is a black Kydex sheath with nylon frog. An excellent SOG knife designed for Navy SeAL use. (57431-2)
2513. LINDER CLASSIC BOWIE This massive bowie measures 15 1/8" overall with a 9 3/4" full tang stainless steel bowie blade equipped
with a 4 1/4" unsharpened false edge. The blade remains unsharpened and retains all of its high polished finish; the obverse side shows
a nicely etched tropical U.S. military scene and "BOWIE" on the
ricasso, the reverse ricasso is
etched with Linder Solingen
logo. The hilt is composed of a
brightly polished German silver
round finial double guard and
pommel with stag panels fastened by bright brass rivets and
2513
aluminum washers.
Knife
includes a Linder marked black
leather sheath with handle and
pommel straps. (57349-63)
2514. LINDER CLASSIC BOWIE
This massive bowie measures 15
3/8" overall with a 9 3/4" full tang
stainless steel Bowie blade
equipped with a 5" unsharpened
false edge. The blade remains
unsharpened and retains all of its
high polished finish; the obverse
side shows a nicely etched Indian
hunting buffalo scene and
"BOWIE" on the ricasso. The
reverse blade is etched with
2514
Rehwappen Solingen logo. The
hilt is composed of a highly polished brass single guard and
pommel with stag handles fastened by bright brass rivets and
aluminum washers.
Knife
includes a Linder marked brown
leather sheath with handle and
pommel straps. (57349-62)
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2515. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE BOXES This is a lot of two full 50 rd. size boxes of .32 blank cartridges beginning with one from Remington UMC
with the R139 code which features a bold red stripe pattern with blue text over a buff colored or possibly faded white box. The front panel
features the red dot logo between “50” and “.32”/Blank/Cartridges/Rim Fire”. Also interesting is the back panel which reads “Bevel Crimped
Blanks/Extra Loud Report”. The second box is by Peters and is about the same shade of off-white and also has excellent sharp text including the main panel that identifies it in red print with “50 (P.C.C. trademark logo) .32 Cal./Rim Fire./Extra Loud/Blank Cartridges./Peters
Cartridge Co./Cincinnati, O., U. S. A.”. The back panel reads “Extra Loud/Blank Cartridges./Unexcelled.”. Each box is clean with sharp edges
and rates excellent, though the Peters has a scuff on the bottom that has obliterated some text. Also included are approximately 46 loose
rds., of .32 cal. blank cartridges and two empty worn U.S. Cartridge Co. boxes with sepearted endflaps and torn sides. The cartridges are
bright overall with some tarnish forming on a few. A nice pair of items sure to please the discerning collector. (1X76679-49CC)
2516. T/C CONTENDER AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of a single, full box of 50 Thompson/Center Contender 357 Hot Shot Capsules.
The box is white with red and green labels and rates excellent as do its contents. (3X46464-3)
2517. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 308 Win. 180 gr., Power-Point in very good to
excellent condition with bright brass and a few showing mild tarnish. (76816-7A)
2518. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 308 Win.: (3) full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 180 gr., Power-Point; (1) bag containing five mixed rds. The condition is very good to excellent with a few showing light tarnish. (76816-7B)
2519. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of Winchester Super X 308 Win 180 gr., Power-Point: (3) full 20 rd.; (1) containing six rds. The ammunition rates very good to excellent with light tarnish evident on a few. (76816-7C)
2520. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 308 Win 150 gr., Power Point with bright casings and rating excellent. (76816-7D)
2521. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 308 Win 150 gr., Power Point in excellent overall condition. (76816-7E)
2522. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 20 rd. size boxes of Remington 8mm Mauser 170 gr., SP Core-Lokt: (2) full and (1)
containing 11 rds. of High Velocity; (2) full of Express. The overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent. (76816-7F)
2523. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four full 20 rd. packages of Remington 30-06 Springfield Core-Lokt: (2) boxes of 180 gr. pointed soft point; (1) factory sealed plastic blister pack of 180 gr. pointed soft point; (1) box of 180 gr. soft point; (1) box of Express, 165 gr.
pointed soft point. The overall condition is excellent with a few exceptions with isolated tarnish. (76816-7G)
2524. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 20 rd. size boxes of 30-06 Springfield: (1) full of Remington Express 150 gr., Core-Lokt
pointed soft point; (1) full of Remington High Velocity 150 gr., Core-Lokt pointed soft point; (1) full of Winchester Super X 180 gr., Silvertip;
(1) full of Winchester Super X 165 gr., pointed soft point; (1) containing 15 rds. of Federal 200 gr., boat-tail soft point. The overall condition is very good to excellent with a few exceptions showing light tarnish. (76816-7H)
2525. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four 20 rd. size boxes of Federal Power-Shok 308 Win. soft point in excellent condition: (2) full
of 150 gr.; (1) full and (1) containing 12 rds. of 180 gr. Two of the boxes have price stickers. (76816-7I)
2526. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of seven containers of 308 Win. beginning with four 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full and (1) containing
10 rds. of Federal Premium 165 gr., boat-tail soft point; (1) full of Winchester Super X 180 gr., Silvertip; (1) full of mixed Winchester, Federal
and Remington; (3) ten rd. plastic cartridge trays containing 24 rds. of mixed manufacturers and variations. The conditions of the cartridges
in this lot range from very good to excellent with several showing light to mild tarnish. (76816-7J)
2527. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Remington High Velocity 308 Win 180 gr., Core-Lokt: (4) soft point; (1)
pointed soft point. The overall condition is very good with light tarnish evident on some and some of the boxes have price stickers. (76816-7K)
2528. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five 20 rd. size boxes of Remington 308 Win: (2) full of Express Core-Lokt 150 gr., pointed soft
point; (1) full of High Velocity Core-Lokt 180gr., pointed soft point; (1) full of High Velocity Core-Lokt 150 gr., pointed soft point; (1) containing 11 rds. of High Velocity 168 gr., boat tail hollow point. The ammunition rates excellent overall and price stickers are affixed to some
boxes. (76816-7L)
2529. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes of Remington High Velocity Core-Lokt 270 Win: (2) full and (1) containing 19 rds. of 150 gr., soft point; (1) containing 16 rds. of 130 gr., pointed soft point. The condition is excellent and one box shows an
attached retail sticker. (76816-7M)
2530. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of .270 Win: (1) of Winchester Super X 150 gr., Power Point; (1) of
Winchester Super X 130 gr., Silvertip; (1) of Winchester Super X 150 gr., Power Point (S.P.); (1) of Remington Express Core-Lokt 150 gr.,
soft point. The ammunition is in very good to excellent condition with some showing light tarnish. (76816-7N)
2531. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four 20 rd. size boxes of 243 Win, 100 gr.: (1) full and (1) containing 18 rds. of Federal PowerShok soft point; (1) full of Federal Premium Vital-Shok Sierra Gameking BTSP; (1) of Remington Express Core-Lokt pointed soft point. The
ammunition is in excellent condition with one box having a retail sticker and tape attached. (76816-7P)
2532. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of 32 Win. Special, 170 gr.: (3) of Winchester Super X Power-Point;
(1) of Federal Classic Hi-Shok soft point. The ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes have price stickers attached. (76816-7Q)
2533. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express Core-Lokt 170 gr., soft point. The conditions range
from very good to excellent with two of the boxes exhibiting mild tarnish and two showing price stickers. (76816-7R)
2534. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes of Remington 32 Win Special 170 gr., Core-Lokt, soft point: (1) full of
Express; (2) full and (1) containing eight rds. of High Velocity. This is a very good to excellent condition lot with price stickers attached to
the boxes. (76816-7S)
2535. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 250 Savage 100 gr., Silvertip in excellent condition and with retail stickers attached to two of the boxes. (76816-7T)
2536. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 250 Savage 100 gr., Silvertip in excellent condition
with a price sticker adhered to one. (76816-7U)
2537. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express Rifle 250 Savage 100 gr., pointed soft point rating
very good to excellent with light tarnish on some. Retail stickers are attached to the boxes with one exhibiting a note written in ink. (76816-7V)
2538. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot consisting of four full 20 rd. boxes of excellent condition Remington Express Rifle 250 Savage 100
gr., pointed soft point. The boxes have retail stickers attached. (76816-7W)
2539. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Remington 250 Savage 100 gr., pointed soft point: (3) of Express
Rifle; (1) of High Velocity. The ammunition rates excellent and the boxes have attached price stickers. (76816-7X)
2540. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 20 rd. size boxes of Remington High Velocity 250 Savage 100 gr., pointed soft point in
excellent overall condition: (3) full and (1) containing nine rds. The boxes have light wear and tears and exhibit price stickers. (76816-7Y)
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2541. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. size boxes of 30-30 Win, 150 gr.: (1) full of Remington Express Rifle Core-Lokt
soft point; (1) full and (1) containing 17 rds. of Winchester Super X Power-Point. The ammunition rates excellent and two of the boxes have
price stickers attached, including one with mild grime. (76816-7Z)
2542. LOT OF AMMUNITION AND BULLETS This lot consists of three full boxes: (2) 20 rd. of PPU (Serbian manufactured) 303 British 174
gr., FMJ BT cartridges rating bright excellent and boxes with retail stickers; (1) factory sealed 15 rd. of Hornady muzzle loading 54 cal. 425
gr., HBHP, Great Plains pre-lubed bullets. (76816-7AA)
2543. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine containers of .22 LR: (1) factory sealed 550 rd. Value Pack box and (1) zip-lock bag
containing 36 rds. including several with mild tarnish of Federal high velocity 36 gr., copper plated HP; (5) full 50 rd. boxes of Remington
22 Cyclone Hi-Speed HP rating excellent; (1) full 50 rd. box and (1) containing approximately 47 rds. of Winchester Super X high velocity
40 gr., copper plated and rating about very good to excellent. (76816-7AB)
2544. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four full 50 rd. boxes of Remington UMC 30 Carbine 110 gr., MC in excellent condition and with
boxes having stickers reinforced with clear tape. (76816-7AC)
2545. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of Remington UMC 30 Carbine 110 gr., MC: (3) full; (1) containing 26 rds. The
ammunition rates excellent and the boxes have stickers reinforced with clear tape and one has an ink mark. (76816-7AD)
2546. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four 50 rd. size boxes of UMC 30 Carbine 110 gr., MC: (3) full; (1) containing 30 rds. The
ammunition rates excellent and is enclosed in the yellow boxes with black print and have taken on a somewhat wavy profile. (76816-7AE)
2547. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of four full 50 rd. boxes Winchester 30 Carbine 110 gr., FMJ rating very good to excellent with some
showing traces of tarnish and enclosed in the white boxes featuring the circular USA logo and one missing a portion of an end flap. (76816-7AF)
2548. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five containers of 30 Carbine beginning with four boxes identified as 100 gr.: (1) full 20 rd. of
Federal Power-Shok soft point; (2) full 50 rd. of Federal American Eagle metal case including one box with the onset of oxidation powder
forming at the tips; (1) containing 22 rds. of Winchester Super X hollow soft point and nine fired casings; (1) bag containing 27 loose rds.
comprised mainly of 1987 dated Winchester FMJ. The overall condition is very good to excellent with the boxes showing light wear and
price stickers. (76816-7AG)
2549. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 50 rd. size boxes of prvi partizan (Serbian manufactured) 30 Carbine, 110 gr.: (1) full of FMJ;
(1) full and (1) containing 43 rds. of soft point. The ammunition rates bright excellent and the lightly worn boxes have retail stickers. (76816-7AH)
2550. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 120 rds. of 1985 dated 30 Carbine. The head stamps indicate that they were manufactured at
Poongsan Metal Mfg. Co., Seoul, Republic of Korea. The excellent condition ammunition is housed in ten rd. stripper clips with original cardboard sleeves and contained in the original green bandolier with strong stamps, virtually no wear and a small hole on the back. (76816-7AI)
2551. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five containers of 45 Colt: (1) full 50 rd. box of Remington High Velocity 250 gr., lead; (1) full 20
rd. of Winchester Super X 225 gr., Silvertip HP; (1) full 20 rd. and (1) containing six rds. of Winchester Super X 255 gr., lead; (1) bag containing ten rds. with Remington head stamps and casings with significant verdigris over most of their surfaces. The balance of the lot rates
excellent overall with the boxes showing mild wear, price stickers and one with notes written in ink. (76816-7AJ)
2552. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four 50 rd. size boxes of 357 Magnum: (1) full of Sellier & Bellot 158 gr. soft point; (1) full of Remington
high velocity 125 gr., semi-jacketed HP; (1) full of Federal American Eagle high velocity 158 gr., jacketed SP; (1) containing 44 rds. of Winchester 110
gr., JHP. The overall condition is excellent with the boxes showing price stickers and one with ink notes and mild soiling. (76816-7AK)
2553. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a lot of five boxes of .380 Auto: (2) full 50 rd. of Federal American Eagle 95 gr., metal case; (1) full 50
rd. of Winchester 95 gr., FMJ; (1) full 25 rd. of Remington Golden Saber 102 gr., brass JHP; (1) containing 24 rds. of German manufactured
Geco FMJ. The conditions range from very good to excellent and the boxes show light scuffing and have stickers attached. (76816-7AL)
2554. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four containers of 45 Auto beginning with three full 50 rd. boxes of 230 gr.: (1) of Federal
American Eagle FMJ; (1) of Remington UMC FMC; (1) of Remington High Velocity lead; (1) bag containing seven rds. of JHP with nickel
casings and Remington head stamps and rating very good. The boxed ammunition rates excellent. (76816-7AM)
2555. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four containers of 9mm Luger beginning with three full 50 rd. boxes of 115 gr., FMJ: (2) of
Federal Champion; (1) of Remington UMC; (1) bag containing 24 rds. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (76816-7AN)
2556. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes: (1) full 50 rd. of Speer Lawman 357 Sig 125 gr., TMJ; (1) full 50 rd. of Remington
UMC 38 Special 130 gr., MC; (1) containing 49 rds. of Remington UMC 40 S&W 180 gr., MC; (1) containing 46 rds. of Remington high
velocity 32 Auto 71 gr., MC in a tattered box and tray. The overall condition is very good to excellent. (76816-7AP)
2557. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 12 boxes of 20 ga.: (2) full five rd. of Rottweil Brenneke (German manufactured) rifled slug,
2 ¾”; (1) full five rd. of Rottweil Brenneke rifled slug, 2 ¾”, magnum load; (1) full five rd. of Remington Slugger rifled slug, 2 ¾”, HP; (1) full
five rd. of Federal Premium Vital-Shok rifled slug, 2 ¾”, HP; (1) full five rd. of Winchester Supreme Platinum Tip sabot slug, 2 ¾”, 260 gr. (1)
full five rd. of Remington Premier Copper Solid sabot slug, 2 ¾” HP; (2) full five rd. of Federal buckshot, 3”, magnum, 18 pellets; (1) full five
rd. of Remington Express buckshot, 2 ¾”, 20 pellets; (1) full 25 rd. of Winchester Super Speed Xtra Game Loads, 2 3/4”, 7 ½ shot; (1) full
25 rd. of Remington Express Long Range, 2 ¾”, 7 ½ shot. Also included is one rd. of Federal Hi-Power 2 ¾”, 6 shot. The overall condition
is excellent with some boxes showing price stickers or light wear. (76816-7AQ)
2558. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of ten boxes of 12 ga., the first nine of which are full: (1) 25 rd. of Remington Premier Nitro-Steel
Magnum, 2 ¾”, 4 shot; (1) 15 rd. of Winchester Super X rifled slug, HP, 2 ¾”; (1) ten rd. of Remington Nitro Turkey, 3”, 5 shot; (1) 10 rd.
of Winchester Super X copperplated lead shot turkey loads, 2 ¾”, 4 shot; (2) five rd. of Remington Express buckshot magnum, 2 ¾”, 12 pellets; (1) five rd. of Winchester Super X magnum buckshot, 3”, 24 pellets, unplated shot; (1) five rd. of Winchester magnum buckshot, 3”, 15
pellets, unplated shot; (1) five rd. of Winchester Super X rifled slug, HP, 2 ¾”; (1) containing three rds. of Federal Classic magnum buckshot, 2 3/4”, 12 pellets. This lot rates excellent. (76816-7AR)
2559. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This is a lot of seven full boxes: (2) 25 rd. of Remington
2560
Express Long Range 410 bore, 3”, 6 shot; (1) 25 rd. of Winchester Xpert Game/Target
steel shot, 410 bore, 3”, 6 shot; (2) five rd. of Federal Classic rifled slug, 410 bore, 2
½”, HP; (1) 25 rd. of Remington Nitro-Steel High Velocity Magnum, 16 ga., 2 ¾”, 2
shot; (1) five rd. of Remington Slugger HP rifled slug, 16 ga., 2 ¾”. The overall condition is excellent with some boxes showing price stickers. (76816-7AS)
2560. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a buff color box of .45 caliber
rimfire revolver cartridges. This Frankford Arsenal box is full containing 12 rimfire cartridges. The box has some spots of ingrained dirt staining, light scuffing along the edges
and has a split seam along the top edge. The printed label reads "12 / Revolver Ball
Cartridges / caliber, .45 / Frankford Arsenal, 1877" and remains in very good overall condition. (107241-147) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2561. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a sealed buff color box of .45 caliber revolver cartridges. This Frankford Arsenal
labeled box is full containing 12 cartridges. The box shows spots of light ingrained dirt staining, a few light scuff marks along the edges and
has splits in the seams along the ends. The printed label reads "12 / Revolving Ball Cartridges / caliber, .45 / Frankford Arsenal, 1875" and
remains in very good overall condition. (107241-147A) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2562. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 50 round open two piece box of Winchester .32 S.&W. Long cartridges. The
buff color box is labeled with a red and black lettered label that is complete with a few light scuff marks present. The 98 gr., lead cartridges
show varying levels of white oxidation on the lead and some have lightly tarnished casings but remain in about good overall condition. This
is a very good collectible box overall. (107241-147B) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2563. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full sealed box of Winchester .44 Russian, 246 gr. lead bullets. The buff colored
two piece box rates about very good with some light scuffing, lightly rounded corners, and a single ink spot with a tear on the right side but
remains complete. The orange and green label is 98% intact with a few light scuffs scattered about its length. The label remains sealed
and the lot is in overall very good condition. (107241-147C) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2564. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round two piece box of U.M.C., .40 Cal. Sharps centerfire cartridges. The
buff colored box has a green top and orange bottom stuck on label. The box shows areas with light ingrained dirt staining, slightly rounded corners and remains in very good plus condition. The top and side green labels are mostly complete with portions of the right side and
all of the left side is missing and the orange bottom is complete. The .40-70-330 patched cartridges remain in about excellent condition.
(107241-147D) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2565. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round two piece box of U.M.C., .40 Cal. Sharps centerfire cartridges. The
orange bottom label is complete and shows some light discoloration and dirt staining. The green top label is 80% complete, missing the
right side, with areas of light scuffing and shows light ingrained dirt staining. The .40-70-330 patched cartridges remain in about excellent
condition. (107241-147E) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2566. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a glue repaired two piece box of Remington U.M.C. .45 Colt. The blue and white
striped box rates very good overall showing sharp pointed corners with a few light scuff marks along the edges. The red wrap around side
label is about 90% complete with areas that have flaked off and has been split and glued around three sides. The white top label with black
lettering is 99% complete with a few light stains and scuffs. The contents are uncertain due to the box being glued shut, but the box remains
in very good overall condition. (107241-147F) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2567. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 50 round two piece box of Remington .44 Henry (Flat), 200 gr., rimfire cartridges. The buff colored box shows overall light scuffing, with ingrained dirt staining and has 95% of its labels present. There is loss due
to scuffing and flaking but the green label still has bright color and all markings remain crisp. The cartridges are in good condition with overall light tarnish and white oxidation on the lead. (107241-147G) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2568. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 20 round sealed box of .30 Cal Multi-Ball cartridges. The black lettered
white label is complete and the two piece box rates about very good overall with the right side of the top half showing two partially separated seams. This is an about very good example from the Frankford Arsenal. (107241-147H) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2569. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT
This lot includes a full 10 round box of
Remington U.M.C., .40-70 Sharps centerfire
cartridges. The two piece box rates about good
overall with slightly rounded corners, several
split seams in the corners and has overall light
ingrained dirt staining. The orange bottom label
is complete with crisp lettering. The top green
label is 90% complete missing a small section
along the right side bottom and has crisp lettering. The bullet weight has been crossed out and replaced in ink with “285”. The cartridges show light tarnish along the brass and the
patched lead bullets are in overall excellent condition. (107241-147I) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2570. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full two piece 10 round box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., .40 Sharps. The
.40-70-330 solid head cartridges rate about excellent with overall light tarnish on the brass. The box shows overall light dirt staining with
several scuff marks and all seams appear tight. The green label is about 95% complete, missing two small sections along the side and has
a few light scuff marks and several small dots on the top flat that may possibly be splattered paint. This is still an overall attractive box in
very good condition. (107241-147J) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2571. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round two piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., .40 Sharps. The
.40-70-330 patched cartridges rate near excellent with overall light tarnish. The box is in good overall condition showing areas of mildew
staining, a partially separated seam and some slightly rounded corners. The labels are 95% complete with a 1/8" wide sliver missing along
the side and are lightly faded with crisp lettering. (107241-147K) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2572. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round two piece box of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., .40-90, 370 gr.,
patched bullets. The cartridges are in very good condition showing light tarnish along the brass. The box has had several repairs made with
clear tape has multiple light scuffmarks and remains complete in about good overall condition. (107241-147L) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2573. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains a full 50 round two piece box of Remington U.M.C. .45 S&W Schofield, 250 gr.,
cartridges. The blue label is split along three edges and is 95% complete with a few small pieces missing and is overall faded with light scuff
marks. The right side of the box has separated seams but is still intact and there are tape repairs to the left side. The cartridges remain in
very good condition with light discoloration of the brass. (107241-147M) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2574. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 20 round two piece box of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., .45-70 Extra
Heavy Solid Head, 500 gr., cartridges. The buff color box rates about very good with a small split in the top left side seam and overall light
ingrained dirt staining. The tan label is 98% complete split along one seam and the cartridges rate near excellent overall. (107241-147N)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
2575. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 20 round two piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Company 40-70
Creedmoor. The illustrated yellow label with black print rates very good overall and is 98% complete. It was carefully split along the front
seam when opened. The box rates about good overall with light ingrained dirt staining, showing slightly rounded edges and corners, and
has a few seams that have begun to separate. The cartridges rate about excellent with some showing light amounts of tarnish along the
casings. (107241-147P) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2576. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 20 round two piece box of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., .40 Sharps
patched cartridges. The buff color box rates about good showing several tape repairs, dirt staining, a large split in the bottom seam and is
missing part of the bottom as well as a side flap. The green label remains near complete with some loss due to scuffing. The cartridges
rate about good with several that have cracks in the casings and along the rims. (107241-147Q) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2577. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 50 round two piece box of U.M.C., .45 Cal. S&W black powder blanks. The
plaid red, white, and blue design box rates excellent with crisp points at the corners and the blue label with black ink lettering shows a few
light spots of ingrained dirt staining and there is an ink stamp that reads "Half-Charge" in the right hand corner. The blank cartridges show
varying levels of oxidation and remain in good overall condition. (107241-147R) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2578. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a sealed 20 round box of
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., .45-70 Extra Heavy Solid Head cartridges. The buff colored
2589
box rates good overall with a few spots of insect damage mostly along the right side and right
side top. The label remains complete and has partially split along the front seam but the box
remains sealed. (107241-147S) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2579. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 20 round two piece box of
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 40 Sharps. The buff color box shows overall light ingrained
dirt staining, two tiny partial splits in the corners of the top lid and has slightly rounder corners. The labels are mostly complete and one is missing from the bottom right side. The cartridges are in about good condition with varying levels of tarnish and several have cracks in
the casings and/or the rims. (107241-147T) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2580. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 8 round two piece box of E.
Remington & Sons .44 Creedmoor straight cartridges. The brown and yellow marble design
box rates about very good, having three partially split seams on the top lid corners with a few
light scuff marks as well. The brown label with black lettering rates excellent and the included cartridges are in excellent condition as well. Also included with this box of ammunition is an instructional sheet on how to reload the cartridges. (107241-147U) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2581. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 50 round two piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Company .32 Cal. Smith
& Wesson Revolving Rifle cartridges. The buff colored box rates about good showing several glue repairs and overall light scuffing and
ingrained dirt staining. The label is moderately faded but still legible and the cartridges are in very good overall condition showing varying
amounts of light tarnish on the brass. (107241-147V) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2582. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes five boxes and a bag of loose cartridges. First are two full 50 round boxes
of 3-D remanufactured 40 S&W, 180 gr., SWC cartridges in very good overall condition. Second is a partial 50 round box (49) of Remington
UMC 357 Sig, 125 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition. Third is a full, UMC box that contains 50 Winchester 10mm, SWC cartridges
in excellent condition. Fourth is a full mixed box of American Eagle 40 S&W. This box contains eight nickel plated brass 40 S&W hollow
point cartridges and 42 brass cased Winchester 10 mm SWC cartridges all in excellent condition. Fifth is a bag containing 34 loose 40 S&W,
SWC cartridges from mixed manufacturer's all in very good plus condition. (105487-S16296A2)
2583. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes an open case of Hastings 20 ga., 3 1/2", 15/16 Oz sabot slugs. The end label is marked "For
use in 20 ga., 3 1/2" chambered rifled barrels only". There are 20 full 5 round boxes all in excellent condition. (107147-47B)
2584. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a sealed case of Hastings 20 ga., 3 1/2", 15/16 Oz sabot slugs. The case includes 20, five round
boxes all presumed in excellent condition. (107147-47C)
2585. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a sealed case of Hastings 20 ga., 3 1/2", 15/16 Oz sabot slugs. The case includes 20, five round
boxes all presumed in excellent condition. (107147-47D)
2586. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a sealed case of Hastings 20 ga., 3 1/2", 15/16 Oz sabot slugs. The case includes 20, five round
boxes all presumed in excellent condition. (107147-47E)
2587. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 20 round opened two piece box of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., .44
Sharps. The buff colored box rates very good overall with some light scuffing around the edges and spots of dirt staining. The labels are
mostly complete exhibiting a minor scuff or spot or two of staining but remain bright and legible. (107241-147W) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2588. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round sealed box of Union Metallic Cartridge Company .40 Cal. Straight
Shell cartridges for the Sharps Rifle. The green label with black lettering is 90% intact with several light scuff marks and spots of light ingrained
dirt staining. It reads "10 Cartridges / .40 Cal. Straight Shell / for / Sharps Rifle / 70 grs. Powder, 330 gr. Patched Bullet / Manufactured By
the / Union Metallic Cartridge Company / Bridgeport, Conn." The buff colored box remains in about very good condition with a partially split
seam along the right bottom edge and has pencil markings along the bottom flat. (107241-147X) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2589. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full five round, two piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., .40 Cal. cartridges.
The buff colored box with near complete orange and green labels shows only minor flaking and has a partial split seam along the right side
bottom end. The top label reads "5 Cartridges / 40 Calibre / 3 1/4" shell, 90 Grains Powder / Inch Patched Bullet, 370 grains / Manufactured
Expressly For / Sharps Rifles" with the Bridgeport address along the bottom. The box and cartridges remain in very good plus condition.
(107241-147Y) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2590. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round two piece box of
Winchester .40 Cal. centerfire cartridges. The buff colored box shows several tape repairs
around the corners and has a reinforced bottom. The cartridges are a dull brass color with
nine of ten having appropriate W.R.A. headstamps and one is blank. The faded green label
remains near complete and reads "10 Cartridges .40 Cal. / Central Fire / 90 grains Powder
370 grains Patched Bullet / 3 1/4" Straight Shell / Manufactured Expressly For / Winchester
Single Shot and Sharps Rifle" with the New Haven address along the bottom. This is an interesting box with very good cartridges inside
and in overall good condition. (107241-147Z) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2591. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot contains three full and/or partial boxes of rifle ammunition. First is a full 20 round
box of U.S. Cartridge Company .30 Remington, 170 gr., round nose cartridges. The box shows moderate scuffing, rounded corners and is
missing the inside end flaps. The cartridges are lightly tarnished but remain in good overall condition. Second is a partial 20 round (8 cartridges) box of Peters Rustless .35 Remington, 200 gr., SP cartridges. The box shows overall light scuffing along the edges and the color
is lightly faded. The cartridges remain a dull brass color and the tips of the bullets are lightly misshaped. Third is a partial 20 round box (19
cartridges) of Sears, Roebuck and Co., Pro-Tex-Bor, 35 Rem., 200 gr., Exp cartridges. The box shows light ingrained dirt staining and has
a few scuffed edges. The cartridges are lightly tarnished but remain in good plus overall condition. (107266-1A)
2592. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION This lot includes three boxes of U.S. Cartridge Company 45 Cal. cartridges. The red labeled buff color
boxes rate fair overall with all having multiple tears, missing sections and split seams. The cartridges rate good overall with some varying
degrees of light to perhaps moderate oxidation. There are two full 20 round boxes and a partial containing 14. (107266-2)
2593. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot includes a variety of rimfire and centerfire cartridges. First is a full five round box
of Peters .410 bore, 2 1/2", 1/3 Oz, rifled slugs. The paper hull shotshells remain in about very good condition. Second is a full 50 round
box of Winchester Super-Speed 22 LR, .40 gr., Kopperklad bullets in about excellent condition. Third is a full 50 round box of Remington
Kleanbore .22 Short in very good overall condition. Fourth is a bag of mixed caliber rimfire and center fire cartridges to include: (28) assorted 22 rimfire cartridges, (5) .38 Special cartridges, (7) .380 ACP cartridges; (4) assorted caliber centerfire cartridges all in about good condition. (107266-3)
2594. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full five round box of Union Metallic Cartridge Company .40 Cal. cartridges. The
buff colored box with green label rates near excellent showing a few minor scuff and pencil marks with spots of light ingrained dirt staining.
The label reads "5 Cartridges / .40 Calibre / 3 1/4 inch Shell, 90 Grains Powder / Inch Patched Bullet 370 Grains / Manufactured Expressly
For Sharps Rifles" with the Bridgeport address along the bottom. The cartridges bear no headstamp markings and remain in excellent condition. This is an excellent condition box. (107241-147AA) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2595. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full ten round two piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 40 Cal. straight
cartridges. The buff colored box with complete green top and orange bottom colored labels shows minor scuffing along the edges and
overall ingrained dirt staining. There are a few scattered pencil markings in discrete areas. The label reads "10 Cartridges / .40 Cal. Straight
Shell / for / Sharps Rifle / 70 grs. Powder 330 gr. Grooved Bullet" with the Bridgeport address along the bottom. The cartridges are bright
overall and the lead bullets are starting to show specks of fine white oxidation. (107241-147AB) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2596. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a sealed ten round box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 40 Cal. straight cartridges.
The buff colored box with complete green colored top label remains in about very good condition. The box has a partially separated seam
along the bottom left edge and light ingrained dirt staining near all over. The label reads "10 Cartridges / .40 Cal. Straight Shell / for / Sharps
Rifle / 70 grs. Powder 330 gr. Patched Bullet" with the Bridgeport address along the bottom. (107241-147AC) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2597. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a partial 50 round (44) two piece box of American Metallic Cartridge Company
32 S&W cartridges. The box retains 85-90% of its illustrated black and white labels with spots of flaking, scuffing, ingrained dirt staining and
a small section of the top label missing. The box is fragile with several split seams but remains complete. The cartridges have varying levels of light oxidation and this lot remains in good overall condition. (107241-147AD) [Larry Kaufman Collection
2598. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 25 round box of Remington Arms-Union Metallic Cartridges .56-56 Spencer.
The two piece box with blue and gray labels are in a fragile state of condition. There are partial seam separations and a side missing on the
top and the bottom remains complete and intact. The labels don’t appear to match up completely around the sides and the rimfire cartridges show varying levels of oxidation. This is a fair to perhaps about good example. (107241-147AE) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2599. 45/70 CARTRIDGE BOX This lot includes a black leather U.S. marked McKeever Model
1885 cartridge box. The box has a swelled end on the right side from carrying a combination tool. The leather is slightly dry and starting to craze. There are numerous small scratches and wear marks scattered about. The stitching remains tight with the exception of one
isolated seam on the back. The box contains (20) 45/70 cartridges with R F 6 8 headstamps. Items in this lot remain in very good overall condition. (107241-147AF) [Larry
Kaufman Collection)
2600. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full ten round two piece box
of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., .40-110-260 Express. The box is in about good overall condition with several tape repairs visible and a few split seams. There is a small section missing from one of the sides and the cartridges remain bright with W.R.A. headstamp
markings. (107241-147AG) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2601. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round two piece box of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 44-90 cartridges.
The box is in a fragile state of condition with several separated seams but remains intact. The green label is complete with some small areas
of light to perhaps moderate scuffing along the edges. The cartridges are mostly bright with some light varying levels of oxidation staining
and remain in very good condition. (107241-147AH) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2602. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full one piece box of Remington Arms Company Inc., 41 short rimfire cartridges.
The off white box rates very good plus with slightly rounded corners, 1 1/4" slice in the end flap, and has varying amounts of scattered
ingrained dirt staining. The rimfire cartridges are in overall excellent condition. (107241-147AI) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2603. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 50 round two piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 42 Cal. rimfire cartridges. The labels on this box remain near complete with some loss due to flaking and scuffing. The lid remains solid and the bottom has
two split seams one on either side but remains intact. The rimfire cartridges show light amounts of oxidation and the lead bullets are covered with dried grease and white oxidation. (107241-147AJ) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2604. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round two piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 45/70 straight cartridges. The box has moderate scuffing along the edges with several partially split seams and overall light ingrained dirt staining. There are
a couple of pencil marks along the edges. The label reads "10 Cartridges / .45 Calibre / 2 1/10" Shell 70 grains Powder / 1 1/10" Patched
Bullet 420 Grains / for / Sharps Rifles" with the Bridgeport address along the bottom. The cartridges are mostly bright showing varying
degrees of discoloration along the brass. This is an overall very good box. (107241-147AK) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2605. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 20 round box of E. Remington & Sons primed 50 caliber metallic casings.
The two piece box remains in good overall condition with several partial split seams, minor to perhaps moderate scuffing along the edges
with overall ingrained dirt staining. There appears to be an oil stain along the top flat as well. The casings are primed showing varying levels of light oxidation in good overall condition. (107241-147AL) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2606. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round two piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 40-90 Sharps. The
buff colored box with green (top and side) and orange bottom labels rates excellent. The side label remains intact and the top and bottom
labels are 99% complete with only minor scuffing and ingrained dirt staining. The label reads "10 Cartridges / 40 Calibre / 2 5/8" Shell, 90
Grains Powder / 1 1/4" Patched Bullet 370 Grains/ Put Up Expressly For / Sharps Rifle" with the Bridgeport address along the bottom. The
box has sharp pointed corners and is in excellent condition. The cartridges are in excellent condition with the brass remaining mostly bright.
(107241-147AM) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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2607. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT
This lot includes a full 10 round two piece box
of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 44-77
Sharps. The box has several pencil marks, tape repairs,
smudges and minor scuff marks. The Labels are intact and
mostly complete with the top one reading "10 Cartridges / 44
2610
Calibre / 2 1/4" 77 Grains Powder / 1 1/8": Patched Bullet 405
Grains / for / Sharps Rifle" with Bridgeport address along the
bottom edge. The cartridges show varying levels of light discoloration along the brass and remain in very good to excellent
condition. (107241-147AN) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2608. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes
a full 50 round two piece box of Union Metallic Cartridge Co., 22 W.R.F. The two piece box rates
excellent with sharp pointed corners and 97% complete labels with some loss due to small sections missing from one side and the split seam where the box has been opened. The side label
reads "Adapted to .22 Calibre Winchester Model 1890, Stevens and other arms". The cartridges
remain in excellent condition and this would make a great addition to any cartridge collection.
(107241-147AP) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2609. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a partial 50 round box (49) of
mixed manufacture 32 ACP. The two piece plaid Remington-U.M.C. box rates very good overall
with most of its labeling complete. There is overall light ingrained dirt staining, scuffing and handling marks visible. The box remains structurally sound and the cartridges are in good overall
2612
condition with varying levels of oxidation on some of the cartridges. (107241-147AQ) [Larry
Kaufman Collection]
2610. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot includes a full 10 round box of Union
Metallic Cartridge Co., 40 Cal. straight cartridges. The buff colored box with complete green colored top label remains in about very good condition. The box has a large what appears to be oil
stain along the left edge and light ingrained dirt staining near all over. The cartridges are in near
excellent condition and the label reads "10 Cartridges / .40 Cal. Straight Shell / for / Sharps Rifle
/ 65 grs. Powder 330 gr. Patched Bullet" with the Bridgeport address along the bottom. (107241147AR) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2611. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot contains four boxes of assorted
rimfire and centerfire cartridges. First is an open near full 100 round two piece box of Union
Metallic Cartridge Co., Smokeless B.B. Caps. The black colored box with tan labels remains in very
good overall condition with moderate flaking near all over. The labels remain intact and clearly legible and the cartridges are starting to show varying levels of fine white oxidation on the lead.
Second is a full 50 round two piece box of 32 S&W. The buff colored box with black lettering is in about good condition missing a section
from the left top side with several tape repairs. The cartridges are in good overall condition with light discoloration on the casings and varying levels of fine white oxidation present on the lead. There is no conclusive evidence as to who actually manufactured these cartridges but
the box top is illustrated with a top break revolver. Third is a partial 50 round (19) box of mixed head stamp 32 S&W cartridges. There are
(12) 32 S&W short W.R.A. marked cartridges and (7) U.M.C. 32 S&W blanks. The cartridges show overall light oxidation and remain in about
good condition. They are housed in a two piece Winchester box with faded orange and green labels. The top label is illustrated with a top
break revolver and the box remains in very good plus condition. Fourth is a partial 50 round (29) box of Western 41 Short rimfire. The one
piece yellow and blue box is in fair condition with tape repairs, separated but present endflap, overall scuffing and dirt staining. The cartridges
remain in about very good condition. (107241-147AS) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2612. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains a partial 10 round (9) box of Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 45 Sharps. The
two piece box rates about good with several tape repairs, a split seam along the bottom edge and overall light scuffing and dirt staining.
The green label with black print reads ".45 Caliber / Central Fire / Cartridges / 2 6/10" Shell, 100 Grains Powder / 550 Grain Patched Bullet
/ Manufactured By The / Winchester Repeating Arms Co., / New Haven Conn., U.S.A. / Expressly For Sharps Rifle" The original cartridge
data has been "inked" out and replaced with the information mentioned previously. The cartridges are mostly bright with some varying
amounts of light oxidation and remain in very good condition. (107241-147AT) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2613. LOT OF BRASS SHOTSHELLS This lot includes a decorative tin containing 47 Winchester headstamp 12 ga brass shotshells. The shells
are primed and show varying levels of oxidation along the bass. They remain in overall very good condition. (107287-27)
2614. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION This lot contains an assortment of center fire and rimfire cartridges. The cartridges are separated into bags; first is a bag containing 22 assorted rimfire cartridges ranging in calibers from 32 to 41 all showing varying levels of white oxidation on the lead and lightly discolored casings. Second is a bag containing 16 assorted center fire cartridges mostly in Sharps configurations.
Third is a bag containing an unmarked dummy cartridge in and two marked Competitor / 12 x 38 on the head stamps. The cartridges would
make a great start to a cartridge collection or likely fill some of the gaps in your existing collection. (107241-147AU) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2615. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot contains two full 20 round boxes of Legendary Frontiersmen 38-55, 255 gr., SP cartridges. The nickel brass soft point cartridges rate excellent and the picture boxes are in very good plus condition with their only apology
being the number “1260” written in sharpie on the left side endflap. (107351-2A)
2616. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot contains two full 20 round boxes of Legendary Frontiersmen 38-55, 255 gr., SP cartridges. The nickel brass soft point cartridges rate excellent and the picture boxes are in very good plus condition. One of the boxes has
an inside flap missing and both are marked “1260” in ink on the left side endflap. (107351-2B)
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2617. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION This lot contains three 20 round boxes (two full one partial containing 14cartridges) of
Legendary Frontiersmen 38-55, 255 gr., SP cartridges. The nickel brass soft point cartridges rate excellent and the picture boxes are in very
good condition with a number written in black ink within each scene. (107351-2C)
2618. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains three 20 round boxes of 38-55 Winchester. First is a partial 20 round box (17) of Imperial 255
gr., SP cartridges in good overall condition, showing varying levels of light discoloration along the brass. Second are two full 20 round boxes
of Winchester Western 255 gr., SP cartridges in very good condition. (107351-2D)
2619. LOT OF .30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot contains three boxes of 30 carbine. The brown boxes are in very good condition
and have black print that reads: "510 CARTRIDGES/CARBINE, CALIBER .30MI/Ammunition lot 12075/LAKE CITY ORDANCE PLANT".
All three boxes show some light edge wear and some light tears. (177337-25)
2620. MISCELLANEOUS AMMUNITION LOT This lot contains 1 full box of Winchester and Remington .410 ammunition. All cardboard
rounds appear to be in very good condition. The next item is a full box of Remington Kleenbore 44-40 Win 240 gr. ammo which is in very
good condition. The final item is about 50 rounds of loose 38 S&W ammo in very good condition. (177337-28)
2621. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT contains two boxes of .45 caliber ammunition. both boxes measure 5" x 1 1/4". The labels are
a dark red with writing in black ink "20 CARTRIDGES/ PISTOLBALL/CALIBER .45 M1911/Ammunition lot W.C.C./ WESTERN CARTRIDGE COMPANY. Both boxes remain in very good to near excellent condition with the exception of one of its end flaps that is separating. (177337-27)
2622. AMMUNITION LOT contains 75 +/- rounds of .45 caliber ammunition that remain in very good condition; some of the rounds have some
light residue present. Also included are two unmarked 1911 magazines. (177337-27A)
2623. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Spanish 9mm ammunition. Each box contains 25 rounds and the boxes are marked
"-25- CARTUCHOS/ 9MM PARA SUBFUSIL/AMETRALLADOR SCHMEISSER/Y PISTOLA PARBELLUM. The boxes are in very good
condition having some edge wear and starting to separate slightly. (177240-44)
2624. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Spanish 9mm ammunition. Each box contains 25 rounds and the boxes are marked
"-25- CARTUCHOS/ 9MM PARA SUBFUSIL/AMETRALLADOR SCHMEISSER/Y PISTOLA PARBELLUM. The boxes are in very good
condition having some edge wear and starting to separate slightly. (177240-44A)
2625. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Spanish 9mm ammunition. Each box contains 25 rounds, each box is marked "25- CARTUCHOS/ 9MM PARA SUBFUSIL/AMETRALLADOR SCHMEISSER/Y PISTOLA PARBELLUM. The boxes are in very good condition having some edge wear and starting to separate slightly. (177240-44B)
2626. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Spanish 9mm ammunition. Each box contains 25 rounds, each box is marked "25- CARTUCHOS/ 9MM PARA SUBFUSIL/AMETRALLADOR SCHMEISSER/Y PISTOLA PARBELLUM. The boxes are in very good condition having some edge wear and starting to separate slightly. (177240-44C)
2627. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Spanish 9mm ammunition. Each box contains 25 rounds, each box is marked "25- CARTUCHOS/ 9MM PARA SUBFUSIL/AMETRALLADOR SCHMEISSER/Y PISTOLA PARBELLUM. The boxes are in very good condition having some edge wear and starting to separate slightly. (177240-44D)
2628. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Spanish 9mm ammunition. Each box contains 25 rounds, each box is marked "25- CARTUCHOS/ 9MM PARA SUBFUSIL/AMETRALLADOR SCHMEISSER/Y PISTOLA PARBELLUM. The boxes are in very good condition having some edge wear and starting to separate slightly. (177240-44E)
2629. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Spanish 9mm ammunition. Each box contains 25 rounds, each box is marked "25- CARTUCHOS/ 9MM PARA SUBFUSIL/AMETRALLADOR SCHMEISSER/Y PISTOLA PARBELLUM. The boxes are in very good condition having some edge wear and starting to separate slightly. (177240-44F)
2630. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Spanish 9mm ammunition. Each box contains 25 rounds, each box is marked "25- CARTUCHOS/ 9MM PARA SUBFUSIL/AMETRALLADOR SCHMEISSER/Y PISTOLA PARBELLUM. The boxes are in very good condition having some edge wear and starting to separate slightly. (177240-44G)
2631. LOT OF CHINESE 7.62X39 AMMUNITION This lot contains 1 unopened can of 550 rounds. The can is light gray with black Chinese
writing. (177240-45)
2632. LOT OF CHINESE 7.62X39 AMMUNITION This lot contains 1 unopened can of 550 rounds. The can is light gray with black Chinese
writing. (177240-45A)
2633. LOT OF CHINESE 7.62X39 AMMUNITION This lot contains 1 unopened can of 550 rounds. The can is light gray with black Chinese
writing. (177240-45B)
2634. LOT OF CHINESE 7.62X39 AMMUNITION This lot contains 1 unopened can of 550 rounds. The can is light gray with black Chinese
writing. (177240-45C)
2635. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box shows some light staining and is printed “20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA”. The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-46)
2636. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box shows some light staining and is printed 20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA. The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-46A)
2637. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box shows some light staining and is printed “20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA”. The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-46B)
2638. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box shows some light staining and is printed “20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA”. The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-46C)
2639. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains 10 boxes of 20 rounds of Colombian .30 cal (.30-06) ammo. The box shows some light staining and is printed “20/CARTUCHOS CAL..30/INDUSTRIA MILITAR/FABRICA GRAL. JOSE MARIA CORDOBA/SOACHA-CUNDINAMARCA”. The ammo is in very good condition overall. (177240-46D)
2640. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium Vital Shok 223 Rem 60 gr. Nosler in as-new condition. (187428-3)
2641. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium Vital Shok 223 Rem 60 gr. Nosler in as-new condition. (187428-3A)
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2642. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium Vital Shok 223 Rem 60 gr. Nosler in as-new condition. (187428-3B)
2643. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium Vital Shok 223 Rem 60 gr. Nosler in as-new condition. (187428-3C)
2644. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Hornady 5.45x39 60 gr. V-Max Steel. (187428-3D)
2645. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Hornady 5.45x39 60 gr. V-Max Steel. (187428-3E)
2646. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Hornady 5.45x39 60 gr. V-Max Steel. (187428-3F)
2647. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Hornady 5.45x39 60 gr. V-Max Steel. (187428-3G)
2648. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Hornady 5.45x39 60 gr. V-Max Steel. (187428-3H)
2649. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Hornady 5.45x39 60 gr. V-Max Steel. (187428-3I)
2650. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of excellent condition Hornady 5.45x39 60 gr. V-Max Steel. (187428-3J)
2651. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of as-new condition American Eagle 38 special 158 gr. lead round
nose. (187428-3K)
2652. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of as-new condition American Eagle 38 special 158 gr. lead round
nose. (187428-3L)
2653. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of as-new condition American Eagle 38 special 158 gr. lead round
nose. (187428-3M)
2654. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of as-new condition American Eagle 38 special 158 gr. lead round
nose. (187428-3N)
2655. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of as-new condition American Eagle 38 special 158 gr. lead round
nose. (187428-3O)
2656. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of as-new condition American Eagle 38 special 158 gr. lead round
nose. (187428-3P)
2657. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of as-new condition American Eagle 38 special 158 gr. lead round
nose. (187428-3Q)
2658. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four boxes of full 50 pistol cartridge rounds of excellent condition American Eagle 380 Auto
95 gr. (187428-3R)
2659. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal 45 Colt 225 gr. semi-wadcutter hollow point in as-new
condition. (187428-3S)
2660. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal 45 Colt 225 gr. semi-wadcutter hollow point in as-new
condition. (187428-3T)
2661. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Federal 45 Colt 225 gr. semi-wadcutter hollow point in as-new
condition. (187428-3U)
2662. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal 45 Colt 225 gr. semi-wadcutter hollow point in as-new
condition. (187428-3V)
2663. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Federal 45 Colt 225 gr. semi-wadcutter hollow point in as-new
condition. (187428-3W)
2664. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Pow’R Ball 32 Auto 55 gr. Pow’R Ball in as-new condition. (187428-3X)
2665. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Pow’R Ball 32 Auto 55 gr. Pow’R Ball in as-new condition. (187428-3Y)
2666. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Pow’R Ball 32 Auto 55 gr. Pow’R Ball in as-new condition. (187428-3Z)
2667. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Pow’R Ball 32 Auto 55 gr. Pow’R Ball in as-new condition. (187428-3BA)
2668. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Pow’R Ball 32 Auto 55 gr. Pow’R Ball in as-new condition. (187428-3BB)
2669. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Pow’R Ball 32 Auto 55 gr. Pow’R Ball in as-new condition. (187428-3BC)
2670. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Pow’R Ball 32 Auto 55 gr. Pow’R Ball in as-new condition. (187428-3BD)
2671. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Gold Dot 32 Auto 60 gr. GDHP in as new condition. (187428-3BE)
2672. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Gold Dot 32 Auto 60 gr. GDHP in as new condition. (187428-3BF)
2673. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Gold Dot 32 Auto 60 gr. GDHP in as new condition. (187428-3BG)
2674. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Gold Dot 32 Auto 60 gr. GDHP in as new condition. (187428-3BH)
2675. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Gold Dot 32 Auto 60 gr. GDHP in as new condition. (187428-3BI)
2676. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Gold Dot 32 Auto 60 gr. GDHP in as new condition. (187428-3BJ)
2677. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Gold Dot 32 Auto 60 gr. GDHP in as new condition. (187428-3BK)
2678. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Gold Dot 32 Auto 60 gr. GDHP in as new condition. (187428-3BL)
2679. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Cor Bon Hunter 44 Rem Mag 240gr. JHP in as new condition. (187428-3BM)
2680. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Cor Bon Hunter 44 Rem Mag 240gr. JHP in as new condition.
(187428-3BN)
2681. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Cor Bon Hunter 44 Rem Mag 240gr. JHP in as new condition.
(187428-3BO)
2682. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 20 rd. boxes of Cor Bon Hunter 44 Rem Mag 240gr. JHP and one full box of 20 rd.
box of 44 Rem Mag 305 gr. FPPN. Both are in as new condition. (187428-3BP)
2683. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 25 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Defense 38 special 110 gr. FTX cartridges in excellent condition. (187428-3BQ)
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2684. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 25 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Defense 38 special 110 gr. FTX cartridges in excellent condition. (187428-3BR)
2685. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 25 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Defense 38 special 110 gr. FTX cartridges in excellent condition. (187428-3BS)
2686. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 25 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Defense 38 special + P 110 gr. FTX cartridges in
excellent condition. (187428-3BT)
2687. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 25 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Defense 38 special + P 110 gr. FTX cartridges in
excellent condition. (187428-3BU)
2688. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 25 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Defense 38 special + P 110 gr. FTX cartridges in
excellent condition. (187428-3BV)
2689. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 25 rd. box of Hornady Critical Defense 38 special + P 110 gr. FTX cartridges and
one full box of 25 rd. 357 mag 125 gr. FTX cartridges. Both boxes in excellent condition. (187428-3BW)
2690. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 25 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Defense 357 mag 125 gr. FTX cartridges in excellent condition. (187428-3BX)
2691. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 15 full 20 rd. boxes of Tulammo 7.62 x 39mm 122 gr. HP steel case cartridges. All boxes are
in excellent condition. (187428-3BY)
2692. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of 11 full 20 rd. boxes of Tulammo 7.62 x 39mm 122 gr. FMJ steel case cartridges. All boxes are
in excellent condition. (187428-3BZ)
2693. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 80 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DF)
2694. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DG)
2695. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DH)
2696. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DI)
2697. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DJ)
2698. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DK)
2699. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DL)
2700. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DM)
2701. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DN)
2702. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DO)
2703. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DP)
2704. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DQ)
2705. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DR)
2706. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 80 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DS)
2707. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DT)
2708. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DU)
2709. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DV)
2710. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DW)
2711. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DX)
2712. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DY)
2713. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 80 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3DZ)
2714. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EA)
2715. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EB)
2716. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EC)
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2717. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3ED)
2718. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EE)
2719. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EF)
2720. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 80 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EG)
2721. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EH)
2722. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EI)
2723. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EJ)
2724. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EK)
2725. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EL)
2726. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EM)
2727. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EN)
2728. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EP)
2729. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EQ)
2730. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3ER)
2731. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3ES)
2732. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 70 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3ET)
2733. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 80 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EU)
2734. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one bag of 80 loose rounds of 7.62 x 51mm American Eagle 149 gr. FMJ ball cartridges. All
ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3EV)
2735. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium 30-06 Springfield 168 gr., All ammunition in this lot
is as-new. (187428-3EW)
2736. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium 30-06 Springfield 168 gr. All ammunition in this lot
is as-new. (187428-3EX)
2737. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium 30-06 Springfield 168 gr. All ammunition in this lot
is as-new. (187428-3EY)
2738. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium 30-06 Springfield 168 gr., All ammunition in this lot
is as-new. (187428-3EZ)
2739. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium 30-06 Springfield 168 gr. All ammunition in this lot
is as-new. (187428-3GA)
2740. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Remington 300 SAV 150 gr. Core-Lokt PSP. All ammunition in this
lot is as-new. (187428-3GB)
2741. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Remington 300 SAV 150 gr. Core-Lokt PSP. All ammunition in this
lot is as-new. (187428-3GC)
2742. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Remington 300 SAV 150 gr. Core-Lokt PSP. All ammunition in this lot
is as-new. (187428-3GD)
2743. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 44 special 180 gr. XTP. All ammunition in this lot is as-new.
(187428-3GE)
2744. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 44 special 180 gr. XTP. All ammunition in this lot is as-new.
(187428-3GF)
2745. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 44 special 180 gr. XTP. All ammunition in this lot is as-new.
(187428-3GG)
2746. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 44 special 180 gr. XTP. All ammunition in this lot is as-new.
(187428-3GH)
2747. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 44 Mag 225 gr. FTX. All ammunition in this lot is as-new.
(187428-3GI)
2748. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 40 S&W 155 gr. XTP. All ammunition in this lot is as-new.
(187428-3GJ)
2749. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 300 Blackout 110 gr. V-Max. All ammunition in this lot is asnew. (187428-3GK)
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2750. LOT OF SHOTGUN SHELLS This lot consists of eight full five rd. boxes of Hornady SST Shotgun Slug, 12 ga. Slug 2 3/4”, 300 gr.FTC Lite.
All shotgun shells in this lot are in excellent, as-new condition. (187428-3GL)
2751. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 30-06 Springfield, 150 gr. full metal jacket boat-tail.
All ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3GM)
2752. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 30-06 Springfield, 150 gr. full metal jacket boat-tail.
All ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3GN)
2753. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of American Eagle 30-06 Springfield, 150 gr. full metal jacket boat-tail.
All ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3GP)
2754. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of American Eagle 44 Rem. Magnum. 240 gr. jacketed hollow point.
All ammunition in this lot is as-new. (187428-3GQ)
2755. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady Superformance 25-06 Rem., 117 gr. SST. All ammunition in
this lot is as-new. (187428-3GR)
2756. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady Superformance 25-06 Rem., 117 gr. SST. All ammunition in
this lot is as-new. (187428-3GS)
2757. LOT OF SHOTGUN SHELLS This lot consists of eight 20 rd. boxes of Aguila 12 minishell slugs. All slugs in this lot are in excellent condition. (187428-3GT)
2758. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five 50 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 22 short blank black powder. All ammunition in this
lot is as-new. (187428-3GU)
2759. LOT OF SHOTGUN SHELLS This lot consists of seven 20 rd. boxes of Aguila 12 minishell slugs. All shotgun shells in this lot are in excellent condition. (187428-3GV)
2760. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION This lot consists of 23 five rd. full boxes of Remington Slugger 20 Ga. 2 3/4” 5/8 oz. Also included is
one five rd. box of Remington Buckhammer 20 ga. 2 3/4” 1500 1oz lead slugs. All ammunition in this lot is in as-new condition. (187428-3GW)
2761. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three twenty rd. full boxes of Tulamo 7.62 x 54 R 148 gr. FMJ. All ammunition in this lot are in
as-new condition. (187428-3GX)
2762. LOT OF SHOTGUN SHELLS This lot consists of ten full 10 rd. boxes of Winchester 20 ga. 3” 1185 velocity, 1 1/4 oz. shot gun shells. All
shotgun shells in this lot are in as-new condition. (187428-3GY)
2763. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three 20 rd. full boxes of Federal Power Shock 30-30 Win. 150 gr., soft point FN. It also includes
two full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Power Shock 30-30 Winchester 170 gr. All ammunition in this lot is in as-new condition. (187428-3GZ)
2764. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of nine 20 rd. full boxes of American Eagle 223 Rem 50 gr. tipped varmint. All ammunition in this
lot is in as-new condition. (187428-3IA)
2765. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two 20 rd. full boxes of Hornady 45-70 Govt. 325 gr. Evolution. All ammunition in this lot is in
as-new condition. (187428-3IB)
2766. LOT OF SHOTGUN SHELLS This lot consists of 10 full 25 rd. boxes of Estate Heavy Game Load 20 ga., 2 3/4” 1 oz., 7 1/2 oz. shot. This
lot is in as-new condition. (187428-3IS)
2767. LOT OF SHOTGUN SHELLS This lot consists of 20 full five rd. boxes of Federal 12 ga., 2 3/4” buckshot low recoil 9 pellets – 00 buck.
This lot is in as-new condition. (187428-3IT)
2768. LOT OF BULLETS This lot consists of five full boxes of 15 Aero tip bullets, 295 gr., .50 caliber AT. All items in this lot are factory sealed and
in as-new condition. (187428-6AZ)
2769. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 8x57 JS, 196 gr. pointed soft point cartridges in asnew condition. (197428-3AA)
2770. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Duty 45 Auto +P, 220 gr. FlexLock hollow point cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3AB)
2771. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Duty 45 Auto +P, 220 gr. FlexLock hollow point cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3AC)
2772. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AD)
2773. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AE)
2774. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AF)
2775. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AG)
2776. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AH)
2777. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AI)
2778. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AJ)
2779. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AK)
2780. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AL)
2781. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two factory sealed 50 rd. boxes of FNH USA 5.7x28mm, 40 gr. Hornady V-Max High
Performance Ammunition in as-new condition. (197428-3AM)
2782. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express Rifle 444 Marlin, 240 gr. soft point cartridges in
as-new condition. (197428-3AN)
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2783. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express Rifle 444 Marlin, 240 gr. soft point cartridges in
as-new condition. (197428-3AO)
2784. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express Rifle 444 Marlin, 240 gr. soft point cartridges in
as-new condition. (197428-3AP)
2785. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express Rifle 444 Marlin, 240 gr. soft point cartridges in
as-new condition. (197428-3AQ)
2786. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express Rifle 444 Marlin, 240 gr. soft point cartridges in
as-new condition. (197428-3AR)
2787. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev, 85 gr. FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (197428-3AS)
2788. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev, 85 gr. FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (197428-3AT)
2789. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev, 85 gr. FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (197428-3AU)
2790. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev, 85 gr. FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (197428-3AV)
2791. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev, 85 gr. FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (197428-3AW)
2792. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev, 85 gr. FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (197428-3AX)
2793. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev, 85 gr. FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (197428-3AY)
2794. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Remington Core-Lokt 270 Win., 150 gr. soft point cartridges in asnew condition. (197428-3AZ)
2795. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.62mm Nagant, 98 gr. FPJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3CA)
2796. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.62mm Nagant, 98gr. FPJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3CB)
2797. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.62mm Nagant, 98 gr. FPJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3CC)
2798. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 9mm Makarov, 93 gr. FMJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3CD)
2799. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.63 Mauser, 85 gr. FMJ cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3CE)
2800. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.62mm Nagant, 98 gr. FPJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3CF)
2801. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.62mm Nagant, 98 gr. FPJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3CG)
2802. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.62mm Nagant, 98 gr. FPJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3CH)
2803. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.62x39, 123 gr. FMJ cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3CI)
2804. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 6.5x55 Swedish, 139 gr. FMJ BT cartridges in as-new
condition. (197428-3CJ)
2805. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 10 rd. boxes of American Eagle XM33 50 BMG, 660 gr. FMJ cartridges in as-new
condition. (197428-3CK)
2806. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 10 rd. boxes of American Eagle XM33 50 BMG, 660 gr. FMJ cartridges in as-new
condition. (197428-3CL)
2807. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 10 rd. boxes of American Eagle XM33 50 BMG, 660 gr. FMJ cartridges in as-new
condition. (197428-3CM)
2808. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 475 LNBGH, 400 gr. XTP cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3CN)
2809. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 475 LNBGH, 400 gr. XTP cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3CO)
2810. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady ammunition. The first box contains 475 LNBGH, 400 gr. XTP
and the second box contains custom 50 AE, 300 gr. XTP/HP cartridges. Both boxes are in as-new condition. (197428-3CP)
2811. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of TulAmmo 7.62x54R, 148 gr. FMJ cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3CQ)
2812. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of TulAmmo 7.62x54R, 148 gr. FMJ cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3CR)
2813. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 50 rd. boxes of Blazer 38 Special., 158 gr. LRN cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3CS)
2814. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Duty 45 Auto +P, 220 gr. FlexLock cartridges in asnew condition. (194728-3CT)
2815. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full boxes of American Eagle ammunition. The first box contains 20 rds. of 223 Rem., 20 gr. tipped
varmint cartridges. The second box contains 10 rds. of 50 BMG, 660 gr. FMJ cartridges. Both boxes are in as-new condition. (194728-3CU)
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2816. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes: (1) full 20 rd. box of CorBon Hunter High Velocity 44 Rem Mag, 300
gr. FPPN cartridges and (2) full 25 rd. boxes of Hornady Critical Defense 38 Spcl. +P, 110 gr. FTX cartridges. All three boxes are in as-new
condition. (197428-3CV)
2817. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 300 Win Mag, 165 gr. BTSP InterLock cartridges in as-new
condition. (197428-3CW)
2818. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 300 Win Mag, 165 gr. BTSP InterLock cartridges in as-new
condition. (197428-3CX)
2819. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 300 Win Mag, 165 gr. BTSP InterLock cartridges in as-new
condition. (197428-3CY)
2820. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 300 Win Mag, 165 gr. BTSP InterLock cartridges in as-new
condition. (197428-3CZ)
2821. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 300 Win Mag, 150 gr. SST cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3DA)
2822. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 300 Win Mag, 150 gr. SST cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3DB)
2823. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 300 Win Mag, 150 gr. SST cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3DC)
2824. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 300 Win Mag, 150 gr. SST cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3DD)
2825. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev, 85 gr. FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (197428-3DE)
2826. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full 25 rd. boxes of Federal Hi-Brass Load .410 bore, 2 1/2”, 6 shot in excellent condition.
(197428-3FA)
2827. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full 25 rd. boxes of Federal Hi-Brass Load .410 bore, 2 1/2”, 6 shot in excellent condition.
(197428-3FB)
2828. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full 25 rd. boxes of American Tactical Imports 410 bore, 2 1/2” rifled slugs in excellent condition. (197428-3FC)
2829. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of nine full 25 rd. boxes of American Tactical Imports 410 bore, 2 1/2” rifled slugs in excellent condition. (197428-3FD)
2830. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 50 rd. factory sealed boxes of CCI 17 HMR Polymer Tip, 17 gr. Varmint in as-new condition. (197428-3FE)
2831. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eight full 10 rd. boxes of Hornady Heavy Magnum #4 Turkey 12 ga., 3”, 4 shot in excellent condition. (194728-3FF)
2832. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eight full 25 rd. boxes of Estate Heavy Game Load 20 ga., 2 3/4”, 7 1/2 shot in excellent condition. (194728-3FG)
2833. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 7mm Mauser, 145 gr. Power-Point cartridges
in as-new condition. (197428-3FH)
2834. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 7mm Mauser, 145 gr. Power-Point cartridges
in as-new condition. (197428-3FI)
2835. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super X 7mm Mauser, 145 gr. Power-Point cartridges
in as-new condition. (197428-3FJ)
2836. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Federal Game Load 16 ga., 2 3/4”, 7 1/2 shot in as-new condition.
(197428-3FK)
2837. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of eleven full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Pheasant Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 6 shot in excellent condition. (197428-3FL)
2838. LOT OF SHOTGUN SHELLS This lot consists of seven full 25 rd. boxes of Estate Heavy Game Load 12 ga., 2 3/4”, 7 1/2 shot and one
full 5 rd. 12 ga., 2 3/4” rifled slugs. All boxes are as-new condition. (197428-3FM)
2839. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of TulAmmo .45 Auto, 230 gr. FMJ cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3FN)
2840. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of American Eagle 44 Rem. Magnum, 240 gr. JHP cartridges in as-new
condition. (197428-3FP)
2841. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 9mm Luger, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3FQ)
2842. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of eight full 50 rd. boxes of Sellier & Bellot 9mm Luger, 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3FR)
2843. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 303 British, 150 gr., SP BT cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3FS)
2844. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full 20 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 30-30 Win., 170 gr., FSP cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3FT)
2845. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven full 20 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 30-30 Win., 170 gr., FSP cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3FU)
2846. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.63 Mauser, 85 gr., FMJ cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3FV)
2847. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 30-30 Win., 170 gr., FSP cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3FW)
2848. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 50 rd. boxes of Privi Partizan 7.63 Mauser, 85 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition. (197428-3FX)
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2849. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of Remington 30-06 Sprg., 150 gr., MC cartridges in as-new condition
and one box of Winchester 30-06 Sprg., 165 gr., PSP cartridges with some light tarnish spots. (197428-3FY)
2850. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six 10 rd. boxes of 12 ga., 3” turkey loads. Four boxes being Remington Premier Magnum 4
shot and two boxes being Federal Premium 6 shot. All are in excellent condition. (197428-3FZ)
2851. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of seven 20 rd. boxes of Gold Dot Personal Protection 9mm Luger, 115 gr. GDHP cartridges in
excellent condition. (197428-3HA)
2852. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one large 500 rd. case of ten factory sealed boxes of CCI 17 HMR Polymer Tip, 17 gr. Varmint
in as-new condition. (197428-3HB)
2853. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one large 500 rd. case of ten factory sealed boxes of CCI 17 HMR Polymer Tip, 17 gr. Varmint
in as-new condition. (197428-3HC)
2854. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one large 500 rd. case of ten factory sealed boxes of CCI 17 HMR Polymer Tip, 17 gr. Varmint
in as-new condition. (197428-3HD)
2855. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of 13 full 5 rd. boxes of Federal Power Shok 20 ga., 2 3/4” rifled slugs in excellent condition.
(197428-3HE)
2856. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of ten assorted manufacture 5 rd., 20 ga. boxes of shotshells. The first four boxes are Remington
Buckhammer 2 3/4” slugs. Second are three boxes of Remington Premier AccuTip 260 gr., 2 3/4” bonded sabot slugs. Third are two boxes
of Dupo20 300 gr., 2 3/4” expanding shotshells, and the last is a box of Remington Premier Copper Solid 2 3/4” HP slugs. All boxes are in
excellent condition. (197428-3HF)
2857. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full 10 rd. boxes of Hornady TAP FPD 00 Buckshot, 2 3/4” Versatite Wad cartridges in excellent condition. (197428-3HG)
2858. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of two full 50 rd. boxes of Federal Power Shok 16 ga., 2 3/4” rifled slugs in as-new condition.
(197428-3HH)
2859. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Federal Power Shok 222 Rem., 50 gr., SP cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3HI)
2860. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of six full 25 rd. boxes of Remington Game Loads 16 ga., 2 3/4”, 7 1/2 shot in excellent condition.
(197428-3HJ)
2861. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of eight full boxes of assorted manufacture 20 rd. cartridges. The first three boxes are
Independence 5.56x45mm, 55 gr. FMJ. Second are four 223 Rem., 50 gr. tipped varmint, and the last is one box of Winchester Ranger
5.56mm M855, 62 gr. FMJ Penetrator cartridges. All boxes are in excellent condition. (197428-3HK)
2862. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of ten full 5 rd. boxes of Federal Power Shok 12 ga., 2 3/4”, HP rifled slugs in excellent condition.
(197428-3HL)
2863. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 500 rd. box of TulAmmo .45 Auto, 230 gr., sporting pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (197428-3HM)
2864. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of one full 500 rd. box of TulAmmo .45 Auto, 230 gr., sporting pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (197428-3HN)
2865. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of four full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 44 SPCL, 180 gr. XTP cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3HP)
2866. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 44 SPCL, 180 gr. XTP cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3HQ)
2867. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of three full 15 rd. factory sealed packs of Powerbelt Copper .50 ca. Aerotip, 245 gr. bullets in
as-new condition. (197428-3HS)
2868. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of three full factory sealed bricks containing ten, 5 rd. boxes of Federal 20 ga. 2 3/4” rifled slugs
in as-new condition. (197428-3HU)
2869. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of one full brick containing ten, 5 rd. boxes and six loose 5 rd. boxes of Federal 12 ga., 2 3/4”
Buckshot low recoil in 00 Buck cartridges in as-new condition. (197428-3HV)
2870. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of nine full boxes of assorted manufacture 16 ga., 2 3/4” shotshells. The first five boxes are 5 rd.
Federal Power Shot rifled slugs and the remaining four are 25 rd. Remington Game Loads 7 1/2 shot cartridges in as-new condition.
(197428-3HW)
2871. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of one full 50 rd. box of Western X 38-40 Win., 180 gr. SP cartridges in good condition. The box
has corner wear and the end flap has an ink mark. (197428-3HX)
2872. LOT OF AMMUNITION This is a full 50 rd. box of Fiocchi 9x21 IMI, 123 gr., FMJ in bright excellent condition. (4X76240-24O)
2873. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot contains an opened buff colored two-piece folded construction box with matching "1214" dated label containing 19 rounds of Winchester 7 mm Full Patch Cartridges loaded with 175 gr., full patch bullets. Both box and label
rate excellent with only some light wear along the edges of label where seal was broken. The ammunition rates fair with cracked case necks,
tarnishing and oxidation on the brass cartridges. (2X54495-61E)
2874. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot contains a mixture of 12 ga. and 20 ga., shotshells. First are four loose 12 ga. shells to include; (1) Federal
No. 6 duck & pheasant, and (3) paper hull Western Xpert all in good overall condition. Second is a partial five round box (4) of Winchester
Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, HPRS in excellent condition. Third is a full 25 round box of Federal duck & pheasant 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 oz,
No. 6 shot in very good condition. Fourth is a full 25 round box of Remington Express 20 ga., 2 3/4", 1 oz, No. 7 1/2 shot in very good condition. (2X107023-12AAAB)
2875. LOT OF AMMO This lot contains one box of Italian 7.35mm Carcano. The box comes with 6 rounds with stripper clips. The box measures
3 1/4" x 2 5/8" its light brown with fabric opening handle that is stapled to the box. The ammo and clips along with the box are in very good
condition overall. (1X176222-27)
2876. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION This lot contains ten unmarked boxes of assorted 20 gauge shotgun ammunition including shotshells and slugs. Each box contains 25 shotshells in good condition and are from various manufacturers. (1X157240-20)
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2877. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot consists of several calibers beginning with four full ten rd. stripper clips of .223 Rem., primarily by
Winchester and Federal. Next is a full five rd. clip with Super Speed 30-06 head stamps and that is followed by 12 rds. of .303 with 1973
head stamps and enclosed in original buff box with white label. Next is a factory sealed 20 rd. box of Lake City 5.56mm blanks as well as
two loose rds. The next item is a 20 rd. size box by Norma with ten original rds. and four fired casings of 6.5 Jap., 139 gr., SPPBT. Next is a
tattered box of Norma 6.5x55mm containing 11 rds. and that is followed by 13 rds. of Norma 6.5 Carcano, 156 gr., SPRN. Rounding out this
diverse lot are a variety of stripper clips amounting to 18 pieces. The overall condition of the lot is about very good. (1X75829-6L)
2878. LOT OF MIXED SHOTSHELLS Includes four boxes. First is a five round box of Remington 12 ga., shotshells to include three 000 Buck
and two hollow point slugs. Second is a 25 round cartridge box with 24 mixed 12 ga., and 16 ga., shotshells that are mostly tarnished on
the brass. Third is a partial ten round box (5) of Remington Premier Magnum 12 ga., 3", 2 Oz, No. 4 shot shotshells. Fourth is a partial 25
round box (14) of Federal Hi-Power 16 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/8 Oz, No. 6 shot. Items in this lot are in good overall condition. (2X107075-S18320A)
2879. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS This lot includes four boxes. First are three full (5) round boxes of Federal Classic 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz, hollow
point maximum rifled slugs in overall excellent condition. Second is a full 25 round box of Western Dove Loads 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 Oz, No. 7
1/2 shot in overall excellent condition. (2X106458-1P)
2880. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Spanish 9mm Parabellum, FMJ in very good condition
with mild tarnishing. The rounds are housed in cardstock boxes with buff-colored wraparound seals. Some of the boxes are sealed and
others are opened with minor damage to both the boxes and the seals. The bullets are headstamped "PS / 52" and were made in Seville,
Spain. (1X157240-19D)
2881. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Spanish 9mm Parabellum, FMJ in very good condition
with mild tarnishing. The rounds are housed in cardstock boxes with buff-colored wraparound seals. Some of the boxes are sealed and
others are opened with minor damage to both the boxes and the seals. The bullets are headstamped "PS / 52" and were made in Seville,
Spain. (1X157240-19B)
2882. LOT OF PISTOL AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten full 25 rd. boxes of Spanish 9mm Parabellum, FMJ in very good condition with
mild tarnishing. The rounds are housed in cardstock boxes with buff-colored wraparound seals. Some of the boxes are sealed and others
are opened with minor damage to both the boxes and the seals. The bullets are headstamped "PS / 52" and were made in Seville, Spain.
(1X157240-19A)
2883. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of Czech Republic Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm FMJ, steel cased
ammunition in light blue boxes. The ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes are in very good condition overall with some light
wear and torn flaps and corners on some. (1X157240-14D)
2884. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of six full 20 rd. boxes of Czech Republic Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm FMJ, steel cased
ammunition in light blue boxes. The ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes are in very good condition overall with some light
wear and torn flaps and corners on some. (1X157240-14C)
2885. LOT OF RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of five full 20 rd. boxes of Czech Republic Sellier & Bellot 7.62x39mm FMJ, steel cased
ammunition in light blue boxes. The ammunition is in excellent condition and the boxes are in very good condition overall with some light
wear and torn flaps and corners on some. (1X157240-14B)
2886. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in
excellent condition. (1X177240-38D)
2887. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in excellent condition. (1X177240-38)
2888. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in
excellent condition. (1X177240-38A)
2889. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in
excellent condition. (1X177240-38B)
2890. AMMUNITION LOT contains 2 boxes of Remington .357 Mag 110 gr. hollow point, each box contains 50 rounds and they remain in
excellent condition. (1X177240-38C)
2891. AMMUNITION LOT contains 5 boxes of Centurion 12 ga 2 3/4" that shoots two .650" round balls. Each box contains 10 rounds and
remains in very good to excellent condition. (1X177240-28D)
2892. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34G)
2893. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34H)
2894. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34I)
2895. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34F)
2896. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34E)
2897. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34D)
2898. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34C)
2899. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34B)
2900. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34A)
2901. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34)
2902. AMMUNITION LOT contains 4 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appear to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34L)
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2903. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34K)
2904. AMMUNITION LOT contains 3 boxes of Winchester Super-X .44 Rem Mag 240 gr. hollow soft point rifle cartridges. Each box contains
20 rounds and appears to be in very good condition. (1X177240-34J)
2905. NO LOT
2906. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of two aftermarket Colt Woodsman magazines. The blued magazines are not marked and have a few
spots of light surface oxidation but are in excellent condition otherwise. (44392-36A)
2907. MADSEN LOT This lot consists of three Madsen 30 round magazines. The magazines have a flaking green finish exposing the brass
underneath. The steel parts have areas of minor oxidation. The magazines are unmarked with the exception of "30" stamped in the spine
and are not marked for a specific caliber. The Madsen was offered in a variety calibers for dozens of countries and these magazines will
accommodate the larger 30-06 and 8mm Mauser cartridges. (47388-17A)
2908. MADSEN LOT This lot consists of three Madsen 30 round magazines. The magazines have a flaking green finish exposing the brass
underneath. The steel parts have areas of minor oxidation. The magazines are unmarked with the exception of "30" stamped in the spine
and are not marked for a specific caliber. The Madsen was offered in a variety calibers for dozens of countries and these magazines will
accommodate the larger 30-06 and 8mm Mauser cartridges. (47388-17B)
2909. MADSEN LOT This lot consists of four Madsen 30 round magazines. The magazines have a flaking green finish exposing the brass underneath. The steel parts have areas of minor oxidation. The magazines are unmarked with the exception of "30" stamped in the spine and
are not marked for a specific caliber. The Madsen was offered in a variety calibers for dozens of countries and these magazines will accommodate the larger 30-06 and 8mm Mauser cartridges. (47388-17C)
2910. LOT OF BERETTA MAGAZINES This lot consist of a pair of factory Beretta fifteen round, 9mm, blue finished magazines for the Model
92. Both magazines rate excellent and appear to have little if any use. (87404-152A)
2911. LOT OF BERETTA MAGAZINES This lot consist of a pair of factory Beretta ten round, 40 S&W, blue finished magazines for the Model
96. Both magazines are still on the original blister package. (87404-152B)
2912. HECKLER & KOCH P7 M10 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single Heckler & Koch magazine for the P7 M10 40 S&W semi-auto
pistol that is in excellent condition and appears unused. (87404-26A)
2913. HECKLER & KOCH P7 M10 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single Heckler & Koch magazine for the P7 M10 40 S&W semi-auto
pistol that is in excellent condition and appears unused. (87404-26B)
2914. HECKLER & KOCH P7 M13 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single Heckler & Koch magazine for the P7 M13 9mm semi-auto
pistol that is in excellent condition and appears unused. (87404-24A)
2915. HECKLER & KOCH P7 M13 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single Heckler & Koch magazine for the P7 M13 9mm semi-auto
pistol that is in excellent condition and appears unused. (87404-24B)
2916. HECKLER & KOCH P7 M8 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single Heckler & Koch magazine for the P7 M8 9mm semi-auto pistol that is in excellent condition and appears unused. (87404-22A)
2917. HECKLER & KOCH P7 M8 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single Heckler & Koch magazine for the P7 M8 9mm semi-auto pistol that is in excellent condition and appears unused. (87404-22B)
2918. SIG P210 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single Sig magazine for the P210 9mm & 7.62 Luger semi-auto pistol that is in excellent
condition with light handling and storage marks. (87404-99A)
2919. SIG P210 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a single Sig magazine for the P210 9mm & 7.62 Luger semi-auto pistol that is in excellent
condition with light handling and storage marks. (87404-99B)
2920. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 52 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of (3) Smith & Wesson magazines for the Model 52 38 Special
Wadcutter semi-auto pistol that are in excellent condition and likely unused. (87404-71A)
2921. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 41 MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of (2) Smith & Wesson magazines for the Model 41 22 LR semiauto pistol that are in very good to excellent condition with light handling wear. The first magazine is marked “S&W” on the base plate and
the second has a S&W logo in a circle with “22 CAL” below it on both sides of the tube. (87415-7A)
2922. COLT MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a steel blued finish 8 round magazine for a Colt model 1903 Pocket Hammer pistol. The magazine has overall light scratches in the finish consistent with use and remains in overall near excellent condition. (107415-3A)
2923. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot contains two Colt model 1911 magazines with lanyard loops. The first magazine has a pinned floorplate
with patches of sporadic light fine oxidation staining. The second magazine has folded over tabs securing the floorplate and has more gray
then blue finish. Both magazines remain in very good overall condition. (107241-131A) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2924. MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes five 1911 style magazines. There are four blue finish and one nickel. Two of the magazines are
unmarked and show varying light amounts of scattered oxidation staining. The remaining magazines are marked at the top of the floorplate
with R (Risdon Mfg. Co.) on the nickel magazine, S (Scovill Mfg. Co.) and L (M.S. Little Mfg. Co.) all three exhibit signs of use and remain
in excellent condition. (107694-15H)
2925. MAGAZINE LOT This lot contains a variety of 12 magazines for 7.65mm / 32 ACP pistols. There are (3) V Bernardelli Model 60 magazines, (2) Sauer & Sohn Model 38H magazines, (1) nickel finish Walther PP magazine with brown finger rest, (1) Walther PPK with flat base,
(1) Sauer & Sohn Behorden, (1) Beretta Model 70 with finger rest, (1) Astra style magazine with rear catch 7/8" up from the base, (1)
Beretta model 1935 with finger rest, and (1) unmarked and unknown magazine. These magazines all show light use marks and rate very
good overall. (105694-15G)
2926. LOT OF 1911 MAGAZINES This lot includes four. First are two unmarked nickel finish 8 round magazines with overall light scratches
and strong springs. Second is a Colt marked blued finish 8 round magazine with a few light wear marks through the finish with a strong
spring and is marked along the floorplate with a Rampant Colt and "Colt / 45 ACP". Third is an eight round blue finish Springfield Armory
marked magazine in its original plastic packaging. The magazine is marked along the floorplate "Springfield / Armory / 45 ACP 8rd". Items
in this lot are in excellent condition. (106247-49K)
2927. TYPE L DRUM MAGAZINE This lot includes a West Hurly 50 round drum magazine for a Thompson submachine gun. The front cover
of this magazine is marked with “the bullet logo / wind to 9 or 11 clicks” on the body and the front face plate is marked “Magazine Type "L"
/ Thompson Submachine Gun / 50 Cartridges Cal. 45 / For 1928 Model Wind to / 9 or 11 Clicks” and is riveted and tack welded in place.
The rear face plate is marked “Auto-Ordnance Corp. / New York / Registered in the / U.S. Patent Office” and is riveted and spot welded in
place. The magazine retains near all of its blued finish and remains in excellent condition. (107258-9)
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2928. LOT OF STICK MAGAZINES This lot includes four stick magazines for a Thompson submachine gun. There are two 20 round magazines and two 30 rounds. The 30 round magazines are marked “the Seymour Products Co. / Seymour Conn.” and show overall light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The 20 round magazines are marked “the Seymour Products Co. / Seymour Conn on one and
Patented-Aug 24, 1920 / Aug 24, 1920 - Jan 11,1921” on the other. Both show overall light scratches and light oxidation. These magazines remain in good overall condition. (107112-2A)
2929. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes three steel bodied 20 round unmarked AR-10 magazines. The magazines have a gray phosphate
finish and remain in excellent condition. (107458-5)
2930. LOT OF M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES This lot includes two magazines and a U.S. marked Canvas pouch. The two 15 round magazines
are both U marked with light handling marks consistent with use. The U.S. marked magazine pouch is dated 1942 and is from SEMS INC.
There is a tiny hole on the back suspension strap above the company logo and all items remain in very good condition. (107241-2A) [Larry
Kaufman Collection]
2931. LOT OF M1A MAGAZINES This lot includes five steel 20 round unmarked phosphate finish magazines. They show overall light scratches in the finish and remain in very good to near excellent condition. (107458-6)
2932. LOT OF M1A MAGAZINES This lot includes five steel 20 round unmarked phosphate finish magazines. They show overall light scratches in the finish with one having a moderate patch of fine oxidation staining along the front and remain in very good to near excellent condition. (107458-6A)
2933. LOT OF M1A MAGAZINES This lot includes four individual wrapped steel 20 round unmarked phosphate finish magazines. The magazines show varying levels of light oxidation staining and remain sealed in plastic wrap and are in presumed good working condition.
(107458-6B)
2934. LOT OF M1A MAGAZINES This lot includes four individual wrapped steel 20 round unmarked phosphate finish magazines. The magazines remain sealed in Cosmoline and are in presumed good working condition. (107458-6C)
2935. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes three steel 20 round magazines. First is a Colt marked magazine with overall light wear
marks. Second are two Adventure Line Mfg. Co. marked magazines showing light wear consistent with use. These magazines remain in
very good to excellent condition. (107458-7)
2936. LOT OF AR-15 MAGAZINES This lot includes four steel 20 round Adventure Line Mfg. Co. marked magazines. The magazines show
light wear marks consistent with use and remain in near excellent condition. (107458-7A)
2937. LOT OF SIG SAUER MAGAZINES This lot contains two. First is a 15 round P226 magazine for 40 S&W. Second is a 10 round P229
magazine marked "Sig Sauer / .40 .357" along the side panel. Both magazines are blue finish and in excellent condition. (106247-49T)
2938. LOT OF SIG SAUER MAGAZINES This lot includes two steel blued finish P220, 45 ACP, seven round magazines with steel floorplate
both showing overall light wear in excellent condition. (106247-49Y)
2939. LOT OF H&R MAGAZINES This lot includes two steel Model 50 blued finish 20 round Reising magazines. Both magazines show overall light
wear and scratches in the finish consistent with use and have strong springs. The magazines are marked along the front flat "H&R Reising /
Model 50 45 Cal Magazine / Harrington and Richardson Arms Co / Worcester, Mass. U.S.A." and remain in very good condition. (106247-49AP)
2940. LOT OF H&R MAGAZINES This lot includes two steel Model 50 20 round Reising magazines. The first magazine is a flat side blue finish with a few scattered light scratches. The second magazine has grooved sides with overall light scratches and wear marks consistent
with use in the phosphate finish. Both magazines are in very good to excellent condition. (106247-49AP1)
2941. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two unmarked eight round blue finish 9x18 Makarov magazines. The magazines show little in
any wear and remain in excellent condition. (106247-49P)
2942. LOT OF PARA ORDNANCE MAGAZINES This lot includes four 45 ACP magazines. First are two 10 round blue finish compact pistol magazines for the Warthog, Lite Hawg, or Nite Hawg series pistol. They show light scratches overall and one has some spotted areas
of light oxidation but both remain in very good overall condition. Second are what appear to be two 12 round blue finish P12 pistol magazines with overall light scratches and sporadic patches of fine light oxidation staining in very good condition. (106247-49AA)
2943. LOT OF BERETTA MAGAZINES This lot includes two 15 round blue finish 9mm magazines. These 92FS mags have overall light wear
marks and remain in excellent condition. (106247-49M)
2944. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two unmarked polymer 17 round magazines likely for a Glock 17 or similar style pistol. These
9mm magazines are in excellent condition. (106247-49S)
2945. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two steel 8 round re-blued 7.62mm TT-33 magazines. The magazines are numbered on the floorplate 3598 and 7306. One is a flat bottom and the other has a lanyard loop both are in excellent condition. (106247-49W)
2946. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two. First is a two tone genuine Colt Model 1903 magazine. This magazine show overall light
wear with a few scattered spots of fine oxidation staining and is marked "Cal 380 / Colt" along the floorplate and remains in excellent condition. The second magazine appears to be for a Spanish Ruby or similar 7.65 caliber pistol and has overall oxidation and is marked "GU"
along the floorplate and remains in about good condition. (107266-2)
2947. RUGER MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes four Mark II, ten round 22 LR pistol magazines. Two of the magazines still have the orange
colored warning sticker on them and all have black bottoms with silver phoenix emblem. They all are in excellent condition. (106247-49AG)
2948. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes three 30 round Thompson machine gun stick magazines. Two are marked "The Seymour Products
Co. / Seymour Conn" and the other "Auto-Ordnance Corp / Bridgeport Connecticut / Reg. In U.S. Patent Off." All three magazines are in
excellent condition. (106247-49AM)
2949. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes (2) two-tone 1911 magazines. Both magazines are unmarked along the floorplate. They have
overall light fine oxidation staining and much of the partial blue finish remains. The springs remain strong and these magazines are in overall very good condition. (107266-1)
2950. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot contains two blued 13 round 9mm magazines possibly for a Hi-Power pistol. The magazines are marked
"Italy Cal 9mm NATO /Luger" on the left side flat and have a cut out only on the right side 2 5/8" up from the floorplate and remain in excellent condition. (106247-49AQ)
2951. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes four assorted caliber magazines. First is an 8 round 22 LR Model 87 target magazine. Second
is an eight round 380 ACP, M85 magazine. Third is a 950B Minx 8 round 22 short magazine. Fourth is a 10 round Mini Cougar 40 S&W
magazine. All items are in excellent condition. (106247-49U)
2952. MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a steel 32 round blue finish 9mm Uzi magazine. The magazine shows minor wear marks and remains
in excellent condition. (106247-49Q)
2953. LOT OF SIG SAUER MAGAZINES This lot includes two. First is a seven round blue finish P239, 40 S&W magazine with finger rest
base in excellent condition. Second is a seven round brushed nickel finish P230, 380 ACP magazine in excellent condition. (106247-49AE)
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2954. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes two unmarked ten round blued finish 45 ACP magazines possibly for a compact Taurus Pistol in
excellent condition. (106247-49)
2955. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON MAGAZINES This lot includes four various caliber and model magazines. First is a 17 round nickel finish SW9F magazine in 9mm. Second are two nickel finish 8 round Model 59 magazines one with metal floorplate the other with a plastic
one. Third is a 14 round nickel finish Model 4506 magazine. All listed items are in very good to excellent condition. (106247-49I)
2956. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes three. First is an unmarked 9mm Hi-Power style magazine with a parkerized finish in excellent
condition. Second is a 10 round Browning BDM 9mm magazine in overall excellent condition. Third is an unmarked 9mm 13 round capacity double stack magazine with blue finish and stepped metal floorplate. The catch is on the right side 2 7/8" up from the floorplate and the
magazine is in excellent condition. (106247-49R)
2957. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes six magazines. First is Mec-Gar 10 round P99 magazine in excellent condition. Second are two
Walther marked 8 round P38 magazines, one blued, the other with a phosphate finish that is lightly worn both in excellent condition. Third
are two 7 round Walther PP / PPK magazines in 9mm Kurz one blued one nickel both in very good to excellent condition. Fourth is a 6 round
blued 25 ACP magazine likely for a Raven pistol in very good overall condition. (106247-49Z)
2958. COLT MAGAZINE LOT This lot includes a two tone Colt Ace 22 LR magazine. This is a second issue magazine without the small hole
at the top of the back side flat. There are a few wear marks in the blue finish consistent with use and the spring remains strong. This is an
excellent magazine overall. (107241-147X) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
2959. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed original Glock G36 6 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4A)
2960. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed original Glock G36 6 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4B)
2961. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed original Glock G36 6 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4C)
2962. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four factory sealed original Glock G36 6 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4D)
2963. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consist of three factory sealed original Glock G21 13 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4E)
2964. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consist of three factory sealed original Glock G20 15rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4F)
2965. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consist of three factory sealed original Glock G29 10 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4G)
2966. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed original Glock G26 10 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4H)
2967. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed original Glock G42 6 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4I)
2968. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed original Glock G23 13 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4J)
2969. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed original Glock G21 13 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4K)
2970. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed original Glock G42 6 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4L)
2971. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed original Glock G17 10 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4M)
2972. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four factory sealed original Glock G36 6 rd. magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4N)
2973. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed original Glock G23 10 rd. and two factory sealed original Glock G23 13 rd.
magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4P)
2974. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed original Glock G42 6 rd. and two factory sealed original Glock G23 13 rd.
magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4Q)
2975. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four original AK-47 (7.62 x 39mm) 30 rd. stainless steel latch cage magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4R)
2976. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five original AK-47 (7.62 x 39mm) 30 rd. stainless steel latch cage magazines in as-new condition. (187428-4S)
2977. LOT OF ONE MAGAZINE This lot consists of one Surefire high-capacity 60 rd. magazine in factory sealed packaging in as-new condition. (187428-4T)
2978. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one plastic Pro Mag Saiga .410 bore 30 rd. drum. This lot is factory sealed and in as-new condition.
(187428-4U)
2979. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one plastic Pro Mag Saiga .410 bore 30 rd. drum. This lot is factory sealed and in as-new condition.
(187428-4V)
2980. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one plastic Pro Mag Saiga .410 bore 30 rd. drum. This lot is factory sealed and in as-new condition.
(187428-4W)
2981. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one plastic Pro Mag Saiga .410 bore 30 rd. drum. This lot is factory sealed and in as-new condition.
(187428-4X)
2982. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two plastic Pro Mag Saiga .12 bore 12 rd. drum. This lot is factory sealed and in as-new condition.
(187428-4Y)
2983. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two plastic Pro Mag Saiga .12 bore 12 rd. drum. This lot is factory sealed and in as-new condition.
(187428-4Z)
2984. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one plastic Pro Mag Saiga .12 bore 12 rd. drum. This lot is factory sealed and in as-new condition.
(187428-4CA)
2985. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a C-Mag System for weapon type 5.56mm M16/M4. Included in this lot are the C-Mag System, clear
rear covers, personal loader, black canvas pouch, and technical manual. All items in this lot are in as-new condition. (187428-4CB)
2986. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of a C-Mag System in 5.56mm for the M16/M4 rifle. Included in this lot are the C-Mag System, clear
rear covers, personal loader, black canvas pouch, and technical manual. All items in this lot are in as-new condition. (187428-4CC)
2987. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one plastic Pro Mag Saiga .410 bore 30 rd. drum. This lot is factory sealed and in as-new condition.
(187428-4CD)
2988. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one plastic Pro Mag Saiga .410 bore 30 rd. drum. This lot is factory sealed and in as-new condition.
(187428-4CE)
2989. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consist of one 90 rd. magazine. This plastic magazine is compatible with the following weapons: M-16, M231,
Bushmaster rifle, M-249 Saw, AR-15, Bushmaster pistol & SMG, Galil, Car-15, Leader MK-5, FNC Rifle, MX177E2. The condition of this
magazine is as-new. (187428-4CF)
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2990. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one Romanian manufactured AK 47, 7.62x39, 73 rd., drum magazine in its original box. This lot is in
as-new condition. (187428-4CG)
2991. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one Romanian manufactured AK 47, 7.62x39, 73 rd., drum magazine in its original box. This lot is in
as-new condition. (187428-4CH)
2992. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one Romanian manufactured AK 47, 7.62x39, 73 rd., drum magazine in its original box. This lot is in
as-new condition. (187428-4CI)
2993. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one Romanian manufactured AK 47, 7.62x39, 73 rd., drum magazine in its original box. This lot is in
as-new condition. (187428-4CJ)
2994. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one Romanian manufactured AK 47, 7.62x39, 73 rd., drum magazine in its original box. This lot is in
as-new condition. (187428-4CK)
2995. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of seven 15 rd. 30 cal. M1 Carbine magazines. All items are in as-new condition and original factory
packaging. (187428-4CL)
2996. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot includes five 8 rd. 9 mm. steel magazines from a military surplus in original wrap. All items in this lot are in
excellent condition. (187428-4CM)
2997. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one Ruger 10 rd., .22 cal. magazine, one Remington 7 rd. .45 ACP magazine, one set of 1911 grip
screws, one Colt 1911 magazine catch, one #22P Bushing wrench 1911 full-size/compact, one SW .45 magazine. All items in this lot are in
excellent condition and appear as-new. (187428-4CN)
2998. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 5.45x39mm 30 rd. magazines. They appear to be most likely Bulgarian military surplus. These
items are in excellent condition. (187428-4CP)
2999. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 5.45x39mm 30 rd. magazines. They appear to be most likely Bulgarian military surplus. These
items are in excellent condition. (187428-4CQ)
3000. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 5.45x39mm 30 rd. magazines. They appear to be most likely Bulgarian military surplus. These
items are in excellent condition. (187428-4CR)
3001. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 5.45x39mm 30 rd. magazines made of burnt orange polymer. These items appear to be Bulgarian
military surplus. All items in this lot are in excellent condition. (187428-4CS)
3002. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 5.45x39mm 30 rd. magazines made of burnt orange polymer. These items appear to be Bulgarian
military surplus. All items in this lot are in excellent condition. (187428-4CT)
3003. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three Korean manufactured 30 rd. AK 47 7.62 x39 magazines made of gray parkerized steel. All items
in this lot are in excellent condition. (187428-4CU)
3004. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three Korean manufactured 30 rd. AK 47 7.62 x39 magazines made of gray parkerized steel. All items
in this lot are in excellent condition. (187428-4CV)
3005. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 30 rd. Bulgarian magazines made of high-impact resin. All items in this lot are in as-new condition. (187428-4CW)
3006. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 30 rd. Bulgarian magazines made of high-impact resin. All items in this lot are in as-new condition. (187428-4CX)
3007. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four 39 rd. Master Moder 7.62 magazines made of high-impact resin. All items in this lot are in asnew condition. (187428-4CY)
3008. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of five 39 Rd. 7.62 Bulgarian manufactured magazines made of high-impact resin. All items in this lot
are in as-new condition. (187428-4CZ)
3009. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 17 rd. 9mm Italian manufactured steel magazines. All items in this lot are in as-new condition.
(187428-4DA)
3010. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three 17 rd. 9mm Italian manufactured steel magazines. All items in this lot are in as-new condition.
(187428-4DB)
3011. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four Glock Model 42 6 rd. .380 auto high-impact resin made magazines. All items in this lot are in
as-new condition. (187428-4DC)
3012. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of four Glock Model 42 6 rd. .380 auto high-impact resin made magazines. All items in this lot are in asnew condition. (187428-4DD)
3013. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three Glock Model 22, 22 rd. 40 S&W high-impact resin made magazines and one Glock Model 22,
10 rd. 40 S&W high-impact resin made magazine. All items in this lot are in as-new condition. (187428-4DE)
3014. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of three ASC 20 rd. 5.56mm metal magazines. All items in this lot are in excellent condition.
(187428-4DF)
3015. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one Remington rifle magazine model 7600 and one unmarked 4 rd. .308 cal steel magazine for
Remington M 742. Both items in this lot are factory sealed and in as-new condition. (187428-4DG)
3016. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of two 27 rd. Korean Glock 21-27R 45 cal. magazines. This lot is in as-new condition. (187428-4DH)
3017. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one 10 rd. Eagle International eagle 1001 magazine and two 10 rd. Eagle International eagle 3080
magazines. All items in this lot are plastic and in used, very-good condition. (187428-4DI).
3018. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one Magnum Research 10 rd. 9mm polymer base magazine and four Kel-Tec 7 rd. 9mm luger caliber magazines. All items in this lot are in factory sealed packages and are in as-new condition. (187428-4DJ)
3019. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed Ruger MKIII 10 rd., .22 cal, magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AA)
3020. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of six factory sealed Magnum Research Inc. 10 rd. polymer magazines in as-new condition.
(197428-4AB)
3021. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five factory sealed Pro Mag 30 rd., 5.45x39mm plastic magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AC)
3022. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five factory sealed Pro Mag 30 rd., 5.45x39mm plastic magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AD)
3023. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five factory sealed Pro Mag 30 rd., 5.45x39mm plastic magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AE)
3024. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four factory sealed Magpul magazines. The first two are 30 rd., 5.56x45 NATO/.223 Rem. and
the last two are 20 rd. 7.62x51 NATO/.308 Win., all are plastic and in as-new condition. (197428-4AF)
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3025. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four factory sealed Magpul 20 rd., 7.62x51 NATO/.308 Win. plastic magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AG)
3026. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four factory sealed Pro Mag 20 rd., .308 MIA/M14 steel magazines in as-new condition.
(197428-4AH)
3027. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed Ruger 3-Pack of 10 rd., 10/22 magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AI)
3028. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four factory sealed Remington 5 rd., .223 Rem magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AJ)
3029. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five Troy 30 rd. BattleMag polymer magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AK)
3030. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four Korean manufactured 5.56x45mm plastic magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AL)
3031. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Korean manufactured 5.56x45mm plastic magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AM)
3032. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed packages: one 3-pack and one single package of Ruger 10 rd., 10/22 magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4AN)
3033. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed Pro Mag 10 rd., Saiga 12 ga. polymer magazines in as-new condition.
(197428-4AP)
3034. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of seven factory sealed ASC .308 steel magazines with lightly scuffed black phosphate surfaces.
(197428-4AQ)
3035. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of seven factory sealed ASC .308 steel magazines with lightly scuffed black phosphate surfaces.
(197428-4AR)
3036. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists three factory sealed Bushmaster 30 rd. magazines in excellent condition. (197428-4AS)
3037. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of five factory sealed Center Industries Corp. 30 rd., 5.56mm magazines with light scuffs in the
phosphate finish in very good to near excellent condition. (197428-4AT)
3038. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four Korean Manufactured Glock 17 30 rd., 9mm magazines. One has a small scuff on its base
otherwise in very good to near excellent condition. (197428-4AW)
3039. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed Springfield Armory XD Gear 16 rd., 9mm magazines in as-new condition.
(197428-4AX)
3040. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed Springfield Armory XD Gear 16 rd., 9mm magazines in as-new condition.
(197428-4AY)
3041. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed Magnum Research 10 rd., 9mm polymer magazines in as-new condition.
(197428-4AZ)
3042. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one factory sealed Surefire 100 rd. Mag 5-60 high capacity steel magazine in as-new condition.
(197428-4BA)
3043. MAGAZINE LOT This lot consists of one factory sealed Surefire 100 rd. Mag 5-60 high capacity steel magazine in as-new condition.
(197428-4BB)
3044. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed Ruger 10 rd., 10/22 polymer magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4BC)
3045. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of four factory sealed Savage Arms 5 rd., .17 HMR/.22 WMR stainless steel magazines in as-new
condition. (197428-4BD)
3046. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of three factory sealed Heckler & Koch USP 15 rd., 9mm magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4BE)
3047. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed Heckler & Koch USP 15 rd., 9mm magazines in as-new condition. (197428-4BF)
3048. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed M&P Smith & Wesson 15 rd., 40 S&W steel magazines in as-new condition.
(197428-4BG)
3049. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed Ruger 10 rd., .22 cal. steel magazines. One being an SR 22 and the other
being a Mark III magazine, both in as-new condition. Also included is a Majestic Arms Ltd. Speed strip kit for Ruger .22 auto pistols, 3.2
conversion kit in as-new condition. (197428-4BH)
3050. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of two factory sealed Pro Mag 10 rd., Saiga 12 ga. polymer magazines in as-new condition.
(197428-4BI)
3051. LOT OF MAGAZINES This lot consists of one Cobray Model 11 32 rd. 9mm magazine and two Glock 19 15 rd. 9mm magazines. All items
in this lot are in as-new condition. (187428-4DK)
3052. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT Consists of a Baby Redfield 3/4" 4x scope in very good to near excellent condition. The scope body retains
about 98% original black finish with light marks on the tube from ring wear. The optics are bright excellent and this sweet little scope, measuring out to 9 1/2" in overall length, has a post and crosshair reticle. A pair of rings is included. A nice scope to put on top of your favorite
plinking rifle or varmint gun. (157034-44A)
3053. NIKON SCOPE LOT Consists of a Nikon Buckmasters 3-9x40mm scope in excellent condition. The scope body has a few light scuffs
and ring marks, however rates excellent otherwise. Scope features a duplex reticle and has bright excellent optics. Included is a pair of
plastic Nikon scope caps. (157294-9A)
3054. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT Consists of a Leupold Vari-X III 3.5-10x40mm scope with bright excellent optics. The scope body retains 99%
high luster blue finish and features a duplex reticle. (157267-13A)
3055. WEAVER SCOPE LOT Consists of a Weaver V4.5-W 1.5-4.5x wideview-style scope with very good optics. The scope body retains 97%
original polished blue with light wear here and there and features a post and crosshair reticle. The bottom metal on the ocular lens bell is
lightly dented. (156519-535A)
3056. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Redfield 2-7X Lo-Profile Widefield riflescope. The gloss finish scope features a crosshair
wideview reticle and has excellent optics. The scope has some light handling marks and the objective lens is lightly cracked. (157022-96A)
3057. TASCO SCOPE LOT Consists of a Tasco 3-9x32mm scope with bright excellent optics. The scope body retains about 95% black gloss
finish with the loss due to ring wear. Scope features a duplex reticle. (157323-40S18689A)
3058. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Weaver K4 4X riflescope. The scope includes a set of Parker-Hale roll-off rings to fit a grooved
receiver and features a fine crosshair reticle. The scope has foggy optics due to the ocular lens being delaminated. (157022-142A)
3059. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT Consists of a Leupold Vari-X II 2-7x32mm scope with bright excellent optics. The body retains 98% gloss black
finish with light ring wear and features a duplex reticle. (157449-34A)
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3060. SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a single Burris rifle scope with lens cover. The scope is a 3x – 9x “Fullfield” variable scope with clear optics
and four plex reticle. The black anodized finish is in near excellent condition overall, with a few light marks from the scope ring. A Burris
lens cover with an end cap for the objective and ocular lens is included. (7330-149A)
3061. SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a single Nikon 6-18x40 Buckmaster scope with Mildot reticle and clear optics. The matte black tube has
a few light marks from rings and few light handling marks but rates near excellent overall. The scope has click adjustable turrets with covers and a side parallax turret. The ocular lens has quick focus eye piece. Also included are a set of scope lens covers. The perfect scope
for a tactical rifle or long range shooting. (87427-31A)
3062. SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a single Nikon 3-9x40mm Omega scope with range finding reticle designed for modern muzzleloaders. The
scope is covered with Realtree Hardwood camouflage and comes with matching rings with quick release levers, rates excellent. Also included are the original factory box, scope lens covers and paperwork. (87419-1A)
3063. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X 3-9X Compact rifle scope with adjustable objective. It has a gloss black
finish in excellent condition showing a couple of tiny mounting blemishes and a duplex reticle with clear bright optics. (127371-7A)
3064. REDFIELD TARGET SCOPE LOT This model 3200 20X target scope with a crosshair reticle and clear optics is in near excellent overall condition showing a couple of minor superficial handling marks. It has large adjustment knobs and an adjustable objective marked from
50’ to 200’ and comes with rings. (127371-13A)
3065. DAVIS OPTICAL TARGET SCOPE LOT This 20X target scope with fine crosshair reticle and clear optics is 26” long and in overall near
excellent condition showing several small blemishes from use and a couple of spots of oxidation on it blue finish. It comes with unmarked
Unertl style adjustable mounts, recoil spring and an adjustable objective. It has a 3/4” tube with 3/4” ocular and 1 1/2” objective lenses.
The reticle has a tiny defect on one leg of the crosshair. The scope comes with screw-on lens covers. Davis Optical has a great lineage as
it was previously Litschert of Winchester, Indiana. (126520-2368A)
3066. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lots consists of a 4X Redfield rifle scope that is 11 1/2” long with crosshair reticle and clear crisp optics. It
has a 32mm ocular and 36mm objective lenses. It is gloss blue with excellent finish showing a few scratches and minor handling marks. It
comes with a set of Weaver rings. (126520-2811A)
3067. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-X 3-9 Compact rifle scope with a duplex reticle and crisp optics. It has a gloss
black finish in excellent condition showing faint ring marks and a few other minor handling marks. (127147-105A)
3068. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot consists of a Leupold 12X rifle scope with a gloss black finish that is showing a few light superficial
scratches primarily from rings and one small moderate scratch. It has bright crisp optics with a crosshair reticle with crosshairs that thin in
the middle. It is an adjustable objective from 40 yards to infinity. It comes with a set of lens covers. (127147-224A)
3069. J. UNERTL SCOPE serial #28998, 10X, 21 1/2" overall with 1 5/16" calibrated head and 3/4" tube. The scope retains 90-95% blue finish and has a fine cross hair reticle with crisp clear optics. The scope comes with Unertl target mounts and a set of screw in lens covers.
A very good condition 1" Target Scope overall. (107403-20A)
3070. J. UNERTL SCOPE serial #8903, 10X, 24" overall with 2" calibrated head and 3/4" tube. The scope retains 90-95% blue finish with spots
of light fine oxidation staining visible near its whole length. The scope has a fine cross hair reticle and cloudy optics and comes with 1/4
minute target mounts, spring and tube clamp. A good condition 2" Ultra Varmint scope overall. (107403-31A)
3071. LYMAN SUPER TARGETSPOT SCOPE serial #18123, 20X, 24 1/2" overall with 2" calibrated head and 3/4" diameter tube. The scope
retains about 90% blue with overall light ring lines with spots of fine light oxidation staining scattered about. The scope has a fine cross hair reticle with crisp slightly cloudy optics. The scope comes with rubber eyecup, target mounts and remains in very good condition. (107403-19A)
3072. BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black 2-7X 35mm Full Field II scope measuring 11" overall with ballistic plex reticle and
crisp clear optics. There are several light scratches in the finish with light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. (107147-47A)
3073. ZEISS SCOPE LOT This lot includes a black Diavari-ZA 1.5-6X42mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and crystal clear optics. There are
faint ring marks present on the 30mm tube and this scope comes with a set of factory lens covers and papers. (107287-5A)
3074. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Century Limited Edition 3-9X40mm rifle scope with LR duplex reticle and crystal
clear optics. The scope measures 13" overall and shows very faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. Included with this scope are a
set of Leupold flip up lens covers. Items are in excellent condition. (107287-7A)
3075. BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot includes a fixed 6X rifle scope with a gloss black finish, duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope
measures 13" overall and shows light ring marks along the 1" diameter tube but remains in very good condition. (107243-4A)
3076. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black M8 7.5X fixed power rifle scope with crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope measures 12 1/2" and shows light ring marks on the 1" diameter tube but remains in very good condition. (107332-7A)
3077. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a black Wide Field low profile rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope
measures 11 7/8" overall and shows faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube but remains in excellent condition. (107268-26A)
3078. BURRIS SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black 3-9Xx40mm Fullfield rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope
measures 12 3/4" with light ring marks on the 1" diameter tube and has a few light scratches on the bells. The scope remains in about very
good overall condition. (107447-10A)
3079. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black 3-9X Vari-X II rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope
measures 12 1/2" overall and the black finish has started to fade slightly. The 1" diameter tube has light ring marks and the scope remains
in very good overall condition. (107447-11A)
3080. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black M8 12X rifle scope with fine duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 13" overall and has faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. A set of Michaels of Oregon bikini lens covers are included. This
fixed power scope remains in near excellent condition. (107147-102A)
3081. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black 3-9 Vari-X Compact rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp optics. This scope
measures 11" overall and has very faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube. A very good overall condition optic. (107402-8A)
3082. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black 3-9 Vari-X II rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 12 1/4" overall and shows faint ring marks and scattered light scratches along the 1" diameter tube. A very good condition set of
optics overall. (107402-9A)
3083. NIKON SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Monarch 3-12X42mm rifle scope with long range hunting reticle and crisp clear
optics. The scope measures 13" overall with faint ring marks present along the 1" diameter tube and has a few scattered light scratches
along the front bell. This would be a nice paring for any long range rifle and remains in near excellent condition. (107397-9A)
3084. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black 3-9 Vari-X II rifle scope with duplex reticle and clear crisp optics. The scope measures 12 1/4" overall and shows faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. A very good condition set of optics overall. (107449-38A)
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3085. WEATHERBY SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Supreme 2-7X 34mm rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.
The scope measures 11 1/8" and there are several light scattered scratches present on the bells with light ring wear visible along the 1"
diameter tube. This scope remains in good overall condition. (107341-20A)
3086. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black M8 4X rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures
11 1/2" overall and shows ring marks along the 1" diameter tube and has a couple of scratches through the finish. This fixed 4X scope
remains in good overall condition. (107423-4A)
3087. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Vari-X III 2.5-8X rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope
measures 11 1/4" over all and has what appears to be a set of Leupold rings attached to the 1" diameter tube. There are a few light handling marks scattered about and the scope remains in very good plus condition. (107447-9A)
3088. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black ART IV rifle scope with range finder bullet drop reticle and clear
crisp optics. The scope measures 13" overall and has light ring marks present along the 1" diameter tube. A very good condition optic
overall. (107328-26A)
3089. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot includes a Trophy Wide Angle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope is attached with
a set of Weaver style rings to a quick mount plastic base likely for a Ruger Mini-14 rifle. Items are in good overall condition. (107425-26A)
3090. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes an Illuminator fixed power rifle scope with duplex reticle and clean crisp optics. The scope measures 11 3/4" and has a set of Redfield rings attached to the 1" diameter tube. A very good condition fixed power scope. (107397-1A)
3091. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot includes a faded gloss black V4.5, 1.5-4.5X rifle scope with post and crosshair reticle that has crisp clear
optics. There is overall light fine oxidation staining present on the 1" diameter tube and along the bell. This is an early Weaver scope in
good plus condition that still has life left in it. (107192-20A)
3092. SIGHTRON SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black 3-9X 40mm rifle scope with HHR reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 11 3/4" overall and has a set of 1" Leupold style rings attached to the tube. A nice hunting optic in very good overall condition.
(107397-2A)
3093. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot includes a silver finish 3-9X 40mm Trophy rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The
scope is attached to a B-Square Mini-14 quick mount system and remains in near excellent condition. Included with this lot is a set of Butler
Creek flip up lens covers. (107260-1A)
3094. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Sportview 4-12X rifle scope with range finding duplex reticle that has crisp clear
optics. There are a set of Weaver style 1" rings installed and the scope remains in very good overall condition. (107449-39A)
3095. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black M8 24X rifle scope with fine crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope
measures 15" overall and shows faint ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. This fixed power scope remains in very good condition and
with it comes a set of clear lens flip up style covers. (107447-11A)
3096. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black 3-9X rifle scope with cross hair reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 12 1/2" overall and has a set of 1" Redfield rings installed. The bases of the rings are marked 1"-64 and the scope is missing an
adjustment cap but remains in very good overall condition. (107404-113)
3097. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a Vari-XIII 3.5-10X 50mm adjustable objective tactical rifle scope with a matte black finish. The
scope has a duplex reticle with crisp clear optics and comes with a correct box, sunshade, Allen wrench and papers. This lot is in excellent
condition. (107404-123)
3098. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Vari-XIII 2.5X8 rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The 11 1/4"
scope comes in a correct box with instruction sheet and shows no visible ring marks. This is an excellent condition scope. (107404-121)
3099. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black BR-36X adjustable objective target scope with fine crosshair reticle and crisp clear
optics. The scope measure 14" overall with no visible ring marks along the 1" diameter tube and comes with an additional set of adjustment knobs, 2 1/4" sunshade, Allen wrench, papers and a correct box. The scope is in excellent condition. (107404-120)
3100. NIKON SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black 6.5-20X 44 mm adjustable objective rifle scope with crosshair reticle and crisp clear
optics. The scope measures 14" overall and shows no visible ring marks on the 1" diameter tube. The scope comes with an extra pair of
adjuster knobs, correct box, papers, and a 4" sunshade. All items in this lot remain in excellent condition. (107404-124)
3101. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT This lot includes a gloss black Vari-XIII 6.5-20 adjustable objective E.F.R. rifle scope with duplex reticle and crisp
clear optics. The scope measures 14 1/4" overall with no visible ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. The scope comes with a correct
box, papers, extra set of adjuster knobs and remains in excellent condition. (107404-122)
3102. WEAVER SCOPE LOT This lot includes a B4 fixed power scope with 22 tip-off mount. The gloss black scope measures 11 1/2" overall
and has a cross hair reticle with clear crisp optics. The scope comes with a set of clear bikini style lens covers and remains in very good
overall condition. (107412-2)
3103. BAUSCH & LOMB SCOPE LOT This lot includes a matte black Balvar 5, 2.5-5X rifle scope with crosshair reticle and clear crisp optics.
The scope measures 12 1/2" overall and has no visible ring marks along the 1" diameter tube. The scope comes with a mismatched (Balvar
8) box and papers correct to the box. The scope remains in overall very good condition. (107412-3)
3104. OPTICAL LOT This lot consists of one Bushnell Digital Camera and Binocular. This item is ideal for all activities from sightseeing to sporting events. There is a built in digital camera with 8 X 30 image magnification. Software and instruction manual are also included. This item
is factory sealed and is as-new condition. (187428-5A)
3105. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of one Redfield Revenge 3-9x42mm Accu-ranger Riflescope. This lot is in as-new condition and comes with
its original factory box. (187428-5C)
3106. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of one Leupold FX II 2.5x28mm IER Scout optic scope in Matte finish – 1”. This lot is in its original factory
sealed packaging and is in as-new condition. (187428-5D)
3107. OPTICS LOT This lot consists of one factory sealed EO Tech Holographic Weapon Sight in as-new condition. (197428-5E)
3108. OPTICS LOT This lot consists of one factory sealed EO Tech Holographic Weapon Sight in as-new condition. (197428-5F)
3109. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of one Redfield Counterstrike Tactical Riflescope in as-new condition with owner’s manual included. (197428-5G)
3110. SCOPE LOT This lot consists of one factory packaged Redfield Counterstrike Tactical Riflescope in as-new condition with owner’s manual included. (197428-5H)
3111. UNERTL 1 1/2” TARGET SCOPE serial #53311, 12 power, crosshair reticle with clear optics, 25 1/2” overall length, 3/4” tube with a 1
1/2” objective lens and an adjustable objective from 50’ to 200 yards plus. The metal surface retains 97% blue showing some scattered light
oxidation, a few minor handling marks and some light operational wear from the sliding mounts. It comes with adjustable target mounts,
recoil spring and threaded lens covers. (127404-126)
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3112. UNERTL 1 1/4” TARGET SCOPE serial #11490, 12 power, crosshair reticle with bright optics showing a couple of small specks of dust
or tiny defects in the crosshairs, 24” overall length, 3/4” tube with a 1 1/4” objective lens and an adjustable objective from 50’ to 200 yards
plus. The metal surface retains 97% blue with some scattered light freckling and spotty oxidation, some operational wear from the sliding
mounts, multiple minor handling marks and a name etched onto the back end of the tube. It comes with adjustable target mounts, recoil
spring and threaded lens covers. (127404-127)
3113. UNERTL 1 1/4” TARGET SCOPE serial #11661, 12 power, slightly bent crosshair reticle with bright optics, 24” overall length, 3/4” tube
with a 1 1/4” objective lens and an adjustable objective from 50’ to 200 yards plus. The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a little
scattered minor freckling and oxidation, several minor handling marks, some light operational wear from the sliding mounts and a name
etched onto the back end of the tube. It comes with adjustable target mounts, recoil spring and threaded lens covers. (127404-128)
3114. UNERTL 1” TARGET SCOPE serial #36163, 10 power, crosshair reticle and clear optics, 21 1/2” overall length, 3/4” tube with a 1” objective lens and an adjustable objective from 50’ to 200 yards plus. The metal surface retains 98% original blue with a couple of specks of oxidation, several minor handling marks and some light wear from the sliding mounts. It comes with adjustable mounts, recoil spring and
threaded lens covers. (127404-105)
3115. DAVIS OPTICAL SPOT-SHOT 1 1/2” TARGET SCOPE 15 power, crosshair reticle with bright optics, 25” overall length, 3/4” tube
with a 1 1/2” objective lens and an adjustable objective from 50’ to 200 yards. The metal surface retain 97% original blue with multiple light
handling scratches and some minor wear from the sliding mounts. It comes with adjustable mounts, recoil spring and threaded lens covers. (127404-109)
3116. R.A. LITSCHERT SPOT-SHOT 1 1/4” TARGET SCOPE 20 power, ultra fine crosshair center dot reticle with slightly dusty optics, 24”
overall length, 3/4” tube with a 1 1/4” objective lens and an adjustable objective. The metal surface retain 95% blue with multiple scratches, a little minor oxidation and some light wear from the sliding mounts. It comes with adjustable mounts, recoil spring and threaded lens
covers. (127404-114)
3117. DAVIS OPTICAL SPOT-SHOT 1 1/4” TARGET SCOPE 12 power, crosshair reticle with a broken hair and clear optics, 26 1/2” overall length, 3/4” tube with a 1 1/4” objective lens and an adjustable objective from 50’ to 200 yards plus. The metal surface retains 98% original blue with multiple minor handling marks and some light wear from the sliding mounts. It comes with adjustable mounts, recoil spring
and threaded lens covers. (127404-106)
3118. UNERTL SMALL GAME SCOPE 4 power, crosshair reticle with clear optics, 18” overall length, 3/4” tube with 3/4” objective lens. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few faint handling marks and some light wear from the sliding mount. It comes with a set of
adjustable target mounts and threaded lens covers. (127404-107)
3119. WOLLENSAK RIFLE SCOPE 4 power, crosshair reticle with lightly cloudy optics, 15 1/4” overall length, 3/4” tube with a 5/8” objective
lens. The metal surface retains 90-95% original black enamel with multiple minor handling marks and some wear from the sliding mounts.
Comes with a set of adjustable mounts. (127404-110)
3120. UNERTL HAWK 4X HUNTING SCOPE This rifle scope has a crosshair reticle with clear bright optics, is 11 1/2” overall length with a
1” tube. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few pecks of oxidation and a couple of light ring marks. The scope comes with
a set of rings. (127404-149)
3121. LYMAN 57LE 4 & 5 REAR SIGHT LOT This lot consist of a fully adjustable Lyman rear sight for Lee Enfield models 4 & 5. It is in about
excellent condition showing a few scattered specks of oxidation and featuring a push button quick release elevator with coin-slot adjustment knobs on both elevation and windage. It comes in its original box, two attachment screws and instruction sheet. No aperture disc
included. (127434-1)
3122. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two rear peep sights for an 03-A3 rifle. The sights are parkerized and all working parts move
freely and the screw heads show minor slot wear. The sights remain in about very good condition. (107244-25AAI)
3123. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two parkerized finish rear peep sights for an 03-A3 rifle. All working parts move freely and aside
from a couple of light scratches these sights remain in excellent condition. (107244-25AAA)
3124. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two parkerized finish rear peep sights for an 03-A3 rifle. All working parts function properly and the screw heads show minor wear. There are several scratches through the finish and these sights still remain in very good
condition. (107244-25AT)
3125. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two parkerized finish rear peep sights for an 03-A3 rifle. All moving parts function properly, the
screw heads show minor wear and there are light scratches in the finish. This is a very good grouping overall. (107244-25AQ)
3126. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two parkerized finish rear peep sights for an 03-A3 rifle. All moving parts function properly, the
screw heads show minor wear, and there are light scratches in the finish. A very good condition grouping overall. (107244-25AAF)
3127. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two parkerized finish rear peep sights for an 03-A3 rifle. All moving parts function properly, the screw heads show minor wear and there are light to perhaps a couple moderate scratches in the finish. A good overall condition sight lot. (107244-25AAC)
3128. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two parkerized finish rear peep sights for an 03-A3 rifle. All moving parts function however some
are stiffer than others, the screw heads show minor wear and there are light to perhaps a couple moderate scratches in the finish. A good
overall condition sight lot. (107244-25AAG)
3129. REDFIELD SIGHT LOT This lot includes an Olympic receiver sight with additional aperture. There is a 7/8" aperture on the sight and an
additional one with 1 1/2" rubber disc. The adjustment knobs work freely and no application code is visible but the sight remains in excellent condition. (107305-4)
3130. REDFIELD SIGHT LOT This lot includes a No. 75 receiver sight without aperture. The sight does not have a reference code but appears
to be for a small caliber target rifle with a rounded receiver. The 1/4 minute adjustments are stiff but function and the sight remains in good
overall condition. (107244-25BBN)
3131. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a second variation No.1 combination tang sight. The sight has an overall brown patina and all parts
work appropriately. The base is marked with a "J" code and according to the Lyman chart would fit a Marlin Model 1893 in the following
calibers; .32-40 and .38-55. The sight remains in very good overall condition. (107422-4A)
3132. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes two No. 57SME receiver sights. One has a curved mounting surface, the other is beveled and
stepped. Both sights are missing the aperture and the adjustment knobs are very stiff but function. The sights could be resurrected and
put back into service and remain in good overall condition. (107244-25BBP)
3133. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Series 60 extension target sight for a small bore target rifle. The sight has freely moving adjustment
knobs and seems to function effortlessly. There is a 1/2" eyecup included and the sight remains in excellent condition. (107244-25BBQ)
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3134. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes a No. 48S third variant receiver sight. The sight has large knurled 1/4 minute adjustment knobs
that function smoothly. A very good condition example missing its eyecup and can be installed on your Springfield '03 without having to
cut the stock. (107244-25BBR)
3135. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes what appears to be a No. 21 receiver sight with application codes DA, and DB along the back side
of the sight base. The eyecup is missing and the mounting base has about 50% blue remaining and the item rates good plus overall.
(107244-25BBS)
3136. LYMAN SIGHT LOT This lot includes two receiver sights. First is a No. 48 RS sight without eye cup. The 1/4 minute adjustment knobs are
stiff but do function and the sight remains in good overall condition. Second is what appears to be a modified No.66 sight that has had the
slide cut and a lock down screw added. The windage adjustment works freely and the sight is in overall about good condition. (107244-25BBT)
3137. SPENCER CARBINE SIGHT This lot includes a military tangent leaf sight for a Spencer Carbine missing the exposed spring. The sight
is an overall brown patina and all stampings remain visible and working parts move freely. The slide bar is present and the screw heads
remain unmolested. This is an overall very good example. (107244-26)
3138. SPENCER CARBINE SIGHT This lot includes a military tangent leaf sight for a Spencer Carbine missing the exposed spring. The sight
is an overall brown patina and all stampings remain visible and working parts move stiffly. The slide bar is present and the screw heads
remain unmolested. This is an overall good example. (107244-26A)
3139. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two Model 1917 rear sights. The first sight has about 50% blue remaining and is marked W 28
on the back of the ladder. The second sight is a gray brown patina and is missing the fixed peep ring. It appears to have been removed
and the high spot filed flat. These sights have freely functioning parts and remain in good overall condition. (107244-26B)
3140. REDFIELD SIGHT LOT This lot includes two Olympic front target globe sights. The first sight is mostly a plum-brown patina and has a post
and circle insert. The second sight is mostly blue with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining and has a small circle insert. Both sights are in
good overall condition. Included with this lot are four addition inserts two of which are likely for another style globe sight. (107244-25BBU)
3141. WINCHESTER SIGHT LOT This lot includes a No. 64A rear dovetail sight for a model 94 Winchester. The sight is marked Smokeless /
32 W.S.-M'94- and 50 &100 YDS along the left side flat. This sight was intended for use on the "new" smokeless powder Model 1894 and
was first offered in 1902. The sight has a few light peen marks in the front left corner with some spots of light fine oxidation scattered mostly along the top and is an overall plum colored patina. This is a good overall condition '94 rear sight. (107244-26C)
3142. WHITNEY RIFLE SIGHT This lot includes a long range rear sight for an M-1841 Mississippi rifle. The sight is an overall gray-brown patina with light fine oxidation staining. The working parts function freely and the sight remains in good overall condition. (107244-26D)
3143. ENFIELD SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1853 rear rifle sight. The sight is an overall dull gun metal gray with traces of brown patina in protected areas. The working parts move freely and all stampings remain visible. This is a good overall example. (107244-26E)
3144. ENFIELD SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1853 rear rifle sight. The sight is a gray-brown patina with overall light oxidation staining and scattered patches of pinprick pitting. The stamped numbers are visible and the working parts move freely and this sight remains in
about good overall condition. (107244-26F)
3145. SIGHT LOT This lot includes what is likely an M-1855 percussion rifle long range rear sight. The sight is an overall dull gray patina with
scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining. The working parts move freely and the body of the ladder is U.S. marked. The sight does
not come with mounting hardware and remains in good condition. (107244-26G)
3146. U.S. MODEL 1879 REAR SIGHT This lot includes a rear sight assembly for a Model 1879 Trapdoor carbine. The sight is now mostly a
bright gunmetal gray with strong traces of blue remaining in protected areas. The sigh is appropriately marked with a “C” on the ladder and
base remains in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BBV)
3147. SIGHT PARTS This lot includes four rear sight bases for a Sharps carbine. The bases are marked “R.S. Lawrence / Patented / Feb. 15,
1859” all with strong blue and spotty patches of fine oxidation staining. These bases remain in very good overall condition. (107244-25BBW)
3148. LOT OF SIGHT PARTS This lot includes a variety of mixed matched items pertaining to receiver sights from multiple manufacturers. First
is an assortment of 15 various wood and machine screws likely for mounting various sights. Second are four assorted Lyman slides and
miscellaneous parts. Third is a partial Redfield slide with eyecup and is missing one adjustment knob.
Fourth is a Partial Wittek-Vaver micrometer sight likely for a Winchester 52 missing the base and other
parts. Fifth is an unmarked target block peep sight. This sight is intended to slide over the target
blocks and all adjustment knob function smoothly. (107244-25BBX)
3149. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a type 1, Model 1896 Krag Rifle rear sight. The sight retains
about 15% fading blue finish with a strong spring and freely working parts. The sight does not come with
mounting screws but remains in near excellent condition. (107244-25BBY)
3150. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a "figure 8" front sight for a Remington Zouave. The sight
has been cleaned and is now a bright gunmetal gray. There are a series of stamped numbers with
letters directly struck on top of them that read "LY / 1826" and the sight remains in very good plus
condition. (107244-25BBZ)
3151. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Buffington rear sight for the Model 1884 Trapdoor
rifle. This is a later model sight with enlarged windage screw knob that has stiff working parts.
The markings are crisp and the sight is an overall plum patina remaining in very good condition.
3150
(107244-25BCA)
3152. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Buffington rear sight for the Model 1884 Trapdoor rifle.
This is a later model sight with enlarged windage screw knob with freely moving parts in overall very
good condition. (107244-25BCB)
3153. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Buffington rear sight for a Model 1884 Trapdoor rifle.
This is an earlier model sight that is mostly a plum-brown patina with stiff moving adjustment knob in
overall condition. (107244-25BCD)
3154. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1879 Trapdoor Carbine sight. The sight is appropriately "C" marked on the base and ladder. The sight retains much of its original blue finish with overall scattered fine oxidation staining. A very good example overall. (107244-25BCE)
3155. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1873 Trapdoor rear sight. The sight retains 80% original blue with crisp markings. There
are some spots of light fine oxidation staining present along the ladder and this sight remains in about excellent condition. (107244-25BCF)
3156. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1873 Trapdoor rear sight. The sight retains 35% thinning and faded blue with overall
spots of light fine oxidation staining. All markings remain crisp and the working parts move freely. This is a nice honest sight in very good
condition. (107244-25BCG)
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3157. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two items. First is a Model 1873 Trapdoor rear rifle sight. The sight is an overall plum color patina with spots of light oxidation staining and patches of active oxidation. The screw heads show moderate slot wear and the sight is in overall good condition. Second is a base for a Model 1873 rear sight with crisp markings that has toned to a smoky gray patina in overall good
condition. (107244-25BCH)
3158. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two Trapdoor rifle rear sight assemblies. First is a Model 1873 rear sight that is mostly a plum
patina with overall light fine oxidation staining. The elevator frozen in place and the sight remains in about good overall condition. Second
is a Model 1879 rear sight that retains about 25-30% thinning and faded blue with bright gunmetal gray undertones. The sight blade is
frozen in place and the ladder is tweaked slightly to the left but the sight remains in about good condition. (107244-25BCI)
3159. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes two Trapdoor rifle rear sight assemblies. First is a fourth variant Model 1879 rear sight. The sight
is mostly a plum color patina with spots of silvering along the edges. The sight blade appears to be frozen in place and there are spots of
scattered light oxidation staining as well. The second sight is also a fourth variant Model 1879 sight that is an overall brown patina. The
sight blade no longer fits snuggly and tension spring is missing. These items are in overall good condition. (107244-25BCJ)
3160. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a second variant Model 1877 rear rifle sight for a Trapdoor rifle. The sight is an overall dark plum
color with scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. The sight appears complete and is "C" marked. The sight blade is very stiff and the
sight remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25BCK)
3161. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1873 rear sight for a Trapdoor rifle. The sight retains 85% thinning blue with overall
spots of light fine oxidation staining. The sight appears complete and all parts move freely. The sight remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25BCL)
3162. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1873 rear sight for a Trapdoor rifle. The sight is an overall brown patina with slightly
stiff working parts in overall good condition. (107244-25BCM)
3163. MILITARY SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1873 rear sight for a Trapdoor rifle. The sight is mostly an overall brown and plum color
patina and appears to be complete. The sight blade moves stiffly along the ladder and the sight is in overall good condition. (107244-25BCN)
3164. AXTELL RIFLE SIGHT LOT This lot consist of a single, excellent condition, Axtell Rifle Company Soule long range rifle tang sight for a
Sharps rifle. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish. The staff measures approximately 4 3/8” from the base above the
pivot screw to the top with a scale and adjustment screw on the left side. The sight is windage adjustable with a scale for precision adjustments and graduations on the right side knob. The eyepiece measures approximately 1.110” in diameter with knurled edges and the screw
hole spacing on the long base is approximately 2.180”. The Axtell Rifle Co. “A” within a shield mark is stamped on the bottom. (87349-69)
3165. REMINGTON LONG RANGE VERNIER TANG SIGHT LOT This lot consist of a single unmarked Remington Creedmoor long range
Vernier tang half scale sight. The metal surfaces retain about 99% re-applied blue finish with light handling marks. The sight base holes
are correctly spaced for a Remington rifle and the front edges are scalloped. The staff measures approximately 4 15/16” from the base
above the pivot screw to the top. Although this sight appears original the elevation adjustment screw is mounted on the right side of the
staff along with the half scale. The eyepiece measures approximately 1.136” in diameter and has knurled edges. The sight remains fully
functional. (87349-70)
3166. REMINGTON LONG RANGE VERNIER TANG SIGHT LOT This lot consist of a single unmarked Remington Creedmoor long range
Vernier tang sight. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue finish with light handling marks, fading to purple with a mix of pewter
from handling and use. The sight base holes are correctly spaced for a Remington rifle and the front edges are heavily scalloped. The staff
measures approximately 4 7/16” from the base above the pivot screw to the top. Although this sight appears original the elevation adjustment screw is mounted on the right side of the staff but the scale is on the left. The eyepiece measures approximately 1.153” in diameter
and has knurled edges. The sight remains fully functional. (87349-68)
3167. REMINGTON LONG RANGE VERNIER TANG SIGHT LOT This lot consist of a single unmarked Remington Creedmoor long range
Vernier tang sight purportedly restored by Axtell Rifle Company. The metal surfaces retain about 99% re-applied blue finish that is thinning
to gray with a few light handling marks and evidence of past cleaning. The sight base holes are correctly spaced for a Remington rifle and
the front edges are scalloped. The staff measures approximately 4 3/8” from the base above the pivot screw to the top. Although this sight
appears original the elevation adjustment screw is mounted on the right side of the staff and the scale is on the left. The eyepiece measures
approximately 1.157” in diameter and has knurled edges. The Vernier elevation screw is in need of repair. (87349-67)
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3168. REMINGTON WINDAGE GAUGE LEVEL FRONT SIGHT LOT This lot consist of
a single unmarked Remington windage gauge spirit level front sight. The sight retains
about 97% original blue finish with light handling marks and slight high edge wear. This
sight has an approximately .418 dovetail base. The globe front sight has an approximately
.068” post installed. The left knurled spirit level screw is broken but the head remains
and threads are clear of the broken screw shaft. Except for the aforementioned screw
the sight remains fully functional. (87349-68A)
3169. WINCHESTER REPRODUCTION TANG REAR SIGHT LOT This lot con3168
sist of a single unmarked reproduction of the Winchester Model 38A Vernier
tang rear sight for a Model 1873 or 1876 rifle. The sight retains about 97% original blue finish with a few light scratches. The staff measures approximately 2.6”
from the base above the pivot screw to the top with a scale and Vernier elevation adjustment screw on the left side. Screw hole spacing on the base is
approximately 2.175” and the eyepiece measures approximately .930” with
knurled edge. (87349-66)
3170. SHILOH SHARPS MID RANGE TANG SIGHT LOT This lot consist of a
single unmarked Shiloh Sharps mid range tang sight. The case-hardened colors remain robust with no visible wear. The staff measures approximately 3 3/16” from the base above the pivot screw to the top with a
scale on the left side. Screw hole spacing on the base is approximately
2.250” and the eyepiece measures 1” with knurled edge. Elevation
3169
adjustments are made by loosening the eyepiece. (87349-65)
3171. KRAG SIGHT LOT This lot includes a Model 1901 rear
sight for a Krag rifle. The sight is mostly a gunmetal gray with overall spots of light fine oxidation staining. The leaf is graduated to 2000 yards and all working parts move freely. The sight remains in about
very good condition and comes with one mounting screw. (1X107023-17R) [Mark Benenson Collection]
3172. FRONT SIGHT LOT Includes two items first is a C.R. Pederson & Son ramp kit for a Krag rifle with peep,
still in its original packaging in excellent condition. Second is an unmarked front ramp with removable hood,
similar in design to a Lyman No. 17AXNB, also in very good condition. (107023-2L)
3170
3173. GUN SIGHT LOT This lot consists of one HWS Holographic weapon sight. This as-new lot comes with
many different features including “two-eyes-open” shooting, night vision modes, small aiming dot and much
more. This item comes in its original factory box made of hard plastic. (187428-7A)
3174. FRAMED COLT ADVERTISEMENT MIRROR This lot consists of a framed Colt advertisement with
mirrored sections within. The background is black with light blue bordering around "Colt" and an engraved 1851 Navy
as well as a bust of Samuel Colt himself, all of which are mirrored. Underneath the mirrored section is "FIREARMS / COMPANY" in solid lettering. A mirrored rope design borders the entire advertisement and the entire picture sits within a wood look-alike plastic
frame. A nice piece to add to one's firearm den. (157428-6DN)
3175. U.S. RIFLE MUSKET RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for U.S. Models 1855 and 1861 Rifle Muskets, the ramrods measure 39 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends and are equipped with swelled shanks approximately 5" behind
the head. One of the rods retain about 85% original blue with the ends primarily toning to brown while the other rod has more of a mottled gray finish with good traces of original blue, both of which show light oxidation at the tip. The ramrods remain straight are in excellent overall condition. (57244-31A)
3176. U.S. SPECIAL MODEL 1861 RIFLE MUSKET RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for U.S. Special Model 1861 rifle
muskets. The ramrods measure 39 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends, one retains about 70% original blue while the other
retains a slightly mellowed bright finish, both showing some fine oxidation staining primarily at the tip. The ramrods remain straight and are
in excellent overall condition. (57244-31B)
3177. U.S. SPECIAL MODEL 1861 RIFLE MUSKET RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for U.S. Special Model 1861 rifle
muskets. The ramrods measure 39 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends and the bright finishes are fading to pewter with
some scattered oxidation staining. The ramrods remain straight and are in excellent overall condition. (57244-31C)
3178. U.S. SPECIAL MODEL 1861 RIFLE MUSKET RAMROD LOT This lot contains (3) steel ramrods for U.S. Special Model 1861 rifle
muskets. The ramrods measure 39 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends and the bright finishes have mellowed slightly with
patches of fine oxidation staining. The ramrods remain straight and are in excellent overall condition. (57244-31D)
3179. U.S. MODEL 1817 "COMMON RIFLE" RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for U.S. Model 1817 Flintlock "Common
Rifle". The ramrods measure 36" from the brass trumpet tips to the threaded ends. The bright finished rods have mellowed slightly with
scattered patches of light oxidation staining and the unpatinated brass tip shows a few minor light impact marks and spots of tarnish. The
ramrods rate excellent and appear to be unissued or contemporary replacements. (57244-31E)
3180. U.S. MODEL 1817 "COMMON RIFLE" RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for U.S. Model 1817 Flintlock "Common
Rifle". The ramrods measure 36" from the brass trumpet tips to the the threaded ends. The bright finished rods are toning to pewter with
sparse patches of oxidation staining and the unpatinated brass tips shows a few minor light impact marks and spots of fine tarnish. The
ramrods rate excellent and appear to be unissued or contemporary replacements. (57244-31F)
3181. U.S. MODEL 1817 "COMMON RIFLE" RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for U.S. Model 1817 Flintlock "Common
Rifle". The ramrods measure 36" from the brass trumpet tips to the threaded ends. The bright finished rods have mellowed slightly with a
couple patches of fine oxidation a little more prominent at the base of one of the tips. The unpatinated brass tips show some very minor surface wear and specks of light tarnish. The ramrods rate excellent and appear to be unissued or contemporary replacements. (57244-31G)
3182. U.S. MODEL 1817 "COMMON RIFLE" RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for U.S. Model 1817 Flintlock "Common
Rifle". The ramrods measure 36" from the brass trumpet tips to the threaded ends. The bright finished rods have mellowed slightly and the
unpatinated brass tips show some minute handling wear and specks of light tarnish. The ramrods rate excellent and appear to be unissued
or contemporary replacements. (57244-31H)
3183. REMINGTON 1863 ZOUAVE RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for Remington Model 1863 Zouave rifles. The ramrods measure 32 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends and the bright finishes have mellowed slightly with a few patches of
fine oxidation staining. The ramrods remain straight and are in excellent condition. (57244-31I)
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3184. REMINGTON 1863 ZOUAVE RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for Remington 1863 Zouave rifles. The ramrods measure 32 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends and the metal has nicely toned to pewter with a couple patches of light oxidation. The ramrods remain straight and in excellent overall condition. (57244-31J)
3185. REMINGTON 1863 ZOUAVE RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for Remington 1863 Zouave rifles. The ramrods measure 32 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends. The metal remains overall bright with sparse very fine oxidation staining.
Ramrods remain straight and in excellent condition. (57244-31K)
3186. REMINGTON 1863 ZOUAVE RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for Remington 1863 Zouave rifles. The ramrods measure 32 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends. The metal has mellowed slightly with some sparse very fine oxidation staining. The ramrods remain straight and in excellent condition. (57244-31L)
3187. REMINGTON 1863 ZOUAVE RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for Remington 1863 Zouave rifles. The ramrods measure 32 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends. The metal has toned to pewter with scattered patches of fine oxidation staining. The ramrods remain straight and in near excellent condition. (57244-31M)
3188. REMINGTON 1863 ZOUAVE RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for Remington 1863 Zouave rifles. The ramrods measure 32 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends. The metal has toned to pewter with scattered patches of oxidation. The ramrods remain straight and in near excellent condition. (57244-31N)
3189. REMINGTON 1863 ZOUAVE RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for Remington 1863 Zouave rifles. The ramrods measure 32 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends. The metal has mellowed slightly with sparse very fine oxidation staining. The
ramrods remain straight and in excellent condition. (57244-31P)
3190. REMINGTON 1863 ZOUAVE RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel ramrods for Remington 1863 Zouave rifles. The ramrods measure 32 5/8" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends. The metal has mellowed slightly with some sparse fine oxidation staining. The
ramrods remain straight and in in excellent condition. (57244-31Q)
3191. U.S. MODEL 1880 TRAPDOOR RAMROD BAYONET This bayonet measures 35 1/2" from the point to the threaded end. The metal
retains about 70% original blue with scattered modest oxidation. The ramrod features a triangular bayonet the first 20 1/2" and is equipped
with two circular locking holes and a ten line finger groove towards the tip and the threaded end can be used in conjunction with a wiper as a
cleaning rod or as a ramrod with the broken shell extractor. A very good plus condition bayonet seldom encountered separately. (57244-31Q)
3192. U.S. MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR CLEANING ROD LOT This lot contains (2) steel cleaning rods for U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor
Springfield rifles. The bayonets measure 35 5/8" overall and are equipped with slotted button tips, turned slotted swells 4 1/2" from the tip
and serrated ends for retention provision. One of the rods retains 95-98% original blue with minor light silvering along the edges and a few
sparse specks of light oxidation while the other rod is finished bright with scattered patches of fine oxidation staining and ingrained dirt.
Both remain straight and in excellent condition. (57244-31R)
3193. U.S. RIFLE MUSKET RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) what appear to be shortened steel ramrods for U.S. Special Model 1861 or
similar rifle muskets measuring 39" from the tulip shaped tips to the threaded ends which are slightly shorter than a standard 1861 ramrod.
The metal has a nice mottled gray patina with scattered fine oxidation staining and some pinprick pitting, one of the rods has some brown
toning at the tip which shows some light chips and modest oxidation inside of the cup. The ramrods remain straight and in otherwise very
good plus condition. (57244-31S)
3194. REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK CLEANING ROD This steel cleaning rod is for a Remington Spanish Rolling Block rifle and measures 35
5/8" from the six groove tapered base slotted tip to the threaded end. The metal retains about 95% original blue with some sparse fine oxidation
staining, majority of loss light edge wear at the tip and threaded end. The ramrod remains straight and in excellent condition. (57244-31T)
3195. METAL RAMROD LOT This lot contains (2) brass tipped trumpet head steel ramrods with threaded ends, one measuring 33" and the
other 32 5/8", both with 3/4" brass tips. The shorter of the two has a sliding separation about 2 7/8" from the tip with a narrow inner rod,
the tip is not removable. The bright finished steel has mellowed slightly with sparse patches of fine oxidation and ingrained dirt and the
unpatinated brass tips show some very fine oxidation staining. Nearly identical to U.S. 1841 Mississippi rifle, these could be well-crafted contemporary replacements. (57244-31U)
3196. METAL RAMROD LOT Four ramrods total: (1) steel ramrod lot quite possibly for a Remington Model 1863 Zouave rifle measuring 33
1/2" from the tulip shaped tip to the threaded end. The metal is dull pewter with some scattered fine oxidation, more moderate towards the
tip; (1) steel cleaning/ramrod measuring 32 7/8" from the trumpet shaped tip to the threaded end. The rod is equipped with a large drilled
hole at the tip and a swelled taper about 4" from the tip with a
turned retention groove cut about 90% around. The head is
3198
stamped "OI J" and the metal has toned to pewter with scattered fine oxidation; (1) button tipped tapered steel rod measuring 19 1/2" from the tip to the threaded end. The bright finish has mellowed slightly with scattered oxidation and dirt
staining at both ends; (1) tapered steel rod measuring 19 3/4"
from the cone shaped tip to the threaded end remaining bright
overall with scattered patches of light oxidation. (57244-31V)
3197. METAL RAMROD LOT This lot contains six shortened assorted steel ramrods with slotted grooved, tulip and
cylindrical shaped tips and rough cut ends ranging in length from
24" - 39 3/8". All six rods retain varying percentages of fading blue finish and surface oxidation. (57244-31Y)
3198. RARE KARL BARTH NAZI MARKED P.27(T) PEBBLE SKIN FLAP
HOLSTER This is a nice single magazine pouch black pebble-skin flap holster for
the Czech CZ27 semi-auto pistol. The belt loop is Waffenamt marked "WaA721" over
what appears to be "1250 601 / EZGJ / 1943" (Karl Barth Militareffktenfabrik, Waldbruhl,
Nordrhein-Westfalen. The leather shows some light scuffs and marks but remains soft and supple
with tight and intact seams and scuffs. (57287-16A)
3199. LOT OF RPD MACHINEGUN ACCESSORIES Four items total: (1) drum magazine with 50 rd.
link belt, (2) original green canvas drum pouches with carry straps with Radom factory markings and 1960
and 1961 dates on side of flap and (1) contemporary canvas rifle case with tie-down and carry straps. A nice
set of accessories for a RPD or RPDS rifle. (57398-14A)
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3200. COLT SINGLE ACTION ARMY GRIPS This lot contains a
set of factory checkered hard rubber Rampant Colt grips for a
single action target revolver. The grips are in excellent condition with sharp points and embossed Rampant Colt medal3200
lions, a few very light blemishes and are scratch- numbered
to the original revolver on the interiors of the panels. An
unmolested grip screw is included. (57254-16A)
3201. ATTRACTIVE M1 CARBINE PRESENTATION
CASE This a lovely hinged walnut presentation case
with lockable brass furniture. The case measures 4
1/4" x 11 1/2" x 38 1/2" and is equipped with dual
recessed "D" shaped handles, dual latches with sliding
latches, triple rear hinges, sliding lid hold-open guide
and an inlaid lock with key. The exterior of the case rates excellent with a few light dents and blemishes and is nicely incised carved "Mfg.
By. / IBM / Poughkeepsie N.Y." in a oval football shape in the lower right corner. (If one did not wish to display an I.B.M. Carbine, a brass
plate could be fitted over this spot—or the lid removed and run through a planer.) The interior is O.D. felt lined and the lower section of the
case has six form fitted compartments for the carbine, magazine and accessories. Included with the case is a two piece T-handle cleaning
rod, sealed 50 rd. Lake City Ordnance Plant box of cartridges with "Repacked E.C. 5-44" surcharge, cloth bandolier containing (12) 10 rd.
stripper clips of "FA/52" head stamped cartridges, piston nut wrench, bolt, disassembly/ assembly tool, cleaning rod loop, brushes, rubber
magazine cover and cloth patches. One of the hinge screws and the lid hold-open guide nut are missing. A neat, great looking "War Baby"
presentation case. (57392-6)

3201

3202. LOT OF MG-42 ACCESSORIES This lot includes five items: (2) barrel mitts each one is marked "8415-12-319-6778 / Schulze, Brakel
/ 6/94 / Bund" both in excellent condition; (1) 8mm broken shell extractor in very good condition; (1) starter link for an ammunition belt
with four dummy cartridges in overall excellent condition; (1) unmarked MG 34/42 basket drum magazine. The magazine appears complete with an added layer of green enamel and is in excellent condition. (1X107000-3)
3203. LOT OF GUN AND SIGHT PARTS This lot contains a variety of gun sights, safeties, eyecups, lens covers, inserts and other related items.
Some of the included items are: (2) Marbles No. 46R front sight blades, one standard, one
sheard gold, a Redfield No. SP-625-S partridge sight, Lyman No. 17A insert kit, various peep
sights, lens caps, and assorted screws all in very good to excellent condition. (1X107023-2BE)
3206
3204. LOT OF SHOOTING ACCESSORIES Five items total: (2) Beretta model 92 magazines,
first is an unmarked model 92C magazine. The magazine retains near 90% plus of its original finish and has a plastic molded floorplate. Second is an unmarked steel 92FS magazine.
The magazine retains 90% plus original blue and both are in very good to excellent condition; (1) True Mark plastic and aluminum constructed sling shot. The bands are slightly
dried and cracking and they should be replaced before use. It appears complete in proper
working order and comes with two partial packages of shot; (1) pair of compact 4x30 binoculars by Vivtar with clear crisp optics and comes with a black belt loop carry case; (1) plastic bag containing approximately 100 rds. of .45 ACP and approximately 55 rds. of .30 M1.
Also included are 11 mixed shells. The lot is in very good condition overall with some showing light tarnish. (1X74299-26T)
3205. LOT OF AIR-SOFT PELLETS Includes the following factory sealed packages by Daisy: Five
SoftAir Shot for models 08, 38, 59; two SoftAir pellets for model 57; and one SoftAir Shot &
Cartridges Number 7180. Also included are five packages of 150 round Marksman Laserhawk
1297 Hyper-Velocity Airgun ammunition consisting of three factory sealed and two opened but
3207
virtually full. (2X75665-106)
3206. FOX FISHING REEL LOT This lot consists of a Fox fishing reel marked “FOX CO. PHILA. PA.
U.S.A. 250 YD FREE SPOOL” on its foot. It is in very good to near excellent condition with a
few light handling marks on the bakelite sides. The nickel-plated brass surfaces are flaking and
tarnished with about 80% nickel still intact. The black wood knob rates about very good with
some crazing and flaking finish. This reel appears to function fully. (2X127034-76A)
3207. FOX FISHING REEL LOT This lot consists of a Fox fishing reel marked “FOX CO. PHILA. PA.
U.S.A. 250 YD FREE SPOOL” on its foot. It is in near excellent condition with several light
scratches and dings on the bakelite sides. The nickel-plated brass surfaces are near excellent
with a few light tarnishes and some worn finish on the foot. The black wood knob show some
wear with about 70% paint left. This reel appears to function fully and comes with an almost full
spool of line. (2X127034-76)
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3208. LOT OF FOX FISHING REELS This lot consists of two Fox
fishing reels. The first is marked “FOX CO. PHILA. PA. U.S.A.
3208
250 YD FREE SPOOL” on its foot. It is in very good condition
with the bakelite sides showing some crazing and having a
small chip and a couple of tiny handling marks. The nickel-plated brass surfaces are flaking and tarnished with some spotty
discoloration. The black wood handle is flaking with about 50%
painted finish left. This reel appears to function fully. Second
reel is marked “A. H. FOX GUN CO. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 250
YD FREE SPOOL” on its foot. It is good condition with a few
light handling marks on its bakelite sides. The nickel-plated
brass surfaces show some light tarnish with the center of the
spool showing the bulk. The black wood handle is in near
excellent condition with some fading to the painted surface.
This reel does not function fully and will require some repair
before using. (2X127034-76C,E)
3209. SAVAGE BARREL LOT This lot consists of an original barrel
and forend for a Savage model 219 in .22 Hornet with the 26”
barrel exhibiting an excellent bore and metal surfaces retaining
about 90% original thinning blue with areas showing a brownish tone. The excellent condition walnut forend retains about
98% original finish with loss due to light handling marks.
Additionally there are two drilled and tapped holes in the rear
left side of the barrel. (75829-13)
3210. LOT OF WESTERN YOUTH CHAPS
AND VEST This lot consist of a set of
youth sized bear skin chaps and a deer
hide youth vest. The black bear skin chaps
3210
measure about 26 1/2” from the top of the
yoke to the bottom and the measurements
vary slightly between left and right. The
yoke is canvas with later attached leather
belt measuring about 28” (straight across
the curved yoke to the first hole). The
back of the leggings have two, step
through, canvas loops to retain the
chaps. The right leg has a small
pocket of the same canvas material
as the yoke and both have flaking
faux suede finish. The seam on the
right leg has separated about 6” at
the top. Both leggings are trimmed
at the base with a silver covered
canvas on the lower outer edge that
is heavily flaking. Overall, the leggings rate fair to good. The suede
deer hide vest rates very good to
excellent with light handling wear.
The vest is about a child size small.
The vest has breast flaps with light
fringe trim connected to brass
grommets and there is a single
grommet on both sides of the front
for closure. The bottom is cut into a triangular configuration with a brass grommet in each and a short piece of fringe hanging from it. (87105-26)
3211. CUSTOM PISTOL CASE LOT This lot consist of a single custom wood pistol case for a Ruger old
Model Single Six revolver with 5 1/2” barrel. The oak box is nicely constructed and features a hinged cover with six piece geometric appliqué
wood inserts on the top. The inside of the box is fitted with a wood insert cut out to fit the revolver with the edges lined in green felt. The
box has a brass hasp with brass swiveling handle and rates near excellent overall. (87177-25A)
3212. SMITH & WESSON GRIP LOT This lot consist of a single set of Smith & Wesson N frame checkered goncalo alves target grips that rate
excellent. This style grip has the extractor cut that was used up to the approximately the early 1980’s and predates the type with speed
loader cut. (87404-70A)
3213. COLT 22 / 45 CONVERSION KIT LOT This lot consist of a single Colt 22 LR conversion kit for the Government Model pistol chambered
for 45 ACP and 38 Super Auto. The kit includes a slide fitted with Patridge front sight and Accro rear sight, barrel with floating chamber,
ejector, recoil spring, slide stop and a single Colt marked magazine. The slide retains about 98% original blue finish with light handling and
operation marks, and several very small areas of pitting. Also included are the original factory wood grain box that rates good to very good
and is correctly end labeled to the unit and a manual. (87439-6)
3214. SMITH & WESSON COLLECTIBLE SIGHT ADJUSTMENT TOOL LOT This lot consist of a single Smith & Wesson “sight adjustment
tool” (screwdriver) that were packaged with their firearms between 1940 and 1958. The tool consists of blue finished steel knurled-handled with black oxide shaft, long tapered end and wider blade. The finish is starting to thin slightly on the high edges of the handle with
light wear to the blade. (87241-108A) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3215. LOT OF PARTS This is a lot of three items for long arms beginning with two barrels, the first of which is for a Remington Nylon 66 and 77
Autoloader. The 19 5/8”, .22 LR barrel with a very good bore retains about 90% original blue with areas fading to brown and scattered wear
marks evident. The front sight is present, the rear is not. Next is a barrel and tube with forearm for a Winchester Model 12 shotgun in 12 ga.
The 20 1/2” barrel has a bright excellent bore and retains about 92% parkerized finish with most loss at contact points and thinning in areas.
The tube rates excellent and the 18 groove, corn cobb, walnut forend also rates excellent with a couple of minor dings. (75694-16B)
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3216. LOT OF STOCK PARTS This lot consists of two walnut forends with tubes and a buttstock for slide action shotguns beginning with a forend
for an Ithaca M. 37 in 12 ga. The wood retains about 95% finish with several minor handling marks evident, the checkering is smooth. The
blued hardware exhibits brown oxidation spots in exposed areas. The buttstock is also for a M. 37 and also retains about 93% finish with a few
more impact marks and equally smooth checkering. It features the original rubber recoil pad and hard plastic pistolgrip end cap, each rating
near excellent. The second forend is for a Remington Wingmaster M. 870 TB Trap in 12 ga. with sharp checkering and showing only a few
minor handling marks and the hardware retains 97% blue with very light wear. An about near excellent condition lot overall. (75694-16C)
3217. LOT OF STOCK PARTS This is a lot of three walnut parts for semi auto rifles. The first two are for Browning Auto Rifles, one for a Grade
I and the other for a Grade II. Each has excellent checkering and a few light handling marks, retaining about 97% finish overall. The Grade
II has a small chip at the rear left underside. The last item is a Pedersen Bros. manufactured handguard for an Underwood M1 Carbine and
rating about very good with scattered dings and a narrow 4” chip along the left side of the barrel channel. (75694-16D)
3218. LOT OF GUN PARTS This is a lot of parts for the Colt 1911 pistol including two U.S. army marked slides each rating about near very
good with mottled smoky gray patinas and scattered areas of oxidation staining particularly at the serrations. Also included are one of each
of the following parts rating very good to excellent: disconnector, thumb safety, slide stop, magazine catch, hammer and hammer strut, sear,
sear spring, and trigger. This lot also includes four grip screws and the following pins: mainspring housing, sear and hammer. (75694-16E)
3219. LOT OF GUN PARTS This is a lot of parts for the Smith & Wesson model 41 pistol. The total quantity is approximately 190 of a very
diverse variety of small parts that appear to be in excellent to as new condition. Examples include but are not limited to: slide stop and ejector, mainspring, mainspring retainer and pin, recoil spring and guide, pawl, pawl cam, cam plunger and spring and pawl pin. Also included
are triggerguard and pin, extractor, extractor spring and plunger, hammer, manual safety spring plate and screw, rear sight assembly, elevation spring, pivot clip and pin, elevation stud, sear, sear pin and spring, trigger bar and spring, magazine disconnector and spring. In addition there are magazine catch, catch nut, spring and plunger, trigger, trigger pull adjustment lever, spring and pin, bolt and bolt pin, firing
pin and pin spring, old style manual safety and new style with separate hammer pin. The parts are contained in several small envelopes with
identifications and quantities depicted. Included is an original parts list and instruction sheet for the model 41. (75694-16F)
3220. GUN STOCK LOT This is a walnut stock by Jamestown Lounge Co. for a Standard Products M1 Carbine. The one piece stock is fully
intact with a strong cartouche and “S J” marking, light handling marks, retaining about 96% finish. (75694-16G)
3221. GUN STOCK LOT This is a low wood buttstock and forend for a Winchester model 1894. The buttstock retains about 92% original finish with loss due to several handling marks and a chip is evident at the left side of the upper tang channel. The original hard plastic buttplate
exhibits nice checkering and a few minor handling marks. The included forend exhibits a darker brown tone and retains considerably less
finish, perhaps 50% with flaking and wear evident as are a few minor handling marks. (75694-16H)
3222. LOT OF GUN PARTS This is a lot of parts for the Winchester 1894 including a low wood buttstock and forend with matching original
darker brown finish. The butt exhibits several scratches and handling marks, particularly on the left side and the comb has a small area that
has come into contact with what appears to be light blue paint. There are 3” strips of masking tape affixed to each side that were appliedto exhibit a price. The included steel buttplate rates near excellent with nice checkering. Also included is the finger lever and attached
lower tang retaining about 85% original blue with areas of light surface oxidation. There are also several small parts included in this lot: 12
action screws, rear band, mainspring, carrier spring, spring cover, finger lever pin, and link pin. The small parts rate about very good overall and are likely for .32 Win. Special. (75694-16I)
3223. LOT OF GUN PARTS This is a lot of several small parts for Smith & Wesson top break and single action revolvers in the following quantities: (6) hammers; (2) spurless hammers; (6) triggers; (6) triggerguards; (3) side plates; (4) D. A. hooks; (6) hands; (6) v-springs; (8)
main/hammer springs; (2) long cylinder stops; (3) top latches (including one for Safety Hammerless) and approximately 25 smaller parts
comprised mainly of pins and screws. This is an about very good plus condition lot overall. (75694-16J)
3224. LOT OF GRIPS This is a large lot of two piece hard rubber grips for vintage single action revolvers consisting of the following quantities
and manufacturers: (26) of Iver Johnson owl’s head, (1) of Smoker, (1) of vertical eagle motif left panel only; (3) United States Arms Co.,
and (1) left panel only; (27) of Harrington & Richardson; (13) complete and (1) left panel only of Hopkins & Allen; (4) of Thames Arms Co.;
(2) of American Arms; (3) of Forehand & Wadsworth; (3) of Chicago Arms Co.; (1) of Eastern Arms Co. (1) of Meridan; (1) of National;
(1) with a dog motif. Also included is a set of H&R plastic grips bringing the total to 88 sets and three single panels. This is an about very
good condition lot overall with a very small amount showing chips. (75694-16K)
3225. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of four sets of Merwin, Hulbert & Company hard rubber grips. These are of the variation featuring the
circular and checkered pattern logos at the tops of each side. Three of the sets rate about very good, fully intact with nice checkering and
the fourth is in a lesser state of condition as there is a small chip at the base of the left panel and the checkering has smoothened considerably. (75694-16L)
3226. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of two sets of two piece smooth walnut S&W target grips beginning with an L frame with fully intact panels
retaining about 90% finish with loss due mainly to high edge wear. Next are a better condition pair of K frame with about 98% finish remaining and exhibiting a few minor dings. Also included in the lot is a left panel walnut J frame with very good checkering and a J frame size
right panel of smooth dark brown plastic by Barami and exhibiting a few minor scratches. (75694-16M)
3227. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of four sets of hard rubber S&W grips including three with very good checkering remaining and one of
them with a left panel with a small chip running the length of the top. The fourth set has smoothened significantly and there is a thin crack
running along the company logo on the left panel. (75694-16N)
3228. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of four sets of S&W hard rubber grips with very good checkering overall and one set with a 1” chip at the
rear corner of the base of the left panel and another set with a small chip running across the base of its left panel. These are suitable for
32 S&W top break revolvers. (75694-16P)
3229. GRIP LOT This is a set of hard rubber S&W grips with the rare feature of full floral engraved panels. The grips rate about near excellent
with only light wear and impressive and pronounced engraving. (75694-16Q)
3230. GRIP LOT This is a set of scarce original wood grips for the Savage model 101 single shot pistol. The condition is near excellent with a
few minor scratches, a sharp Indian chief logo on each panel and about 98% finish retention. (75694-16R)
3231. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of two sets of revolver grips beginning with an original set of grips for the High Standard Double Nine. These
are faux stag grips showing virtually no wear with the left panel exhibiting a 1” chip at the lower front inside corner. The original High Standard
medallions are fully intact. The other pair is another set of faux stag, these being Jayscott 20 aftermarket and suitable for S&W medium K frame
square butt. The top inch of the right panel has broken off, the left panel is fully intact and they show only very light wear. (75694-16S)
3232. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of two sets of bird’s head wood grips for the S&W model 1 1/2 revolver beginning with an excellent condition
pair with nice checkering and company logo. The inside right panel is hand numbered “27385”. The other pair is of rosewood and are in a
slightly lesser state of condition with a few light handling marks to the smooth surfaces. Each inner panel is stamped “24”. (75694-16T)
3233. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of two complete sets of excellent condition faux ivory grips starting with a pair of original grips for the
High Standard Double Nine Series revolver with virtually no blemishes and nice bronze medallions intact on each panel. The other pair is
unmarked and of bird’s head configuration, measuring about 1 1/2” in length and exhibiting a few minor scratches. (75694-16U)
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3234. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of two sets of smooth walnut grips for the Charter Arms Bulldog revolver with one rating excellent with
a few minor handling marks and the other is in a slightly lesser state of condition with some scuffing and impact marks on the lower right
panel. (75694-16V)
3235. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of two sets of hard rubber grips for revolvers beginning with an Iver Johnson measuring about 3 1/2” in
length with a 13/16” grip extension. The grips feature strong diamond checkering with light scroll engraving bordering the top and bottom,
the “IJ” logo borders the top escutcheon and the owl’s head logo is present at the tops of each panel as well. There are a few light bruises
to the checkering on the left panel but only minor blemishes overall. The other set is Harrington & Richardson with essentially the same dimensions as the ones described above. The scalloped bordered checkering is robust and free of any blemishes worth mentioning. There is a
small chip at the front base of the left panel but each pair of these two screw grips which are likely target, rate excellent. (75694-16W)
3236. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of eight sets of wood, bird’s head grips. Four of these measure about 2” in overall length including two
with smooth surfaces with a relatively light brown finish with one showing a small crack at the lower right panel. The smallest of this group
reveals mildly worn checkering and about 10% of the left panel is chipped off at the lower front. The next three in this lot are somewhat larger, coming in at slightly more than 2”. The first two of these have mildly worn checkering and isolated dark spotting. The third of these is in
better condition with checkering showing less wear and featuring an impressive Phoenix logo at the top of each panel. Rounding out the
lot is a slightly larger set with a darkened tone and well worn checkering. Overall the lot comes in at about very good. (75694-16X)
3237. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of three sets original wood grips for the S&W models 52 and 39 semi-auto pistol. All three of the checkered grips with S&W medallions on each panel appear unused and rate excellent exhibiting tape residue where they had been adhered for
storage purposes but should clean to appear virtually as new. (75694-16Y)
3238. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of four sets of revolver grips beginning with two original Ruger Vaquero grips in checkered black plastic with silver Ruger medallions. They rate very good to excellent with only light wear. Next is a pair of silver-black plastic grips with wood
interior panels stamped “20A Colt Scout” and rate excellent with little indication of use. The last set features impressive wood grain panels
with very minor handling marks and are for single action army style revolvers. (75694-16Z)
3239. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of two sets of original Colt revolver grips starting with a pair of smooth walnut for the New Army/Navy and
in excellent condition retaining about 98% original finish and exhibiting a few minor dings and are numbered “254786” The other pair is for
the New Police/Police Positive series. These are checkered hard rubber with the oval company logo at the top and rating excellent, showing very light wear. The inner panels are numbered “18698”. (75694-16AA)
3240. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of four sets and two separate panels of Colt grips, all of which are of wood with the exception of the first
which is a set of hard rubber with very good checkering, strong oval Colt logos and a repaired 1” crack at the bottom of the right panel.
Next are two examples of Detective Special with one rating very good plus with mildly worn checkering and a few light bruises and the other
rating a couple of notches less with moderate wear and fading and a 2” chip on the rear right panel. Each has nice silver Colt medallions
intact as does the next item which is the right side of a D frame with mild wear and stains and an “X” written in black at its center. Next is
a Detective Special, third issue with very good checkering, a scuff on the right side and scattered light dings. The last item is also for a
Detective Special, third issue, right panel only, with nice checkering and some light scuffs and stains. (75694-16AB)
3241. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of two sets of wood pistolgrips beginning with a one piece right handed Thompson Center Contender
that rates excellent with a few minor scratches and sharp checkering. The other is a two piece aftermarket set of checkered target grips
with right handed thumb groove and likely suitable for Ruger Speed Six and Security Six retaining about 99% finish and showing little indication of usage. (75694-16AC)
3242. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of four sets of checkered grips for S&W semi-auto pistols: (2) sets of black plastic two piece for model 59; (1)
of wood for the model 52; (1) one piece for a model 915. Each of the grips appears unused and are in excellent condition. (75694-16AD)
3243. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of four sets of Smith & Wesson, walnut revolver grips: (2) of K frame, magna grip with excellent checkering including one that has been customized, and silver medallions intact; (1) of J frame, square butt, target with very good checkering
remaining and gold medallions intact; (1) of K frame, hand ejector service rating about very good with smoothened checkering and a 1”
scuff on the right panel. The first three sets rate about near excellent with minor handling marks. (75694-16AE)
3244. GRIP LOT This is an original pair of black plastic grips for the J.P. Sauer & Sohn model 38 semi-auto pistol. The grips retain excellent
checkering, a sharp company logo on the left panel, nice interior markings including “242/25” and rate about near excellent overall with only
light wear and no significant impact marks. (75694-16AF)
3245. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of seven sets of S&W checkered walnut revolver grips: (2) of K frame magna in excellent condition consisting of one round and one square; (5) of J frame consisting of four round butt with two being diamond and one square butt diamond. The
conditions of the J frames range from very good with minor impact marks to excellent. All of the grips retain original medallions. (75694-16AG)
3246. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of four sets of grips for semi-auto pistols beginning with two original sets of Colt for model 1903, .32 Auto
beginning with a checkered hard rubber pair with impressive Rampant Colt and straight sided banner logos. The checkering is only lightly
worn and there are no significant blemishes. The other pair is for the same model but these are near excellent and of checkered walnut
with robust silver medallions. Next is a pair of aftermarket faux stag for the same model and showing little indication of wear or use. The
last pair is also aftermarket, laminated brown woodgrain for a .25 auto and are also apparently unused and rate excellent. (75694-16AF)
3247. LOT OF GRIPS This is lot of four sets of original grips for the M1911 semi-auto pistol. These are the diamond checkered wood paneled
Type 1 variation consisting of three by Colt and one by Rem.-UMC. The condition is about near excellent with overall light wear and isolated handling marks. (75694-16AG)
3248. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of five sets of original wood grips for the M1911 semi-auto pistol. Four feature diamond checkering characteristic of Type 1, consisting of two Colts and two Remington-UMC. The fifth one is a Type 3 for a Colt M1911A1, a solid walnut pair with
full checkering and like the balance of the lot rates about very good to excellent with light to mild wear to the checkering and scattered handling marks. One of the Type 1’s has a small chip below the bottom screw hole and a smaller one is observed at the bottom of the lower
diamond on the right panel of another. (75694-16AH)
3249. GRIP LOT This is a pair of antique smooth ivory grips for the M1911 semi-auto pistol in about good to very good overall condition with
the left panel exhibiting a mottled black, brown and yellow patina with the lower half mainly a charcoal gray and yellow combination. The
right panel is in a considerably better state of condition with about 90% of its surface exhibiting an appealing creamy patina with portions,
mainly at the corners, showing darker tones of brown and charcoal gray. There is a noticeable aging crack beginning at the base just below
the screw hole and extending about 3/4th of the way to the top. The interiors of this antique ivory pair have contact points of mainly white
with some darker overtones and some orange/brown in surrounding areas. (75694-16AI)
3250. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of 15 original M1911 & A1 “Coltwood” brown plastic grip panels in the following types and quantities: Type
6, (1) left panel; Type 7, (2) complete and (2) left; Type 9, (1) left panel with small chip at top rear corner; Type 10, (2) complete and (3)
right panels. The overall condition of this lot is excellent with most showing only very light wear. (75694-16AJ)
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3251. LOT OF GRIPS This is a lot of three sets of aftermarket genuine mother-of-pearl grips suitable for 32 S&W top break revolvers. One of
the right panels has a small chip on the interior front at its base but otherwise they are free of significant blemishes. This is a very good to
excellent condition lot overall with the interiors showing some brown spotting along the periphery. (75694-16AK)
3252. LOT OF GRIPS This lot consists of three sets of aftermarket genuine mother-of-pearl grips suitable for S&W revolvers including two for
tip-up revolvers beginning with a birds head for small frame and with a couple of minor chips at the top edge and the other for medium
frame. The last pair is K frame square butt and the overall condition of the lot is very good to excellent with only the slightest of blemishes
and some discoloration along the interior. (75694-16AL)
3253. LOT OF GUN PARTS This is a wide assortment of parts for the M1911 semi-auto pistol consisting of the following: sear spring, mainspring housing, trigger, slide stop, magazine catch, extractor, firing pin stop, and safety lock. Also included in this diverse lot are firing pin,
firing pin spring, sear, disconnector, sear disconnector pin, four stock screws and four stock screw bushings. In addition there are two recoil
springs, two recoil spring guides, hammer, hammer strut, hammer pin and grip safety. The parts rate about very good with some a notch
above and some showing scattered light oxidation. The last items are a pair of diamond checkered grips showing light wear and a few scattered light bruises. (75694-16AM)
3254. LOT OF GUN PARTS This is a lot of parts for the S&W model 57 in 41 magnum in very good plus condition beginning with mainspring,
hammer block, hammer assembly, sideplate, two crowned yoke screws, flat head plate screw, strain screw and stock pin. Also included in
this diversified lot are rear sight leaf, bolt, bolt plunger, thumbpiece, thumbpiece nut, cylinder stop, cylinder stop spring, rebound side assembly, its pin and spring. In addition there is also trigger assembly, hand, bolt stop and its spring. Topping off the lot is an excellent condition
set of N frame walnut target square butt grips with diamond checkering and silver medallions. (75694-16AN)
3255. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot consists of parts for two Colt Pocket Model Hamerless semi-auto pistols, one in .32 and the other in .380.
Each includes one each of the following parts: slide, barrel, retractor spring, automatic grip safety, trigger, sear, hammer, magazine catch,
safety (disconnector), sear, safety and trigger spring, firing pin spring and lock pin. Also included are one slide lock safety and the .32
retractor spring guide. The condition is very good with the .32 slide mainly gunmetal gray with scattered smoky gray patina. The .380 slide
is in better condition retaining about 30% original blue. Also included in the lot are two sets of original checkered hard rubber grips with
lightly worn checkering and strong Rampant Colt and straight sided banner logos. (75694-16AP)
3256. STOCK LOT This lot includes a sporterized Model 1903 rifle stock. The smooth walnut stock with rounded nose and added Western Field
recoil pad has a 1/4" drying crack at the tip of the channel with overall light handling marks in good overall condition. (107023-10C)
3257. LOT OF MILITARIA This lot contains five items. First are two sealed U.S. Military first aid dressings. These small tin packs are marked
"Carlisle Model" with instructions stamped on the lid in very good condition. Second is a vintage box of playing cards. The front label reads
"Department of Illinois Ladies Auxiliary to the / Ladies Auxiliary V.F.W. badge / Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States". It appears
that the original deck of cards was replaced with a later deck but the box remains in good overall condition aside from some light scuffing
and partially split seams along the right side. Third is a pair of Military goggles with spare lens in their original box. The goggles remain in
good overall condition with the straps and foam showing some signs of use. Fourth is an assortment of pins and jewelry to include three
rings and 20 assorted buttons pins and related items. (107241-147AU) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3258. VINTAGE HANDCUFFS This lot includes a set of H&R Arms Company handcuffs with key. These are vintage U.S.A. made double lock cuffs
that retain about 80% nickel plate with some loss to wear and the balance flaking. There are patches of fine oxidation staining and they have a
2 1/2" pivoting hinge chain. Both locks function and these cuffs remain in very good condition. (107241-147Y) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3259. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes a blued six shot cylinder in .38 Special for a Colt S.A.A. revolver. The cylinder is un-numbered and retains about 85% thinning blue with silvering present along the sharp edges. The ratchet shows wear consistent with use and the
bores remain smooth. Included with this cylinder is a base pin bushing and the cylinder remains in very good condition. (107244-28)
3260. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes a blued six shot cylinder in .38 Special for a Colt S.A.A. revolver. The cylinder retains
90% blue finish with a light turn ring visible along with some scattered light scratches. The bores remain smooth and the back face of the
cylinder is marked with a Rampant Colt and the bottom is numbered 032. The cylinder comes with a base pin bushing and remains in very
good overall condition. (107244-28A)
3261. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a blued six shot cylinder in .38 Special. The cylinder retains near 90% percent
blue with a faint turn ring and light scratches visible. The front of the cylinder is numbered M845 and there is a Rampant Colt stamped on
the front face. A very good condition cylinder with smooth bores. (107244-28B)
3262. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in .38 Special. The cylinder retains 95% blue with a
few light scattered scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. The bores remain bright on this un-numbered cylinder with Rampant Colt
stamp and it is in very good overall condition. (107244-28C)
3263. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes a blued six shot cylinder in .38 Special for a Colt S.A.A. revolver. The cylinder is unnumbered and retains about 85% thinning blue with silvering present along the sharp edges, overall light scratches and visible light turn
ring. The ratchet shows wear consistent with use and the bores remain smooth. This is an overall good cylinder. (107244-28D)
3264. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in .38 Special. The cylinder retains 98% blue. The bores
are bright on this un-numbered cylinder with Rampant Colt stamp and it is in excellent condition. (107244-28E)
3265. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot cylinder in 32-20. The cylinder has a spotted and speckled blue finish likely due to a contaminate during the bluing process. The bores are mostly smooth with a couple showing very small patches light pitting and the cylinder remains in overall good condition. (107244-28F)
3266. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in 45 Colt. The cylinder retains 85% thinning blue with
overall light scratches, a couple of small patches of oxidation staining and has a faint turn ring. The cylinder is numbered 5230 and the bores
are mostly smooth with a couple of light patches of fine pitting. A good overall example. (107244-28G)
3267. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in 45 Colt. The cylinder retains 40% thinning blue
with heavy gray undertones. There are overall light scratches spots of oxidation staining and a turn ring visible. The cylinder is numbered 6815 along one of the flutes and the bores remain smooth with one showing a couple of spots of light pitting. This is an overall
good honest example. (107244-28H)
3268. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in 45 Colt. The cylinder retains 30% thinning blue with
heavy gray undertones. There are overall light scratches with spots of oxidation staining and a visible turn ring. The cylinder is numbered
211 along one of the flutes and the bores remain smooth. An honest example in good overall condition. (107244-28I)
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3269. MAGAZINE AND HOLSTER LOT
3270
This lot contains three items. First are
3269
two Colt lanyard loop 1911 magazines
with keyhole slot. The magazines show
strong blue with the top half toning to a
plum brown color showing no dents
with some scattered spots of light fine
oxidation staining. The bases of the
magazines are riveted in and they
remain in very good plus condition.
Second is a canvas magazine pouch
marked Mills in a bullet / 1913 with
M.B. stenciled in black on the back
side. This is a really nice paring in overall excellent condition. (107241-150)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
3270. MAGAZINE AND HOLSTER LOT
This lot contains three items. First are
two Colt lanyard loop 1911 magazines.
The magazines show strong blue with
the top half toning to a plum brown
color showing no dents with some scattered spots of light fine oxidation staining. The bases of the magazines are riveted in and they remain in very good
plus condition. Second is a canvas
magazine pouch marked Mills in a bullet / 1913 with additional stenciling on the back in black that is hard to decipher. This is a really nice paring in about excellent condition.
(107241-150A) [Larry Kaufman Collection]

3271
3271. M I L I T A R Y
HOLSTER AND BELT LOT This
lot contains a variety of GI gear. First
is a Mills double magazine pouch
Marked Mills in a bullet / 1913
showing some light ink marks on the
back side. The pouch contains two lanyard loop two tone Colt 1911 magazines showing strong blue with scattered light
oxidation staining present at the tops. Second is a Mills 1936 pattern web belt. The
belt is Green in color and the hardware has toned to a bronze color. Third is a P.B.
& Co. 1917 dated pouch with sealed first aid kit. The pouch is tan in color and the
first aid kit is from Bauer & Black with contract date Nov.2-1916. Fourth is an R.I.A.
marked Model 1912 cavalry holster. The
leather on this 1911 holster is soft and supple
showing some overall light
scratches with areas of crazing most
prevalent near the hanger. There are
spots of active verdigris present however the leg strap is also present. This
is an excellent condition grouping of war time militaria sure to round
out any collection. (107241-150B) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3272. MILITARY HOLSTER AND BELT LOT This lot contains
3272
two holsters, two magazines and a leather belt. The brass buckle
leather belt is marked "R.I.A. / 1904 / J.N.S." on the inside fold of the belt
behind the buckle. It measures 38"x2", shows an overall dark brown patina on the metal surfaces of the buckle and
remains in very good plus condition. Accompanying the belt is a commercial 1942 dated Boyt M1916 U.S. marked holster, R.I.A marked 1917 dated hanger and R.I.A. 1914 dated leather two pouch magazine holster with two, two-tone
1911 magazines. The leather on the holsters show spots of staining, overall light scratches, and wear consistent with
use. There is verdigris present around the brass rivets and closures but they remain in very good overall condition. The
magazines show strong blue, are dent free and show overall light scratches consistent with use. This is an overall very
good to near excellent paring that would add "eyes" to any 1911 display. (107241-150H) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3273. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot includes an assortment of components for a model 1892 colt revolver. First is a 6"
barrel with bright excellent bore that retains about 75% thinning blue that has spots near the muzzle that have worn to
bright gray. The barrel has a two line address and is marked "Colt DA 38" along the left side. Second is a set of smooth
walnut grips that are pencil-numbered 4793 and also have the initials MF carved on inside of each panel. Third are a cylinder, crane, and ejector with metal surfaces retaining about 75-80% thinning blue. Fourth is a plastic bag containing numerous small parts like springs, trigger, assorted screws, pins and other related parts. Some of the larger parts are RAC
marked and all are in overall very good condition. (105158-3)
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3274. BARREL LOT This lot includes a 3 3/4" in the white barrel with excellent bore likely for a Makarov pistol. The barrel appears to be in 9x18
Makarov and remains in excellent condition. (107244-25BDH)
3275. BARREL LOT This lot includes a 2 3/4" in-the-white barrel with bright very good bore likely for an Ortgies 25 ACP pistol. The barrel has
several small patches of light fine oxidation staining and remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25BDI)
3276. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 32 ACP 4" barrel with 3/32" extractor cuts that has a bright very good bore. This type I
barrel has numerous scattered tiny scratches along its length and remains in very good condition. (107244-25BDJ)
3277. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a parkerized finish 4" Commando barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel is in 38 Special and
shows a couple of small patches of fine oxidation staining near the sight blade and muzzle and remains in overall very good condition.
(107244-25BDB)
3278. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a nickel finish 6" barrel for a Model 1877 revolver. This "Rainmaker" barrel is marked along the top
with "Colt Pt. F. A. MFG. Co. / Hartford CT U.S.A." and "Colt D.A. 32" along the left side. There are several small surface scratches and a
few freckles of light fine oxidation staining around the sight blade but this barrel is otherwise in very good condition. (107244-25BDC)
3279. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 3" 22 caliber barrel with a bright very good bore. Likely for a Lady Smith
revolver the barrel retains 75% blue with numerous light scratches and specks of oxidation staining present. The barrel is numbered 20249
along the bottom and remains in about very good condition. (107244-25BDD)
3280. SMITH & WESSON BARREL This lot includes a blued 2" 38 Special barrel with bright excellent bore likely for a Pre-Model 10 revolver.
The barrel retains 85% blue finish with silvering present along the high edges and remains in very good plus condition. (107244-25BDE)
3281. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued finish 4 1/2" 22 caliber barrel with bright excellent bore for a Woodsman pistol. The barrel
retains 90% blue with some scattered light surface scratches and has a couple of small spots of light fine oxidation staining but remains in
near excellent condition. (107244-25BDF)
3282. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a nickel finish 6" barrel with about good lightly frosted bore likely for a Model 1877 Lightning revolver.
The barrel has overall spots of fine oxidation staining and the markings are starting to become shallow. There is a two line Colt address
along the top and the side is marked Colt D.A. 38 and the barrel remains in about good overall condition. (107244-25BDG)
3283. BOYT M1916 HOLSTER This 1942 dated russet brown colored holster is U.S. marked with overall tight stitching but is starting to show
some drying cracks along the top of the flap. The leg strap is missing and this commercial holster appears to be in about very good condition. (107403-16A)
3284. DISPLAY CASE LOT This lot includes an aluminum framed, tempered safety glass top, table display case that measures 46
1/2"x12"x3 1/2" with three lockable clasps enclosures (no keys included). The case is lined with green felt and remains in very good
plus condition. (106624-40)
3285. DISPLAY CASE LOT This lot includes an aluminum framed, tempered safety glass top, table display case that measures 46
1/2"x12"x3 1/2" with three lockable clasps enclosures (no keys included). The case is lined with green felt and remains in very good
plus condition. (106624-40A)
3286. GUN CASE This lot consist of a single hard side plastic travel case by Flambeau. The case is green in color with egg foam inserts and
measures 53"x15"x4" and would be ideal for a tactical style rifle. There are four recessed locking clasps (no key provided) and the case
remains in excellent condition. (106758-60A)
3287. WINCHESTER MEMORABILIA This lot includes a No. 3045 Winchester marked block plane. The two
handle beechwood bodied plane measures 15"x2 1/2" with a 2" cutting edge. The metal surfaces have
had an added layer of black enamel that has a spot or two that shows some light flaking. The crucible steel cutter has a few chatter marks along the edge but could likely be straightened
out with a professional sharpening. This is a neat piece of Winchester
3287
memorabilia that remains in near excellent condition. (107241-149)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
3288. STETSON CAMPAIGN HAT This lot includes one wool military campaign hat. The hat is a greenish brown color complete
with chinstrap. The interior rim is marked with the initials T.W.H.
right next to the John B. Stetson logo. This hat has a stiff brim
and holds its original shape well. It does have a few tiny spots
of insect damage that do not take away from its luster.
(107241-143) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3289. STETSON CAMPAIGN HAT This lot includes one wool military campaign hat made by John B. Stetson. The hat is missing the
thin leather chinstrap but does have an officer's cord around the brim. The hat is greenish brown in
color with multiple small spots of insect damage. The interior rim is also marked Jacobs Mazur Co.,
across from the Stetson marking and the brim remains stiff and the hat is in overall good condition. (107241-143A) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3292
3290. M1A1 CANVAS JUMP CASE This lot includes an Atlas Awning 1943 dated tan colored jump case. The case appears complete with overall light oil and dirt staining. The
stitching remains tight and the black stenciled lettering is crisp. This is an overall very
good example. (107241-149A) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3291. LOT OF CAMPAIGN HATS This lot includes two wool Military campaign hats.
The first hat is a brown color wool hat with chinstrap and officers cord. The hat has
a limp brim and there are no identifying makers marks present. The number 551 is
penciled on the inner rim and there are patches of what appears to be insect damage scattered about. The second hat is a brownish green colored wool hat missing
the chinstrap with no identifying makers mark present. The hat is soft all around with
some light staining present on the brim. The hats in this lot are in overall good to very
good condition. (107241-143B) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3292. WWII U.S. M1 HELMET This vintage helmet retains most of its original green
enamel finish. The front is marked with the 29th division blue and gray yin-yang and
is complete with liner. The front seam is tight and the helmet has the later swivel bails.
The suspension system is complete with a few minor spots of staining and frayed
edges. The fiber glass liner is missing a 1/4" chip out of the back edge and the helmet remains in about very good condition. (107241-145) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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3293

3296

3295

3294

3297
3298

3293. WWII U.S. M1 HELMET This front seam helmet is complete with net covering. The chin strap is attached with swivel bails and retains
near all of its original green enamel finish. The fiber glass liner is complete and the suspension system is complete showing some minor
flaking on the head band. A very good example overall. (107241-145A) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3294. WWII GERMAN MODEL 42 HELMET This is a double decal helmet that has been repainted with reapplied decals. The outlines of the
original decals are still visible under the added green enamel. The leather liner is complete with chinstrap and swivel bails. The leather remains
soft and supple with numerous spots of staining present. The liner is numbered 58 in black stenciling. The helmet shows overall light scratching with spots of oxidation but remains in about very good overall refinished condition. (107241-145B) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3295. WWII U.S. M1 HELMET This fixed bail front seam helmet retains most of its reapplied green enamel finish and is complete with fiber
glass liner and full chin strap. The helmet is covered with cargo netting and the suspension system is complete however there is a tear in
the headband. This is a very good example overall. (107241-145C) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3296. WWI U.S. M1917 HELMET This vintage helmet is complete right down to the little paper insert attached to the lid inside the liner on
how to adjust for a proper fit. The liner and chinstrap are complete and show some signs of age and are stiff but still supple. The helmet
has an added layer of green enamel but remains in very good condition. (107241-145D) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3297. WWI GERMAN M-16 HELMET This vintage helmet with theater camouflage has three rivets securing the liner and D-ring clasps for
securing the chin strap. The helmet has been painted a variety of browns and greens, separated by black lines and appears to be original.
The liner is complete however it does show some heavy staining. On the back inside brim of the helmet the following is stenciled "Gud
Yocgelino". This is a very handsome helmet in a near excellent state of condition that would round any collection off nicely. (107241-145E)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
3298. WWI U.S. BRODIE HELMET This Model 1917 helmet is complete with leather liner and chinstrap. The helmet retains most of its original
green enamel finish and is cover with netting. The leather liner remains soft with light staining around the headband and the canvas chinstrap
is complete with spots of oxidation staining on the buckles. This is a very good example overall. (107241-145F) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3299. TIPMAN 98 CUSTOM PAINTBALL GUN .68 caliber, 8 1/2" micro honed barrel with excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain near all
of their black enamel finish with some patches of fine oxidation staining on the barrel. This multi powered (Co2, Nitrogen, Compressed air)
pistol has a cycle rate of 300 rpm and an effective range of 150 feet. Included with this lot are a correct shipping box, re-useable tank, and
hopper. The items are in very good condition and are sure to provide hours of mischievous enjoyment. (107345-14)
3300. REPRODUCTION M43 FIELD CAP This black colored wool cap features a Waffen SS Panzer eagle / skull patch on the front with
two pebble finish silver buttons. The liner is a gray color cotton blend and the hat is in overall excellent condition. (107241-145H)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
3301. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a .38 caliber cylinder likely for a 3 1/2" round barrel conversion revolver. The nickel plated cylinder shows a few spots of light fine oxidation staining. There is about 90% of the stage coach robbery cylinder scene visible. This is a very
good condition cylinder overall. (107244-29)
3302. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a 12 stop Richards Conversion cylinder for an 1860 Army Revolver. The .44 caliber cylinder is
mostly a gunmetal gray with scattered patches of brown. There are several scattered small patches of pitting along the cylinder surface as
well as inside several of the chambers. The naval roll scene is still mostly visible perhaps 70% remaining. The cylinder is C marked and
remains in good overall condition. (107244-29A)
3303. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a 44 caliber 12 stop Richards conversion cylinder for an 1860 Army Revolver. The cylinder
is mostly a gray-brown patina. There is overall fine oxidation staining present as well as several small patches of scattered pitting most
prevalent along the cylinder stops and in the chambers. The cylinder is S marked and the naval roll scene is mostly visible perhaps 65%
remaining. (107244-29B)
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3304. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a blued 45 caliber 6 shot cylinder likely for a Single Action Army revolver. The cylinder is
un-numbered and retains 95% of its original blue with a few light scratches and a faint turn ring visible. This item is in near excellent
condition. (107244-29D)
3305. RELOADING LOT This lot consists of two items. First is a Forster Appelt Classic case neck trimmer. The trimmer appears complete and
in excellent condition. Second item is an RCBS A2 reloading press. The press appears to function properly and items in this lot are in very
good overall condition. (107350-14)
3306. CAP POUCH This lot includes an H.W. Oliver marked brown leather cap pouch. The leather is a russet brown color and shows overall light surface scratches with a small area along the top flap that are starting to craze and show signs of flaking. There are three small
tooled rosettes one on the back between the suspension straps and one on either side of the inner cover. The name H.W. Oliver has
been double stamped on the inside flat and this item remains in very good overall
condition. (107099-6)
3307. FRAMED DAGUERREOTYPE This lot includes one half of an embossed bi-fold
leather frame containing a picture of a young Union soldier holding the flag in one
hand and drawing his pistol from his jacket with the other. This is an interesting piece
of Americana in very good condition. (107099-5)
3308. MODEL 1858 CONCENTRIC RING CANTEEN This lot includes a C.H. & Co.,
marked "Bullseye" canteen. The canteen measures about 7 1/4" in diameter and all
3307
seams appear to be tight. The spout is marked C.H. & Co. Phila and a cork stopper
is attached with a heavy string lanyard. A very nice example overall. (107099-4)
3309. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 5 1/2" Model 1917 barrel with bright
excellent bore. The barrel is marked with the two line address on top, Colt D.A. 45 on
side, and "United States Property" along the bottom. The barrel retains 90% blue with
several light scratches and has a couple of tiny impact marks near the muzzle. This is
an about very good barrel. (107244-25BCP)
3310. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes two blued 5 1/2" Model 1917 barrels. The
first barrel retains about 85% thinning blue and shows two light impressions about
halfway down the bore which likely happened during removal. The second barrel
retains about 85-90% blue and has what appears to be a slight bulge about 1" down
from the muzzle. Both barrels have the following markings; two line Colt address
along the top, Colt D.A. 45 along the side, and "United States Property" along the bottom. They are in about good overall condition. (107244-25BCQ)
3311. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 6" Model 1899 barrel with bright
about good bore that has a small patch of pitting just forward of the breech. The barrel retains about 70% blue with overall light fine oxidation staining, light scratches and
a small spot of light pinprick pitting near the sight blade. It bears the two line Colt address along the top and D.A. 38 on the side. This barrel remains in about good overall condition. (107244-25BCR)
3312. COLT BARREL LOT This Lot includes a blued 6" Model 1899 barrel with bright overall good bore with scattered light pitting scattered
down its length. The barrel retains 70% blue with overall light fine oxidation staining and silvering along the breech, sight blade, and muzzle. The barrel is marked with the Colt two line address along the top, Colt D.A. 38 along the side and R.A.C. / P152 along the bottom. This
is an overall about good R.A.C. marked barrel. (107244-25BCS)
3313. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 6" Model 1899 barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 75% even thinning blue
showing traces of silver near the muzzle and along the sight blade. The barrel is marked with the Colt two line address along the top, D.A. 38
along the side and P5316 R.A.C in a straight line along the bottom. A useable R.A.C. marked barrel in good overall condition. (107244-25BCT)
3314. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 6" Police Positive Special barrel with overall bright lightly frosted bore. The barrel retains
about 50% evenly thinning blue with strong silvering most prevalent near the muzzle. The barrel is marked with a two line Colt address
along the top, and Police / Positive Special 32-20 W.C.F. along the side. This barrel is in good overall condition. (107244-25BCU)
3315. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 2" Aircrew Man barrel with bright about very good bore that shows light rifling. The barrel retains 90% blue finish with two line Colt address on right side and Aircrew Man /
38 special ctg. on left. There are a few light scratches in the finish and the barrel
remains in about very good condition. (107244-25BCV)
3316
3316. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes an engraved nickel 1 7/8" barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel is engraved in a nice foliate scroll and is numbered 2119 along the flat. It is missing its locking bolt assembly and has a few spots
of scattered light oxidation staining. This pre-model 36 barrel remains in very good
plus condition. (107244-25BCW)
3317. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 2 1/2" Model 1877 Thunderer barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 90% blue finish with scattered
spots of light oxidation staining heaviest along the left side. The barrel is marked Colts
Pt. F.A. Mfg. Co / Hartford Ct. U.S.A. along the top and Colt D.A. 41 along the left side.
This is a very good useable barrel. (107244-25BCX)
3318. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 2 1/2" Model 1877 Lightning barrel
with bright near excellent bore. The barrel retains about 85% blue with overall light
fine oxidation staining. The barrel is marked Colts Pt. F.A. Mfg. Co / Hartford Ct. U.S.A. along the top and Colt D.A. 38 along the left side
and remains in about very good overall condition. (107244-25BCY)
3319. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a parkerized 4" Victory Model barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel shows
light silvering around the breech and several light scratches in the surface of the finish. The barrel is marked Smith & Wesson Springfield
Mass. U.S.A. / Patented Feb. 6. 06, Sept. 14. 09, Dec. 29. 14 along the top, Smith & Wesson along the right side, and 38 S. & W. Special
Ctg along the left and remains in about very good overall condition. (107244-25BCZ)
3320. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a parkerized 4" Victory Model barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel shows
light silvering around the breech and has several light scratches in the surface of the finish. The barrel is marked Smith & Wesson Springfield
Mass. U.S.A. / Patented Feb. 6. 06, Sept. 14. 09, Dec. 29. 14, along the top, Smith & Wesson along the right side and 38 S. & W. Special
Ctg along the left side and remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25BDA)
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3321. ACCESSORY LOT This lot contains four items. First is an unmarked steel 20 round AR-15 magazine with phosphate finish showing overall
light scratches and a couple of light spots of fine oxidation staining. Second is a five round Ruger Mini-14 magazine. The steel bodied magazine has a plastic floorplate that is marked Ruger / 7.62x39. Third is an unmarked steel 20 round Mini-14 magazine with a few light scratches
in the blue finish. Fourth is a 1 1/4" wide camouflage canvas rifle sling. The items in this lot are in overall excellent condition. (107360-1A)
3322. MILITARY MEDICS BAG This lot includes a U.S. marked medic's bag and accoutrements. The bag is marked on the interior flap "New
York Drop Cloth Mfg. Co." and measures 10"x8"x4 1/2" with three zippered compartments and has an adjustable shoulder strap. The contents of the bag are as follows; minor surgery instrument kit, iodine, numerous field dressings, snake bite kit, surgical pliers, book of medical tags with other small related items. This is a well put together kit in about excellent condition. (107241-149B) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3323. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This lot includes four items. First is an oiler for a Model 1903 rifle. The tube shows overall light spots of oxidation staining but remains dent free and appears to be complete with cleaning kit. Second is a U.S. marked canvas sight cover with thong.
Third is a No. 250 Bridgeport Gun Implement Co., cleaning kit in .45 cal. The small canvas bag contains a brush, patch holder, and rope all
in unused condition. Fourth is a U.S. marked model 1897 Combination Tool for a Krag rifle or carbine. The items in this lot remain in very
good to excellent condition. (107241-149C) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3324. LOT OF MILITARY GEAR This lot includes six items. First is a wax paper sealed Carlisle Model field dressing by the Hampton Mfg. Co.
Second is a U.S. Navy marked first aid pouch containing a Carlisle Model field dressing from the American White Cross Laboratories Inc.
This is a U.S. marked canvas pouch containing a field dressing from Robinson & Sons Ltd. Fourth is a U.S. Navy marked cartridge pouch.
This pouch has provisions for six .38 caliber cartridges. Fifth is a U.S. marked light canvas shotshell pouch containing 10 Hornady 12 ga.,
00 Buck shotshells. Sixth is a U.S. marked shotgun ammunition pouch containing two 12 ga., 00 Buck brass shotshells. The items in this
lot are in very good overall condition. (107241-149D) [Larry Kaufman Collection]

3325
3325. MILLS BELT LOT This lot consists of a Mills double loop cartridge belt with sabre attachment. The narrow buckle is cast brass with U.S.
in an oval. It shows moderate discoloration perhaps being able to be cleaned. The woven belt consists of double row cartridge loops for
45/70 and .38 caliber (12) just to the left of the buckle. This belt is in very good plus condition and should make a nice addition to ones
collection. (107241-150P) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3326. MILLS BELT LOT This lot includes two single row woven cartridge belt with H pattern 1887 plates. The first belt has what appears to be
a modern plate with "C" closure that measures 2 15/16"x3 3/16". The single row blue colored belt has 45 loops and remains in about excellent condition. The second belt has a period plate that measures 2 5/16"x3 5/16" with "C" closure. The belt has 45 loops and remains in
excellent condition. (107241-150Q) [Larry Kaufman Collection]

3327
3327. MODEL 1874 BELT LOT This lot includes two items. First is a Model 1874 leather belt with belt slides for Sabre attachment. The black
leather is mostly crazed with scattered spots of light flaking. The brass fittings show varying levels of oxidation and the leather remains soft
and supple. The second item is a U.S. marked cartridge box with provisions for 24 cartridges. The leather is cracked and there are spots
of flaking present along the top of the flap. This is a nice pairing in overall good condition. (107241-150R) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3328. WWII GERMAN BELT AND BUCKLE This lot consists of a leather belt with aluminum
3328
buckle. The belt is marked 96 along the tongue and shows some sign of age but
remains in very good plus condition. The buckle is a box design with pebbled finish and is marked on the back side "JMO inside triangle / 37". The German eagle
has retracted wings clutching a swastika inside a double rope circle on the front
face under the words "GOTT MIT UNS" translated it means "GOD WITH US" and
remains in very good plus condition. (107241-150S) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3329. LOT OF FLAP HOLSTERS This lot includes, two one for a P-08 and one for a
PP style pistol. First is a russet brown color leather P-08 flap holster with "Crown
/ II" markings on the back side. The leather is starting to craze and there are overall light scratches and the stitching remains tight. The inside of the holster is
marked however the lettering is worn thin and hard to read the 1918 date is still clearly visible. The back of the holster was marked in ink
identifying the owner, it is hard to decipher, as many of the letters and words have faded too thin to read. Also included with this holster is
an aftermarket P-08 takedown tool. The second holster is a brown leather flap holster for a Walther PP style pistol. This appears to be a
commercial manufactured holster with no identifying markings present. The holster shows some light overall wear marks to include multiple scratches and rub marks. The inside of the flap has faded ink lettering that remains illegible. These holsters remain in about very good
to very good plus condition. (107241-150I) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3330. MODEL 1881 HOLSTER This black leather U.S. marked (remains mostly visible) model 1881 holster is unidentified with no makers mark
present. The leather is dry with light scratches near all over and has prominent spots of flaking along the suspension strap and closure flap
but remains soft and supple. The stitching remains tight around the periphery and the bottom of the holster is slightly pressed in. The three
brass rivets securing the suspension strap to the holster show minor amounts of verdigris and have toned to a dark mustard color. This is
an about good to very good example. (107241-150J) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3331. LOT OF LEATHER HOLSTER RIGS This lot includes two. The first rig is a Lawrence Co. leather basket weave style cartridge belt measuring 40" overall with 12 cartridge loops. The holster is a Lawrence No. 508 both items are in very good plus condition. Second is an
unmarked "Mexican Jockstrap" style holster with 40 loop cartridge belt that measure 40" overall. The items are not maker marked and both
are in very good overall condition. (107241-150X) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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3332. MODEL 1860 FLAP HOLSTER This early unidentified
holster is not U.S. marked and is made from black bridle
leather. The suspension strap is secured with the customary
three rivets along the back. The leather is mostly cracked and
drying with patches of flaking along the closure and along the
majority of the body. The stitching has popped in a couple of
spots and repaired with and adhesive. The bottom of the holster has been replaced with a wood plug and the holster
3332
remains in about good overall condition. (107241-150L)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
3333. MODEL 1916 HOLSTER This is Boyt 1942 dated holster. The holster is U.S. marked on the front
flap with tight stitching all around and has visible verdigris on all the brass hardware. The leg strap is missing but is readily available. (107241-150M) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3334. HOLSTER AND BELT LOT This lot includes a cap pouch, Model 1881 holster and leather belt. The belt is
adjustable up to 36" and has a square brass buckle with no maker mark and U.S. in oval on the front. The back of
the belt is marked "C.A.G." near the attaching loop and the leather is dry with overall light scratches and shows patch-

3334

es of light flaking scattered along its
length. The included cap pouch is not maker
marked but has a crisp U.S. in oval over stamp of a smaller U.S. on the front flap.
The leather is supple, the stitching remains tight and there are several light wear
marks present. The Model 1881 holster is U.S. marked on the front flap and
maker marked "Lanz Owen & Co., / Chicago" on the back of the suspension
strap which is secured with six brass rivets that have toned to a dark ochre patina with signs of verdigris present. The holster has tight stitching some light
flaking present along the closure flap with the initials H.K. stamped near the
end of the flap. The items range from good to near excellent in this lot and
would make a great addition to any presentation piece. (107241-150N)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
3335. CUSTOM LEATHER HOLSTER This lot includes a "Slim Jim" style holster
that has been tooled with a large leafy floral pattern. The dark russet colored
leather remains supple and has numerous tiny surface scratches
and a couple of popped stitches along the seam. There is no
maker mark present on this holster and it should accommodate
a variety of Cowboy style revolvers with barrels up to 6". The
tether strap is missing and the holster remains in very good plus
condition. (107241-150U) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3336. MODEL 1876-1879 TRIAL CARTRIDGE BELT This lot
includes a varnished canvas cartridge belt measuring 44"
overall with a 10" leather tongue. In 1879 they added three 1" brass "O" rings to the
belt and used them in field trials as a means of single hook attachment for the Rice
Chillingsworth Trowel bayonet. The belt remains complete and intact with no visible makers mark present
and is in about very good condition. (107241-150V) [Larry Kaufman Collection]

3335

3336
3337. LOT OF HOLSTERS This lot contains three holsters. First is an unmarked leather "Mexican Jockstrap" style holster. The holster is russet brown in color and the leather is soft with multiple scratches and wear marks present. Some of the stitching has popped in places but
the holster remains in about good overall condition. Second is a Dark brown colored leather "Mexican Jockstrap" style holster with a small
spot of tooling present at the opening. The seam is secured with rivets and the leather is crazed and has spots of flaking present along the
lower half. Third is a light brown stenciled "Slim Jim" style holster with the numbers 44 4761 stamped lightly on
the suspension strap. The leather is soft and supple and
there are numerous light scratches and wear marks present. These holsters are in overall about good condition.
(107241-150W) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3338. MODEL 1860 FLAP HOLSTER This early holster is
not U.S. marked and is made of black bridle leather. The
leather is dry and crazed with some spots flaking heaviest around the flap and along the lower section of the
3338
body. The suspension strap is secured by two rivets
instead of three and interestingly there are four additional holes located near the top and bottom of the
strap on the backside. The majority of the seam
stitching has been redone and there is a tiny
"WCO" stamped on the back side. This is an
overall good condition holster. (107241-150K)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
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3339. ANDREWS & HILLS HOLSTER RIG This lot includes a vintage set of gun leather.
The tooled "Mexican Jockstrap" style holster is marked "Andrews & Hills / Makers /
El Paso Tex." in a circle on the front face near the opening. The leather remains supple and there are spots that have moderate flaking, and expected wear from everyday
use. The inner fold of the suspension loop is worn with patches missing and the holster will accommodate a revolver with up to a six inch barrel. The belt measures
3"x44" with 30 cartridge loops. It has overall cracked leather with numerous light
scratches and wear marks but remains soft and supple. The Andrews & Hills Leather
Co. became El Paso Saddlery in 1889 and still makes quality rigs to this day. This is an about good condition six gun rig that would no doubt
have some great campfire stories if it could only talk. (107241-150Y) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3340. EGNER-KRESS HOLSTER LOT This lot includes an M3 shoulder holster with canvas cartridge loop and vinyl pistol sleeve. The holster
is hard to date as there is a small wear mark on the back where the date would have been stamped. The makers mark is clear and legible
and U.S. marked, darkened russet colored holster appears complete. The shoulder strap is mostly crazed with areas of flaking but remains
intact. The holster is soft and supple with a few light scratches and wear marks consistent with use. Also included with this lot are a vinyl
pistol case that is complete and the items remain in about very good overall condition. (107241-150Z) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3341. LOT OF GUN LEATHER This lot contains two items. First is an unmarked M3 style shoulder holster likely for a .380 cal automatic pistol.
The holster is black in color and appears complete with soft supple leather that has signs of crazing present near all over. Second is a leather
cartridge belt with shoulder straps that measures 40" overall with 55 cartridge loops that is still soft showing spots of cracking and overall
general light wear. These items are still in about very good overall condition. (107241-150AA) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3342. LOT OF CASES This lot contains three Leg-O-Mutton style cases. First is a Brauer Bros. Inc, takedown case measuring 33 1/2" long with
a 9" to 4" radiating taper down its length. The case appears complete with a replacement closure strap on the lid, scattered minor scratches and use marks. Second is an unmarked rectangular case with brass oval centered on the front face measuring 36"x8" overall. The stitching is starting to pop along the top seam and there are overall light scratches and use marks. The shoulder strap is missing however the
oval monogram plate has not been engraved. Third is a tapered case measuring 30" overall with an 8" to 3" radiating taper down its length.
The case is complete showing only light surface scratches and has the numbers 41 28 stamped in the closure flap. These cases range from
good to excellent in condition. (106967-1)
3343. FIGHTING KNIFE LOT This central American influenced design fighting knife measures 16 3/4" overall with
3347
a 11 3/4" drop point blade. The handle is a solid piece of shaped walnut secured by tightly wrapped brass
colored wire rope. There are three stable with-the-grain cracks in the handle; two along the left side and one
on the right. The blade has an etched scroll design on the front side with the words La Libertad as a focal
point, when translated it means Freedom. The blade is marked Calidad / Superior near the grip base and the
number 147 has been stamped as well and there are spots of scattered fine oxidation staining near all over on
the reverse side. This is a neat looking fighting knife that remains in very good overall condition. (107217-11)
3344. LOT OF MILITARY HOLSTERS This lot contains two 1911 style holsters. First is a modern made Boyt model
1916 military flap holster. The top flap is embossed with a U.S. in oval and there are spots of active verdigris
around the brass rivets. Second is a Bianchi M-12 U.S. marked canvas holster in green. The holster appears
unused and both remain in about excellent condition. (107241-150C) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3345. MILITARY HOLSTER LOT This lot contains two holsters. First is a Tex-Tan 1942 dated Model 1909/17 flap
holster for a 45 double action revolver. The russet brown holster remains supple and shows overall light scratches with some crazing present along the belt loop and flap. There is active verdigris near the brass hardware and
the holster remains in overall very good plus condition. (107241-150D) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3346. BIANCHI M66 HOLSTER A black leather ambidextrous holster issued during the Vietnam War era mostly to military law enforcement. This 1911 holster remains pliable with lightly crazed leather that shows overall light scratches and finish loss over the snaps due to wear. Each belt loop is marked Bianchi M66 and
there are a couple spots of active verdigris present around the snaps. This is an overall very good example
that would surely round out ones collection. (107241-150E) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3347. U.S. MODEL 1912 HOLSTER This is a 1914 Dated R.I.A. marked holster. The russet brown colored holster is moderately crazed with a couple of deep scratches and some scuffing present as well.
The leather remains supple and the
swivel freely moves. The leg strap is
missing and there is a hard to decipher set of initials / 3 Cav No 8 on
the front above the flap. This is a neat
holster that likely has a very interesting history. (107241-150F) [Larry
Kaufman Collection]
3348. U.S. MODEL 1916 HOLSTER
This is a 1943 dated Grafton & Knight Co.
marked holster. The russet brown colored holster remains supple with overall
light scratches and spots of active verdigris around the rivets. The stitching is tight and
3348
the leather leg strap is still present. A very good condition example. (107241-150G) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
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3349. REGULATION 1826
PATTERN SHOULDER BELT
PLATE This is an unmarked enlisted eagle shoulder belt plate of
die-struck brass filled with lead. The circular plate measures 2 1/2"
in diameter and has toned to a dark ochre patina. The wire loops are
still intact and this is an excellent example overall. (107241-147Z)
[Larry Kaufman Collection]
3350. COMMON MILITIA BELT PLATE This is a square diestruck brass buckle measuring 2 3/4"x2 3/4" with
eagle-over-arms motif. The brass has toned to a dark
mustard patina and remains complete in very good
3354
overall condition. These circa 1820-1830 buckles
were commonly worn by enrolled militia and volunteer
companies.
(107241-147AA) [Larry Kaufman
Collection]
3351. COMMON MILITIA BELT PLATE This is a
square die-struck brass buckle measuring 2 3/4"x2
3/4" with eagle-over-arms motif. The brass has toned
to a light ochre patina with a couple patches of verdigris along the back side. The buckle is complete in
very good overall condition. (107241-147AB) [Larry
Kaufman Collection]
3352. U.S. LATE 1890'S BELT PLATE This cast plate is part of the last design of the "H" pattern plates with a simple "C" style closure measuring 3 3/8"x 2 5/16" overall. The plate is not manufacturer marked and has a lovely goldenrod patina. There are several light scratches
and a few small spots of verdigris present and the plate remains in overall very good condition. (107214-147AC) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3353. U.S. LATE 1890'S BELT PLATE This cast plate is part of the last design series of the "H" pattern buckles. It has a Simple "C" style closure and measures 3 3/8"x2 5/16" overall with a deep dark ochre patina, and has a few spots of oxidation staining. This plate does not
appear to have a manufacturers mark but is a very good condition example overall. (107241-147AD) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3354. U.S. PATTERN 1851 BELT PLATE This eagle and wreath plate appears to be cast and measures about 2"x3" with a slight curve across
its length. The buckle has toned to a rich ochre patina and the tongue looks like it has been braised in place verses soft solder and is likely an older repair. This is an overall very good condition plate. (107241-147AE) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3355. BULLET MOULD This lot includes a single cavity .38 cal. round ball mould. The mould has curved metal handles and an integral sprue
cutter and is mostly a plum colored patina with silver undertones. There is a single pit in each of the cavities and this mould is marked 170
along the left leg and remains in very good overall condition. (107241-147AF) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3356. LUGGAGE CASE This lot includes an unmarked hard canvas case with black fur interior measuring 31"x10"x4". This case is dressed with
chrome hardware and is lockable by combination. It will accommodate an over/under shotgun with barrels up to 28 inches in length and
is in near excellent condition. (106519-396)
3357. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes several items for a Model 1908 pocket pistol. First is a pair of hard rubber checkered grips with
Rampant Colt showing mild softening of the points in overall excellent condition. Second is a 2 1/8" barrel with overall good lightly frosted
bore. Third is a trigger showing fair amounts of case-hardened color. Fourth is a grip safety showing overall faded case-hardened color and
spot of oxidation staining. Fifth is a slide retaining 80% blue with overall light scratches and spots of silvering at the muzzle and along the
high edges. Sixth are an assortment of small parts to include springs, assorted pins, sear, connector, and magazines release. These parts
are all in very good to excellent condition. (107241-147AG) [Larry Kaufman Collection]
3358. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall. Second is an unmarked ejector rod. Both items retain near all their original blue finish and appear to be unused
in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BBG)
3359. LOT OF AMMUNITION Cans This lot contains four items. First is a plastic green Cabela's marked ammunition can measuring 16"x10
1/2"x8" with overall light scratches in near excellent condition. Second are three large OD green metal cans measuring 18"x14 1/2"x8"
with overall light scratches and spots of fine oxidation. The cans are stenciled with various caliber designations and remain in near excellent condition. (104984-1, 2)
3360. M79 PARTS LOT This lot includes two items. The first item is a charcoal colored plastic buttstock showing several light scratches along
the right side heaviest along the top of the pistolgrip in overall excellent condition. Second is an unmarked black parkerized rifled tube measuring 14" overall with a 41mm bore in overall excellent condition. (106247-16A)
3361. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall. Second is an unmarked ejector rod. Both items retain all of their original blue and appear unused in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BBH)
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3362. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall. Second is an unmarked ejector rod. Both items retain all of their original blue and appear unused in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BBI)
3363. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall. Second is an unmarked ejector rod. Both items retain all of their original blue and appear unused in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BBJ)
3364. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes a genuine Colt Model 1855 revolving rifle loading lever. The lever is mostly a plum colored patina
with patches smoky gray undertones. The catch is frozen shut and the lever remains in overall good condition. (107244-25BA)
3365. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes a genuine Colt Model 1855 revolving rifle loading lever. The lever has a blended smoky gray and plum
color patina and the locking clasp works freely. This lever is in about very good overall condition. (107244-25BB)
3366. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes a genuine Colt Model 1855 Revolving rifle loading lever that is mostly a dull gunmetal gray with heavy
plum colored undertones. The locking clasp works freely and this item is in about very good condition. (107244-25BC)
3367. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes a genuine Colt Model 1855 revolving rifle loading lever that is an overall plum color patina with silver
undertones. The locking clasp works freely and this item remains in very good condition. (107244-25BD)
3368. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a first generation blued 4 3/4" Colt Bisley marked barrel in 38 Colt. The bore in this barrel is bright
and excellent and the barrel retains 90% blue with some scattered small areas of fine oxidation staining present mostly along the right side
of the barrel. The barrel is appropriately marked with a two line address "Colt's Pa. F.A. MFG Co / Hartford, CT. U.S.A" on top and "(Bisley
Model) 38 Colt" along the left side. Included with this barrel is an ejector rod tube without internal parts. An excellent example in a desirable caliber that saw limited production. (107244-25BE)
3369. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation 5 1/2" Single Action Army barrel in 38 special. The barrel retains 85% blue
with silvering present around the muzzle. There are also several light scratches and some faint tooling marks. The barrel is marked "Colt's
MFG CO. Hartford, CT. U.S.A." along the right side and "Colt Single Action Army 38 Special" along the left and remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25BF)
3370. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation 5 1/2" Single Action Army barrel. The barrel retains about 90% blue with scattered light scratches and a couple spots of light oxidation staining and has a bright excellent bore. The barrel is marked "Colt's PT FA MFG
Co Hartford CT U.S.A." along the top and "Colt Single Action Army 45" along the left side and remains in excellent condition. (107244-25BG)
3371. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation 5 1/2" Single Action Army barrel. The barrel retains 95% reapplied blue with
several tiny light scratches and a few light tooling marks present and has a bright good bore with some scattered light pitting in the grooves.
The long single line barrel address is thin but legible and the barrel remains in good overall condition. (107244-25BH)
3372. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a first generation 4 3/4" Single Action Army barrel in 38 special. The barrel retains about 85% blue
with some light silvering around the muzzle and has a bright excellent bore. The barrel is appropriately marked with a short two line address
"Colt's Pa. F.A. MFG Co / Hartford, CT. U.S.A" on top "Colt Single Action Army .38 Special" along the left side and remains in excellent condition. (107244-25BI)
3373. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 2" Model 12 barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% blue
with some light surface scratches near all over. The barrel is marked Airweight / 38 Special Ctg on the right side and Smith & Wesson across
the left and remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25BDK)
3374. SMITH & WESSON BARREL This lot includes a blued 5" pre-model 27 barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90% blue
finish with overall light scratches, silvering on the high edges with perhaps a spot of light fine oxidation staining along the sight rail. A small
portion of the threads on this .357 Magnum marked barrel are messed up past the pin slot and it is missing the locking bolt assembly however the barrel remains in about very good condition. (107244-25BDL)
3375. SMITH & WESSON BARREL This lot includes a blued 1 7/8" barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% blue with crisp
markings that read Smith & Wesson on the left side and 38 S. & W. SPL. along the right side. This pre-model 36 J-Frame barrel is missing
the locking bolt assembly but remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25BDM)
3376. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 3 1/2" pre-model 27 barrel with locking bolt assembly that has a bright very
good bore. The barrel retains 85% blue with overall light scratches and has silvering along a couple of the high edges. The markings are
crisp and this .357 Magnum barrel remains in very good condition. (107244-25BDN)
3377. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a nickel finish 6" Model 1905 4th change barrel with bright excellent bore. The nickel finish is slightly cloudy and has a few scattered spots of fine oxidation present near the muzzle and along the front sight base. The barrel is
marked appropriately with Smith & Wesson along the left side and 38 S & W Special Ctg along the right and has a two line address with patent
dates along the top. This pinned barrel is missing the locking bolt assembly but remains in very good overall condition. (107244-25BDP)
3378. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued finish 6" Model 1905 4th change barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about 80% flaking and thinning blue with small areas of fine oxidation staining and silvering along the high edges of the sight and
around the muzzle. The markings are crisp and the barrel is marked with Smith & Wesson along the left side and 38 S & W Special Ctg
along the right and has a two line address with patent dates along the top. The locking bolt assembly is present and this barrel is in good
overall condition. (107244-25BDQ)
3379. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 4" Regulation Police barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains
95% blue finish with crisp barrel markings. The barrel is marked with Smith & Wesson along the left side and Regulation Police / 38 S & W
CTG along the right and has a two line address with patent dates along the top. The locking bolt assembly is missing and the pinned barrel remains in near excellent condition. (107244-25BDR)
3380. SMITH & WESSON BARREL This lot includes a blued 5" pre-model 27 barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 95% blue
finish with overall light scratches. A small portion of the threads on this .357 Magnum marked barrel are messed up at the pin slot and it is
missing the locking bolt assembly however the barrel remains in about very good condition. (107244-25BDS)
3381. SMITH & WESSON BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 6 1/2" Model 1955 barrel with bright excellent bore. The barrel retains
95% blue and is marked 45 Cal Model 1955 on the right side and Smith & Wesson along the left. It is missing the locking bolt assembly
but the barrel remains in excellent condition. (107244-25BDT)
3382. SMITH & WESSON BARREL This lot includes a blued 4 1/4" Pre-War .32 Regulation Police barrel with bright very good bore. The barrel retains 90% blue and is numbered 530619 along the barrel flat. It has markings of Smith & Wesson on left side, 32 Long CTG on right
side and two line address along the top showing patent dates of Feb. 6 06, Sept. 14 09, and Dec. 29 14. The locking bolt assembly is missing and the barrel remains in very good plus condition. (107244-25BDU)
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3383. SMITH & WESSON BARREL This lot includes a nickel 3 1/2" pre-model 27 barrel with bright excellent bore. The reapplied nickel finish appears to be factory and there are no visible rework marks. The barrel is numbered 59925 inside the ejector rod lug and there are several patches of fine oxidation staining scattered near all over. The single pin front sight blade is missing and the locking bolt assembly is
complete. This is an about very good refinished example. (107244-25BDV)
3384. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a first generation 5 1/2" Single Action Army barrel numbered 9178. The barrel has toned to a pleasing light plum and pewter blend showing areas with light fine oxidation staining. The bore is bright with black powder rifling and remains
in very good condition. The barrel is not marked with a caliber and, when gauged, reads 45. There is a single line barrel address with slanted letters along the top. A hole has been drilled and tapped just forward of where the stud for the ejector rod housing would mount and
the barrel is in otherwise good condition. (107244-25BJ)
3385. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a first generation Single Action Army barrel numbered 4800. The barrel now measures 4 3/4" and
has been cut from the back and the forcing cone has been removed. The barrel has the italic long single line address and has a good lightly pitted bore. The barrel retains 85% blue with several light scratches and areas of light fine oxidation staining present. There is an additional drilled and tapped hole located forward of the ejector rod stud well and the barrel remains in good overall condition. (107244-25BK)
3386. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two items. First is a Single Action Army black powder frame numbered 77300. The frame is in-the-white
and has scattered patches of light fine oxidation. The second item is a 5 1/2" first generation black powder barrel numbered 6904 retaining
5% of its blue finish and remains mostly a dull gunmetal gray with an about good lightly pitted bore. The barrel has several markings to include
"P", "C", and "D.F.C." and however does not have a barrel address. The front sight is missing and the ejector rod housing stud is buggered
up and there are several tool marks visible along its length. The items in this lot remain in good overall condition. (107244-25BL)
3387. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a first generation Bisley marked barrel measuring 5 1/2" in .38 W.C.F. with an about very good lightly frosted bore. The barrel is mostly dull gray patina with spotty traces of blue at the breech and under where the ejector rod tube would
be mounted. The barrel has a single line address missing the front dash and Bisley marking along the left side and remains in good overall
condition. (107244-25BM)
3388. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a first generation nickel barrel in 32-20 W.C.F barrel for a Single Action Army revolver. The barrel
measures 5 1/2" and retains about 40% flaking nickel finish with spots of light fine oxidation staining and has good lightly frosted bore.
There are several light impact marks near the muzzle and one on the sight blade. The barrel is marked with the long single line block letter address and remains in good overall condition. (107244-25BBE)
3389. GRIP LOT This lot includes a walnut pistolgrip forend for a Thompson submachine gun. It is unmarked with a reddish-brown finish and
remains in very good overall condition. (107342-3)
3390. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two items. First is a triggerguard for a Single Action Army revolver that is numbered 357254 and
retains 95% blue finish. Second is an unmarked backstrap for a Single Action Army revolver that retains 95% blue and appears to have
never been fitted to a gun. Both items show a couple of light scratches and remain in excellent condition. (107244-25BN)
3391. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two items for a Single Action Army revolver. First is a blued triggerguard numbered 144 with a "K"
on opposite side of the strap. Second is a blued backstrap numbered 328646. Both items remain in excellent condition. (107244-25BP)
3392. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes four items for a Single Action Army revolver. First is a main spring attached to a triggerguard that
is numbered 28690. Second is an ejector rod tube and ejector rod. These parts are all mostly brown with overall oxidation and staining but
remain in about good condition. (107244-25BQ)
3393. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall. Second is an unmarked ejector rod. Both items retain all of their original blue and appear unused in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BBK)
3394. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall. Second is an unmarked ejector rod. Both items retain all of their original blue and appear unused in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BBL)
3395. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two items for a Bisley revolver. First is a triggerguard that appears to be numbered 222556 that
is mostly a brown patina with overall light staining. Second is a nickel backstrap numbered 214396 with some scattered light scratches in
the finish and both items remain in very good condition. (107244-25BR)
3396. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes three items for a Single Action Army revolver. First are a mainspring and triggerguard that retain
15% flaking nickel finish and are numbered 122478 with two "K" stamps below. Second is a nickel backstrap that retains 55% cloudy nickel finish numbered 77300. The backstrap shows grind marks and heat discoloration along the bottom edge where it was repaired but
remains in good overall condition. (107244-25BS)
3397. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two items for a Single Action Army revolver. First is a triggerguard that is numbered 12469 and
is mostly a plum colored patina with overall fine oxidation staining. Second is a backstrap that retains 25% cloudy nickel finish with overall
light fine oxidation freckling. The backstrap is numbered 122476 and both items are in good overall condition. (107244-25BT)
3398. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two unmarked and un-numbered back straps likely for a Model 1860 Army revolver. The first one
is mostly a blue brown patina and the other is toning towards a plum color and both remain in very good condition. (107244-25BU)
3399. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two items for a Single Action Army revolver. First is a Bisley style triggerguard numbered 1743
retaining 75% thinning blue finish with overall light scratches and a few scattered spots of oxidation staining. Second is a backstrap for a
standard model Single Action Army revolver retaining 90% blue finish that is un-numbered. These items remain in very good to excellent
condition. (107244-25BV)
3400. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two items for a Single Action Army and Bisley revolver. First is a Bisley style triggerguard numbered 165902 that retains 80% blue finish with silvering along the sharp edges and a spot or two of active oxidation. Second is a Backstrap
for a standard model Single Action Army 357690 (likely a production number) along the rough edge and retains 95% blue finish. Items
remain in very good to excellent condition. (107244-25BW)
3401. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two items for a Single Action Army revolver. First is a triggerguard numbered 162616 that retains
about 40% nickel finish with overall freckled oxidation spots and light scratches. Second is an un-numbered backstrap that shows an older
braised repair near the left side mounting screw hole. The backstrap is mostly a plum colored patina and both items are in good overall
condition. (107244-25BX)
3402. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two items for a Single Action Army revolver. First is a nickel plated triggerguard that is numbered
2902. The triggerguard retains 75% original nickel with overall light fine oxidation staining. The backstrap is a rough cast that has not been
machined or polished. These items are in very good overall condition. (107244-25BY)
3403. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes two items for a Bisley style revolver. First is a blued un-numbered triggerguard that retains about
85% with some light silvering along the sharp edges and scattered spots of light oxidation staining. Second is a backstrap that retains 75%
faded blue and is numbered 233380 with spots of fine oxidation staining. Both items remain in very good extra condition. (107244-25BZ)
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3404. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes a high profile hammer for a Single Action Army revolver. The spur shows type I knurling and
retains much of its blue finish with loss to wear and light scratching. Included with this hammer is a concave firing pin and both items are
in very good to excellent condition. (107244-25BBA)
3405. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes a genuine Colt high profile hammer for a Single Action revolver. This hammer shows fine straight bottom knurling and is likely for a New Model revolver. The Rampant Colt is still mostly visible the blue finish is vibrant and the polished metal sides
show areas of light fine oxidation staining and it has a concave style firing pin. This is an about excellent example overall. (107244-25BBB)
3406. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes two high profile hammers for a Single Action Army revolver. The first hammer is mostly a smoky gray
patina with scattered light fine oxidation staining and does not come with a firing pin. The second trigger shows faint traces of case-hardened
color with patches of light oxidation staining and silvering due to wear. This hammer does not come with a firing pin. Both hammers have type
I knurling and the half cock notches are broken as well. These are repairable hammers in good overall condition. (107244-25BBC)
3407. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes a case-hardened color high profile hammer for a Single Action Army revolver. The hammer shows
strong color with some loss to contact wear and has type I knurling. A straight cone shaped firing pin is included and this is an overall very
good condition hammer. (107244-25BBD)
3408. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two blued finish ejector rod housings for a Single Action Army revolver. Both pieces measure 4 1/8"
overall and appear to be in unused condition. (107244-25CA)
3409. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two blued finish ejector rod housings for a Single Action Army revolver. Both parts measure 4 1/8"
overall and appear to be in unused condition. (107244-25CB)
3410. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two blued finish ejector rod housings for a Single Action Army revolver. The two items measure 4
1/8" overall and show minor scratches and spots of silvering along the high edges. (107244-25CC)
3411. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two blued finish ejector rod housings. The first one measures 4 1/8" overall and is likely for a Single
Action Army revolver. The second one measures 2 3/4" overall with light oxidation staining near all over and is likely for a short barrel Single
Action Army revolver. (107244-25CD)
3412. SMITH & WESSON CYLINDER LOT This lot includes an in-the-white steel five shot cylinder likely for a Model 49 or similar revolver.
The cylinder has a nominal length of 1.53" and remains in excellent condition. (107244-29T)
3413. SMITH & WESSON CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a blued finish 5 shot alloy cylinder likely for a Model 37 or similar revolver. The
cylinder has a nominal length of 1.53" and is numbered 43819. There are a couple of small scratches inside the flutes and a faint turn ring
present and the cylinder remains in near excellent condition. (107244-29U)
3414. CYLINDER LOT This lot includes an unmarked 6 shot blued cylinder in 45 Colt. The cylinder has nominal measurements of 1.62" and
1.70". The cylinder stops are in a Smith & Wesson pattern and interestingly the back edge of the cylinder has 1/8"x1/16" ring milled in it.
The ratchet is worn and there is a faint turn ring present. The cylinder remains in overall good condition. (107244-29V)
3415. COLT HAMMER LOT This lot includes two genuine Colt high profile hammers for a Single Action revolver. The hammers are two
toned showing bright metal along the sides and dark blue on the front and back edges. Both hammers are likely for a New Model
revolver and show Rampant Colts on the left side flat and one comes with a conical shaped firing pin. Both hammers are in very good
overall condition. (107244-25BBF)
3416. ANTIQUE GUN PARTS This lot includes a wide variety of gun parts to include the following; four hammers (3) 1861 contract musket
(2) Colt style and one marked E /25 under the head of the hammer) and one smaller likely commercial, P.S. Justice 69 cal. hammer screw,
brass lower octagon thimble with lip, (3) small bridles, one Remington No. 4 Rolling Block trigger return, block ejector spring, Model 1826
hammer screw, Mississippi 1841 sear, Model 1842 musket trigger, homemade plungers for trigger operation, Model 1842 Johnson 54 cal
pistol sear spring, RH lock tumbler, CW Joslyn sear screw, (2) brass ramrod thimbles, Military style bridle, Richmond-Whitney Musket mainspring, Zouave mainspring, (4) assorted sear springs, (2) modern facetted ramrod thimbles, (2) tower thimble & tenon, and a Sharps &
Hankins band spring. All parts are in very good to excellent condition. (106670-2)
3417. ERMA EMP PARTS LOT This lot includes four items. The first item is a wooden buttstock with trigger group. The stock has overall light
handling marks with heavy flaking in the varnish near the buttplate. The second item is a double stack stick magazine, likely a 32 round, for
the Erma EMP sub-machinegun. Third are two rear military ladder sights likely for the Erma as well and all items remain in very good condition. (106247-16B)
3418. SHOOTERS LOT This lot includes several items. First is a hand written correspondence between R.L. Auer and Mark Benenson in reference to a gun Mr. Benenson acquired. Second are the items included by Mr. Auer for Mr. Benenson to try in his rifle to include the following; (5) .535 diameter round balls, (5) .530 diameter round balls, a wooden starter, and a conical shaped Lyman #533476 bullet mold
head as well as patches and what appears to be a small sear spring. The items are in very good overall condition. (107023-14I) [Mark
Benenson Collection]
3419. REMINGTON SHOTGUN PARTS This lot includes two magazine extension tubes for the following model shotguns; 870, 1100, and
1187. These 12 ga., tubes will extend the magazine capacity to 9 rounds and come with the tube, spring and barrel clamp. The items are
in their original cardboard shipping sleeves and remain in excellent condition. (107412-4)
3420. LOT OF B-SQUARE MOUNTS This lot includes three sealed mounts in their original packaging. First is a #18554 M1 Garand mount.
Second is a #18526 AR 15/16 see through mount. Third is a #18514 M1A / M14 mount. These are “no gunsmithing required” scope
mounts in their original sealed packing in as-new condition. (107412-1)
3421. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation .36 Caliber 1861 Navy barrel. This genuine Colt barrel measures 7 1/2" and
retains 98% original blue with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is marked with "-Address Col. SamL Colt New-York U.S. America-" and
this is a fine example overall. (107244-25Y)
3422. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation .36 Caliber 1861 Navy barrel. This genuine Colt barrel measures 7 1/2" and
retains 98% original blue with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is marked "-Address Col. SamL Colt New-York U.S. America-" and it is in
excellent condition. (107244-25AE)
3423. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation .36 Caliber 1861 Navy barrel. This genuine Colt barrel measures 7 1/2" and
retains 95% original blue with a bright excellent bore. The barrel is marked "-Address Col. SamL Colt New-York U.S. America-" and remains
in excellent condition. (107244-25AC)
3424. COLT BARREL LOT This Lot includes a second generation .36 Caliber 1861 Navy barrel. This genuine Colt barrel measures 7 1/2" and
retains 98% original blue with an excellent bore. The barrel is marked "-Address Col. SamL Colt New-York U.S. America-" and remains in
excellent condition. (107244-25AA)
3425. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation .36 Caliber 1861 Navy barrel. This genuine Colt barrel measures 7 1/2" and
retains 98% original blue with an excellent bore. The barrel is marked "-Address Col. SamL Colt New-York U.S. America-" and remains in
excellent condition. (107244-25AD)
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3426. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation .36 Caliber 1861 Navy barrel. This genuine Colt barrel measures 7 1/2" and
retains 98% original blue and has an excellent bore. The barrel is marked "-Address Col. SamL Colt New-York U.S. America-" and is in
excellent condition. (107244-25X)
3427. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation .36 Caliber 1861 Navy barrel. This genuine Colt barrel measures 7 1/2" and
retains 98% original blue with an excellent bore. The barrel is marked "-Address Col. SamL Colt New-York U.S. America-" and remains in
excellent condition. (107244-25Z)
3428. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a second generation .36 Caliber 1861 Navy barrel. This genuine Colt barrel measures 7 1/2" and
retains 98% original blue with an excellent bore. The barrel is marked "-Address Col. SamL Colt New-York U.S. America-" and is in excellent condition. (107244-25AB)
3429. LOT OF MUZZLE COVERS This lot includes four items. First is a pair of K98 flip open muzzle covers in very good to excellent condition. Second is a brass Krag rifle muzzle cover showing a dark ochre patina in overall very good condition. Last is a spring loaded muzzle
cover likely for a Chilean Mauser rifle in overall very good condition. (107244-25BBM)
3430. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall. Second is an unmarked ejector rod. Both items retain near all their original blue finish and appear to be unused
in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BCN)
3431. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall. Second is an unmarked ejector rod. Both items retain all of their original blue finish and appear to be unused in
excellent condition. (107244-25BCP)
3432. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall. Second is an unmarked ejector rod and both items retain near all their original blue finish and remain in overall
excellent condition. (107244-25BCQ)
3433. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" with some spots of scattered light fine oxidation staining. Second is an unmarked ejector rod and both items retain most
of their original blue finish and appear to be in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BCR)
3434. SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes two items for a Colt Single Action revolver. First is an unmarked ejector rod housing
measuring 4 1/8" overall with scattered specks of light fine oxidation staining. Second is an unmarked ejector rod that shows light wear
marks in the finish consistent with use. Both items remain in overall excellent condition. (107244-25BCS)
3435. SMITH & WESSON CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a blued finish K-22 cylinder with extractor both numbered 673928. The
cylinder retains about 85% blue with some very light scattered scratches and has a light turn ring present. A very good condition lot
overall. (107244-29I)
3436. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes an un-numbered blue finish cylinder, ejector, and ejector rod likely for a New Service
revolver. The parts retain 90% plus blue finish with a few scattered spots of light pinprick pitting on the cylinder. A good overall condition parts lot. (107244-29J)
3437. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a blued finish R.A.C. marked cylinder likely for a new service revolver. The cylinder retains 80%
thinning blue with overall light fine oxidation and has a small spot of pinprick pitting along one of the chambers. It is numbered 871 on the
ejector seat and the cylinder remains in good overall condition. (107244-29K)
3438. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a Single Action Army Cylinder in 38 colt. The cylinder retains 90% blue with overall light
fine oxidation staining with a few spots of active oxidation. The front face of the cylinder is numbered 1174 and it remains in good overall condition. (107244-29E)
3439. SMITH & WESSON CYLINDER LOT This lot includes an N frame blued finish 357 Magnum cylinder and ejector. The cylinder measures 1.62" and retains 95% blue finish with no visible turn ring. The cylinder and ejector are both numbered 55173 (number falls in the
registered magnum range) and remain in very good plus condition. (107244-29L)
3340. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes a blued 2 1/2" Model 1877 Thunderer barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains 90%
blue finish with scattered spots of light oxidation staining heaviest around the sight base. The barrel is marked Colts Pt. F.A. Mfg. Co /
Hartford Ct. U.S.A. along the top and Colt D.A. 41 along the left side. A very good example overall. (107244-25BCW)
3441. SMITH & WESSON CYLINDER LOT This lot includes an N frame rough blue finish 357 magnum cylinder and ejector. The cylinder
measures 1.62" and the front and rear faces have been lightly dressed. The cylinder and ejector are both numbered alike (59927) and there
is a light turn ring visible. A very good condition parts lot overall. (107244-29M)
3442. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a nickel finish single Action Army Cylinder in 32-20. The cylinder has overall cloudy flaking
nickel, areas of fine oxidation staining and spotty patches of pinprick pitting in a couple of the chambers. The cylinder is numbered 63
and remains in about good overall condition. (107244-29F)
3443. CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a blued cylinder, and ejector likely for a Smith & Wesson Russian revolver or copy. The cylinder retains
about 50% flaking and fading blue with overall oxidation staining and spots of fine pinprick pitting. The cylinder has a nominal length of
1.42" and remains in about good condition. (107244-29H)
3444. SMITH & WESSON CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a nickel finish N frame cylinder in 38 Special. The cylinder is near half covered
in oxidation and most of the nickel has turned cloudy. There is moderate amounts of pitting scattered all over include light amounts at the
tops of the bores. The cylinder remains in fair to about good condition. (107244-29G)
3445. COLT PART LOT This lot includes a crane, ejector rod assembly, and cylinder for a New Army Model revolver. The cylinder retains about
80% blue with scattered patches of light fine oxidation staining, light turn ring and sporadic pinprick pitting in the bores. There is a 3/4"
wide strip along one of the flutes that is bare with moderate amounts of pinprick pitting present. The cylinder is R.A.C. marked and numbered 439 along the ejector recess. The crane retains 85% blue with a few light scratches and spots of oxidation. The crane is numbered
1780 and has a star / W stamp above the number. The ejector rod has overall light wear associated with use and is slightly curved but functions properly. This is an overall good lot of parts. (107244-29H)
3446. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a cylinder for a New Service revolver in 45 Colt. The cylinder retains 75% thinning blue with
overall light fine oxidation staining, silvering around the high edges and a couple of small spots with light pinprick pitting present along the
stops and one flute. The bores are dark but remain smooth and are in overall about good condition. Included with the cylinder is an ejector head and both items remain in overall good condition. (107244-29I)
3447. SMITH & WESSON CYLINDER This lot includes a nickel finish New Model No. 3 Target revolver. The cylinder shows overall light
scratches with two small spots of pinprick pitting along either side of one of the flutes. The bores are chambered in 38-44 Target (full length
cased black powder cartridge) and remain bright in very good condition. (107244-29J)
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3448. BLACK POWDER REVOLVER PARTS LOT This lot includes two unmarked items likely for a Remington-Beals Navy or similar type percussion revolver. First is a .36 caliber cylinder with a nominal length of 1.99" with overall dark lightly oxidized bores. The cylinder retains
most of its reapplied blue finish and has overall fine oxidation staining. The second item is a cylinder pin measuring 4 1/8" overall with silvering along the high edges and perhaps a spot or two of light oxidation staining. Both items are in good overall condition. (107244-29K)
3449. SMITH & WESSON PARTS LOT This lot includes a barrel, cylinder, and crane for a Lady Smith revolver. The in-the-white barrel measures
3" with a bright about very good bore. The barrel has a spot or two of light oxidation staining visible along its length and does not come with
the locking bolt assembly. The cylinder and crane assembly are nickel finish with overall oxidation and staining present along the surfaces. The
bores remain about very good with some having spots of light oxidation and fine pinprick pitting. An overall good parts lot. (107244-29L)
3450. COLT NEW SERVICE PARTS LOT This lot includes a cylinder, crane, and ejector rod assembly for a New Service Revolver in 45 Colt.
The parts retain 70% evenly thinning blue with silvering present along the high edges and have spots of light fine oxidation present scattered near all over. The bores of the cylinder are dark but smooth and remain in good overall condition. The ejector rod assembly is missing the cap but functions properly with a strong spring action. The crane is numbered 205704 and these items remain in very good overall
condition. (107244-29M)
3451. CHAMPION SPORT SERIES SAFE This Model SP-31 granite colored safe measures roughly 36"x23"x60" overall and comes with a
gray adjustable interior able to accommodate up to 36 long arms. This fire resistant safe has a rating of 30 minutes at 1200 degrees and
was part of a first quarter run in 2007. The exterior of the safe has a several scratches in the finish along the back side none of which go
through the finish fully. It is secured with a keyed combination dial and comes with instructional sheet, aftermarket air dryer, and one key.
The safe weighs approximately 650 lbs and remains in near excellent condition. (107428-2) [please note this item will need to be picked
up at our facility, shipping is not available]
3452. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of factory hard rubber Single Action Army grips. The diamond checkered grips are un-numbered
and show minor handling marks, slightly rounded points on the checkering with a couple of small spots worn flat near the Rampant Colt.
The left side panel has been repaired and these grips remain in very good overall condition. (106935-55)
3453. LOT OF SMITH & WESSON PARTS This lot includes three items. First is a 3" nickel finish 22 caliber barrel with lightly frosted about
good bore. This nickel barrel appears to be refinished and remains in good overall condition. Second are two 7 shot 22 caliber cylinders,
one nickel finish the other blue. The blue cylinder retains about 35% blue with overall moderate amounts of oxidation and staining with dark
oxidized bores. The nickel cylinder shows several spots of flaking finish with areas of oxidation staining and also has dark oxidized bores.
The items are in about good overall condition. (107244-29N)
3454. COLT CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a blued cylinder in 32-20 for a Colt Army Special revolver. The cylinder retains about 70% blue
with overall light scratches, scattered patches of oxidation and staining with a couple spots of light pitting too. The bores are dark but remain
smooth and a partial ejector rod assembly is present. This is an about good condition lot. (107244-29P)
3455. SMITH & WESSON PARTS LOT This lot includes two matte black 5 shot 38 caliber cylinders for a Model 38 Revolver. The alloy cylinders retain near all of their finish with one having a slight turn ring and the other a few light handling marks. Each cylinder comes with an
ejector, one is numbered alike, the other is not and both remain in very good condition. (107244-29Q)
3456. SMITH & WESSON PARTS LOT This lot includes a cylinder, crane and ejector rod for a Model 10 revolver. The cylinder is un-numbered and has a 3 1/4" ejector rod. The bores are very good and there is a very faint turn ring. The nickel finish on the crane is cloudy with
some areas showing light flaking and oxidation staining. The crane is numbered 261311 and all three items remain in very good plus condition. (107244-29R)
3457. SMITH & WESSON CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a matte black finish 6 shot, .38 caliber cylinder with nominal measurement of
1.62" likely for a Model 12 or similar revolver. The cylinder retains near all its finish with a few small handling marks visible and has very good
overall bores. (107244-29S)
3458. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in 45 Colt. The cylinder retains 70% thinning blue with
overall light scratches, spots of oxidation staining and a turn ring visible. The cylinder is numbered 4175 along one of the flutes and the
bores remain smooth and bright. An overall good to about very good example. (107244-28J)
3459. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in 45 Colt. The cylinder retains 80% blue with overall
light scratches, spots of oxidation staining and a turn ring visible. The cylinder is un-numbered and the bores remain smooth and bright.
An about very good example. (107244-28K)
3460. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot nickel cylinder in 45 Colt. The cylinder is mostly cloudy with overall
light scratches spots of oxidation staining and a turn ring visible. The cylinder is not number and the bores are dark but remain smooth. An
overall good example. (107244-28L)
3461. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in 44-40. The cylinder retains 30% thinning blue with
gray undertones and has overall light scratches, spots of oxidation staining and a turn ring visible. The bores are overall dark with some oxidation staining present and this is an about good overall example. (107244-28M)
3462. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in 45 Colt. The cylinder retains 20% thinning blue with
heavy gray undertones and has spots of oxidation staining and a turn ring visible. The cylinder is un-numbered and the bores are dark and
smooth and included with the cylinder is a base pin bushing. An overall about good example. (107244-28N)
3463. SINGLE ACTION ARMY CYLINDER This lot includes a six shot blued cylinder in 44-40. The cylinder retains 90% reapplied finish
showing spots of light fine oxidation staining with the cylinder stops showing dull gray in the wells. The bores are dark and oxidized with
patches of moderate fine pitting present. A fair to about good example. (107244-28P)
3464. SMITH & WESSON HAMMER LOT This lot includes a hammer for a Schofield Revolver. The metal surfaces show strong color casehardened finish with some light scattered fine oxidation staining. The points on the checkered hammer remain crisp and this hammer remains
in very good condition. (107244-26)
3465. SMITH & WESSON HAMMER LOT This lot includes a hammer for a Schofield Revolver. The metal surfaces show mottled color casehardened finish with overall light fine oxidation staining. The points on the checkered hammer remain crisp and this hammer remains in about
very good condition. (107244-26A)
3466. REMINGTON HAMMER LOT This lot includes a hammer for a New Model Army revolver. The hammer shows mottled case color blended with tones of brown patina. The coarse checkering on the spur remains crisp and the hammer is in overall good condition. (107244-26B)
3467. REMINGTON HAMMER LOT This lot includes a hammer for a New Model Army revolver. The hammer shows blended tones of plum and
brown patinas. The coarse checkering on the spur has softened slightly and the hammer remains in overall good condition. (107244-26C)
3468. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammers for a replica Colt Model 1860 style percussion revolver. The hammers
show faded case-color with overall light fine oxidation staining. The coarse checkering on the spurs remains crisp and the hammers are in
good to very good overall condition. (107244-26D)
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3469. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes three hammers for a replica Colt Model 1860 style percussion revolver. The hammers
show faded case-color with overall light fine oxidation staining. The coarse checkering on the spurs remains crisp. One of the hammers
has the full cock notch broken off and will need repair. The hammers are in about good to very good overall condition. (107244-26E)
3470. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammers for a replica Colt Model 1849 Pocket style percussion revolver. The hammers show mottled case-color with light fine oxidation staining near all over. The coarse checkering on the spurs remains crisp and these
reproduction hammers are in very good overall condition. (107244-26F)
3471. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammers for a replica Colt Model 1849 Pocket style percussion revolver. The hammers show vibrant case-color with light fine oxidation staining near all over. The coarse checkering on the spurs remains crisp and these
reproduction hammers are in very good overall condition. (107244-26G)
3472. MODEL 1855 PERCUSSION LOCK The bright finished lock is toning
to a silver color patina with overall light fine oxidation staining. The lock is
properly marked with eagle motif on tape primer compartment cover, U.S. /
Springfield at front of lock, and 1858 at the rear of lock. There is a small capi3472
tol C on the hammer and all markings remain crisp. This is a functioning in
near excellent condition lock. (107244-26H)
3473. LOT OF LOADING LEVERS This lot includes two loading complete loading levers for a Colt Model 1851 replica percussion revolver. The levers
metal surfaces are covered with vibrant case-hardened color and these
items remain in excellent condition. (107244-26I)
3474. LOADING LEVER LOT This lot includes a .31 caliber loading lever with
plunger. The lever measures 5 1/4" overall with a double hinged joint
between the lever and plunger. The lever has mottled case-color with overall light fine oxidation staining. (107244-26J)
3475. LOT OF NEW MODEL ARMY PARTS This lot includes four reproduction cylinder stop pins for a New Model percussion revolver. The pins are blued and have some spots of light fine oxidation staining but
remain in overall very good to excellent condition. (107244-26K)
3476. LOT OF PERCUSSION PARTS This lot includes two unmarked 44 caliber loading lever plungers likely for a Colt model 1860 percussion revolver. The parts are blued both have small spots of light oxidation staining near the pivot screw and are in very good to excellent
condition. (107244-26L)
3477. LOT OF PERCUSSION PARTS This lot includes five loading lever plungers likely for a Remington New Model or replica. The
plungers measure 1 1/8" overall and are for a 44 caliber bore. They have blue finish in varying levels of condition from good to very
good overall. (107244-26M)
3478. PERCUSSION CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a refinished 44 caliber cylinder likely for a Remington New Model percussion revolver.
The cylinder retains 95% of its reapplied finish with areas of pinprick pitting visible beneath the finish. This cylinder has had the nipples
replaced and remains in good overall condition. (107244-26N)
3479. PERCUSSION CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a .38 caliber six shot blued round cylinder likely for a reproduction Colt Model 1851
Navy Revolver. The unmarked cylinder has 90% blue finish with overall light scratches and a couple spots of light fine oxidation staining.
There are no nipples present and the reproduction cylinder remains in very good condition. (107244-26P)
3480. PERCUSSION CYLINDER LOT This lot includes a .38 caliber six shot blued round cylinder likely for a reproduction Colt Model 1851
Navy Revolver. The cylinder retains 95% of its original blue with spots of light oxidation staining. There are no nipples present and the cylinder remains in excellent condition. (107244-26Q)
3481. TRAPDOOR PARTS LOT This lot includes a Model 1873 buttplate. The buttplate is marked with a small U.S. near the top screw hole
and has a rib running through the backside of the lower screw hole. The metal surface is an overall brownish silver patina and the buttplate
remains in very good overall condition. (107244-26R)
3482. TRAPDOOR PARTS LOT This lot includes two early model 1873 buttplates without reinforcing rib. The buttplates are U.S. marked (one
large, one small) and are an overall brown patina with silver undertones. They remain in very good overall condition. (107244-26S)
3483. TOOL LOT This lot includes five items. First are three "T" handle nipple wrenches. The wrenches are unmarked and likely for use on percussion rifles. The bodies are blued and the handles are in-the-white each shows varying levels of finish and amounts of oxidation staining. Second are two Proto key shaped flat head screwdrivers. The items in this lot are in very good overall condition. (107244-26T)
3484. WINCHESTER PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel forend caps. The first cap is a blued Model 63 forend cap. The cap retains 90%
blue with some light oxidation staining on the inside with several light scratches and remains in very good condition. Second is a forend
cap for a Pre-'64 Model 94 lever action rifle that remains in-the-white with overall patches of fine oxidation staining but remains in good
about very good overall condition. (107244-26U)
3485. WINCHESTER PARTS LOT This lot includes internal parts for a Model 1886 lever action rifle. The parts include a breech block assembly, lever, and locking side bolts. The lever has toned to a smoky gray color patina with some faded case-color showing in protected areas.
There is fine oxidation staining present heaviest around the loop. The breech block retains 70% blue with overall light scratches and oxidation staining. Also included are the left and right locking bolts that have light spots of oxidation staining near all over. These parts are in
good overall condition and would be great candidates for a rebuild and restore project. (107244-26V)
3486. HOLSTER LOT This lot contains two leather holsters. The first item is a Bianchi leather holster #10 for a .38/.357, it measures 9" and displays some light scratches and some light soiling. The George Lawrence holster is a #27L, which measures 10 1/2" overall, displaying some
light scratches and some light soiling. (177337-32)
3487. LOT OF GRIPS This lot contains 5 wooden grips for a Smith and Wesson K frame. The lot contains two smooth grips, two checkered grips
and one fingergroove grip. All of the grips remain in near excellent condition displaying just a few light handling marks. (177337-26)
3488. HOLSTER LOT contains six miscellaneous unmarked holsters that are in very good condition, some of them display some light drying
cracks and some light soiling. (177337-30)
3489. AIR GUN LOT This lot contains three air pistols. The first item contains a Marksman repeater .177 cal. air pistol. It retains 70% of its original matte black finish and appears to be in good working condition. The next two items are a Crossman model 600 pistol that fires on a
single C02 cylinder, both items are in very good condition that show even wear. (177337-29)
3490. BOW LOT This lot contains one Martin cougar speed flight compound bow. It measures 43" overall and has a brown, gray and black camouflage pattern having a few light handling marks. It features a quiver, three pin sights and a 6" stabilizer. Included is a soft camo bow case
and nine arrows. An excellent starter bow. (177323-6S18822A)
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3491. ENGLISH GUNSTOCK POWDER FLASK This diminutive gunstock powder flask features a copper body which measures 4 1/8" tall. It features a screw-off common top with
fixed charger. The body of the flask shows generous traces of original lacquer within the
protected areas of the flowing light scroll. The body is smooth and un-dented and is
marked "Made in England". The backside is additionally marked "1958/GR/L" and the
straight charger is numbered "12". The seams are tight. A very nice English gunstock
flask overall. (177167-20)
3492. SMALL STAR AND BALL FLASK This is a super little small-size star and ball flask. The
body is 2 3/4" tall with a fixed common top and fixed charging spout. Both sides of the
body show a crisp stamping of the familiar star and ball pattern with light foliate edging.
One side has tarnished slightly the other shows a bright polish. The body of the flask is
smooth and un-dented and the seams are tight. One of the screws is missing which holds
the top collar on, the other two are present. The top spring and its screw show some very
minor oxidation with the spring showing strong traces of original fire temper blue. This is
a superb little flask for a casing of a small percussion revolver, single shot pistol or over
under percussion Derringer. (177167-21)
3491
3493. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of three full 1000 rd. boxes of Winchester small pistol primers for standard pistol loads. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays and the
condition is as-new. (187428-3IC)
3492
3494. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of three full 1000 rd. boxes of Winchester small pistol primers for standard pistol loads. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays and the
condition is as-new. (187428-3ID)
3495. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of four full 1000 rd. boxes of Winchester small pistol primers for standard pistol loads. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays and the
condition is as-new. (187428-3IE)
3496. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of four full 1000 rd. boxes of Winchester small pistol primers for standard pistol loads. The primers are
contained in 100 rd. trays and the condition is as-new. (187428-3IF)
3497. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of three full 1000 rd. boxes of small pistol primers made by Federal Ammunition for standard pistol
loads. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays and the condition is as-new. (187428-3IG)
3498. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 17 full boxes of Winchester Triple Seven 209 primers for muzzleloading rifles. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays and are in as-new condition. (187428-3IH)
3499. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of five full factory sealed 1000 rd. boxes of CCI small pistol primers. The primers are contained in 100
rd. trays and are in as-new condition. (187428-3IJ)
3500. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of four full factory sealed 1000 rd. boxes of CCI small pistol primers. The primers are contained in 100
rd. trays and are in as-new condition (187428-3IK)
3501. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of four full factory sealed 1000 rd. boxes of CCI small pistol primers. The primers are contained in 100
rd. trays and are in as-new condition (187428-3IL)
3502. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 20 full boxes of Winchester Triple Seven 209 primers for muzzleloading rifles. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays and are in as-new condition. Also included is an instruction manual. (187428-3IM)
3503. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 20 full boxes of Winchester Triple Seven 209 primers for muzzleloading rifles. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays and are in as-new condition. Also included is an instruction manual. (187428-3IN)
3504. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 20 full boxes of Winchester Triple Seven 209 primers for muzzleloading rifles. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays and are in as-new condition. Also included is an instruction manual. (187428-3IP)
3505. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 20 full boxes of Winchester Triple Seven 209 primers for muzzleloading rifles. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays and are in as-new condition. Also included is an instruction manual. (187428-3IQ)
3506. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 17 full factory sealed 100 rd. boxes of CCI muzzleloading 209 In-Line primers. This lot is in as-new
condition. (187428-3IR)
3507. LOT OF PERCUSSION CAPS This lot consists of seven full 100 ct. tins of CCI four wing musket caps. All tins in this lot are in as-new
condition. (187428-3IU)
3508. SHOOTERS ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of a Blackhawk rescue belt size Medium fitting up to 41”, factory sealed camo print Butler
Creek quick carry rifle sling, Butler Creek flip open waterproof scope cover 10 eye 1.516”. Butler Creek flip open waterproof scope cover 10
OBJ 1.500”, Uncle Mike’s quick detachable super swivels for 1” slings fits Remington, Model Four, 7400 and 74 auto rifles. (187428-6AA)
3509. LOT OF TARGETS This lot consists of 50 factory sealed shooting targets. Assorted style targets in as-new condition. (187428-6AB)
3510. LOT OF TARGETS This lot consists of 11 NRA International 25 ft. rapid fire pistol targets. All items in this lot are factory packaged in asnew condition. (187428-6AC)
3511. HANDGUARD LOT This lot consists of one Diamond Head 10 1/4” free-floating VRS-T handguard system. This handguard is factory
sealed and in as-new condition. (187428-6AD)
3512. MISC. LOT This lot consists of a size 38 Michaels of Oregon Co. belt, Crossbreed left-handed holster for Glock, De Santis Gunhide “The
Insider” right handed, clip on gun holster suitable for S&W J frames 2”-2 1’4”, Taurus 85, 85ch 2” and Charter Arms undercover 2”. All items
in this lot are in as-new condition with factory packaging. (187428-6AE)
3513. LOT OF SCOPE COVERS This lot consists of a total of 49 factory sealed Butler Creek flip open scope covers: (2) 34 OBJ, (2) 43 OBJ,
(1) 46 OBJ, (3) 30 OBJ, (2) 10 eye, (2) 09A eye, (3) 16 eye, (3) 15 OBJ, (2) 26 OBJ, (4) 27 OBJ, (3) 28 OBJ, (4) 11 eye, (3) 11 OBJ, (3)
13 OBJ, (4) 10 eye, (3) 11 eye, (2) 13 eye and (3) 14 eye. All of the items in this lot are in as-new condition. (187428-5B)
3514. SILENCER ACCESSORY This lot consists of one Remington Choke Kit for Salvo 12. This item is in as-new conditioning with factory packaging. (187428-6AG)
3515. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consist of 16 Target-Eze pistol targets and one Blackhawk nylon “inside the pocket” ambidextrous. All
items in this lot are factory sealed and are in as-new condition. (187427-6AH)
3516. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Magpul XTM Hand Stop Kit, one CAA OPSM one point sling mount and one Magpul
mid-length handguard. All items in this lot are in its original factory packaging and are in as-new condition. (187428-6AI)
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3517. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Magpul XTM enhanced rail panels, one CAA OPSM one point sling mount and one
Magpul handguard for rifle. All items in this lot are in its original factory packing and are in as-new condition. (187428-6AJ)
3518. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one CAA OPSM one point sling mount and one AR-P.E.P.R. 1” scope mount with matte finish with Picatinny and smooth ring tops. Both items are in as-new condition in its original factory packaging. (187428-6AK)
3519. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one CAA MC16 magazine coupler that fits AR15/M16.223/5.56x45 aluminum magazines.
Also included are one Diamond Head VRS long rail, one Delta Series AR front sight tool and one Diamondhead (flip-up) polymer sight front
for all AR-15’s and modern sporting rifles. All items in this lot are in as new condition with original factory packaging. (187428-6AL)
3520. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists one AR-P.E.P.R. 1” scope mount with matte finish with Picatinny and smooth ring tops and one
Windham Weaponry field repair kit for AR15. Both items in this lot are in as-new condition with its original factory packaging. (187428-6AM)
3521. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Radians women’s shooting glasses, one box of custom molded earplugs, one Bellock
cable lock, one Palm Defender held in a pink colored container on key ring and one steel friction loc baton. All items in this lot are in asnew condition with its original factory packaging. (187428-6AN)
3522. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one red pair of Champion Ballistic shooting glasses, one 5oz. tube of Bore Butter, one 200+
package of cotton knit cleaning patches, one KleenBore .22 - .45 caliber brass patch holder and one Blackhawk nylon holster for “inside
the pocket”. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with its original factory packaging. (187428-6AP)
3523. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Radians women’s shooting glasses, one box of custom molded earplugs, one 200+
package of cotton knit cleaning patches, one 5oz. tube of Bore Butter, one Bellock cable lock, one KleenBore .22-.45 caliber brass
patch holder and one Blackhawk nylon holster for “inside the pocket”. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with its original factory packaging. (187428-6AQ)
3524. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Champion ballistic shooting glasses, one Butler Creek deluxe bino caddy, one Blackhawk
nylon holster for “inside the pocket”, one Radians lanyard with handles, one box of custom molded earplugs, one Tipton silicone gun cloth
and one 5oz. tube of Bore Butter. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with its original factory packaging. (187428-6AR)
3525. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Radians women’s shooting glasses, one 175+ package of cotton cleaning patches, one
5oz. tube of Bore Butter, one “Prescription” decorative ceramic mug, one Blackhawk nylon holster for “inside the pocket”, one Palm Defender
held on a key ring and one Kleenbore .25-.45 caliber brass patch holder. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with its original factory packaging. (187428-6AS)
3526. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Radians women’s shooting glasses, one “Prescription” decorative ceramic mug, one
Blackhawk nylon holster for “inside the pocket”, one Kleenbore .25-.45 caliber brass patch holder, one 200+ package of cotton cleaning patches and one Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with its original factory
packaging. (187428-6AT)
3527. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Champion ballistic shooting glasses, one universal pistol cleaning kit for pistols .22, 9mm,
.38/.357, .40/10mm-.45cal., one Radians lanyard with handles, one black Balaclava, one wool trigger finger insert size M/L and one Break
Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with its original factory packaging. (187428-6AU)
3528. OUTERWEAR LOT This lot consists of one l Glock Apparel Perfection Line light-weight zippered jacket. Cream color. Size small. Also
included is one Glock Perfection brand decorative license plate. (187428-6AV)
3529. OUTERWEAR LOT This lot consists of one l Glock Apparel Perfection Line light-weight zippered jacket. Cream color. Size Extra Large. Also
included is one Glock Perfection brand decorative license plate. (187428-6AW)
3530. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one 5 oz. tube of Bore Butter, one Defender Palm packaged on a key ring, one Uncle Mike’s
magazine cap super swivels for 1” slings, one black Balaclava and one Butler Creek comfort stretch shotgun sling. All items in this lot are in
as-new condition and are in their original factory packaging. (187428-6AX)
3531. MISC. LOT OF JEWELRY This lot consists of two black velvet retail necklace displays, two black velvet retail earring displays, two black
velvet retail ring displays, an assortment of 13 faux fur jewelry satchels, seven pairs of earrings, one metal bracelet, two necklaces and three
rings. All items in this lot are of “costume” quality and in excellent condition. (187428-6AY)
3532. MISC. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Radians women’s shooting glasses, one Radians lanyard with handle, one universal pistol cleaning kit, one Defender Palm packaged on a key ring, one Blackhawk nylon holster for “inside the pocket”, one 200+ package of cotton knit cleaning patches, one Kleenbore .22-.45 caliber brass patch holder and one Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with its original factory packaging. (187428-6CA)
3533. MISC. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one “Prescription” decorative ceramic mug, one universal pistol cleaning kit, one
Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative, one 125+ package of cotton knit cleaning patches, one De Santis gunhide speed scabbard
(right) for Glock 19, 23, 32, 36 and one Presentation Model Pachmayr handgun SN-G (gripper) for Smith & Wesson. All items in this lot are
in as-new condition with its original factory packaging. (187428-6CB)
3534. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one “Prescription” decorative ceramic mug, one universal pistol cleaning kit, one Break
Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative, one De Santis gunhide speed scabbard (left) for Glock 19, 23, 32, 36 and one Radians lanyard
with handle. (187428-6CC)
3535. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one “Prescription” decorative ceramic mug, one 12 & 20 gauge choke tube wrench for use
with Mossberg internal choke tubes, one 12 gauge xx-full choke tube to use with 500, 535, and 930 accu-choke models, one TruGlo fiberoptic sight for slug barrels, one Uncle Mike’s magazine cap super swivels for 1” slings and one Champion ballistic shooting glasses. All items
included in this lot are factory sealed and in as-new condition. (187428-6CD)
3536. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one The Last Stand pair of bullet resistant pair of targets, one Bellock cable lock, one 200+
package of cotton knit cleaning patches, one Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative, one Kleenbore .22 - .45 caliber brass patch
holder, one Uncle Mike’s magazine cap super swivels for 1” slings, one wool trigger finger insert (size M/L), one 5 oz. tube of Bore Butter
and one Butler Creek deluxe bino caddy. All items included in this lot are factory sealed and in as-new condition. (187428-6CE)
3537. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one “Prescription” decorative ceramic mug, one Uncle Mike’s magazine cap super
swivels for 1” slings and one Mossberg ghost ring sight kit. All items in this lot are in as-new condition and packaged in their original
factory boxes. (187428-6CF)
3538. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one 5 oz. tube of Bore Butter, one Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative, one 100
rd. box of Winchester triple seven primers for muzzleloading rifles, one 4 oz. tub of wonder lube 1000 plus, two sealed containers of CCI
no. 10 percussion caps, (1) Frankford Arsenal DS-750 digital scale and eight Eastern Maine (100) count packs of dry shooting patches. All
items in this lot are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (187428-6CG)
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3539. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one “Prescription” decorative ceramic mug, one Pachmayr decelerator recoil pad, one 12 &
20 gauge choke tube wrench for use with Mossberg internal choke tubes, one Uncle Mike’s magazine cap super swivels for 1” slings, one
Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative, one Remington 12 ga. speed wrench and one pro mag ambidextrous sling attachment plate.
All items in this lot are factory packaged in as-new condition. (187428-6CH)
3540. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of one CAA Tactical light and laser. This item is factory packaged and in as-new condition. (187428-6CI)
3541. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of one steel Friction LOC Baton. This item is factory sealed in as-new condition. (187428-6CJ)
3542. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of one steel Friction LOC Baton. This item is factory sealed in as-new condition. (187428-6CK)
3543. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one “Prescription” decorative ceramic mug, one Radians lanyard with handles, one
Blackhawk nylon holster for “inside the pocket”, one Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative, one key defender insert and one Ruger
firearm 10 rd. 22 cal. magazine. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with factory packaging. (187428-6CL)
3544. LOT OF CABLE LOCKS This lot consists of 24 Bellock keyed cable locks for lever action and pump action rifles. All items in this lot are in
as-new condition in their original factory packages. (187428-6CN)
3545. LOT OF CABLE LOCKS This lot consists of 24 Bellock keyed cable locks for lever action and pump action firearms. All items in this lot
are in as-new condition in their original factory packages. (187428-6CP)
3546. BIPOD LOT This lot consist of one Grip-pod, model GPS-02, vertical forend grip with built in quick deploy bipod. This lot is in as-new condition (187428-6CQ)
3547. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Uncle Mike’s magazine cap super swivels for 1” slings, one TruGlo slug gun fiber-optic
slug barrel sight, one Guide Rod laser by LaserMax for Glock 26/27/33 Gen4 only, one Accu-Choke Mossberg choke tube 20 ga. X-full
turkey, fits 500 and 505 accu-choke models, one Choke-tube wrench fits most Mossberg 12 and 20 ga., one Remington Rem choke Turkey
XF 12 ga. and one ProMag ambidextrous sling attachment plate PM127A. All items in this lot are in as-new condition and are in factory packaging. (187428-6CR)
3548. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Ameriglo custom firearm sights for Glock, one Radians lanyard with handles, one
Blackhawk nylon holster for “inside the pocket” (ambi), one Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative and one Glock Perfection silver
decorative license plate. All items in this lot are in as-new condition and are in factory packaging. (187428-6CS)
3549. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Blackhawk nylon holster for “inside the pocket” (ambi), one Radians lanyard with handles, one Glock Perfection silver decorative license plate, one Ameriglo custom firearm sights for Glock, one Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative, one Kleenbore .22 - .45 caliber brass patch holder and one 175+ package of cotton knit cleaning patches. All items in
this lot are in as-new condition and are in factory packaging. (187428-6CT)
3550. LASER LOT This lot consists of one LaserMax rail mount laser uni-max LMS-UNI, picatinny and Weaver rail compatible. This item is asnew in a factory sealed package. (187428-6CU)
3551. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative, one Uncle Mike’s magazine cap super
swivels for 1” slings, one Leupold zero point magnetic illuminated boresighter, one military spec. chamber brush #8-36 thread, .223
cal/5.56mm. and one RCBS shell holder #03 09203. All items in this lot are factory sealed and in as-new condition. (187428-6CV)
3552. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consist of one 200+ package of cotton knit cleaning patches, one Kleenbore .22 - .45 caliber brass
patch holder, one palm defender packaged on a blue key ring, one Ruger 10 rd., .22 cal magazine, one HKS speed loader model 29-M for
.44 spec .44 mag., one De Santis “the insider” (right) holster, one HKS Magazine speed loader model GL-453 and two Pearce grip extensions for Ruger LCP. All items in this lot are factory sealed and in as-new condition. (187428-6CW)
3553. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This consists of one Military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm, one EGW tactical scope
mount, 10-22, 0 MOA, one Windham Weaponry field repair kit for AR15, one TAPCO front sight adj. tool and one Magpul B.A.D. lever (battery assist device). All items in this lot are factory sealed and in as-new condition. (187428-6CX)
3554. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one choke tube wrench fits Mossberg 12 and 20 ga., one 5oz. tube of Bore Butter, one Military
spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm, one Leupold rifleman aluminum scope mounts with detachable high rings, one Leupold
STD high rings (.900), one Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative and one Wilson Combat #22P bushing wrench. (187428-6CY)
3555. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Millett .22 cal angle-loc windage adjustable 1” medium scope rings, one Kleenbore .22
- .45 caliber brass patch holder, one 200+ pack of cotton knit cleaning patches and one Ruger 10 rd. .22 magazine. All items in this lot are
factory sealed in as-new condition. (187428-6CZ)
3556. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one VRS short rail kit for all diamondhead VRS drop-in and free floating rail systems, one
CAA TLL tactical light and laser and one Military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm. All items are in as-new condition and
factory packaged. (187428-6DA)
3557. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Gorilla grip 1” rings, one Magpul SSG selector set, one TAPCO AK/SKS front sight adj.
tool, one CAA 5 5/8” picatinny rail and one M-11 brass catcher. All items in this lot are factory sealed in as-new condition. (187428-6DB)
3558. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Lula magazine loader/unloader for M-16/AR-15, one VRS long rail kit for all
Diamondhead VRS drop-in and free floating rail systems, one Military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm, one Windham
Weaponry field repair kit for AR15, one M-11 brass catcher, one TAPCO AK/SKS front sight adj. tool and one Diamondhead (flip-up) polymer sight front for all AR-15’s and modern sporting rifles. All items in this lot are factory sealed in as-new condition. (187428-6DC)
3559. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one 5 oz. tube of Bore Butter, one Kleenbore .22 - .45 caliber brass patch holder, one Military
spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm, one Radians lanyard with handles, one Blackhawk “inside the pocket” nylon holster
(ambi), two CCI 100 ct. percussion cap tins, one 100 ct. package of CCI muzzleloading primers 209 in-line, two Eastern Maine 100 ct. packs
of dry shoot patches for .50-.59 cal. Pillow ticking, one 4oz. tub of Wonder Lube, 1000 plus and one Devtron scopecoat protective cover.
All items in this lot are factory sealed and in as-new condition. (187428-6DE).
3560. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot includes one Storm Lake performance pistol barrel of a 9mm Glock Model 19. This item is in as-new
condition in its original factory package. (187428-6DF)
3561. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot includes one CTC laser grips, LG-626 G-series Glock pistols, 26, 27, 28, 33 and 39. This item is in asnew condition in its original box. (187428-6DG)
3562. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot includes one Lucio M7 micro red dot sight. This item is in as-new condition in its original box. (187428-6DH)
3563. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Pachmayr quick detachable flush mount swivel set, one Windham Weaponry field repair
kit for AR15, one ProMag dual aperture rear sight PM137 and one Military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm. All items
in this lot are in as-new condition with original packaging. (187428-6DI)
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3564. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm, one Windham Weaponry
field repair kit for AR15, one Spikes ST-T2 heavy buffer, one SAR global tool, one VRS short rail kit for all Diamondhead VRS drop-in and free
floating rail systems and one Magpul SSG selector set. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with original packaging. (187428-6DJ)
3565. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Weaver 1” medium sure grip, 40mm OBJ lens, one EGW Remington 700 flat tactical
scope mount, one CAA 5 5/8” picatinny rail, one Weaver S-440 all steel top mount base, one Diamond (flip-Up) polymer sight rear for all
AR-15’s & modern sporting rifles, one VRS short rail for all Diamondhead VRS drop-in and free-floating rail systems, one Pro-Mag flip-up
front sight rail front sight gas blocks, two Military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm and one Windham Weaponry field
repair kit for AR15. All items in this lot are in as-new condition with original packaging. (187428-6DK)
3566. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of three Plano plastic field boxes. Each box holds 6-8 boxes of ammunition and one Caldwell
brass retriever includes twist lock telescoping handle with 22-50” length. This item comes in its original box. All items in this lot are in asnew condition. (187428-6DL)
3567. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of seven suede various size zipper pistol rugs and three canvas zipper pistol rugs. All items in
this lot are in excellent condition and appear unused with tags still attached. (187428-6DM)
3568. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Blackout flash hider that is compatible with 7.62/6.5/6.8mm. This item is in as-new condition and is in a factory sealed package. (187428-6DP)
3569. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one EGW Remington/Benelli 700 flat tactical scope mount for Remington 740/742/760,
Ithaca 37 & 62 weaver, one EGW Remington 700 tactical scope mount for 0 MOA and 700LA, one XS Sight Systems XS lever scout scope
mount for Marlin 1895 .45-70, .450, and .44 and one Military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm. All items in this lot are
in as-new condition and are in factory sealed packages. (187428-6DQ)
3570. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of two Magpul rail sling attachment for MS3, two Magpul forward sling mount for Remington
870 and one Leupold Rem 760 mount. All items in this lot are factory packaged and in as-new condition (187428-6DS)
3571. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Diamondhead (flip-up) polymer sight front for all AR-15’s and modern sporting rifles,
one Diamondhead (flip-up) polymer sight rear for AR-15’s & modern sporting rifles, two Military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223
cal/5.56mm, one Delta Series AR front sight tool for A2, M4, M-16, AR-15, three SAR global tools (two on a clip, one on a chain). All items
in this lot are factory packaged in as-new condition. (187428-6DR)
3572. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Diamondhead (flip-up) polymer sight front for all AR-15’s and modern sporting rifles, one
Diamondhead (flip-up) polymer sight rear for AR-15’s & modern sporting rifles, two Military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm
and two SAR Global Tools (one on a clip, one on a chain). All items in this lot are factory packaged in as-new condition. (187428-6DT)
3573. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one military spec chamber brush #8-36 thread .223 cal/5.56mm, one Millett aluminum 1”
rings and three Uncle Mike’s magazine cap super swivels for 1” slings. All items in this lot are in factory sealed packages and are in as-new
condition. (187428-6DU)
3574. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of one Pro-Max side-by-side rifle case made of hard plastic. This item holds two scoped rifles and is
lockable and airline approved. This lot is as-new and in excellent condition. (187428-6DV)
3575. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of four full 1000 rd. boxes of CCI No. 41 primers for 5.56mm ammunition. The primers are contained
in 100 rd. trays and are in as-new condition. (197428-3HR)
3576. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of 15 full factory sealed 100 rd. boxes of CCI Muzzleloading 209 In-Line primers in as-new
condition. (197428-3HT)
3577. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of four full 1000 rd. boxes of Federal Small Pistol Champion primers. The primers are contained in 100
rd. trays in as-new condition. (197428-3HY)
3578. LOT OF PRIMERS This lot consists of two full 1000 rd. boxes of Federal Premium Small Pistol Gold Medal primers. The primers are contained in 100 rd. trays in as-new condition. (197428-4AU)
3579. LOT OF PERCUSSION CAPS This lot consists of three full 1000 ct. boxes of CCI No. 10 percussion caps. The percussion caps are contained in factory sealed 100 ct. tins in as-new condition. (197428-4AV)
3580. TACTICAL LIGHT LOT This lot consists of one factory sealed Glock GTL 10 Tactical light in as-new condition. (197428-6A)
3581. TACTICAL LIGHT LOT This lot consists of one factory sealed Glock GTL 10 Tactical light in as-new condition. (197428-6B)
3582. TACTICAL LIGHT LOT This lot consists of one factory sealed Glock GTL 10 Tactical light in as-new condition. (197428-6C)
3583. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a factory sealed pair of Butler Creek flip open scope covers 13 OBJ and 13 eye, one factory sealed Truglo Magnum Gobble Dot Pro Series all metal fiber-optic vent-rib shotgun sight model TG944A, one factory sealed brown Butler
Creek Comfort Stretch rifle sling, one factory sealed camo Butler Creek Quick Carry rifle sling and one black Blackhawk rescue belt in medium size fitting up to 41”. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6D)
3584. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a black Butler Creek comfort stretch rifle sling, one black nylon Blackhawk CQB belt in small
size fitting up to 34”, one Blackhawk nylon holster-AMBI inside-the-pocket size and one factory sealed Uncle Mike’s QD magazine cap
super swivels model 1801-2 for 1” slings. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6E)
3585. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a black Butler Creek comfort stretch rifle sling, one black nylon Blackhawk CQB belt in small
size fitting up to 34”, one factory sealed Uncle Mike’s quick detachable super swivels model 1181-2 for 1” slings and one factory sealed
Truglo Magnum Gobble Dot Pro Series all metal fiber-optic vent-rib shotgun sight model TG944A. All accessories are factory packaged and
in as-new condition. (197428-6F)
3586. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a black Butler Creek comfort stretch rifle sling, one black nylon Blackhawk CQB belt in medium size fitting up to 41” and one Lula AK-47/Galil, 7.62mm/5.56 magazine loader & unloader. All accessories are factory packaged and in
as-new condition. (197428-6G)
3587. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a black Butler Creek comfort stretch rifle sling, one black Blackhawk rescue belt in medium
size fitting up to 41”, one all metal Tech Sights “GI” type aperture sight for the Ruger 10/22 TSR200 and one Uncle Mike’s quick detachable
super swivels model 1093-2 for 1” slings. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6H)
3588. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a black Butler Creek comfort stretch rifle sling, one black nylon Blackhawk CQB belt in small
size fitting up to 34”, one Truglo pro series all metal fiber-optic sight for slug barrels, model TG962A and one Uncle Mike’s Law Enforcement
nylon size 0, right hand ankle holster model 8820-1. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6I)
3589. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a black nylon Blackhawk CQB belt in medium size fitting up to 41”, one Pachmayr Decelerator 752B
medium 1” red recoil pad, one Blue Force Gear black padded bungee UDC with HK style hook adapter and one Truglo Pro Series Magnum Gobble
Dot all metal fiber-optic vent-rib shotgun sight model TG944A. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6J)
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3590. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Lula M1A/M-14, .308 magazine loader & unloader, one KleenBore .22-.45 cal. brass patch
holder, one Truglo Magnum Gobble Dot all metal fiber-optic vent-rib shotgun sight model TG944A, one Blackhawk elastic rifle buttstock
shell holder and one Uncle Mike’s Law Enforcement nylon size 0, right hand ankle holster model 8820-1. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6K)
3591. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of two black De Santis Gunhide “The Insider” left hand holsters and a brown leather Uncle
Mike’s reinforced holster belt size 34. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6L)
3592. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a HKS magazine thumb operated speed loader, one black De Santis Gunhide The Insider right hand
holster, one Laserlyte pistol bayonet, one Key 10% Heat Defender insert, one KleenBore .22-.45 cal. brass patch holder and one Wilson Combat
#22P bushing wrench, 1911 full-size/compact blue polymer. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6M)
3593. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Magpul polymer angled fore grip, one Command Arms polymer MC16 magazine coupler
and one Windham Weaponry field repair kit for an AR15. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6N)
3594. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a BCM Gunfighter Compensator Model 1-556 and one Magpul polymer angled fore grip.
Both accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6P)
3595. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Magpul polymer MBUS rear back-up sight, one Command Arms polymer MC16 magazine
coupler and one Windham Weaponry field repair kit for an AR15. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6Q)
3596. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Magpul polymer angled fore grip, one Magpul polymer rail vertical grip and one Command
Arms aluminum one point sling mount. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6R)
3597. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Command Arms aluminum one point sling mount and a Burris Proper-Eye-Position-Ready
scope mount with Picatinny & smooth ring tops. Both accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6S)
3598. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a HKS thumb operated magazine speed loader and one Sig Sauer SB15 ATF compliant pistol stabilizing brace. Both accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6T)
3599. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Mossberg Ghost Ring sight kit, one Truglo slug gun fiber-optic slug-barrel sight model
TG961M, one Weaver 63B top mount base, one Mossberg Accu-Choke 12 ga. modified precision engineered choke tube and one package of cotton knit, 4 oz. shotgun cleaning patches. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6U)
3600. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Windham Weaponry field repair kit for an AR15 and two Magpul MBUS back up sight,
one front and one rear. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6V)
3601. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Windham Weaponry field repair kit for and AR15, two Magpul MBUS back-up sight, one
front and one rear, and one Magpul SSG selector set. All accessories are factory packaged and are in as-new condition. (197428-6W)
3602. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Uncle Mike’s QD magazine cap super swivels model 1801-2 for 1” slings, one KleenBore
.22-.45 cal. brass patch holder, one Mossberg Ghost Ring sight kit, one Truglo slug gun fiber-optic slug-barrel sight and one package of
cotton knit, 4 oz. shotgun cleaning patches. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6X)
3603. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Pro Mag ambidextrous sling attachment plate, one Butler Creek comfort stretch shotgun sling, one Blackhawk rifle buttstock shell holder, one Uncle Mike’s Tactical right hand ankle holster in size 1 and one Blue Force Gear
padded bungee UDC with HK style hook adapter. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6Y)
3604. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Remington 12 ga. Rem Choke speed wrench, one Remington Rem Choke 12 ga. full steel
or lead choke tube, one pair of Radians shooting glasses and one Butler Creek deluxe Bino Caddy. All accessories are factory packaged
and in as-new condition. (197428-6Z)
3605. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Remington 12 ga. Rem Choke speed wrench, one Mossberg Accu-Choke 12 ga. XX-Full
precision engineered choke tube, one Mossberg 12 & 20 ga. choke tube wrench, one Remington Rem Choke 20 ga. modified choke tube,
one Remington Rem Choke 20 full choke tube, one Remington Rem Choke 20 ga. Turkey SF choke tube and one 5 fl. oz. tube of Bore
Butter. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6BA)
3606. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Key Defender 10% heat insert, one pair of Radians shooting glasses, one KleenBore .22.45 cal. brass patch holder, one packet of cotton knit 22 cal. cleaning patches, one Peltor Shotgunner folding hearing protector, one
Blackhawk inside-the-pocket AMBI nylon holster and one Bellock keyed cable lock for lever action rifles and pump action shotguns. All
accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6BB)
3607. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of a Butler Creek deluxe Bino Caddy, one Bellock keyed cable lock for lever action rifles and pump
action shotguns, one Truglo slug gun fiber-optic slug-barrel sight model TG961R, one Uncle Mike’s QD magazine cap super swivels model
1810-2 for 1” slings, one Mossberg choke tube wrench fitting 12 & 20 ga Mossbergs, one Mossberg Accu-Choke 12 ga. modified choke
tube and one 5 oz. tube of Natural Lube 1000 Plus Bore Butter. All accessories are factory packaged and in as-new condition. (197428-6BC)
3608. BROWNING HI-POWER ACCESSORY LOT This lot consist of two magazines and a gun rug. The thirteen round capacity magazines
are for a Browning Hi-Power. The first is a blued early manufacture with split tab base plate and the second is a Parkerized Mec-Gar that
is marked “Made in Italy”. The first magazine shows light use and rates very good to excellent; and the second appears to have seen little
if any use and rates excellent. The gun rug is marked “Browning” on the leatherette covering with a nice red cloth lining and rates near
excellent. (86520-4452A)
3609. SMITH & WESSON FOURTH MODEL SINGLE SHOT TARGET PISTOL METAL CASE LOT This lot consist of a single Smith &
Wesson metal case for a fourth model single shot target pistol. The exterior of the case retains 90% original blue finish with light silvering
along the front cover, scattered thin oxidation stains and scratches. The latch still functions and the interior of the cover has about 99% blue
finish remaining. The green felt lining rates good to very good with light wear, soiling and some scattered short tears along the edges. The
edges of the felt are pulling free and will need to be re-secured. (87364-4A)
3610. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammer springs for a Bisley revolver both in excellent condition. (1X107244-25AAN)
3611. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original long knurled base pins for a Model 1877 revolver without ejector rod. The pins are
blued with some light fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of the knurled end and remain in excellent condition. (1X107244-25AAJ)
3612. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammer springs for a Bisley revolver both in excellent condition. (1X107244-25AAR)
3613. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammer springs for a Bisley revolver both showing some light amounts of fine oxidation
staining but remain in very good plus condition. (1X107244-25AAQ)
3614. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammer springs for a Bisley revolver both with scattered light fine oxidation staining but
remain in near excellent condition. (1X107244-25AAS)
3615. COLT PARTS LOT This lot includes two steel hammer springs for a Bisley revolver both in excellent condition. (1X107244-25AAP)
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3616. COLT BASE PIN LOT This lot includes two original Model 1877 base pins. There is a short knurled end for use with an ejector and a
long knurled end for use without an ejector. Both pins have a blue finish with some light fine oxidation staining present in the grooves of
the knurled end and remain in excellent condition. (1X107244-25AX)
3617. COLT BARREL LOT This lot includes an original 2 1/2" nickel finish Second Model Deringer barrel serial #3852. The bore remains bright
and in excellent condition and the barrel retains near all of its original finish showing patches of light scattered oxidation staining. An overall excellent example. (1X107244-25ACG)
3618. COLT MODEL 1855 PARTS LOT This lot includes four original items as follows: hammer, hand and handspring, mainspring and sear.
The hammer retains 80% blue and the balance of the parts show minor light oxidation staining and remain in excellent condition.
(1X107244-25ACP)
3619. COLT MODEL 1855 PARTS LOT This lot includes five original parts to include the following: hand and handspring, sear, side plate,
mainspring (missing a tab), and hammer. The parts included range in condition from good to very good overall. (1X107244-25ACM)
3620. COLT MODEL 1855 PARTS LOT This lot includes four original parts as listed: sear, mainspring, hand and handspring, and hammer.
The hammer retains about 75% thinning blue with the balance of the parts show overall light oxidation staining and remain in excellent condition. (1X107244-25ACN)
3621. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 20541. The gold colored medallions are mostly a dark tarnished color and there is a small chip near the right side escutcheon. There are several light handling marks and most of the
original varnish remains. A very good set overall. (1X107244-25F)
3622. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips with gold colored medallions. The grips have overall
light handling marks in a thinning layer of original varnish. The medallions are slightly tarnished and the grips are in overall very
good condition. (1X107244-25Q)
3623. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 14533. The gold colored medallions
show varying levels of oxidation and there are several light handling marks in the flaking varnish. The grips are in overall good
condition. (1X107244-25S)
3624. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes an original one-piece walnut grip for a Model 1855 revolver. The grip is pencil-numbered and is hard
to decipher due to fading but appears to be 4307. The grip has a few light handling marks present and remains in excellent condition.
(1X107244-25ACR)
3625. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 21037. The gold colored medallions have toned
to a dark tarnished color and the grips show faint handling marks and remain in overall very good condition. (1X107244-25E)
3626. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 20618. The once gold colored medallions are now mostly a dark tarnished color. There are a few light handling marks and the varnish is evenly thinning. A good plus
example. (1X107244-25G)
3627. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips with gold colored medallions pencil-numbered 22450. The medallions are moderately tarnished and the varnish has started to flake in areas however the grips remain in very good condition. (1X107244-25R)
3628. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips. The grips are not numbered and the gold colored medallions
are moderately tarnished. There are overall light handling marks and grips remain in very good condition. (1X107244-25P)
3629. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips penciled-numbered what appears to be 2796. The gold colored
medallions are slight tarnished and the grips remain in excellent condition. (1X107244-25T)
3630. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips pencil-numbered 18367. The grips have overall light handling
marks and the gold colored medallions are lightly tarnished. An about very good example. (1X107244-25C)
3631. LADY SMITH GRIP LOT This lot includes a set of smooth walnut grips with overall light handling marks and have small spots of lightly
flaking varnish. The gold colored medallions show light tarnish and the grips remain in overall very good condition. (1X107244-25D)
3632. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes a one-piece factory walnut grip for a Model 1855 revolver. The grip is hand-numbered 41447. There are
several light handling marks and the varnish is starting to flake in places. The grip remains in about excellent condition. (1X107244-25ACQ)
3633. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes an original one piece walnut grip for a Model 1855 revolver. The grip is in excellent condition and
shows what appears to be a light cleaning and added layer of varnish. (1X107244-25ACU)
3634. COLT GRIP LOT This lot includes a factory one piece walnut grip for a Model 1855 revolver. The grip appears to have had a light cleaning and added layer of varnish and is pencil-numbered 7545 and is in overall excellent condition. (1X107244-25ACW)
3635. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Mesa tactical hook look magazine cap for Remington, One SAR system infrared clip,
one SAR system infrared on a chain, one SAR system infrared clip/comb style and one EGW tactical scope mount Remington/Benelli for
Remington 740/742/760, Ithaca 37 and #62 Weaver. All items in this lot are factory packaged and are in as-new condition. (187428-6DW)
3636. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of one Midwest AR15 billet upper – stripped 083. Also included are the original manufacturer box
and a MW decorative sticker. This lot is in as-new condition. (187428-6DX)
3637. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of one Bumpski 100% aluminum bump stock for the Ak-47, AK-74 or Saiga shotgun. This lot is in asnew condition and comes in its original box. (187428-6DY)
3638. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one HKS magazine speed loader model 940, one leather longhorn holster, one Pearce Grip
Ruger LCP grip extension, one Ruger sr 22p 10 rd. .22 cal magazine and one Uncle Mike’s QD super swivels for 1” slings. All items in this
lot are in as-new condition and are factory packaged. (187428-6DZ)
3639. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Uncle Mike’s reinforced holster belt, size 44, one 40 oz. bottle of Break Free CLP cleaner lubricant preservative, one De Santis speed scabbard (right) gunhide, one Don Hume open top Colt Mustand .380 leather holster and
two packages of five self-adhesive Shoot-N-C reactive targets. All items in this lot are in as-new condition and still in their original factory
packaging. (187428-6EA)
3640. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one Ground Strike hex ball target, one ABUS Magpul back-up sight, one Magpul battery
assist device lever, one Tapco AK/SKS sight adj. tool, one Weaver see-through 1” scope mounts, one EGW Savage short action, round back
tactical scope mount, one complete Brownells triggerguard assembly, one RCBS shell holder #03 and one SAR global tool. All items in this
lot are in as-new condition and still in their original factory packaging. (187428-6EB)
3641. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of two military spec. chamber brushes .223 cal./5.56mm, one 30 rd. Troy AR-15 magazine with
extended floorplate lock and two Bushmaster 20 rd. 556 steel magazines. All items in this lot are in as-new condition and still in their original factory packaging. (187428-6EC)
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3642. LOT OF ACCESSORIES This lot consists of one ProMag flip up front sight for picatinny rail front sight gas blocks, one military spec.
chamber brush (#8-36 thread) .223 cal./5.56mm, one EGW Rimfire 10-22 0 MOA tactical scope mount, one Tapco AK/SKS sight adj. tool,
one Magpul battery assist device lever and one Magpul SSG selector set. All items in this lot are in as-new condition and still in their factory packaging. (187428-6ED)
3643. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of one Thompson/Center soft pistol case for scoped Contender or Encore pistols with a canvas exterior and a plush corduroy interior. This item is in as-new condition. (187428-6EE)
3644. ACCESSORY LOT This lot consists of one Thompson/Center pistol case for scope Contender or Encore pistols. This lot is a conventional
style with a canvas exterior and a plush corduroy interior. This item is in as-new condition. (187428-6EF)
3645. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammers, likely for a Colt Model 1860 or replica percussion revolver. The
hammers show color case-hardened finish with overall light scratches and fine oxidation staining. They are in very good overall
condition. (107244-26AA)
3646. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammers, likely for a Colt Model 1860 or replica percussion revolver. The
hammers show a color case-hardened finish with overall light fine oxidation and scattered scratches. They are in very good overall
condition. (107244-26AB)
3647. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes three hammers, likely for a Colt Baby Dragoon or replica percussion revolver. The hammers have overall light fine oxidation staining with traces of case-hardened color blending with a smokey grey patina. The hammers remain
in very good overall condition. (107244-26AC)
3648. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot includes 25 +/- flat sear springs, likely to fit a variety of Colt and/or replica revolvers. They measure 1 1/4"X
5/16" overall and remain in very good overall condition. (107244-26AD)
3649. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot includes 25 +/- flat sear springs, likely to fit a variety of Colt and/or replica revolvers. They measure 1 1/4"X
5/16" overall and remain in very good overall condition. (107244-26AE)
3650. LOT OF COLT PARTS This lot includes four parts for a Woodsman Match Target pistol. The parts list as follows: mainspring, firing pin,
firing pin spring, and extractor. These parts are in excellent condition. (107244-26AF)
3651. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes 20 +/- bolt and trigger screws. The screws are covered with light oxidation
staining and the screw heads remain untouched. (107244-26AG)
3652. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes 15 blued concave 1st issue firing pins. The firing pins are in excellent condition. (107244-26AH)
3653. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes 20 +/- bolt and trigger screws. The screws are covered with light oxidation
staining and the screw heads remain untouched. (107244-26AI)
3654. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes 20 +/- bolt and trigger screws. The screws are covered with light oxidation
staining and the screw heads remain untouched. (107244-26AJ)
3655. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes 15 blued concave 1st issue firing pins. The firing pins are in excellent
condition. (107244-26AK)
3656. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes 15 blued concave 1st issue firing pins. The firing pins are in excellent
condition. (107244-26AL)
3657. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot includes 25 +/- flat sear springs likely to fit a variety of Colt and/or replica revolvers. They measure 1 1/4"X
5/16" overall and remain in very good overall condition. (107244-26AM)
3658. LOT OF GUN PARTS This lot includes 25 +/- flat sear springs likely to fit a variety of Colt and/or replica revolvers. They measure 1 1/4"X
5/16" overall and remain in very good overall condition. (107244-26AN)
3659. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot contains three items. First is a hand assembly in good overall condition. Second are
two blued triggers, both showing some light silvering along the edges but remain in near excellent condition. (107244-26AP)
3660. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes eight items. First are two blued triggers both in excellent condition. Second
are an assortment of four screws and two possibly unrelated pins, all in very good to excellent condition. (107244-26AQ)
3661. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes 15 blued concave 1st issue firing pins. The firing pins are in excellent condition. (107244-26AR)
3662. LOT OF SINGLE ACTION ARMY PARTS This lot includes 15 blued concave 1st issue firing pins. The firing pins are in excellent condition. (107244-26AS)
3663. SMITH & WESSON HAMMER LOT This lot includes a hammer assembly for a Model 10 revolver. The hammer has a wide knurled
spur and still shows vibrant case color. There is expected light wear marks on the contact areas and this hammer remains in excellent
condition. (107244-26AT)
3664. SMITH & WESSON HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammer assemblies that will work in the following model revolvers; 15-6, 16,
19-6, 66-3, and 67-2. One trigger is complete the other only has the firing pin in place. Both have lovely case-hardened color and rate is
very good condition. (107244-26U)
3665. SMITH & WESSON HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammer assemblies for a New Model No. 3 revolver. The hammers show
faded case-hardened color under light fine oxidation near all over. One of the hammers has the cocking notches worn flat and will need
repair. Overall a good to very good condition pair of hammers. (107244-26AV)
3666. REMINGTON PERCUSSION REVOLVER PARTS This lot includes two items. First is a percussion hammer for a New Model
revolver. The hammer has overall light oxidation staining and remains a smokey gray patina. Second is a complete loading lever assembly with 44 caliber plunger. The lever will need repair due to a split in the mounting screw hole. The items remain in good to very good
overall condition. (107244-26AW)
3667. REMINGTON PERCUSSION REVOLVER PARTS This lot includes two items. First is a Percussion hammer for a New Model revolver.
The hammer has overall light oxidation staining and remains a smokey gray patina. Second is a complete loading lever assembly with 44
caliber plunger. The lever will need repair due to a small section of metal loss in the mounting screw hole. The items remain in about good
to very good overall condition. (107244-26AX)
3668. U.S. MILITARY RIFLE RACK This lot consists of an M12 small arms rack for the M16/M16A1 rifle. The metal surfaces retain about 85%
original O.D. green finish, exhibiting generalized wear consistent with a military surplus item. The rack holds (12) rifles and measures approximately 42 1/2” in height and 36” wide. This lot is complete with locking bars and is the perfect item for a club or shooter with numerous
AR’s and remains in very good condition. (107428-8) [Extra shipping will apply]
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3669. U.S. M1920 MILITARY SMALL ARMS RACK This is a US military barracks
storage rack that will accommodate 20 1903-style rifles and 20 1911-style pistols.
The metal surfaces retain 90-95% applied pale grey enamel. The adjustable rack is
cast iron and steel weighing approximately 110 lbs and measuring approximately 27"
in diameter at the base. The top tier which locks 20 1911-style pistols by their triggerguards measures approximately 16" in diameter. The upper rifle tier locks 20
1903-style rifles by their barrels, just to the rear of the front sight and measures about
19" in diameter. The tiers are joined together with a steel tube running through the
center of each, for an overall height of about 48 1/2". Each tier features a circular
locking device to be secured by a padlock (no locks included). Really an impressive
rack that is certain to be a centerpiece in your arms room rating excellent overall.
(107329-13) [Extra shipping will apply]
(600/800)
3669
3670. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammers likely for a Colt
Model 1860 or replica percussion revolver. The hammers show color case-hardened
finish with overall light scratches and fine oxidation staining. They are in very good overall condition. (107244-26AY)
3671. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammers likely for a Colt
Model 1860 or replica percussion revolver. The hammers show color case-hardened
finish with overall light scratches and fine oxidation staining. They are in very good overall condition. (107244-26AZ)
3672. PERCUSSION HAMMER LOT This lot includes two hammers likely for a
Remington New Model or replica percussion revolver. The hammers have two different type knurling patterns on the spurs on fine and one coarse. The both have
overall light oxidation staining and one shows light wear marks consistent from use.
They remain in overall very good condition. (107244-26BA)
3673. HAMMER LOT This lot includes a hammer for a Smith & Wesson No. 3 Schofield
or reproduction revolver. The hammer is a stripped base including only the integral
firing pin with overall light scratches and fading case color remaining in very good
condition. (107244-26BB)
3674. HAMMER LOT This lot includes a hammer for a Smith & Wesson No. 3 Schofield
or reproduction revolver. The hammer is a stripped base including only the integral
firing pin with overall light scratches, fine oxidation staining and fading case color
remaining in very good condition. (107244-26BC)
3675. NO. 3 SCHOFIELD PARTS LOT This lot includes four items. First is a blued trigger
showing light silvering around the edges with a strip toning to a brown patina along the
front edge. Second is a blue finish stripped hammer assembly retaining most of its blue
finish with some light scratches and spots of fine oxidation staining. Third are two
screws: first is a hammer screw showing overall brown patina with slot wear in the head.
Second is a trigger screw in a similar state of condition. Items in this lot rate good to very
good in condition overall. (107244-26BD)
3676. HAMMER LOT This lot includes a hammer for a Smith & Wesson No. 3 Schofield or reproduction revolver. The hammer is a stripped
base including only the integral firing pin with overall light scratches and fading case color remaining in very good condition. (107244-26BE)
3677. MARLIN MODEL 1894 PARTS This lot includes three items to include a breech block, lever and triggerguard plate. The metal surfaces
have bordered loose scroll engraving and retain an overall plum-brown patina with spots of fine oxidation staining present near all over. The
triggerguard plate is slightly curved and has loose scroll engraving around the pivoting point for the lever. The breech block is engraved
along the right side and the parts in this lot are in very good overall condition. (107244-26BF)
3678. PERCUSSION REVOLVER PARTS This lot includes two loading lever assemblies likely for a Remington New Model or similar reproduction percussion revolver. One assembly is complete with 36 caliber plunger and the other does not have a plunger. The levers retain
near all of their original finish with some spots of light oxidation staining visible. (107244-26BG)
3679. COLT MODEL 1873 PARTS This lot includes a stripped frame and barrel. The barreled frame is an overall dark smokey gray patina with
tiny amounts of nickel showing in protected areas. There are numerous light handling marks concentrated heaviest on the underside of the
barrel. The frame is U.S. marked and is serial numbered 14076 and has the numbers 4 and 24 stamped on either side of the forward hole
for attaching the grip frame (not included). The 5", 45 Colt barrel is numbered 4076 at the breech and the bore is dark and lightly frosted.
The barreled frame remains in good overall condition. (107244-37) {ANTIQUE}
3680. TARGET LOT This lot includes three free standing small bore steel spinning targets. The targets consist of a steel frame measuring
17"X15" with two spinning wheels each having a 2 1/2" and 4" circular disc. The targets are in as-new condition. (107248-6F)
3681. TARGET LOT This lot includes four free standing small bore steel spinning targets. The targets consist of a steel frame measuring 17"X15"
with two spinning wheels each having a 2 1/2" and 4" circular disc. The targets are in as-new condition. (107248-6FA)
3682. TARGET LOT This lot includes four steel Gong style hanging targets. The 10" diameter targets are cut from 3/8" thick steel and have a
black enamel finish. One target has two hanging loops the other three targets have three and all are in as-new condition. (107248-6FB)
3683. TARGET LOT This lot includes four Gong style hanging targets. The 10" diameter targets are cut from 3/8" thick steel and have a black
enamel finish. They have two hanging loops and are in excellent as-new condition. (107248-6FC)
3684. TARGET LOT This lot includes three Gong style hanging targets. The 8" diameter targets are cut from 3/8" thick steel and have a black
enamel finish. The targets have two loops for hanging and are in excellent as-new condition. (107248-6FD)
3685. TARGET LOT This lot includes four Gong style hanging targets. The 12" diameter targets are cut from 3/8" thick steel and have a black
enamel finish. The targets have two loops for hanging and are in excellent as-new condition. (107248-6FE)
3686. TARGET LOT This lot includes four Gong style hanging targets. The 12" diameter targets are cut from 3/8" thick steel and have a black
enamel finish. The targets have two loops for hanging and are in excellent as-new condition. (107248-6FF)
3687. BREN MAGAZINE AND CASE LOT This lot includes twelve 30 round Bren magazines and a WWII era steel transport case. The case
measures 15 1/2"X9 1/2"X 5" and has one metal carry handle with steel clasp closure. The case retains 70% reapplied green enamel finish and shows overall scattered patches of oxidation and flaking. The majority of the steel magazines are MA marked on the floor plate and
retain near all of their blue finish. A very good overall condition lot of Bren accessories. (107332-22)
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3688. MULTI LINKER This lot includes a machine gun belt linking tool. The linking tray measures 9 1/2"X11 1/2" and has grooves for linking
up to 20 cartridges at once with the pull of a single lever. The unit is similar in design to those used for loading the 1919 belts and is in asnew condition. (107248-6FG)
3689. UZI PARTS KIT This lot contains several parts for an Uzi submachine gun. The parts include: 10" barrel with bright excellent bore, 25
round steel magazine, wooden shoulder stock with attaching iron, set of mixed matched plastic forend grips, bag containing a small assortment of related pins and screws, top cover with slide, full trigger assembly with pistol grip, breechblock, charging rod and spring, and two
sections of the receiver cut to B.A.T.F.E. specifications. The parts in this lot remain in very good overall condition. (107248-9)
3690. UZI PARTS KIT This lot contains several parts for an Uzi submachine gun. The parts include; 10" barrel with bright excellent bore, 25 round
steel magazine, wooden shoulder stock with attaching iron, set of plastic forend grips one with cracks visible inside of panel, bag containing
a small assortment of related pins and screws, top cover with slide, full trigger assembly with pistol grip, breechblock, charging rod and spring,
and three sections of the receiver cut to B.A.T.F.E. specifications. The parts in this lot remain in very good overall condition. (107248-9A)

3691

3691. ORIGINAL WWI SHEET MUSIC LOT This lot contains two 10 1/2” x 13 1/2” sheets of music and one framed sheet music cover. First
is “Don’t You Want To Be A Soldier? (An Appeal of Today)” by Mr & Mrs Hiram B Browning, c. 1918 by Hiram B Browning. This folding
double sheet contains the original words and music and is in near excellent condition showing a couple of minor creases and tears on its
edges. The cover is a WWI soldier pointing and seemingly asking the question “Don’t you want to be a soldier?” The back cover has another composition by Browning, “Red Cross March”. Second song sheet: “With My Face To The East” by Bell and Friedman, c. 1918 by Wylmarie
Laura Bell. Also a folding double sheet in very good to near excellent condition with some minor tattering and a few small tears on its edges.
Its front cover is an image of a charging WWI soldier. And last is a framed sheet music cover “Over There” by George Cohan with an image
by Norman Rockwell of four young men in WWI uniforms singing with one playing the banjo. The sheet is in near excellent condition showing a few small tears and a little crazing. The gold colored wood frame is 13” x 16” overall and in very good condition. (127241-151A)
3692. WWII POSTCARDS & PINUP CARDS LOT This lot consists of two Riker display boxes measuring 12” x 16” with a total of 18 postcards and pinup cards from WWII. The cards are approx. 3”x5” and appear in excellent condition. (127241-151B)

3692
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3693

3693. LIMITED EDITION FRAMED RAMPANT COLT PICTURE This
lot is #147 of 500 limited edition black and white prints of the Rampant
Colt Statue from the Colt Armory c. 1867. The print is hand numbered
and is framed in a red mahogany colored wood frame with an overall
dimension of 17” x 20”. The print depicts the Rampant Colt from atop
the Colt factory, the famous dome of the Colt building and the Samuel
Colt crest of arms. It is in excellent condition with a couple of spots of
dust under the glass. The frame is in near excellent condition with a
couple of minor blemishes on its outer edge. (127241-151C)
3694. LOT OF MILITARY INSIGNIA This lost consists of two Riker display boxes measuring 12” x 16” containing WWII military insignia. The
first contains 16 different, what appear to be British insignia (with some
duplicates). The second contains seven different U.S. military insignia,
all in duplicate, and six different U.S. radio serial number plates. All
items are in near excellent or better condition. (127241-151D)
3695. FRAMED WILLIAM MASON PATENT LETTER This lot is a
framed and matted three panel wall hanging showing a three page rendition of William Mason’s request for a patent on improvements to the
Colt Single Action Army, Patent No. 158,957, dated January 19, 1875
which includes a two page rendition of the original letter and a one
page rendition of the original diagrams. The displayed documents are
in excellent condition. The dark wood frame is in near excellent condition with a few minor blemishes on the outer edges and measures 17”
x 33” overall. (127241-151E)

3694
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3696

3696. LOT OF MILITARY INSIGNIA This lot consists of three hinged 12” x 16” display boxes containing more than 45 different insignia (with
some duplicates) from the U.S., Britain, Canada and Germany to include a German belt buckle and pins, some rank insignia and multiple
patches. All appear in very good or better condition. (127241-151F)
3697. WWII P-51 MUSTANG PAINTING This lot is of a
painting titled “Short-Fuse Sallee” by William Farnsworth.
The painting is approx. 8” x 12”, matted with an oak frame
and an overall dimension of 13” x 17” depicting a P-51
3697
landing. Written on the matt is the title “Short-Fuse Sallee”
and an inscription “Pilot: Capt. Richard E Turner 354th Ftr
Grp – 356th Ftr Squadron 9th Air Force – He scored 11 air
victories and 2 - V1 flying bombs.” The matt as well as the
painting are signed by the artist. Also include in the frame
is an overlaid 9th Air Force patch. (127241-151G)
3698. LOT OF GUN CASES This lot consists of three long
gun hard cases. First is a rectangular vinyl covered case
measuring 48”x12”x6” overall with a dark fabric lined
interior set up for one long gun with four accessory
compartments that is in near excellent condition showing a few minor exterior blemishes. Next is a rectangular brown plastic GunGuard case that measures
48”x9”x4” with a foam interior that is in near excellent
condition showing a few minor handling marks and
some light soiling. Last is a tapered black plastic hard
case by FieldLocker with a foam interior that measures
52”x9”x3 1/2” overall and is in excellent condition showing a few minor scuffs on the exterior. (127443-64)
3699. LOT OF GUN CASE This lot consists of three long
gun hard cases. The first two are black plastic with foam
interiors measuring 52”x11”x4” overall by Contico in
near excellent condition showing some minor handling marks. The third case is a foam lined gray plastic two compartment two gun case
by Woodstream that measures 51”x9”x7” that is in very good to near excellent condition showing multiple light scratches and scuffs and
minor handling wear on its exterior. (127443-64A)
3700. LOT OF CAMO CLOTHING This lot contains (9) articles of hunting clothing in various colors and patterns: (1) Black Sheep XL orange
camo insulated coat, (1) Codet 44/33 green wool pants, (1) XXXL Mossy Oak Breakup button shirt, (1) XXL Realtree Hardwoods non-insulated pants, (1) XXL Fusion 3-D long sleeve pocket t-shirt, (1) XXXL Realtree Hardwoods sweatshirt, (1) Treebark fleece zippered muff with
accessory pocket, (1) six-pocket Mossy Oak zippered fanny-pack, (1) 11"x19" black nylon multi-compartment tactical backpack with
numerous straps, rings and pockets. All items are in near excellent condition, a couple of which may have a light scuff or stain. (55847-6)

End of Silent Auction - Thank you • All Silent Auction Bids are due by 2:00 pm on November 22, 2015.
Results will be available on Wednesday, November 25, 2015.
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